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Abstract
The modal µ-calculus captures exactly the bisimulation-invariant regular tree languages. Hence, properties expressed in formulas of its fragments like LTL or CTL
for instance are only regular. We present temporal logics whose expressive power
reaches beyond that of the modal µ-calculus and survey known result about these
with a focus on their model checking problems — due to the undecidability of
satisfiability.

1

Introduction

Temporal logics or, more generally, modal logic with recursion mechanism are
used in computer science for program verification [1,22]. Regardless of whether
verification is done in terms of model or satisfiability checking, the focus has
been on logics that are fragments of or can be embedded into Kozen’s modal
µ-calculus Lµ : LTL [19], CTL [5], CTL∗ [6], or even PDL [7], etc.
There are equivalence preserving translations forth and back between formulas of the modal µ-calculus and various types of finite tree automata or
Monadic Second Order Logic [10,11,20]. Hence, all properties expressed in
the aforementioned logics are regular in the sense that the set of tree or word
models of these formulas form an ω-regular language.
In fact, the expressive power of these four logics for example is strictly
below that of full ω-regularity: for instance LTL defines only the star-free
properties on ω-words [8,21], and on infinite trees, CTL is weaker than CTL∗
which coincides with the bisimulation invariant fragment of Monadic Path
Logic [17]. All of them, including PDL, can be embedded into the first level
of the alternation hierarchy within the modal µ-calculus [2].
Nevertheless, much attention is being payed to these weak logics when
it comes to automatic verification. This is (partially) explained by two observations: (1) Increasing expressive power naturally comes with increasing
computational complexity and vice-versa. In automatic verification, where
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input sizes are typically very large, weak logics may be the only choice. (2)
Properties expressed in stronger logics of regular properties than those, i.e. in
higher levels of Lµ ’s alternation hierarchy are usually examples of the form:
something must hold infinitely often unless something else holds infinitely unless something else . . . (to be read right-associatively).
This does not mean that considering even larger classes of properties will
result in even more pathological examples. In fact, there are properties that
are inexpressible in Lµ but which are interesting for the verification of transmission protocols for example: “never more out- than in-actions”, unlimited
counting, repetition of sequences of actions, etc.
In Section 2 we will briefly describe four temporal logics that are capable
of expressing non-regular properties. As mentioned above, higher expressive
power requires higher computational complexity. The model checking problems for these logics are, in this order, complete for PTIME, PSPACE, EXPTIME, and non-elementary. The price to pay w.r.t. satisfiability is even
higher: all these logics are highly undecidable. Intuitively, in order to achieve
non-regular effects one has to be able to model context-freeness. Furthermore, sensible specification logics feature a ∧-construct. But the intersection
problem for context-free languages is undecidable.
Undecidability also restricts the model checking problem to finite structures. Checking non-regular properties on finite structures is not an oxymoron. Note that on a structure of fixed size, mutli-modal logic even suffices
to express every possible µ-calculus definable property. But the formula would
depend on the structure and it is desirable to have properties formalised independently of the underlying structure to be tested. The same holds for
non-regular properties. Such logics provide independence of the underlying
models and in same cases even succinctness over logics for regular properties.

2

Temporal Logics for Non-Regular Properties

2.1 Transition Systems
Let P = {p, q, . . .} be a finite set of atomic proposition, and let Σ = {a, b, . . .}
be a finite set of atomic action names. A transition system is a tuple T =
a
a
(S, {−→
| a ∈ Σ}, s0 , L) where S is the set of states, −→
for any a ∈ Σ is a
binary relation on states called the transitions, s0 ∈ S is a designated starting
state, and L : S → 2P labels the states with propositions.
The four logics that are presented in the following are all interpreted over
transition systems.
2.2 Non-Regular PDL
Propositional Dynamic Logic, as introduced by Fisher and Ladner [7] building
on a proposal by Pratt is multi-modal logic over an infinite set of transition
relations that form a Kleene Algebra. It was originally introduced to describe
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properties of regular programs, i.e. programs built from atomic ones using the
regular operations union, sequential composition and Kleene star.
Harel, Pnueli and Stavi extended this to Propositional Dynamic Logic of
Non-Regular Programs (PDL[CFG]) [9] by allowing programs to be built from
atomic ones using the full power of context-free grammars.
Definition 2.1 Formulas of PDL[CFG] are given by the following grammar.
ϕ ::= q | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | hGiϕ
where q ∈ P and G is a context-free grammar over the alphabet Σ. As usual,
we write L(G) to denote the language generated by G.
The semantics of PDL[CFG] is defined as follows.
T , s |= q
T , s |= ϕ ∨ ψ
T , s |= ¬ϕ
T , s |= hGiϕ

iff
iff
iff
iff

q ∈ L(s)
T , s |= ϕ or T , s |= ψ
T , s 6|= ϕ
∃w ∈ L(G), ∃t ∈ S, s.t. s −w→ t

where the transition relations are lifted to words in Σ∗ in a natural way:
²
s−
→
t iff s = t
aw
a
s −−→ t iff ∃u, s.t. s −→
u and u −w→ t

Example 2.2 Consider the context-free grammar G over the alphabet Σ =
{a, b} given by the production rule
S → b | aSS
Note that L(G) = {w | ∀u, v ∈ Σ∗ : w = uv ⇒ |u|a ≤ |u|b }. This is easily seen
to be a non-regular language. Moreover, L(G) describes the undesired runs of
a buffer if, for example, b = out and a = in. Hence, the PDL[CFG] formula
[G]ff := ¬hGi(q ∨ ¬q) specifies that on all paths in a transition system the
number of b-transitions never exceeds the number of a-transitions.
Theorem 2.3 [12] The model checking problem for PDL[CFG] is PTIMEcomplete.
2.3 The Modal Iteration Calculus
Definition 2.4 Let (V, ≤) be a complete lattice with bottom element ⊥ and
suprema t, and let f : V → V be any function an V , not necessarily monotone.
For limit ordinals λ and arbitrary ordinals α define
G
f 0 := ⊥ , f α+1 := f α t f (f α ) , f λ :=
fα
α<λ
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Then the trans-finite sequence f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f ω , f ω+1 , . . . trivially forms in increasing chain of elements in V and eventually there is an α s.t. f α = f α+1 .
This is called the inflationary fixpoint of f , denoted inff , and it is easy to
see that it is indeed a fixpoint of f : f (inff ) = inff .
Inflationary fixpoints are as interesting from a computational point of view
as least fixpoints are. They can serve as quantifiers whose definition already
yields a method for computing them.
Inspired by the (perhaps surprising) result that First-Order Logic with
Least Fixpoints LFP is equi-expressive to First-Order Logic with Inflationary Fixpoints IFP, Dawar, Grädel and Kreutzer defined the Modal Iteration
Calculus MIC which extends the modal µ-calculus with inflationary fixpoint
constructs [3].
Definition 2.5 Let V = {X, Y, . . .} be a set of second-order variables. Formulas of MIC are given by the following grammar.
ϕ := q | X | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | haiϕ | inf(X1 ← ϕ1 , . . . , Xn ← ϕn )
where q ∈ P, a ∈ Σ, and X, X1 , . . . , Xn ∈ V. The semantics of a MIC formula
is defined using environments ρ that interpret the free variables in a formula
by a subset of S, e.g.
a
[[haiϕ]]ρ := {s ∈ S | ∃t ∈ S, s −→
t and t ∈ [[ϕ]]ρ }

[[inf(X1 ← ϕ1 , . . . , Xn ← ϕn )]]ρ :=
¡
¢
π1 inf(λ(S1 , . . . , Sn ).([[ϕn ]]ρ[S1 /X1 ,...,Sn /Xn ] , . . . , [[ϕn ]]ρ[S1 /X1 ,...,Sn /Xn ]
etc., where π1 projects a tuple onto its first component.
A fragment of MIC worth mentioning is 1MIC. It is obtained by replacing the syntax rule for arbitrary inflationary fixpoint by a rule for nonsimultaneous fixpoint quantifiers only: infX ← ϕ.
Example 2.6 Take the MIC formula
inf(X ← q ∨ (h−itt ∧ [−](X ∧ ¬Y )), Y ← X ∧ ¬q)
This expresses uniform inevitability: the formula is satisfied in a state s of a
transition system iff there is a k ∈ N s.t. on all paths beginning in s, q holds
after k steps. No finite tree automaton recognises this language [4].
Theorem 2.7 [3] The model checking problem for MIC is PSPACE-complete.
2.4 Fixpoint Logic with Chop
Müller-Olm’s Fixpoint Logic with Chop (FLC) extends the modal µ-calculus
with a sequential composition operator [18]. This makes it possible to achieve
context-free, and because of the presence of intersection, even certain contextsensitive effects.
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Definition 2.8 Let V = {X, Y, . . .} be a set of third-order variables for functions from sets of states to sets of states. Formulas of FLC are given by the
following grammar.
ϕ ::= q | ¬q | X | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ; ϕ | hai | [a] | τ | µX.ϕ | νX.ϕ
where q ∈ P, a ∈ Σ and X ∈ V. Note that the semantics of a modal µcalculus formula is a predicate, a subset of the state space. In order to cope
with sequential composition, the semantics of FLC lifts the modal µ-calculus
semantics straight-forwardly to the space of monotone predicate transformers. For details we refer to [18]. A game-based characterisation of the FLC
semantics has been given in [13].
Example 2.9 The following FLC formula expresses “all finite paths are of
the form ww for some w ∈ Σ∗ ”.
^
ϕ :=
ψa ; ψb ; h−i; tt
where ψx := νX.[x] ∧ [−]; X; [−]
(a,b)∈Σ2 ,a6=b

where tt := q ∨ ¬q for some q. This is based on the usual trick which shows
that the complement of the non-context-free language {ww | w ∈ Σ∗ } is
context-free.
Theorem 2.10 [16,14] The model checking problem for FLC is EXPTIMEcomplete.
2.5 Higher-Order Fixpoint Logic
The idea of obtaining more expressiveness by employing higher-order constructs has been followed consequently by Viswanathan and Viswanathan in
the introduction of Higher Order Fixpoint Logic (HFL) [23]. It is a hybrid of
the modal µ-calculus and a simply typed λ-calculus.
Types of HFL formulas are given by the grammar
τ ::= Pr | τ → τ
where the atomic type Pr stands for predicates, and function types are understood canonically. Variables in HFL formulas occur either only positively, or
only negatively, or without any constraint. Thus, a variance is a σ ∈ {+, −, ?}.
The syntax of HFL is then given by the following grammar.
ϕ ::= q | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | X | haiϕ | ϕ ϕ | λX σ .ϕ | µX.ϕ
Typing rules ensure the well-formedness of formulas. For a detailed definition
of HFL including its straight-forward typing rules see the introductory paper
[23]. We also refer to this for the exact definition of the semantics which is
given through liftings of predicates to monotone higher order functions on
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some set of states of a transition system. Monotonicity is guaranteed by the
typing rules: fixpoint variables may only occur positively in their defining
fixpoint body.
Example 2.11 An example of a class of properties that can be formalised in
HFL has been given by Viswanathan and Viswanathan []: assume-guarantee
properties. A state satisfies the formula νX.ϕ . νY.ψ iff for all α ∈ Ord: if s
satisfies ν α X.ϕ then s also satisfies ν α+1 Y.ψ. In other words, if we assume ϕ
to hold α many times then we must guarantee ψ at least α + 1 many times.
This property is expressed by the HFL formula
(νZ.λX.λY.(¬X ∨ Y ) ∧ Z ϕ ψ) tt ψ
where the greatest fixpoint quantifier ν is abbreviated as usual through least
fixpoints and negation.
Theorem 2.12 [15] The model checking problem for HFL is non-elementary
but elementary for every HFLk .
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Abstract. Extensions of the description logic EL have recently been
proposed as lightweight ontology languages. The most important feature
of these extensions is that, despite including powerful expressive means
such as general concept inclusion axioms, reasoning can be carried out in
polynomial time. In this paper, we consider one of these extensions, EL+ ,
and introduce a refinement of the known polynomial-time classification
algorithm for this logic, which was implemented in our CEL reasoner. We
describe the results of several experiments with CEL on large ontologies
from practice, which show that even a relatively straightforward implementation of the described algorithm outperforms highly optimized,
state-of-the-art tableau reasoners for expressive description logics.

1

Introduction and Motivation

The quest for tractable (i.e., polynomial-time decidable) description logics (DLs),
which started in the 1980s after the first intractability results for DLs were shown
[5, 18], was until recently restricted to DLs extending the basic language FL0 ,
which allows for conjunction (u) and value restrictions (∀r.C). The main reason
was that, when clarifying the logical status of property arcs in semantic networks
and slots in frames, the decision was taken that arcs/slots should be read as value
restrictions rather than existential restrictions (∃r.C).
Unfortunately, as soon as terminologies (also called TBoxes or DL ontologies)
were taken into consideration, tractability turned out to be unattainable in FL0 :
even classifying the simplest form of TBoxes that admit only acyclic concept
definitions was shown to be coNP-hard [19]. If the most general form of TBoxes
is admitted, which consists of general concept inclusion axioms (GCIs) supported
by all modern DL systems, then classification in FL0 even becomes ExpTimecomplete [2].
For these reasons, and also because of the need for expressive DLs in applications, from the mid 1990s on, the DL community has mainly given up on the
quest of finding tractable DLs. Instead, it investigated more and more expressive DLs, for which reasoning is worst-case intractable. The goal was then to find
practical reasoning procedures, i.e., algorithms that are easy to implement and
optimize, and which—though worst-case exponential or even worse—behave well
in practice (see, e.g., [17]). This line of research has resulted in the availability of
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highly optimized DL systems for expressive DLs based on tableau algorithms [14,
10], and successful applications: most notably the recommendation by the W3C
of the DL-based language OWL [16] as the ontology language for the Semantic
Web.
Recently, the choice of value restrictions as a sine qua non of DLs has been
reconsidered. On the one hand, it was shown that the DL EL, which allows for
conjunction and existential restrictions, has better algorithmic properties than
FL0 . Classification of both acyclic and cyclic EL TBoxes is tractable [1], and
this remains so even if general TBoxes with GCIs are admitted [6]. On the other
hand, there are applications where value restrictions are not needed, and where
the expressive power of EL or small extensions thereof appear to be sufficient.
In fact, SNOMED, the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine, employs EL
with an acyclic TBox [23]. Large parts of the Galen medical knowledge base can
also be expressed in EL with GCIs and transitive roles [21]. Finally, the Gene
Ontology [7] can be seen as an acyclic EL TBox with one transitive role.
The tractability results for EL together with the bio-medical applications
mentioned above have motivated our research on extensions of EL: the leitmotif for this research was to extend EL as far as possible by adding standard
DL constructors available in ontology languages like OWL, while still retaining
polynomial-time reasoning in the presence of GCIs. This has resulted in the
tractable DL EL++ [2], which includes transitive roles, so-called right-identities
[23] on roles, nominals (and thus ABoxes), and disjointness constraints on concepts. The purpose of the research presented in the present paper was to evaluate
whether or not the polynomial-time algorithms for reasoning in EL and its extensions are suitable as a basis for implementing a DL reasoning system that can
handle large bio-medical ontologies, and whether such a reasoner outperforms
existing high-optimized DL reasoners for expressive DLs.
At first sight, one might think that a polynomial-time algorithm is always
better suited for implementation than worst-case exponential-time algorithms
such as the ones underlying modern DL reasoners. However, due to the plethora
of sophisticated optimization techniques that have been developed for tableau
algorithms over the last decade [15], it is far from obvious whether a straightforward implementation of the polynomial-time algorithm can compete with
highly-optimized implementations of tableau algorithms. A case in point is our
experience with implementing the polynomial-time classification algorithms for
cyclic EL TBoxes introduced in [1]: direct implementations of both the algorithm
for subsumption w.r.t. descriptive semantics (based on a reduction to satisfiability of propositional Horn formulae [9]) and the algorithm for subsumption w.r.t.
greatest fixpoint semantics (based on computing the greatest simulation on a
graph [11]) did not lead to satisfactory results on the Gene Ontology [24].
In this paper, we consider a restriction of the polynomial-time classification
algorithm for EL++ [2] to the fragment EL+ of EL++ . This fragment differs
from EL++ in that nominals and the bottom concept are disallowed. The reason
for considering this fragment was that none of the bio-medical ontologies mentioned above use nominals or the bottom concept. We describe a refined version
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of this algorithm that is tailored toward implementation. The purpose of this
refinement is to remove an obvious obstacle for efficient implementation of the
algorithm as given in [2]: the uninformed, brute-force search for applicable completion rules. With (almost) no further optimizations, we have implemented the
refined algorithm in our CEL (Classifier for EL) reasoner. We have performed
several experiments to compare the performance of CEL with the performance
of state-of-the-art DL systems based on tableau algorithms. It turns out that
CEL can compete with modern DL systems and often outperforms them. We
view these results as a serious encouragement for further research into optimized
implementations of DL reasoners based on polynomial-time algorithms for the
EL family of DLs.

2

The Description Logic EL+

In DLs, concept descriptions are inductively defined with the help of a set of
constructors, starting with a set NC of concept names and a set NR of role
names. EL+ concept descriptions are formed using the constructors shown in
the upper part of Table 1. An EL+ ontology is a finite set of general concept
inclusions (GCIs) and role inclusions (RIs), whose syntax is shown in the lower
part of Table 1.
The semantics of EL+ is defined in terms of interpretations I = (∆I , ·I ),
where the domain ∆I is a non-empty set of individuals, and the interpretation
function ·I maps each concept name A ∈ NC to a subset AI of ∆I and each role
name r ∈ NR to a binary relation rI on ∆I . The extension of ·I to arbitrary
concept descriptions is inductively defined as shown in the semantics column of
Table 1. An interpretation I is a model of an ontology O if, for each inclusion
in O, the conditions given in the semantics column of Table 1 are satisfied.
Name

Syntax

Semantics

top
conjunction
existential restriction

>
C uD
∃r.C

∆I
C I ∩ DI
{x ∈ ∆I | ∃y ∈ ∆I : (x, y) ∈ rI ∧ y ∈ C I }

general concept inclusion
CvD
C I ⊆ DI
role inclusion
r1 ◦ · · · ◦ rn v s r1I ◦ · · · ◦ rnI ⊆ sI
Table 1. Syntax and semantics of EL+ .

One main use of GCIs in EL+ is to give definitions of concept names in
terms of complex concept descriptions. Therefore, we introduce concept definitions A ≡ C, with A a concept name, as an abbreviation for the two GCIs
A v C and C v A. Intuitively, C describes the necessary and sufficient conditions for being an instance of A. GCIs of the form A v C, with A a concept
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Pericardium v Tissue u ∃contained-in.Heart
Pericarditis v Inflammation u ∃has-location.Pericardium
Inflammation v Disease u ∃acts-on.Tissue
.
Heartdisease = Disease u ∃has-location.Heart
Heartdisease v ∃has-state.NeedsTreatment
has-location ◦ contained-in v has-location
Fig. 1. An example EL+ ontology.

name, are called primitive concept definitions.1 They give only necessary (but
no sufficient) conditions for being an instance of A. In DL, a finite set of GCIs is
commonly called a general TBox, and a finite set of (possibly primitive) concept
definitions with unique left-hand sides is called a TBox. We call a TBox primitive if it contains only primitive concept definitions and acyclic if there are no
concept names A0 , . . . , An−1 such that A(i+1) mod n occurs on the right hand of
the (possibly primitive) concept definition of Ai , for all i < n.
It is worthwhile to note that the role inclusions available in EL+ generalize
a number of standard expressive means: role inclusions of the form r v s are
commonly called role hierarchies; transitivity of a role r can be expressed by
writing r ◦ r v r; finally, RIs can express right-identity rules r ◦ s v r, which play
an important role in medical ontologies [23]. An example ontology formulated
in EL+ can be found in Figure 1, where all uppercase words are concept names,
and all lowercase words are role names.
The basic inference problem for DL concept descriptions is concept subsumption: a concept C is subsumed by a concept D w.r.t. an ontology O (written
C vO D) if C I ⊆ DI in every model I of O. The basic inference problem for
DL ontologies is classification: compute the subsumption hierarchy of all concept
names occurring in the ontology O. In our example ontology, it is not hard to see
that Pericarditis is classified as Heartdisease (i.e., Pericarditis vO Heartdisease),
and thus needs treatment.

3

Classifying an EL+ Ontology

A polynomial-time algorithm for classification in EL with GCIs and role hierarchies has been proposed in [6], and this algorithm was extended to the more
powerful DL EL++ in [2]. We introduce the restriction of the algorithm from [2]
to EL+ , and then propose a refined version for implementation purposes.
Both in tableau-based DL systems and in earlier DL systems based on structural subsumption algorithms, the subsumption hierarchy is computed by performing multiple subsumption tests. In addition to optimizing the single subsumption tests, such systems can also be optimized by trying to minimize the
1

despite not actually defining anything.
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number of subsumption tests needed to compute the whole hierarchy [3]. In contrast, the classification algorithm in [2] simultaneously computes the subsumption relationships between all pairs of concept names in the input ontology.
To classify an ontology, the algorithm first transforms it into normal form,
which requires that all GCIs and RIs are of one of the forms shown in the left part
of Figure 2. By introducing new concept and role names and applying a number
of straightforward rewriting rules, any EL+ ontology O can be transformed into
a normalized one such that subsumption between the concept names occurring
in O is preserved. The normalization can be carried out in linear time, yielding
an ontology whose size is linear in the size of the original one [2, 24].

Normal Form

Completion Rules

AvB

CR1

If A ∈ S(X), A v B ∈ O, and B ∈
/ S(X)
then S(X) := S(X) ∪ {B}

A1 u A2 v B

CR2

If A1 , A2 ∈ S(X), A1 u A2 v B ∈ O, and B ∈
/ S(X)
then S(X) := S(X) ∪ {B}

CR3

If A ∈ S(X), A v ∃r.B ∈ O, and (X, B) ∈
/ R(r)
then R(r) := R(r) ∪ {(X, B)}

CR4

If (X, Y ) ∈ R(r), A ∈ S(Y ), ∃r.A v B ∈ O, and B ∈
/ S(X)
then S(X) := S(X) ∪ {B}

rvs

CR5

If (X, Y ) ∈ R(r), r v s ∈ O, and (X, Y ) ∈
/ R(s)
then R(s) := R(s) ∪ {(X, Y )}

r◦svt

CR6

If (X, Y ) ∈ R(r), (Y, Z) ∈ R(s), r ◦ s v t ∈ O,
and (X, Z) ∈
/ R(t)
then R(t) := R(t) ∪ {(X, Z)}

A v ∃r.B
∃r.A v B

Fig. 2. Normal Form and Completion Rules

For the rest of this section, we assume without loss of generality that the
input ontology O is in normal form. Let NCO be the set of all concept names
occurring in O including >, and NRO be the set of all role names occurring in
O. The algorithm computes
– a mapping S assigning to each element of NCO a subset of NCO , and
– a mapping R assigning to each element of NRO a binary relation on NCO .
The intuition is that these mappings make implicit subsumption relationships
explicit in the sense that B ∈ S(A) implies A vO B, and (A, B) ∈ R(r) implies
A vO ∃r.B. The mappings are initialized by setting S(A) := {A, >} for each
A ∈ NCO and R(r) := ∅ for each r ∈ NRO . Then the sets S(A) and R(r) are
extended by applying the completion rules shown in the right part of Figure 2
until no more rule applies. The algorithm has been proved sound and complete
in [2], i.e., after termination we have B ∈ S(A) iff A vO B, for all concept
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names A, B occurring in O. It has also been proved that the algorithm always
terminates in time polynomial in the size of the input ontology.
One of the main problems to be solved when implementing the described
algorithm is to develop a good approach for finding the next rule to be applied.
If this is realized by a naı̈ve brute-force search for applicable completion rules,
then one cannot expect an acceptable runtime behavior on large inputs. As a
solution to this problem, we propose a refined version of the algorithm, which
is inspired by the linear-time algorithm for satisfiability of propositional Horn
formulas proposed in [9]. This version uses a set of queues, one for each concept
name appearing in the input ontology, to guide the application of completion
rules. Intuitively, the queues list modifications to the data structure (i.e. to the
sets S(A) and R(r)) that still have to be carried out. The possible entries of the
queues are of the form
B,

B → B0,

and

∃r.B

with B and B 0 concept names, and r a role name. The entry B ∈ queue(A)
means that the concept name B has to be added to S(A). Similarly, B → B 0 ∈
queue(A) means that B 0 has to be added to S(A) if S(A) already contains B,
and ∃r.B ∈ queue(A) means that (A, B) has to be added to R(r). The fact that
such an addition triggers other rules will be taken into account by appropriately
extending the queues when the addition is performed.
To facilitate describing the manipulation of the queues, we view the (normalb from concepts to sets of queue entries
ized) input ontology O as a mapping O
b
as follows: for each concept name A (including the case A = >), O(A)
is the
minimal set of queue entries such that
b
– if A v B ∈ O, then B ∈ O(A);
0
0
b
– if A u A v B ∈ O or A u A v B ∈ O, then A0 → B ∈ O(A);
b
– if A v ∃r.B ∈ O, then ∃r.B ∈ O(A).

b
Likewise, for each concept ∃r.A, O(∃r.A)
is the minimal set of queue entries such
b
that, if ∃r.A v B ∈ O, then B ∈ O(∃r.A).
Now, we can describe how the queues are used: since the sets S(A) are inib
b
tialized with {A, >}, we initialize queue(A) with O(A)
∪ O(>),
i.e., we add to
the queues the immediate consequences of being an instance of A and >. Then,
we repeatedly fetch (and thereby remove) entries from the non-empty queues
and process them using the procedure process displayed in Figure 3. To be more
precise, process(A, X) is called when we are currently treating the concept name
A, and X is the next element on queue(A). Observe that the second if-clause
implements CR1 and (part of) CR4, the first if-clause is a pre-processing step addressing the CR2 rule and delegating the real work to the second if-clause, and
the third if-clause implements CR3, (the other part of) CR4, as well as CR5 and
CR6. The procedure process-new-edge(A, r, B) handles the effects of adding a new
pair (A, B) to R(r). The notation v∗O used in its top-most for-loop stands for
the reflexive-transitive closure of the role hierarchy statements.
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procedure process(A, X)
begin
if X = B → B 0 then
if B ∈ S(A) then
continue with X := B 0 ;
else return; {do nothing}
if X is a concept name and X ∈
/ S(A) then
S(A) := S(A) ∪ {X};
b
queue(A) := queue(A) ∪ O(X);
for all concept names B and role names r with (B, A) ∈ R(r) do
b
queue(B) = queue(B) ∪ O(∃r.X);
if X is an existential restriction ∃r.B and (A, B) ∈
/ R(r) then
process-new-edge(A, r, B)
end;
procedure process-new-edge(A, r, B)
begin
for all role names s with r v∗O s do
R(s) := R(s) ∪ {(A, B)};
S
0
b
queue(A) := queue(A) ∪ {B 0 |B 0 ∈S(B)} O(∃s.B
);
0
for all concept names A and role names t, u with
t ◦ s v u ∈ O and (A0 , A) ∈ R(t) and (A0 , B) 6∈ R(u) do
process-new-edge(A0 , u, B);
for all concept names B 0 and role names t, u with
s ◦ t v u ∈ O and (B, B 0 ) ∈ R(t) and (A, B 0 ) 6∈ R(u) do
process-new-edge(A, u, B 0 );
end;
Fig. 3. Processing the queue

Queue processing is continued until all queues are empty. Observe that the
refined algorithm need not perform any search to check which completion rules
are applicable. It can be proved that the refined algorithm is still sound and
complete, and that it terminates in polynomial time.

4

Implementation and Evaluation

Modern DL reasoners are usually based on tableau-based subsumption algorithms [4]. Although such algorithms are exponential in the worst case, the development of a whole plethora of sophisticated optimization techniques has led
to a quite good runtime behavior in practice. In this section we will show that,
nevertheless, even a relatively naı̈ve implementation of the refined algorithm described above can compete with, and even outperform, modern tableau-based
DL systems.
We have implemented the refined algorithm described in the previous section
in the CEL reasoner. CEL is written in Common LISP and accepts input based
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on a small extension of the KRSS syntax [20]. For details about the use of the
system, refer to the CEL manual.2 To test whether CEL can compete with modern
tableau-based reasoners, we have conducted a number of experiments based on
three important bio-medical ontologies: the Gene Ontology (Go) [7], the Galen
medical knowledge base (Galen) [21], and the Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine (Snomed) [8].
Go. The Gene Ontology provides a controlled vocabulary to describe gene and
gene product attributes in any organism. It currently consists of 16,803 concepts and a single, transitive role “part-of”. The original distribution of Go
used a frame-like formalism without formal semantics. For example, the concept
Polarisome is described as follows:
[Term]
id: GO:0000133
name: polarisome
namespace: cellular component
def: "Protein complex playing a role in determining cell polarity"
is a: GO:0043234 ! protein complex
relationship: part of GO:0005938 ! cell cortex
relationship: part of GO:0030427 ! site of polarized growth
The most natural approach to translate Go concept definitions into an EL+
ontology is to use primitive concept definitions. For example, the above Go
concept would be defined as
GO0000133 v GO0043234 u ∃part of.GO0005938 u ∃part of.GO0030427.
Go
This translation gives us Oprim
, an acyclic, primitive TBox with one role inclusion part of ◦ part of v part of. It coincides with the OWL version of Go
contained in recent distributions of the gene ontology. However, as an ontology
Go
for testing DL systems, Oprim
is not well-suited since it is too simple. Actually,
computing subsumption in an acyclic, primitive TBox is relatively easy: it simply means computing the transitive closure over the explicitly told subsumption
relationships. In the above example, GO0000133 v GO0043234 is such an explicit
relationship. It should be noted however, that neither tableau-based systems nor
our implementation directly use this fact.
To obtain an ontology based on Go that is harder to classify, we also consider
the translation of Go into non-primitive concept definitions, i.e., the above Go
concept would be defined as

GO0000133 ≡ GO0043234 u ∃part of.GO0005938 u ∃part of.GO0030427.
Go
The result Odef
is an acyclic TBox with the same additional role inclusion as
Go
above. In Odef , subsumption cannot be computed as the transitive closure of
Go
told subsumptions. However, Odef
is a relatively unusual ontology: due to the
2

The CEL reasoner and the manual are available at
http://lat.inf.tu-dresden.de/systems/cel
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assumption that concept definitions also provide sufficient conditions, which has
not been intended by the Go developers, there are large groups of concepts that
turn out to be equivalent (i.e., subsume each other).
Galen. This ontology aims to promote the sharing and re-use of medical data.
It was originally formulated in the language Grail and has been translated into
description logic by Ian Horrocks [12]. In that translation, Galen is formulated
in EL extended with GCIs, role hierarchies, transitive roles, functional roles, and
inverse roles. Since EL+ and CEL do not support inverse roles and functional
roles, we have removed inverse role axioms and treat functional roles as ordinary
ones. In this way, we obtain the EL+ ontology OGalen that contains 1,214 GCIs
as well as 2,041 primitive and 699 non-primitive concept definitions. It refers
to 413 roles, of which 26 are declared transitive. Moreover, there are 412 role
hierarchy axioms.
Snomed is the systematized nomenclature of medicine, a standardization of
medical terminology used in the health systems of the US and the UK. The current version of Snomed comprises 379,691 concept and 52 role names. Snomed
is formulated as an acyclic EL TBox that contains 38,719 concept definitions
and 340,972 primitive concept definitions. There are no transitive roles,3 but
11 role hierarchy statements and one right-identity rule of the form r ◦ s v r.
This gives us the ontology OSnomed . To get a smaller version of Snomed that
can be handled by standard DL reasoners, we also consider the fragment that
is obtained by keeping only the non-primitive concept definitions. We call the
Snomed
.
resulting ontology Ocore
The CEL reasoner reads the input ontology, converts each concept definition
(if any) into a pair of GCIs, normalizes the resulting ontology, and then starts
the refined algorithm described in the previous section. When performing experiments with the initial version of CEL, we found that it could classify only
Go
Go
Snomed
, but not Odef
and OSnomed . In the
the ontologies Oprim
, OGalen , and Ocore
latter two cases, the problem is that the data structures become too big due to
too many computed subsumption relationships. A more careful analysis revealed
Go
that the problem has different origins for the two ontologies. In the case of Odef
,
the many subsumption relationships are due to the presence of large groups of
equivalent concepts: this is problematic as n equivalent concepts give rise to n2
subsumption relationships. In addition, if there is a subsumption between two
equivalence classes of size n and m, then we must store n · m subsumption relationships. In the case of OSnomed , many additional concept names are introduced
during the normalization phase, for which we also compute all subsumption relationships. These observations led us to adopting the following improvements
of the original implementation.
Synonyms identification. Told synonyms are concept names A, B that are explicitly stated to be equivalent by a concept definition A ≡ B. We improved
3

Actually, Snomed needs transitive roles, but since the commercial reasoner used by
the developers cannot handle transitivity, they have simulated it in an incomplete
way using the approach described in [22].
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the algorithm by choosing and keeping only a single representative for each
equivalence class of told synonyms. All the dropped synonyms are stored in a
cost-effective union-find data structure to allow the identification of their representative. This is needed for answering subsumption queries that involve dropped
synonyms. The removal of synonyms reduces the number of concept names by
Go
more than half in the case of Odef
and enables classification of this ontology by
CEL.
Improved normal form. Here, the goal is to reduce the number of additional
concept names introduced through normalization. This is achieved in two ways.
First, the purpose of additional concept names introduced during normalization
is to replace complex concept descriptions in GCIs. The general pattern is that
we introduce a concept name A as replacement for a complex concept C, and
then add one of A v C and A w C to the ontology, depending on whether
C was replaced on the left-hand side or on the right-hand side of a GCI. In
the improved normalization, we keep track of the concept descriptions C for
which an abbreviation has already been introduced, and avoid the introduction
of multiple concept names for the same concept description.
Second, in the improved normal form we admit n-ary conjunction on the
left-hand side of GCIs, thus avoiding the introduction of n − 1 concept names
for each left-hand side n-ary conjunction. Of course, the Completion Rule CR2
has to be generalized accordingly:
CR2

If A1 , . . . , An ∈ S(X), A1 u · · · u An v B ∈ O, and B ∈
/ S(X)
then S(X) := S(X) ∪ {B}

Also, queue entries of the form B → B 0 are now replaced by the more general entries B1 , · · · , Bn → B 0 with the obvious meaning. It is straightforward
to generalize the process function given in Figure 3 to the new type of queue
entries. These two modifications had a drastic effect when normalizing OSnomed :
whereas the original normalization approach introduced 401,830 new concepts,
the improved one introduced “only” 114,658. We have compared the perfor-

Go
Oprim

No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
|CNO |
|RNO |

CDefs.
PCDefs.
GCIs
role axioms

CEL
FaCT
RACER

0
16,803
0
1
16,806
1

Go
Odef
OGalen

16,803
0
0
1
16,806
1

25
10,833
117
11
36 unattainable

699
2041
1214
438
2,740
413

Snomed
Ocore

OSnomed

38,719
0
0
0
53,234
52

38,719
340,972
0
12
379,691
52

16
1,360
12,772
19 unattainable unattainable
25
84,917 unattainable

Table 2. Benchmarks and Evaluation Results
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mance of CEL with two of the most advanced tableau-based reasoning systems:
FaCT (v2.32.17) and RACER (v1.7.6). Both systems implement expressive DLs in
which subsumption is ExpTime-complete. All experiments have been performed
on a PC with 2.4GHz Intel Pentium 4 processor and 2GB memory running RedHat Linux 7.2. In the case of Galen, for the sake of fairness also FaCT and
RACER have been used with the restricted version of Galen that includes neither functional nor inverse roles. In the case of Snomed, the right-identity rule
was passed to CEL, but not to FaCT and RACER, as the latter do not support
right identities.
The results of our experiments are summarized in the lower part of Table 2,
where unattainable means that the reasoner failed due to exhaustion of memory.
Notably, CEL outperforms both FaCT and RACER in all benchmarks except
Go
Odef
, where FaCT needs only 11 seconds (we currently have no explanation for
Go
the good behavior of FaCT on Odef
). Moreover, CEL was the only reasoner that
was able to classify the whole Snomed ontology.4

5

Conclusion

We have proposed a refined classification algorithm for the description logic
EL+ , implemented it in the CEL reasoner, and then used CEL to show that even
a relatively straightforward implementation of this algorithm can compete with,
and usually even outperform, highly optimized tableau-based DL reasoners. We
view this result as a strong argument for the use of tractable DLs, provided that
their expressive power is sufficient for the application in question. We also believe that, when more powerful optimization techniques are developed, reasoners
based on the refined algorithm presented in this paper can be made much more
efficient than our current implementation CEL. Such additional optimizations
may include the following:
Currently, we explicitly compute and store all the subsumption relationships
between concepts names, rather than just computing and storing the Hassediagram of the subsumption hierarchy, as done by the other DL systems. Storing only the Hasse-diagram will definitely save space, but it is not yet clear
how much time overhead (for computing subsumption relationships from this
representation) this will cause.
Closely related to the previous point is the question whether we can use
the well-known techniques for avoiding calls to the subsumption algorithm used
by other DL systems while computing the Hasse-diagram (see [3]). With the
current algorithm, this does not really make sense since a single call to our subsumption algorithm already computes the whole hierarchy. Thus, one must first
modify our classification algorithm into a goal-directed subsumption algorithm
that checks, with minimum efforts, only whether two given concept names are
in a subsumption relationship.
4

We have recently heard that the optimizations described in [13] have the effect that
FaCT++ is now also capable of classifying OSnomed . We were, however, not yet able
to verify this claim with the version of FaCT++ available for download.
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Another technique used by other DL systems is to determine some obvious
(non-)subsumption relationships (such as told subsumers) before calling the actual subsumption algorithm. It is not clear yet how this kind of information
can be used in our type of algorithm, but one could try to adopt the approach
described in [13].
As shown by our experiments, the reduction of the number of concept names
is a crucial issue for the efficiency of our algorithm. Therefore, any techniques
that make such a reduction is promising candidates for further optimizations. It
is clear that the two simple optimizations described in this paper can further be
improved, but there may also be other, more sophisticated approaches to reduce
the number of concepts to be considered.
Finally, we plan to extend our implementation CEL to the description logic
EL++ [2].
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Abstract. We propose a query answering technique applicable to a wide
family of cyclic conjunctive queries with one distinguished variable. It
exploits the fact that, given such a query, one can build in linear time a
concept of some Description Logic (DL) such that to answer the query
w.r.t. any knowledge base (KB) is the same as to find all instances of that
concept. Notably, the method is uniform: the concept does not depend
on a KB and even on a DL in which the KB is formulated. Thus, for these
conjunctive queries, the problem of query answering is reduced to concept
instance retrieval, which in turn is reducible to KB (un)satisfiability. The
technique presented here is based on the modal correspondence theory
(and close relationship between modal and description logics) and can
be regarded as a practical application of that theory.

1

Introduction

Description Logics are family of knowledge representation formalisms closely related to first-order and modal logics. Most of them can be viewed as decidable
fragments of the first-order logic. Their complexity was thoroughly investigated,
and practical reasoning algorithms were designed (e.g., [9, 11, 14]) and implemented as highly optimised reasoning systems, e.g., Racer [7], FaCT [8], and
Pellet [18]. Typical reasoning services provided by these systems are checking
KB satisfiability, concept subsumption (and building a taxonomy, i.e., a computing subsumption relationships between all concept names occurring in a KB),
concept instances retrieval etc. (see [1, Chap. 8] for an overview).
Among reasoning tasks, querying is a fundamental mechanism for extracting information from a KB. Two most important reasoning services involving
queries—query answering and query containment, also called subsumption—
were extensively explored [3–6, 10, 12, 17], but have not got a complete solution.
A typical obstacle is the presence of cycles in a query (cf. [6]). In general, query
containment and answering are reducible to each other and are at least as hard
as concept subsumption or satisfiability problems (whence their lower complexity bounds). However, to the best of our knowledge, no tight upper bounds for
their complexity are obtained so far. To illustrate the situation, recall that the
Description Logic SHIQ is known to be ExpTime-complete [11]. At the same
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time, the complexity of query answering over SHIQ KBs is shown in [5] to be
3coNExpTime, if a KB has no transitive roles, and 4coNExpTime otherwise.
In this paper, we concentrate on the query answering problem. We show that
that for a wide family of conjunctive queries (with one distinguished variable) one
can build in linear time a concept (usually, in a very simple DL) whose instances
are exactly the answers to the query (w.r.t. any KB). As a consequence, within
this family, the query answering problem is reduced to concept instance retrieval,
which in turn is reducible to KB unsatisfiability. Note that the reduction is
applicable to many cyclic queries, and the resulting concept is not in general
equivalent to the query. The technique presented here is based on the modal
correspondence theory; this theory explores the relation between the properties
of frames expressible in modal and first-order languages.
To illustrate the method, consider the following instance retrieval request:
KB |= a: (¬X t ∃R.X), where the concept name X does not occur in the knowledge base KB. The task is to find all individuals a (called constants in first-order
logic) occurring in KB that belong to the concept ¬X t ∃R.X in any model
of KB. It is not hard to show that exactly thos individuals a will be retrieved that
satisfy (in all models of KB) the condition aRa. Hence, the concept ¬X t ∃R.X
can be used for answering the cyclic query q(x) ← xRx. Similarly, the request
KB |= a: (¬∃R.X t ∃S.X), where X does not occur in KB, returns exactly those
individuals a that are answers of the query q(x) ← ∃y(xRy ∧ xSy). Thus, concepts involving fresh concept names can be used to compute the answers of even
cyclic queries.
Now recall from modal logic that the formula p → ♦p is valid at a point e of a
frame iff this point is reflexive, i.e., eRe holds. Similarly, the formula R p → ♦S p
is valid at a point e iff there is a point d such that eRd and eSd holds, i.e.,
e satisfies the first-order condition α(x) := ∃y(xRy ∧ xSy). Comparing this with
the above observations, we can generalise it as follows: whenever the validity of
a modal formula at a point of a frame is equivalent to some first-order condition
(and this condition has the form of conjunctive query), we can use this fact
for query answering. This is the main result of this paper (Theorem 7), and an
open question is whether the converse implication holds. An important feature
of this approach is its uniformity: a concept used to answers a query is not only
independent of a KB against which the query is answered, but also independent
of a DL in which a KB is formulated. Therefore, extending the expressivity
of a DL does not destroy our query answering algorithm (in contrast to other
approaches where, e.g., introducing transitive roles can invalidate an algorithm).
In the next section we recall some notions concerning DLs and query answering. Section 3 contains the main theorem of the paper, which enables us to
transfer results from modal correspondence theory to query answering. As an
application, Sect. 4 and 5 present two families of queries that can be handled by
this approach. As a by-product, in Sect. 5 we obtain an (at least syntactic) extension to the well-known in modal logic Sahlqvist theorem. Numerous examples
of queries captured by this technique are shown in Sect. 6. We give conclusions
and an outlook in Sect. 7. An Appendix contains all the proofs.
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>I = ∆I {a}I = {aI }
(C u D)I = C I ∩ DI
(¬C)I = ∆I \ C I
(R− )I = {he, di | hd, ei ∈ RI }
(>n R.C)I = { e ∈ ∆I | #{d ∈ C I : he, di ∈ RI } > n }
Fig. 1. Semantics for Description Logics.

2

Preliminaries

First let us recall the notions related to the DL ALC and its extensions.
Definition 1. (Syntax) The vocabulary consists of finite sets of concept names
CN, role names RN, and individual names IN (also called as constants). Concepts
of the logic ALC are defined by the following syntax:
C ::=

>

| A |

¬C

| C uD

|

∃R.C,

where A is a concept name, R a role name, and C and D are concepts. Other
connectives are taken as customary abbreviations, e.g., (C t D) := ¬(¬C u ¬D),
(C → D) := ¬(C u ¬D), ⊥ := ¬>, ∀R.C := ¬∃R.¬C.
A terminology (or a TBox) T is a finite set of axioms of the form C v D,
where C, D are arbitrary concepts. An ABox A is a finite set of assertions of
the form a: C and aRb, where a, b ∈ IN, C is a concept and R a role. Finally, a
knowledge base KB = hT , Ai consists of a TBox T and an ABox A.
Appending the letters I, Q, O, or H to the name of the logic refers to the
following syntax extensions:
I: inverse roles: if R is a role, then R− is a role;
Q: qualified number restrictions: if R is a role, C a concept, and n > 0, then
(>n R.C) is a concept; then we can use an abbreviation ∃R.C := (>1 R.C);
O: nominals: if a ∈ IN, then {a} is a concept;
H: role hierarchy: axioms of the form R v S are allowed in a TBox.
Replacing ‘ALC’ with ‘S’ in the name of a logic refers to allowing transitive
roles, i.e., axioms of the form Trans(R) in a TBox. To maintain decidability,
in presence of S, H, and Q together, the restriction is imposed on the concept
syntax: expressions of the form (>n R.C) are regarded as well-formed concepts
only if the role R has no transitive subroles w.r.t. given TBox (cf. [9]).
Definition 2. (Semantics) An interpretation I = (∆I , ·I ) consists of nonempty domain ∆I and an interpretation function ·I that maps:
– each constant a ∈ IN to an element aI ∈ ∆I ,
– each concept name C ∈ CN to a subset C I ⊆ ∆I ,
– each role name R ∈ RN to a binary relation RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I ;
and is extended to all concepts and roles by inductive clauses shown in Fig. 1. The
unique name assumption (UNA) is customary made, i.e., only interpretations
mapping distinct constants to distinct elements of the domain ∆I are considered.
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An interpretation I satisfies an axiom C v D, R v S, or Trans(R) resp., if
C I ⊆ DI , RI ⊆ S I , or the relation RI is transitive, resp.; I satisfies an assertion
a: C or aRb if aI ∈ C I or haI , bI i ∈ RI , resp. An interpretation is a model of a
knowledge base if it satisfies all its TBox axioms and ABox assertions. The fact
‘I satisfies Φ’ is written as I |= Φ. A knowledge base KB entails Φ (written as
KB |= Φ) if, for all models I of KB, we have I |= Φ.
Definition 3. (Queries) A conjunctive query is an expression of the form1
q(~x) ← t1 (~x, ~y ) ∧ . . . ∧ tn (~x, ~y ),
where ~x, ~y are tuples of (distinguished , resp., non-distinguished ) variables, and
each atom ti (~x, ~y ) is of the form w: C (concept atom) or wRz (role atom), where
C is a concept, R a role, and w, z are either variables from ~x, ~y or constants. The
arity of a query q(~x) is the number of its distinguished variables: ar(q) := |~x|.
Queries of arity 1 are called unary. Given an interpretation I = h∆, ·I i, a query
q of arity m is interpreted as follows:
q I := { ~e ∈ ∆m | I |= ∃~y ( t1 (~e, ~y ) ∧ . . . ∧ tn (~e, ~y ) ) }.
The answer set of a query q(~x) w.r.t. a knowledge base KB is defined as the set
of tuples of constants satisfying the query q in all models of KB:
ansKB (q) := { ~a ∈ IN | KB |= q(~a) }.
Note that the answer set is always finite: | ansKB (q)| 6 |IN|ar(q) , and corresponds, in a model I of KB, to a subset (a named part) of q I , i.e., the inclusion
ansKB (q)I ⊆ q I always holds.
It is worth saying that the query answering problem is closely related to the
query subsumption problem addressed by many researches [3, 10]. Recall that
a query q(~x) subsumes a query q 0 (~x) w.r.t. a KB (written as KB |= q w q 0 ) if
q I ⊇ q 0I holds for every model I of KB. In fact, these two reasoning problems
are reducible to each other. Indeed, a tuple ~a belongs to the answer set of q(~x)
iff the subsumption KB |= > v q(~a) holds. Conversely, given a subsumption
KB |= q(~x) v q 0 (~x) to be tested, let ~y be the list of non-distinguished variables
in q(~x). Then we introduce tuples of fresh constants a~x and a~y corresponding to
~x and ~y , resp., and define the canonical ABox Aq for q as the set of atoms of
q(~x) with constants a~x and a~y substituted for variables ~x and ~y :
if q(~x) =

Vn

x, ~y )
i=1 ti (~

then Aq := { ti (a~x , a~y ) | 1 6 i 6 n }.

Then it is not hard to show that KB |= q v q 0 iff the tuple a~x belongs to the
answer set of q 0 (~x) w.r.t. the knowledge base KB ∪ Aq , i.e., KB ∪ Aq |= q 0 (a~x ).
1

The existential quantifier ∃~
y in front of the r.h.s. of the query is customary omitted
(and so we did), though implicitly assumed, as follows from the semantics below.
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3

Queries answered by concepts

In the remainder of the paper, we will be concerned with unary queries only.
The traditional query answering algorithms are usually based on the so called
rolling-up technique (see [17] for definitions). In its basic form, when applied
to a unary query q(x), it can be viewed as a method of building a concept C
that is equivalent to q(x) (in the sense that q I = C I for all models I of KB),
so that to answer the query q(x) is the same as to retrieve all instances of the
concept C. However, the equivalence of a concept C to a query q(x) is sufficient,
but not necessary for query answering purposes. Moreover, a rather simple query
q(x) ← xRx is not equivalent to any ALC-concept; this can be easily shown using
the tree model property for ALC. Rolling-up techniques work particularly good
for tree-like queries, but face certain problems when applied to cyclic ones (see,
e.g., [6]). To overcome these difficulties, we introduce the following main notion
of our paper.
Definition 4. A unary query q(x) is answered by a concept C (written as
q(x) ≈ C) if q(x) and C (considered as a query x: C) have the same answer
sets w.r.t. any knowledge base KB: ansKB (q) = ansKB (x: C). In other words,
q(x) ≈ C iff, for any KB and any a ∈ IN, we have: KB |= q(a) ⇔ KB |= a: C.
Notice the quantification over any KB in this definition. Strictly speaking, we
should formulate the definition as follows: a query q(x) is answered by a concept
C over a description logic L if ansKB (q) = ansKB (x: C) for any KB formulated
in the logic L. However, we will not complicate the matters in this way, since
all the results in our paper will have the form: a certain query q(x) is answered
by a concept C over any DL L (at least containing the syntax necessary for
formulating C and q) and even over any first-order theory etc. The following
lemma will be useful for us later.
Lemma 5. If the queries q1 (x) ← α(x, ~y ) and q2 (x) ← β(x, ~z) are answered by
concepts C and D, resp., and ~y , ~z are disjoint lists of non-distinguished variables,
then the query q(x) ← α(x, ~y ) ∧ β(x, ~z) is answered by the concept C u D.
Proof. Follows from: ∃~y ∃~z (α(x, ~y ) ∧ β(x, ~z)) ≡ ∃~y α(x, ~y ) ∧ ∃~z β(x, ~z).

a

Our task is to determine what kind of queries can be answered by concepts
and when these concepts can be found efficiently (and preferably in the same
language as the query). We will see that this can be done for a wide range
of unary queries, provided that we are allowed to use “fresh” concept names
not occurring in KBs and queries under consideration, i.e., specially reserved for
query answering purposes. This is a rather customary assumption: in the rollingup technique, new (“representative”) concept names are also freely introduced
(cf. [17]). But, unlike rolling-up, we do not need to add assertions involving these
fresh concept names to a KB. Fresh concept names will be denoted by capital
letters from the end of alphabet (X, Y , Z, etc.), possibly sub- or superscripted.
The remainder of the section is devoted to formulation and proof of the main
theorem of our paper. This theorem allows us to transfer results from the modal
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correspondence theory to the query answering field. The background information
on that theory can be found in [2, Chap. 3]; here we will recall its basic notions.
It is known (cf. [16]) that the DL ALC with role names R1 , . . . , Rn is a
notational variant of the propositional multi-modal language with modalities
1 , . . . , n , whose formulas are defined inductively: ⊥ and propositional letters p0 , p1 , . . . are formulas; if ϕ and ψ are formulas, then so are ϕ → ψ and
i ϕ. Exploiting this fact, whenever ϕ is a modal formula, we denote by Cϕ the
concept obtained from ϕ by replacing i with ∀Ri and pj with fresh concept
name Xj . Kripke semantics for the modal language is introduced as usually
(cf. [2]). A modal formula ϕ is valid at the point e of a frame F (written as
F, e ϕ) if, for any valuation ν on F , ϕ is true at e in a model hF, νi.
Consider also the first-order language (with equality) having only binary
predicate symbols R1 , . . . , Rn . Note that conjunctive queries containing no concept atoms (we will call them relational queries) belong to this first-order language. The following is the key notion in modal correspondence theory.
Definition 6. A first-order formula α(x) with a single free variable locally corresponds to a modal formula ϕ (written as α(x) ! ϕ) if, for any frame F and
its point e, the equivalence holds: F |= α(e) ⇔ F, e ϕ.
Now we are ready to prove the theorem that establishes a connection between the notion of local correspondence and the query answering problem for
relational queries. Later on, we will extend the family of queries covered by this
approach to the ones containing concept atoms as well.
Theorem 7 (Reduction). If a unary relational query q(x) locally corresponds
to a modal formula ϕ, then the query q(x) is answered by the ALC-concept Cϕ .
In symbols: q(x) ! ϕ =⇒ q(x) ≈ Cϕ .
The proof can be found in the Appendix. This theorem allows us to reuse
positive results from the modal correspondence theory for query answering purposes. For example, it implies that the query q(x) ← xRx is answered by the
concept X → ∃R.X (where X is a fresh concept name). Other applications will
be demonstrated in the subsequent sections. A natural question is whether the
converse of this theorem holds; it would enable also to transfer negative results.
We have succeeded to prove only a half of the converse, in the following sense
(the proof is again in the Appendix).
Lemma 8. Suppose that a unary relational query q(x) is answered by a concept
Cϕ , i.e., q(x) ≈ Cϕ , for some modal formula ϕ. Then for any frame F and its
point e, the condition F |= q(e) implies2 F, e ϕ.
In what follows, we consider only queries with no constants in role atoms,
since the general query answering problem is reducible to this case, at the price of
introducing nominals in concept atoms: we can equivalently rewrite an atom yRa
as yRz ∧ z: {a}, for a new non-distinguished variable z, and similarly for aRy.
2

Replacing this implication by equivalence would yield the converse of Theorem 7.
After this paper has been accepted, the author has succeeded to prove the converse
implication, but only for finitely branching frames.
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4

Application 1: Queries and the Sahlqvist fragment

The notion of local correspondence is extensively explored in modal logic. The
most prominent in this direction is the result that a wide family of modal formulas (known as Sahlqvist formulas) locally correspond to first-order (FO) conditions, and moreover, there is an algorithm that takes a Sahlqvist formula and
returns the corresponding FO condition (see [2, §3.5–3.6] for details; originally
in [15]). We will use here a sort of converse of this result, obtained by M. Kracht
(see [2, §3.7]; originally in [13]), who described syntactically the class of all those
FO formulas (now called Kracht formulas) that locally correspond to Sahlqvist
formulas, and provided the corresponding algorithm. We will apply this result
to those Kracht formulas that have the form of a (unary relational) conjunctive
query and then extend it to queries containing also concept atoms.
First, recall the definition of Kracht formulas. Consider a FO language having
only binary relation symbols R1 , . . . , Rn . Formulas of the form ∃y(xRy ∧ α(y))
and ∀y(xRy → α(y)) will be abbreviated3 as (∃yRx)α(y) and (∀yRx)α(y), resp.
A formula is called clean if no variable occurs both free and bound in it, and no
two distinct occurrences of quantifiers bind the same variable. The formulas >, ⊥,
and xRσ y are called quasi-atomic, where σ = (i1 , . . . , ir ) is a sequence of indices
from {1, . . . , n}, and xRσ y stands for ∃z2 . . . ∃zr (xRi1 z2 ∧z2 Ri2 z3 ∧. . .∧zr Rir y).
Definition 9. A formula is restrictedly positive if it is built up from quasiatomic ones using conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, and restricted quantifiers (∃yRx)
and (∀yRx). A variable y in a clean formula is called inherently universal if either
y is free, or y is bound by a restricted universal quantifier (∀yRx) which is not
in the scope of any existential quantifier. Finally, a Kracht formula is a clean,
restrictedly positive formula such that every of its quasi-atomic subformulas
contains at least one inherently universal variable.
For example, (∀yRx)(∀zRx)(∃wRy)zRw is a Kracht formula, whereas the
formula (∃yRx)(∀zRx)yRz is not. Now we present a family of relational queries
that belong to the Kracht fragment. We will not prove that this family is exhaustive, in the sense that it covers, modulo equivalence, exactly the intersection of
the Kracht fragment and conjunctive queries (although this is likely to be true).
Lemma 10. Any relational conjunctive query of the following form is (equivalent to a Kracht formula and hence) answered by an ALC-concept:

V
V
q(x) ← ∃~y Tree(x, ~y ) ∧ i,j xRσi yj ∧ k,` yk Rτ` x ,
where Tree(x, ~y ) is a conjunction of role atoms forming an oriented x-rooted
tree.4 In other words, q(x) states the existence of an x-rooted oriented tree with
additional oriented chains linking x with other nodes (in any direction).
3
4

This is similar to designating a formula ∃y(x 6 y ∧ α(y)) by (∃y > x)α(y).
An oriented tree is a connected oriented graph without cycles (and loops he, ei) s.t.
each node has at most one incoming edge. Its root is a node with no incoming edges.
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Proof. The conjunct Tree(x, ~y ) allows to equivalently rewrite the quantifier
prefix ∃~y into a restricted one:
∃~y (Tree(x, ~y ) ∧ α(x, ~y )) ≡ (∃y1 R1 y10 ) . . . (∃yr Rr yr0 ) α(x, ~y ),
where the condition yi0 ∈ {x, y1 , . . . , yi−1 } holds, since the formula is clean and
x is the only free variable. It is easily seen that the r.h.s. is a Kracht formula,
and hence locally corresponds to a modal formula. Now we apply Theorem 7 to
conclude that the query q(x) is answered by some ALC-concept.
a
Next we describe an algorithm for answering these queries; it also captures
queries with concept atoms. By Lemma 5, we can consider queries q(x) without
atoms of the form x: A and xRx, since adding these atoms is equivalent to adding
the conjuncts A and X → ∃R.X to the concept that answers the query.
The algorithm for answering queries within the Kracht fragment
Assume that we are given a conjunctive query of the form

V
V
V
q(x) ← ∃~y Tree(x, ~y ) ∧ i,j xRσi yj ∧ k,` yk Rτ` x ∧ t yt : Bt ,
| {z }
{z
}
|
{z
}
|
α(x,~
y)

β(x,~
y)

(K)

γ(~
y)

where Tree(x, ~y ) is a conjunction of role atoms forming an oriented x-rooted tree;
expressions of the form yRσ z are role chains linking y with z; the components of
the query are denoted by α, β, γ for easy reference. We assume that the conjuncts
in the above formula (K) are distinct. Then we proceed as follows:
1) Introduce fresh concept names: Yi,j for each conjunct xRσi yj in α(x, ~y ), and
Xk,` for each conjunct yk Rτ` x in β(x, ~y ).
2) Build two conjunctions pre and con (for ‘premise’ and ‘conclusion’, resp.)
by first putting pre := x: > and con := y1 : > ∧ . . . ∧ yr : > and then proceed
as follows (here ∀Rσ .Y stands for ∀Ri1 . · · · ∀Rir .Y , if σ = (i1 , . . . , ir ), and
similarly for ∃Rτ .X):
– for each xRσi yj in α, add x: ∀Rσi .Yi,j to pre and yj : Yi,j to con;
– for each yk Rτ` x in β, add x: Xk,` to pre and yk : ∃Rτ` .Xk,` to con;
– for each yt : Bt in γ, add the conjunct yt : Bt to con.
3) In pre and con obtained, merge conjuncts related to the same variables,
i.e., replace z: C ∧ z: D by z: (C u D). After this, pre will be of the form x: C
and con of the form: y1 : D1 ∧ . . . ∧ yr : Dr , for some concepts C and Di .
4) Form the expression pre → ∃~y (Tree(x, ~y ) ∧ con ∧ x: >), or explicitly:
x: C → (∃y1 R1 y10 ) . . . (∃yr Rr yr0 ) ( y1 : D1 ∧ . . . ∧ yr : Dr ∧ x: > )
where yi0 ∈ {x, y1 , . . . , yi−1 }. Now apply the standard rolling-up technique to
turn the restricted quantifiers (∃yi Ri yi0 ) into DL-quantifiers, starting from
the innermost one. For example, assuming for notational simplicity that
yr0 ≡ y1 (the case yr0 ≡ x is similar), the variable yr is eliminated as follows:
(∃yr Rr y1 ) ( y1 : D1 ∧ . . . ∧ yr : Dr ∧ x: E ) ≡
y1 : (D1 u ∃Rr .Dr ) ∧ y2 : D2 ∧ . . . ∧ yr−1 : Dr−1 ∧ x: E.
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After eliminating all the variables yi , con will be of the form x: D. Hence the
expression considered at the beginning of Item 4 is equivalently transformed
into x: C → x: D. The desired concept answering the query q(x) is (C → D),
or, in the traditional DL notation, ¬C t D.
Note that the resulting concept belongs to the minimal DL containing the
concepts Bt occurring in the original query. In particular, for a relational query
we obtain an ALC-concept. We will illustrate how this algorithm works in Ex. 5
(see Sect. 6). The algorithm described above is taken from the general Kracht’s
Theorem (see [2, §3.7]) and simplified for the case of FO formulas having the
form of conjunctive queries (and slightly modified to capture concept atoms).
One can follow the proof of Kracht’s Theorem to show that the algorithm indeed
returns a concept that answers the original query. We sum up with the following
Theorem 11. The query answering problem for unary conjunctive queries from
the family K is linearly reduced to the problem of concept instance retrieval (which
in turn is reducible to knowledge base unsatisfiability).

5

Application 2: Parallel-serial queries

It is known that the Sahlqvist fragment does not cover all modal formulas having
FO correspondents, as well as the Kracht fragment does not contain all FO
formulas that locally correspond to modal formulas. In this section we show that
the family K of queries (which are equivalent to some Kracht formulas) does not
cover all the conjunctive queries answered by ALC-concepts. This result can be
regarded as syntactic extension to Kracht’s theorem. Since we did not prove
that the family K is exactly the restriction of the Kracht fragment to the set
of conjunctive queries, we cannot conclude that the queries considered below
form a semantically proper extension to the Kracht fragment. At the end of this
section we also describe a wider family of queries answered by ALCI-concepts.
First, we define the family of parallel-serial queries (or ps-queries, for short)
with two poles x and y (where x is the distinguished and y a non-distinguished
variable) inductively. A query q(x) ← xRy is an atomic ps-query with the poles
x and y. If q1 (x) ← α(x, y, ~u) and q2 (x) ← β(x, y, ~v ) are ps-queries with the poles
x and y and the tuples ~u and ~v are disjoint, then q(x) ← α(x, y, ~u) ∧ β(x, y, ~v ) is
a ps-query with the same poles x and y called a parallel connection of q1 and q2
and denoted as q1 kq2 . If q1 (x) ← α(x, y, ~u) is a ps-query with the poles x and y,
q2 (y) ← β(y, z, ~v ) is a ps-query with the poles y and z, and α and β have only y
as a common variable, then q(x) ← α(x, y, ~u) ∧ β(y, z, ~v ) is a ps-query with the
poles x and z called a serial connection of q1 and q2 and denoted as q1 ◦ q2 .
To a ps-query q(x) we associate a role expression R(q) built from role names
using intersection and composition: for an atomic query q(x) ← xRy, we put
R(q) := R; and inductive steps are: R(q1 kq2 ) := R(q1 ) u R(q2 ), R(q1 ◦ q2 ) :=
R(q1 ) ◦ R(q2 ). By induction, it is straightforward to show that any ps-query q(x)
is answered by (and even equivalent to) the ALC(u, ◦)-concept ∃R(q).> (note
that this concept contains no concept names).
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Unfortunately, for most DLs used in practice, this solution to query answering is unsatisfactory, since adding role intersection and composition to a logic
(together with arbitrary concept and role inclusion axioms in a TBox) leads to
undecidability. Therefore, our next aim is to find conditions under which a psquery is answered by an ALC-concept. For convenience, we extend Definition 4
to the case of two concepts: we say that concepts C and D are similar (written
as C ≈ D) if they have the same instances w.r.t. any knowledge base KB, i.e.,
KB |= a: C ⇔ KB |= a: D, for any a ∈ IN.
Lemma 12 (Elimination Lemma). The concept ∃(R u S).C is similar to the
concept ∀R.Y → ∃S.(Y u C) (where Y is a fresh concept name). In general:

∃(R0 u . . . u Rn ).C ≈ ∀R1 .Y1 u . . . u ∀Rn .Yn → ∃R0 .(Y1 u . . . u Yn u C) .
Proof. The concept ∃(R u S).C is equivalent to the conjunctive query q(x) ←
(xRy ∧ xSy ∧ x: C), which belongs to the family K from Sect. 4. Applying the
algorithm described there, we obtain that q(x) is answered by the concept
∀R.Y → ∃S.(Y u C). The proof for several roles is completely analogous.
a
Now we introduce a new family Z of queries: it consists of queries whose
relational part is a ps-query built up from atomic ones using parallel connections
and restricted serial connections: q1 ◦ q2 is allowed only if q2 is atomic.
Theorem 13. Any query from the family Z is answered by a concept that can
be built in linear time. Relational queries from Z are answered by ALC-concepts.
The proof is in the Appendix. The families K and Z are incomparable w.r.t.
inclusion: indeed, the following query belongs to K \ Z:
Query:
q(x) ← xRy ∧ yRz ∧ yRw ∧ xP z ∧ xQw
Concept: ∀P.Z u ∀Q.W → ∃R.(∃R.Z u ∃R.W )
whereas the following one belongs to Z \ K (but we do not know whether it is
equivalent to any Kracht formula beyond the family K):
Query:
q(x) ← xRy ∧ xSy ∧ yP w ∧ xRz ∧ xSz ∧ zQw
Concept: ∀R.(Y u Z) u ∀S.(Y → ∀P.W ) → ∃S.(Z u ∃Q.W )
It is straightforward to “lift” Theorem 13 to modal logic, thus obtaining the
statement: any first-order formula q(x) from the family Z locally corresponds to
a modal formula that can be obtained efficiently. This is a syntactic extension to
Kracht’s theorem (as already pointed out, we do not know if this is a semantically
proper extension). At the same time, this can be regarded as an argument in
favour of the (unproved) converse of Theorem 7: the family Z did not bring us
a counterexample to the converse of Theorem 7.
Notice that all relational queries considered so far were answered by ALCconcepts. What if we allow inverse roles? If we “forget” the direction of edges in
the queries from the families K and Z, then we arrive to the following family Y
of queries (formulated in terms of the underlying graph of a query, whose nodes
are variables and edges correspond to role atoms): Y is the family of connected
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queries q(x) without cycles (even non-oriented) consisting of non-distinguished
variables only, i.e., every cycle in q(x) must contain the distinguished variable x.
We conclude with the following theorem (its proof is in the Appendix).
Theorem 14. Any query from the family Y is answered by a concept that can be
built in linear time. Relational queries from Y are answered by ALCI-concepts.
The family Y includes both families K and Z, i.e., K ∪ Z ⊂ Y.

6

The harvest

Here we present concrete examples of the results obtained. As already mentioned
above, we can consider queries q(x) without an atom of the form x: A.
Example 1. Since reflexivity is expressible by the modal formula p → ♦p, we
conclude that the query q(x) ← xRx is answered (over any DL knowledge base)
by the concept X → ∃R.X. Similarly, the results from Sect. 4 yield the following
(cyclic) queries and corresponding concepts:
Query
q1 (x) ← xRy ∧ ySx
q2 (x) ← xRy ∧ xSy
q3 (x) ← xRy ∧ ySx ∧ y: B
q4 (x) ← xRy ∧ xSy ∧ y: B

Concept
X → ∃R.∃S.X
∀R.Y → ∃S.Y
X → ∃R.(B u ∃S.X)
∀R.Y → ∃S.(B u Y )

The query q1 (x) can be easily generalised to the case of an oriented cycle of the
length n starting and ending at x, and iterating ∃R in the corresponding concept.
Similarly, one can generalise the query q2 (x), replacing R and S by chains of the
length n and m both going from x to y, as shown in our next example.
Example 2. For any m > 0 and n > 0 with m + n > 0, the query5
q(x) ← xR1 y2 ∧ y2 R2 y3 ∧ . . . ∧ ym Rm y ∧
xS1 z2 ∧ z2 S2 z3 ∧ . . . ∧ zn Sn y
is answered by an ALC-concept ∀R1 . · · · ∀Rm .Y → ∃S1 . · · · ∃Sn .Y , and the query
q(x) ← xR1 y2 ∧ y2 R2 y3 ∧ . . . ∧ ym Rm y ∧ y2 : B2 ∧ . . . ∧ ym : Bm ∧
xS1 z2 ∧ z2 S2 z3 ∧ . . . ∧ zn Sn y ∧ z2 : C2 ∧ . . . ∧ zn : Cn ∧ y: D
(with Bi , Cj , D being concepts in a language L) is answered by the L-concept
∃R1 .(B2 u ∃R2 .(B3 u . . . (Bm u ∃Rm .¬Y ) . . .)) t
∃S1 .(C2 u ∃S2 .(C3 u . . . (Cn u ∃Sn .(Y u D)) . . .)).
The query q2 (x) in Example 1 can be generalised in another direction: instead
of two roles linking x with y, we can take several ones. This leads to the following
example; and it is the first time where we need more than one fresh concept name.
5

For m = 0 the first line in q is dropped and y replaced by x; and similarly for n = 0.
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Example 3. A query q(x) ← xR0 y ∧ . . . ∧ xRn y is answered by the ALC-concept
∀R1 .Y1 u . . . u ∀Rn .Yn → ∃R0 .(Y1 u . . . u Yn ).
Now if we stretch each Ri into a chain linking x with y, we obtain the following.
Example 4. The query of the form q(x) ← q0 (x) ∧ . . . ∧ qn (x), where each qi (x)
is a chain of mi edges linking x with y:
i
i
qi (x) ← xR1i y2i ∧ y2i R2i y3i ∧ . . . ∧ ym
Rm
y,
i
i

(superscripts are indices not powers) is answered by the ALC-concept
∀R1 .Y1 u . . . u ∀Rn .Yn → ∃R0 .(Y1 u . . . u Yn ),
i
where ∀Ri stands for ∀R1i . · · · ∀Rm
and similarly for ∃R0 . We leave adding coni
cept atoms to this query as an exercise.

All these queries belong to the family K from introduced in Sect. 4: in the
last example, the chain q0 (x) can be regarded as a Tree(x, ~y ), while the other
chains qi (x) together constitute the conjunct α(x, ~y ). An example of the query
from the family Z (to be more exact, from Z \ K) was given after Theorem 13.
Now we will illustrate how the algorithm presented in Sect. 4 works.
Example 5. Consider the query q(x) ← Tree(x, ~y ) ∧ α(x, ~y ) ∧ β(x, ~y ), where
Tree(x, ~y ) ≡ xR1 y1 ∧ y1 R2 y2 ∧ y1 R3 y3 ∧ y1 R4 y4 ∧ y4 R5 y5 ∧ y4 R6 y6 ,
α(x, ~y ) ≡ xS1 y1 ∧ xS4 y6 ,
β(x, ~y ) ≡ y2 S2 x ∧ y5 S3 x.
We introduce fresh concept names Y11 and Y46 for atoms in α(x, ~y ), and X22
and X53 for atoms in β(x, ~y ). Next we build the expressions pre and con; they
contain conjuncts that correspond to atoms in α(x, ~y ) and β(x, ~y ):
pre:
con:

x: ∀S1 .Y11 ∧ x: ∀S4 .Y46 ∧ x: X22 ∧ x: X53 ,
y1 : Y11 ∧ y6 : Y46 ∧ y2 : ∃S2 .X22 ∧ y5 : ∃S3 .X53 .

Then the expression pre → ∃~y (Tree(x, ~y ) ∧ con) will look as follows:

x: ∀S1 .Y11 u ∀S4 .Y46 u X22 u X53 →
(∃y1 R1 x)(∃y2 R2 y1 )(∃y3 R3 y1 )(∃y4 R4 y1 )(∃y5 R5 y4 )(∃y6 R6 y4 )
y1 : Y11 ∧ y6 : Y46 ∧ y2 : ∃S2 .X22 ∧ y5 : ∃S3 .X53 .
Now we roll up the restricted quantifiers, starting from the innermost one. After
rolling-up the quantifiers first over y6 and then over y5 , we will obtain:

x: ∀S1 .Y11 u ∀S4 .Y46 u X22 u X53 →
(∃y1 R1 x)(∃y2 R2 y1 )(∃y3 R3 y1 )(∃y4 R4 y1 )

y1 : Y11 ∧ y2 : ∃S2 .X22 ∧ y4 : (∃R6 .Y46 u ∃R5 .∃S3 .X53 ) .
When all quantifiers are rolled-up, we end up with an expression of the form
x: (C → D), where the concept (C → D) answering our original query q(x) is:

∀S1 .Y11 u ∀S4 .Y46 u X22 u X53 →

∃R1 . Y11 u ∃R2 .∃S2 .X22 u ∃R3 .> u ∃R4 .(∃R6 .Y46 u ∃R5 .∃S3 .X53 ) .
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7

Conclusions and outlook

One of the achievements of this paper is the established relationship between
the notion of local correspondence from modal logic and the notion ‘a concept
answers a query’ (Theorem 7). As an application, this enabled us to reuse the
results from modal correspondence theory for answering a wide range of conjunctive queries with one distinguished variable. We have also found a syntactic (and
probably semantic) extension to Kracht’s theorem. Please note that, although at
the first glace, only ALC or ALCI occur explicitly in Theorems 11,13,14, these
should not be misunderstood as giving a query answering method for ALC or
ALCI knowledge bases only. In fact, as we pointed out earlier, the results obtained provide us with algorithms for query answering over KBs formulated in
any DL (extending ALC), using as minimal means as possible (i.e., the resulting
concept belongs to a simple logic ALC or ALCI).
Analysing these families of queries, one can observe that the inherent complexity of query answering lies in the relational structure (i.e., the underlying
graph) of the query. This structure was captured by concepts of ALC (Theorems 11 and 13) or ALCI (Theorem 14). A natural extension would be to invoke into this framework the correspondence theory for richer modal logics. The
usage of qualified number restrictions (i.e., ALCQ-concepts) for answering relational queries would involve the correspondence theory for graded modal logic.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no general results similar to Sahlqvist’s
theorem are known for graded modal logic. Another possible direction is to extend this technique to DLs with relations of arbitrary arity, thus involving the
correspondence theory for polyadic modal logics (which is explored extensively).
The need to investigate extensions stems from the restricted applicability of
the technique we developed so far. For example, we have not succeeded to find an
ALC-concept answering the query q(x) ← xRy∧ySy. Moreover, if the converse of
Theorem 7 holds (which is still an open question), then it would imply that such
an ALC-concept does not exist, since the property of frames expressed by q(x)
is not modally definable (see [2, Chap. 3], discussion after Corollary 3.16). At
the same time, this and other queries shown in the table below can be answered
by concepts involving extra role operations (whether they can be answered by
any ALCQI-concept is unknown):
Query
q(x) ← xRy ∧ ySy
q(x) ← xRy ∧ ySz ∧ yP z
q(x) ← xRy ∧ xSz ∧ yP z ∧ zQy
q(x) ← xRyR0 w ∧ xSzS 0 w ∧ yP z

Concept
∃R.∃(S u id(>)).>
∃R.∃(S u P ).>
∀S.Z → ∃R.∃(P u Q− ).Z
∀S.Z → ∃R.∃(P u (R0 ◦S 0− )).Z

Finally, it is interesting whether all conjunctive queries can be answered by
some concepts. As an example, for the following “tetrahedron” query
q(x) ← xRyR0 w ∧ xSzS 0 w ∧ yP z ∧ xQw
we have neither found a concept in any DL that would answer it, nor proved
that such a concept (in a certain DL) does not exist.
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Appendix A: Proofs
Theorem 7 (Reduction). If a unary relational query q(x) locally corresponds
to a modal formula ϕ, then the query q(x) is answered by the ALC-concept Cϕ .
In symbols: q(x) ! ϕ =⇒ q(x) ≈ Cϕ .
Proof. Suppose that q(x) ! ϕ. Then, given a knowledge base KB (in any DL
containing ALC, see the discussion after Definition 4) and a constant a ∈ IN, we
will prove the following equivalence: KB |= q(a) ⇔ KB |= a: Cϕ .
(⇒) Take any model I of KB. By assumption, I |= q(a). We need to show that
I |= a: Cϕ (independently of how the fresh concept names Xi occurring in Cϕ
are interpreted in I). Let F be the frame underlying I and denote e := aI . By
definition, from q(x) ! ϕ it follows that, for these F and e, we have: F |= q(e)
⇔ F, e ϕ. But we also know that F |= q(e), because I |= q(a) and q(x) is
relational. Hence we conclude that F, e ϕ, i.e., e ∈ ϕν for any valuation ν.
Now take the valuation ν that is “read-off” from our interpretation I by
putting pνi := XiI , for all propositional letters pi occurring in the formula ϕ. It
is easily seen that ϕν = CϕI , since Cϕ is just a notational variant of ϕ, whereas
ν and I are essentially the same. As shown above, e ∈ ϕν for this valuation ν
and so aI = e ∈ ϕν = CϕI . Thus we have proven that I |= a: Cϕ .
(⇐) Take any model I of KB. By assumption, I |= a: Cϕ . Let F be a frame
underlying I and e := aI . We need to show that I |= q(a); since q(x) is relational,
it suffices to show that F |= q(e). Due to the assumption that q(x) ! ϕ, it
remains to show that F, e ϕ.
To this end, take any valuation ν and show that e ∈ ϕν . Let J be an interpretation differing from I only in how it interprets the fresh concept names occurring
in Cϕ , namely it is “read-off” from the valuation ν by putting XiJ := pνi . Observe
that CϕJ = ϕν . Since J and I agree on concept, role and individual names occurring in KB, we conclude that J |= KB. Now we use our assumption KB |= a: Cϕ
to infer that J |= a: Cϕ , from which it follows that e = aI = aJ ∈ CϕJ = ϕν .
This completes the proof of Theorem 7.
a
Lemma 8. Suppose that a unary relational query q(x) is answered by a concept
Cϕ , i.e., q(x) ≈ Cϕ , for some modal formula ϕ. Then for any frame F and its
point e, the condition F |= q(e) implies F, e ϕ.
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Vm
Proof. Assume that F |= q(e). The query q(x) has the form ∃~y i=1 ti (x, ~y ),
where ti are role atoms. Then there exist ~o ∈ ∆ such that F |= ti (e, ~o) for all
i 6 m. Now, take the canonical ABox Aq for q(x), i.e., introduce new constants
ax and a~y and put Aq := {ti (axV
, a~y ) | 1 6 i 6 m}, and consider a knowledge
base
Vm
m
KB q := h∅, Aq i. Since KB q |= i=1 ti (ax , a~y ), we have KB q |= ∃~y i=1 ti (ax , ~y ),
and hence KB q |= q(ax ). Applying the condition of our Lemma q(x) ≈ Cϕ , we
obtain that KB q |= ax : Cϕ .
To prove that F, e ϕ, take an arbitrary valuation ν on the frame F and
show that e ∈ ϕν . Let I be an interpretation based on F such that it is “read-off”
from ν by putting XiI := pνi , for all fresh concept names Xi occurring in Cϕ , and
extended to the new constants by putting aIx := e and a~y I := ~o. Since I is based
on F and F |= ti (o, ~e), we have I |= ti (ax , a~y ), for all i 6 m, and hence I |= KB q .
As shown above, KB q |= ax : Cϕ . Therefore, we conclude that I |= ax : Cϕ and
finally e = aIx ∈ CϕI = ϕν .
a
Theorem 13. Any query from the family Z is answered by a concept that can be
built in linear time. Relational queries from Z are answered by ALC-concepts.
Proof. First assume that q(x) is a relational query from Z. Then:
1) Build the role expression R(q) (see Sect. 5). As already pointed out, the
query q(x) is equivalent to the ALC(u, ◦)-concept ∃R(q).>.
2) Starting from the concept ∃R(q).>, repeatedly apply the following rewriting
rules (each application of the second rule introduces a new concept name X),
until all role operations are eliminated and we arrive to an ALC-concept that
answers the query q(x):
D t ∃(R ◦ S).C
D t ∃(R u S).C

≡ D t ∃R.∃S.C
≈ D t ∃R.¬X t ∃S.(X u C)

The second rule follows from the Elimination Lemma and the following observation: if C ≈ D then (C t E) ≈ (D t E). Since, in the definition of the family
Z, a serial connection q1 ◦ q2 is allowed only if q2 is atomic, each time the first
rule is applied, S will be a role name. Hence we will never obtain an expression of
the form ∃(R u S).C inside another quantifier, and so will be able to eliminate all
occurrences of role intersection using the second rule. Therefore, the algorithm
always terminates and produces an ALC-concept C such that C ≈ ∃R(q).>.
It is easily seen that the procedure works in linear time in size of q(x).
Now suppose that q(x) belongs to Z and contains concept atoms. Let y: C
be one of them, where y is a non-distinguished variable (as already mentioned
above, we can always consider queries q(x) without atoms of the form x: A).
Then we introduce a new non-distinguished variable y 0 and replace the atom
y: C by y(id(C))y 0 and each atom of the form yRz by y 0 Rz (recall that id(C)
is a notation that goes back to the propositional dynamic logic, and it denotes
the role with the semantics: id(C)I := {he, ei | e ∈ C I }). This can be done for
all concept atoms in q(x) and results in an equivalent relational query q 0 (x) (in
an extended language) that belongs to Z. Now we apply the above algorithm
and finally replace in the resulting concept each occurrence of ∃id(C).D by the
equivalent expression (C u D).
a
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Theorem 14. Any query from the family Y is answered by a concept that can be
built in linear time. Relational queries from Y are answered by ALCI-concepts.
The family Y includes both families K and Z, i.e., K ∪ Z ⊂ Y.
Proof. Every query q(x) in K ∪ Z is connected. Furthermore, if we remove from
its graph the node x together with the edges incident to x, we will obtain an
acyclic graph. This shows that q(x) ∈ Y, hence the inclusion K ∪ Z ⊂ Y.
Now suppose we are given a query q(x) ∈ Y. We will give a sketch of the
proof that q(x) can be represented as a query from “non-oriented” version of
the family K (i.e., with edges oriented arbitrarily). First remove from its graph
the node x together with the edges incident to x. This yields an acyclic nonoriented graph, i.e., a forest (a finite set of trees). Since the original graph (before
removing x) was connected, it had edges linking x with the trees in this forest;
take one edge per tree. Then the node x together with this forest and edges
linking x with trees in this forest form a non-oriented tree Tree(x, ~y ). Other edges
can be considered as chains linking x with some non-distinguished variables.
Thus, we have obtained a representation of the query q(x) in the “non-oriented”
version of (K). Applying the algorithm described in Sect. 4 yields an ALCIconcept that answers our query.
a
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Abstract
Propositional interval temporal logics are very expressive temporal logics, with simple syntax and semantics, which allow one to naturally express statements that refer
to time intervals and continuous processes. Most of them feature temporal operators that only allow one to express properties of a single timeline. In this paper
we develop a branching-time interval neighborhood logic that interleaves operators
that quantify over possible timelines with operators that quantify over intervals belonging to a given timeline. We define its syntax and semantics, and we provide it
with a doubly-exponential tableau-based decision procedure.

1

Introduction

Propositional interval temporal logics are very expressive temporal logics, with
simple syntax and semantics, which allow one to naturally express statements
that refer to time intervals and continuous processes. Among them, we mention Halpern and Shoham’s Modal Logic of Time Intervals (HS) [9], Venema’s
CDT logic [13], Moszkowski’s Propositional Interval Temporal Logic (PITL)
[11], and Goranko, Montanari, and Sciavicco’s Propositional Neighborhood
Logic (PNL), which is the propositional counterpart of Chaochen and Hansen’s
first-order Neighborhood Logic [2,6] (an up-to-date survey of the field can be
found in [7]). Most of them feature temporal operators that only allow one to
express properties of a single timeline, with the exception of Paech’s Branching Regular Logic (BRL) [12]. BRL is a local branching-time interval logic,
whose operators quantify over different timelines 1 . In [12] the author provides a Gentzen-style system for BRL and she states some expressiveness and
complexity results.
1

Locality forces a propositional variable to be true over an interval if and only if it is true
at its starting point [11].
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In this paper we develop a branching-time interval neighborhood logic that
interleaves operators that quantify over possible timelines with operators that
quantify over intervals belonging to a given timeline. We define its syntax and
semantics, and we provide it with a doubly-exponential tableau-based decision
procedure. Unlike the case of BRL, we do not impose any semantic restriction,
such as locality, to get decidability.
When defining a temporal logic, there are basically two possible choices for
the underlying temporal structure. Either time is linear (at any time there is
only one possible future) or it has a branching, tree-like structure (any time
may have many different futures). In the case of point-based temporal logics,
both these alternatives have been successfully explored, and several meaningful logics have been developed (we only mention the linear temporal logic
LTL and its many variants, and the branching-time temporal logics CTL and
CTL∗ [4]). On the contrary, interval-based temporal logics are usually interpreted over linear temporal structures. Even those interval logics which
are interpreted over branching-time temporal structures, such as Halpern and
Shoham’s HS (in its original formulation) and Goranko, Montanari, and Sciavicco’s branching CDT (BCDT+ ) [5], only feature temporal operators that
express properties of single timelines.
The main difference between interval-based and point-based temporal logics is that the former can express properties of pairs of time points (think of
intervals as constructed out of points), rather than single time points. In most
cases, this feature leads to undecidability since it prevents one from the possibility of reducing interval-based temporal logics to point-based ones. However,
by imposing suitable syntactic and/or semantic restrictions, such a reduction
can be defined, thus allowing one to benefit from the good computational
properties of point-based logics [10]. A possible syntactic restriction is the
choice of a suitable subset of interval modalities. As for semantic restrictions,
one possibility is to constrain the truth value of propositional variables over
intervals. We already mention the locality assumption. Another simplifying
assumption often made is that of homogeneity, which states that a propositional variable is true over an interval if and only it it is true over all of its
subintervals. Another possibility is to achieve decidability by constraining the
classes of interval structures over which formulas are interpreted. The problem of identifying expressive enough, yet decidable, genuinely interval-based
logics, that is, logics which are not directly translated into point-based logics
and not invoking semantic restrictions, is still largely unexplored.
While various tableau methods have been developed for linear and branching time point-based temporal logics, not much work has been done on tableau
methods for interval-based temporal logics. One reason for this disparity is
that operators of interval temporal logics are in many respects more difficult
to deal with [8]. In [5,8], Goranko et al. outline a tableau method for Venema’s CDT logic interpreted over partial orders (BCDT+ ). The method can
be easily adapted to variations and subsystems of BCDT+ , thus providing a
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general tableau method for propositional interval logics. However, while most
existing tableau methods for temporal logics are terminating methods for decidable logics, and thus they yield decision procedures, that for BCDT+ only
provides a semi-decision procedure for unsatisfiability. In [1], we propose a
tableau-based decision procedure for the future fragment of (strict) Propositional Neighborhood Logic, that we call Right Propositional Neighborhood
Logic (RPNL− for short), interpreted over natural numbers. By combining
syntactic restrictions (future temporal operators) and semantic ones (the domain of natural numbers), we succeeded in developing a tableau-based decision
procedure for RPNL− . To the best of our knowledge, RPNL− is the first nontrivial case of a genuine propositional interval logic for which a tableau-based
decision procedure has been given.
In this paper, we generalize the method to a suitable branching-time propositional interval temporal logic, that we call Branching-Time Right (Propositional) Neighborhood Logic (BTNL[R]− for short). Such a logic combines
the interval neighborhood operators of RPNL− with the path quantifiers of
CTL [4]. Emerson and Halpern’s tableau-based decision procedure for CTL
[3] consists of an initial construction phase, followed by an elimination phase.
The elimination phase encompasses both a local pruning, that removes local
inconsistencies, and a global pruning, that removes nodes including eventualities which are not fulfilled by the current graph. It turns out that a CTL
formula is satisfiable if and only if the final graph is not empty. By combining such a tableau method for CTL and the one we developed for RPNL−
[1], we have been able to devise a doubly-exponential tableau-based decision
procedure for BTNL[R]− .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
the syntax and semantics of BTNL[R]− . In Section 3, we present our decision
procedure, we prove its soundness and completeness, and we address complexity issues. In Section 4, we show our procedure at work on a simple example.
Conclusions provide an assessment of the work and outline future research
directions.

2

The Logic BTNL[R]−

2.1

Tree-like structures

According to a commonly accepted perspective [4], the underlying temporal
structure of branching-time temporal logics has a branching-like nature where
each time point may have many successors points. The structure of time thus
corresponds to an infinite tree. We shall further assume that the timeline
defined by every (infinite) path in the tree is isomorphic to hN, <i. We allow a node in the tree to have infinitely many (possibly, uncountably many)
successors, while we require each node to have at least one successor. It will
turn out that, as far as our logic is concerned, such trees are undistinguishable
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from trees with finite branching.
Given a directed graph D = hD, Ri, a finite R-sequence over D is a sequence of
nodes d1 d2 . . . dn , with n ≥ 2 and di ∈ D for i = 1, . . . , n, such that R(di , di+1 )
for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. Infinite R-sequences can be defined analogously. We
define a path π in D as a finite or infinite R-sequence. In the following, we
shall take advantage of a relation R+ ⊆ D × D such that R+ (di , dj ) if and
only if di and dj are respectively the first and the last element of a finite
R-sequence.
Temporal structures for branching time logics are infinite tree defined as follows.
Definition 2.1 An infinite tree is an infinite directed graph D = hD, Ri, with
a distinguished element d0 ∈ D, called the root of the tree, where D is the set
of nodes, called time points, and the set of edges R ⊆ D × D is a relation such
that:
• for every d(6= d0 ) ∈ D, R+ (d0 , d), that is, every d(6= d0 ) ∈ D is Rreachable from d0 ;
• for every d(6= d0 ) ∈ D, there exists at most one d0 ∈ D such that R(d0 , d)
(together with the previous one, this condition guarantees that every
d(6= d0 ) ∈ D has exactly one R-predecessor);
• there exists no d0 such that R(d0 , d0 ), that is, d0 has no R-predecessors;
• for every d(6= d0 ) ∈ D, there exists at least one d0 ∈ D such that R(d, d0 ),
that is, every d ∈ D has at least one R-successor.
It is not difficult to show that infinite trees are acyclic graphs, that is, there
exist no finite paths which start from and end at the same node.
Given an infinite tree D = hD, Ri, we can define a partial order < over D such
that, for every d, d0 ∈ D, d < d0 if and only if R+ (d, d0 ). It is immediate to see
that, for every infinite path π in D, hπ, <i is isomorphic to hN, <i.
Intervals over infinite trees are defined as follows. A (strict) interval over
D = hD, Ri is a pair [di , dj ] such that di , dj ∈ D and di < dj . We denote
the set of all strict intervals over a tree D as I(D)− . For any pair of intervals
[di , dj ] and [dj , dk ], we say that [dj , dk ] is a right neighbor of [di , dj ]. A point
d ∈ D belongs to the interval [di , dj ] if di ≤ d ≤ dj . In the following, we shall
interpret our logic over interval structures hD, I(D)− i, where D is an infinite
tree and I(D)− is the set of all strict intervals over it.
2.2

Syntax and semantics of BTNL[R]−

In this section, we give syntax and semantics of BTNL[R]− interpreted over
infinite trees. BTNL[R]− is a propositional interval temporal logic based on
the neighborhood relation between intervals. Its formulas are built from a
set AP of propositional letters p, q, . . ., by using the Boolean connectives ¬
and ∨ and the future temporal operators EhAi and E[A]. The other classical
propositional connectives, as well as the logical constants > (true) and ⊥
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(false), are defined in the usual way. Furthermore, we introduce the temporal
operator A[A] as a shorthand for ¬EhAi¬ and the temporal operator AhAi as
a shorthand for ¬E[A]¬, and, from now on, we identify ¬EhAiψ with A[A]¬ψ
and ¬E[A]ψ with AhAi¬ψ.
Formulas of BTNL[R]− , denoted by ϕ, ψ, . . ., are recursively defined by the
following grammar:
ϕ = p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | EhAiϕ | E[A]ϕ.
We denote by |ϕ| the size of ϕ, that is, the number of symbols in ϕ, where
the quantifier EhAi (resp., E[A]) is counted as one symbol. Whenever there
are no ambiguities, we call a BTNL[R]− formula just a formula. A formula
of the form EhAiψ, E[A]ψ, AhAiψ or A[A]ψ, is called a temporal formula.
A temporal formula whose main temporal operator is either EhAi or E[A] is
called an existential formula, while a temporal formula whose main temporal
operator is either AhAi or A[A] is called a universal formula.
A model for a formula is a tuple M− = hhD, I− (D)i, Vi, where the pair
hD, I(D)− i is an interval structure, and V : I(D)− −→ 2AP is a valuation
function that assigns to every interval the set of propositional letters true on
it. We place ourselves in the most general setting, and we do not impose
any locality or monotonicity constraint on the valuation function. As an
example, it may happen that V maps an interval [di , dj ] to some set of atomic
propositions and that it maps an interval contained in/that contains [di , dj ]
to a different set.
The semantics of BTNL[R]− is defined recursively by the satisfiability relation as follows. Let M− = hhD, I− (D)i, Vi be some given model, and let
[di , dj ] ∈ I(D)− :
• for every propositional letter p ∈ AP , M− , [di , dj ]
p iff p ∈ V([di , dj ]);
−
−
• M , [di , dj ]
¬ψ iff M , [di , dj ] 6 ψ;
−
• M , [di , dj ]
ψ1 ∨ ψ2 iff M− , [di , dj ] ψ1 , or M− , [di , dj ] ψ2 ;
• M− , [di , dj ]
EhAiψ iff there exists dk ∈ D, dj < dk , such that
−
M , [dj , dk ] ψ;
• M− , [di , dj ]
E[A]ψ iff there exists an infinite path π = dj dj+1 . . . rooted
at dj such that, for every dk in π, with dj < dk , M− , [dj , dk ] ψ.
Since our logic has only future time operators, without loss of generality, we
can restrict our attention to standard trees, namely, trees such that the root
d0 has only one R-successor d1 . In such a case, the corresponding interval
structure has an initial interval [d0 , d1 ], and we say that a formula ϕ is satisfied
by the interval structure if and only if ϕ holds at the initial interval.

3

A tableau-based decision procedure for BTNL[R]−

To check the satisfiability of a formula ϕ, we build a graph, that we call a
tableau for ϕ, whose nodes represent points of the temporal domain D and
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whose edges represent the relation R connecting a point to its successors in
the tree. We shall take advantage of such a construction to reduce the problem
of finding a model for ϕ to the problem of testing whether the tableau satisfies
some suitable properties or not.
Let M− = hhD, I− (D)i, Vi be a model for ϕ and let dj be a point in D.
We have that, given an interval [di , dj ] ending in dj , every right neighbor of
it is also a right neighbor of every other interval [dk , dj ] ending in dj . Hence,
every temporal formula ϕ holds over [di , dj ] if and only if it holds over every
other interval [dk , dj ] ending in dj . We denote by REQ(dj ) the set of temporal
formulas which hold over all intervals ending in dj .
The building blocks for the tableau construction are ϕ-atoms. For every
interval [di , dj ] ∈ I− (D), we introduce a pair of sets of formulas (A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ),
that we call an atom for ϕ (ϕ-atom for short). The set A[di ,dj ] is a subset of
REQ(di ), which collects the set of requests in REQ(di ) relevant to the interval
[di , dj ]. In general, A[di ,dj ] may differ from A[di ,dk ] for j 6= k. The set C[di ,dj ]
contains all and only the formulas that (should) hold over [di , dj ]. We can associate with every point dj ∈ D the set of ϕ-atoms {(A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ) : di < dj },
which includes all ϕ-atoms paired with intervals ending in dj . These sets of
atoms are the (macro)nodes of the tableau for ϕ.
3.1

Basic notions

Let ϕ be a BTNL[R]− -formula to be checked for satisfiability and let AP be
the set of its propositional variables.
Definition 3.1 The closure CL(ϕ) of ϕ is the set of all subformulas of ϕ and
their negations (we identify ¬¬ψ with ψ).
Definition 3.2 The set of temporal requests of ϕ is the set TF(ϕ) of all
temporal formulas in CL(ϕ).
By induction on the structure of ϕ, it can be easily proved that | CL(ϕ)| ≤ 2·|ϕ|
and | TF(ϕ)| ≤ 2 · |ϕ|.
We are now ready to introduce the key notion of ϕ-atom.
Definition 3.3 Let ϕ be a BTNL[R]− -formula. A ϕ-atom is a pair (A, C),
with A ⊆ TF(ϕ) and C ⊆ CL(ϕ), such that:
• for every ψ ∈ CL(ϕ), ψ ∈ C iff ¬ψ 6∈ C;
• for every ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ CL(ϕ), ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ C iff ψ1 ∈ C or ψ2 ∈ C;
• for every ψ ∈ TF(ϕ), if ψ ∈ A then ¬ψ 6∈ A;
• for every A[A]ψ ∈ A, ψ ∈ C;
• for every E[A]ψ ∈ A, ψ ∈ C.
Formulas in C are called current formulas, while (temporal) formulas in A are
called active requests.
As for the set A, it is worth pointing out that there may exist a ϕ-atom (A, C)
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and a temporal formula ψ such that neither ψ nor ¬ψ belongs to A.
We denote the set of all ϕ-atoms by Aϕ . It is not difficult to show that
|Aϕ | ≤ 22|ϕ| .
Atoms come into play in the proposed tableau method as follows. The method
associates an atom (A, C) with any interval [di , dj ]. The set A includes all formulas of the form A[A]ψ that belong to REQ(di ) as well as some formulas of
the forms E[A]ψ, AhAiψ, and EhAiψ in REQ(di ); the set C includes all formulas ψ ∈ CL(ϕ) which (should) hold over [di , dj ]. Moreover, for all formulas
of the forms A[A]ψ and E[A]ψ in A, we put ψ into C, while for any formula
of the forms AhAiψ and EhAiψ in A, it may happen that ψ ∈ C, but this is
not necessarily the case.
Atoms are connected by the following binary relation.
Definition 3.4 Let Xϕ be a binary relation over Aϕ such that, for every pair
of atoms (A, C), (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ Aϕ , (A, C)Xϕ (A0 , C 0 ) if (and only if):
• A0 ⊆ A;
• for every A[A]ψ ∈ A, A[A]ψ ∈ A0 ;
• for every AhAiψ ∈ A, AhAiψ ∈ A0 iff ¬ψ ∈ C.
In the next section we shall show that for any pair of points di < dj ,
the relation Xϕ connects the atom associated with the interval [di , dj ] to the
atom associated with the interval [di , dj+1 ], where dj+1 is an R-successor of
dj . In particular, it will turn out that, if (A, C) is associated with the interval
[di , dj ], then for every formula A[A]ψ ∈ REQ(di ) and every atom (A0 , C 0 ) such
that (A, C)Xϕ (A0 , C 0 ), we have that A[A]ψ ∈ A0 (and thus ψ ∈ C 0 ), while
for every formula AhAiψ ∈ A, if [di , dj ] satisfies ψ then AhAiψ 6∈ A0 . This
guarantees that temporal requests of the form A[A]ψ are propagated through
Xϕ -successors, while temporal requests of the form AhAiψ are discarded once
that ψ has been satisfied by the set of current formulas of some atom.
3.2

Tableau construction

Definition 3.5 A node is a set N of ϕ-atoms such that, for any pair (A, C),
(A0 , C 0 ) ∈ N and any ψ ∈ TF(ϕ), ψ ∈ C ⇔ ψ ∈ C 0 . We denote by Nϕ the
set of all nodes that can be built from Aϕ and by Init(Nϕ ) the subset of all
initial nodes, that is, the set {{(∅, C)} ∈ Nϕ : ϕ ∈ C}. Furthermore, for any
node N , we denote by REQ(N ) the set {ψ ∈ TF(ϕ) : ∃(A, C) ∈ N (ψ ∈ C)}
(or, equivalently, the set {ψ ∈ TF(ϕ) : ∀(A, C) ∈ N (ψ ∈ C)}).
2·|ϕ|

From Definition 3.5, it follows that |Nϕ | ≤ 22

.

Nodes can be viewed as (maximal) collections of intervals ending at the same
point of the temporal domain, that is, we can associate every node N with a
point dj ∈ D and every atom (A, C) ∈ N with some interval [di , dj ] ending
in dj . Accordingly, we have that REQ(N ) = REQ(dj ). The relation between
a node N , associated with point dj , and a node M , associated with an R-
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Figure 1. Connecting two nodes.

successor dj+1 of dj , as well as the relations between intervals ending in dj and
intervals ending in dj+1 (and, thus, between atoms in N and atoms in M ), are
graphically depicted in Figure 1. We have that (i) the interval [dj , dj+1 ] is a
right neighbor of all intervals [di , dj ] ending in dj , and (ii) for every interval
[di , dj ] there exists an interval [di , dj+1 ]. Thus, M should contain:
• an atom (AN , CN ) associated to the interval [dj , dj+1 ];
• for every atom (A, C) ∈ N , an atom (A0 , C 0 ) such that (A, C)Xϕ (A0 , C 0 ).
Definition 3.6 The tableau for a BTNL[R]− -formula ϕ is a (finite) directed
graph Tϕ = hNϕ , Rϕ i, where for any pair N, M ∈ Nϕ , (N, M ) ∈ Rϕ if and
only if M = {(AN , CN )} ∪ MN0 , where
1. (AN , CN ) is an atom such that AN ⊆ REQ(N ) and for all universal formulas
ψ ∈ REQ(N ), ψ ∈ AN ;
2. for every (A, C) ∈ N , there exists (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ MN0 such that (A, C)Xϕ (A0 , C 0 );
3. for every (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ MN0 , there exists (A, C) ∈ N such that (A, C)Xϕ (A0 , C 0 ).
Let N, M ∈ Nϕ . If (N, M ) ∈ Rϕ , we say that M is an Rϕ -successor of N .
We say that M is an Rϕ -descendant of N if there exists a (finite) path from
N to M in Tϕ .
Definition 3.7 Given a (finite or infinite) path π = N1 N2 . . . in Tϕ , an atom
path in π is a sequence of atoms (A1 , C1 )(A2 , C2 ) . . . such that:
• for every i ≥ 1, (Ai , Ci ) ∈ Ni ;
• for every 1 ≤ i(< n), (Ai , Ci )Xϕ (Ai+1 , Ci+1 ).
Given a node N and an atom (A, C) ∈ N , we say that the atom (A0 , C 0 ) is
an Xϕ -descendant of (A, C) if and only if there exists a node M such that
(A0 , C 0 ) ∈ M , and there exists a path π from N to M such that there is an
atom path from (A, C) to (A0 , C 0 ) in π.
Definition 3.8 An infinite path π = N1 N2 . . . in Tϕ is a fulfilling path if and
only if, for every i ≥ 1, every atom (A, C) ∈ Ni , and every formula AhAiψ ∈ A,
either ψ ∈ C or there exist Nj , with j > i, and (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ Nj such that (A0 , C 0 )
is an Xϕ -descendant of (A, C) in π and ψ ∈ C 0 .
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Definition 3.9 A substructure is a subgraph hN , Ri ⊆ Tϕ such that:
• there exists a node N0 ∈ N ∩ Init(Nϕ ) (initial node) such that all other
nodes in N are R-reachable from it;
• for every node N ∈ N , there exists a fulfilling path (in hN , Ri) starting
from N .
Substructures represent candidate models for ϕ. The truth of formulas
devoid of temporal operators and of formulas of the form A[A]ψ, indeed, follows from Definition 3.3. Moreover, the truth of formulas of the form AhAiψ
follows from Definition 3.8. However, to obtain a model for ϕ we must also
guarantee the truth of formulas of the forms E[A]ψ and EhAiψ. To this end,
we introduce the notion of fulfilling substructure.
Definition 3.10 A substructure hN , Ri ⊆ Tϕ is fulfilling if and only if, for
every node N ∈ N and every atom (A, C) ∈ N , the following conditions hold:
(F1) for every existential formula ψ ∈ C, there exist an R-successor M of N
and an atom (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ M such that ψ ∈ A0 and A0 ⊆ REQ(N ), and for
all universal formulas ξ ∈ REQ(N ), ξ ∈ A0 ;
(F2) for every formula EhAiψ ∈ A, either ψ ∈ C or there exist an Rdescendant M of N and an Xϕ -descendant (A0 , C 0 ) of (A, C) in M such
that ψ ∈ C 0 ;
(F3) for every formula E[A]ψ ∈ A, there exist a fulfilling path π = N0 N1
N2 . . . and an atom path (A0 , C0 )(A1 , C1 )(A2 , C2 ) . . . in π such that:
(i) (A0 , C0 ) = (A, C); (ii) N0 = N ; (iii) for every i ≥ 0, E[A]ψ ∈ Ai ;
(iv) for every formula AhAiθ ∈ A0 , there exists j ≥ 0 such that θ ∈ Cj .
Theorem 3.11 If the formula ϕ is satisfiable (in a standard tree), then there
exists a fulfilling substructure hN , Ri ⊆ Tϕ .
Proof Let M− = hhD, I(D)− i, Vi be a model for ϕ such that D = hD, Ri, with
distinguished element d0 , is a standard tree. For every interval [di , dj ] ∈ I(D)− ,
we define an atom (A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ) as follows.
• A[d ,d ] contains exactly:
i j
· all formulas A[A]ψ ∈ REQ(di );
· all formulas AhAiψ ∈ REQ(di ) such that, for every di < dl < dj ,
M− , [di , dl ] ¬ψ;
· all formulas E[A]ψ ∈ REQ(di ) such that there exists an infinite path
π = di di+1 . . . dj dj+1 . . ., starting from di and containing dj , such that
M− , [di , dk ] ψ for every dk ∈ π;
· all formulas EhAiψ ∈ REQ(di ) such that there exists dk ≥ dj such
that M− , [di , dk ] ψ and, for every di < dl < dk , M− , [di , dl ] ¬ψ;
• C[d ,d ] contains exactly all formulas ψ ∈ CL(ϕ) such that M− , [di , dj ]
ψ.
i j
−
It is easy to check that, for every [di , dj ] ∈ I(D) and for every R-successor
dj+1 of dj , (A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ) is an atom such that (A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] )Xϕ (A[di ,dj+1 ] ,
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C[di ,dj+1 ] ).
For every dj ∈ D, with dj 6= d0 , let Nj = {(A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ) : di < dj },
N = {Nj : dj ∈ D, dj 6= d0 }, and R = Rϕ ∩ (N × N ). It is easy to check that
for all dj 6= d0 , Nj is a node and that hN , Ri is a fulfilling substructure. 2
The next theorem shows that a model for ϕ can be obtained by unfolding
a fulfilling substructure hN , Ri, starting from its initial node N0 .
Theorem 3.12 If there exists a fulfilling substructure hN , Ri ⊆ Tϕ , then the
formula ϕ is satisfiable.
Proof Let hN , Ri be a fulfilling substructure. To define a model for ϕ, we
first build an infinite tree D = hD, Ri by unfolding the fulfilling substructure
hN , Ri from its initial node N1 as follows:
• D is the (infinite) set of all finite R-sequences N1 N2 . . . Nk starting from
the initial node N1 , including the empty sequence ε (the root of the tree);
• R is such that, for any pair of points d, d0 ∈ D, (d, d0 ) ∈ R if and only if
d = N1 . . . Nk and d0 = N1 . . . Nk Nk+1 and Nk+1 is an R-successor of Nk .
Notice that D is a standard tree with distinguished element d0 = ε, since the
only successor of d0 is d1 = N1 .
Given an arbitrary order of the nodes of N , we define a total order C over
finite R-sequences, that is, on points of D, as follows:
• given two R-sequences d and d0 such that the length of d is less than the
length of d0 , we have that d C d0 ;
• given two R-sequences d and d0 of the same length, d C d0 if and only if
d precedes d0 on the lexicographical order based on the given (arbitrary)
order of nodes of N .
In order to build a model for ϕ, we define a suitable (partial) labelling
function L : I(D)− → Aϕ . For any dj = N1 . . . Nk , L associates an atom
(A, C) ∈ Nk with any interval [di , dj ]. We define L by (infinite) induction on
the total order C.
Base case. We start by defining the labelling of the initial interval [d0 , d1 ]
(where d0 = ε and d1 = N1 ). Since N1 is the initial node of hN , Ri, we have
that N1 = {(∅, C)}, with ϕ ∈ C. We put L([d0 , d1 ]) = (∅, C). Two cases may
arise.
C contains no existential formulas. In such a case, we define the labelling
of an infinite branch starting from d1 (remind that we admit only infinite
models). Since hN , Ri is a substructure, there exists a fulfilling path N1 N2 . . .
starting from N1 . Let π = d1 d2 . . . be the corresponding infinite branch in D
(where, for every i ≥ 1, di = N1 . . . Ni ). We define the labelling L([di , dj ]) of
every interval [di , dj ], with di , dj ∈ π, in such a way that:
• for all j > 1, L([dj−1 , dj ]) = (A0 , C 0 ) is such that A0 ⊆ REQ(Nj−1 ) and,
for all universal formulas θ ∈ REQ(Nj−1 ), θ ∈ A0 (see condition 1 of
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Definition 3.6);
• for all j > 1 and all intervals [di , dj ], with dj > di+1 , L([di , dj−1 ])Xϕ
L([di , dj ]) (see conditions 2 and 3 of Definition 3.6);
• for every interval [di , dj ], with L([di , dj ]) = (A0 , C 0 ), if there exists a formula AhAiθ ∈ A0 , then there exists a point dk ≥ dj such that L([di , dk ]) =
(A00 , C 00 ) and θ ∈ C 00 (see Definition 3.8).
Definitions 3.6 and 3.8 guarantee that there exists a labelling with such properties.
C contains at least one existential formula. In such a case, for every existential formula ψ ∈ C, we guarantee that ψ gets satisfied by properly labelling
an infinite branch starting from d1 . Let ψ ∈ C be an existential formula. Two
cases may arise (depending on the structure of ψ).
• ψ = EhAiθ. By condition F1, there exists an R-successor N2 of N1
and an atom (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ N2 such that ψ ∈ A0 . Let d2 = N1 N2 . We
put L([d1 , d2 ]) = (A0 , C 0 ). By condition F2, either θ ∈ C 0 (and thus θ
is satisfied over the interval [d1 , d2 ]) or there exists a path N2 N3 . . . Nk
and a corresponding atom path (A0 , C 0 ) = (A2 , C2 )(A3 , C3 ) . . . (Ak , Ck ),
such that θ ∈ Ck . In the latter case, let d2 d3 . . . dk be the branch in D
corresponding to N2 N3 . . . Nk . We put, for every 3 ≤ i ≤ k, L([d1 , di ]) =
(Ai , Ci ), in order to satisfy θ over [d1 , dk ]. In both cases, we extend the
finite branch to an infinite one (starting from N2 or from Nk , respectively)
and we define the labelling of all other intervals on the branch as in the
case in which C contains no existential formulas.
• ψ = E[A]θ. By condition F1, there exists an R-successor N2 of N1
and an atom (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ N2 such that ψ ∈ A0 . Let d2 = N1 N2 . We
put L([d1 , d2 ]) = (A0 , C 0 ). By condition F3, there exist a fulfilling infinite path N2 N3 . . . and a corresponding infinite atom path (A0 , C 0 ) =
(A2 , C2 )(A3 , C3 ) . . ., such that E[A]θ ∈ Ai for every i ≥ 2. Let d2 d3 . . . be
the infinite branch in D corresponding to N2 N3 . . . . We put, for every
i ≥ 3, L([d1 , di ]) = (Ai , Ci ), in order to satisfy θ over [d1 , di ]. As before,
we define the labelling of all other intervals on the branch as in the case
in which C contains no existential formulas.
We repeat such a procedure for every existential formula in C.
Inductive step. Let d ∈ D such that (i) L is defined over all intervals [d0 , d];
(ii) for all d0 C d, either d0 has been already taken into consideration or L is not
defined over any interval [d00 , d0 ]; (iii) d has not been taken into consideration
yet. Consider the set REQ(N ), with N such that d = N1 . . . N , and suppose
there exists an existential formula ψ ∈ REQ(N ). Two cases may arise. Either
ψ is satisfied by the current labelling L, and we are done, or there are no
branches starting from d that satisfy ψ. In the latter case, we satisfy ψ by
defining a suitable labelling of an unlabeled infinite branch starting from d, as
we have done in the base case of the induction. By repeating such a procedure
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for every existential formula ψ ∈ REQ(N ), we guarantee that all existential
formulas in REQ(N ) are satisfied.
The model satisfying ϕ contains all and only the labelled (infinite) branches
of D. Let D0 be the infinite tree obtained from D by removing all unlabeled
branches and let V be a valuation function V such that, for every p ∈ AP and
[di , dj ] ∈ I(D0 )− , p ∈ V([di , dj ]) if and only if L([di , dj ]) = (A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ) and
p ∈ C[di ,dj ] . We prove by induction on the structure of ψ ∈ CL(ϕ) that, for
every [di , dj ] ∈ I(D0 )− , we have that M− , [di , dj ] ψ if and only if L([di , dj ]) =
(A[di ,dj ] , C[di ,dj ] ) and ψ ∈ C[di ,dj ] .
• The base case, as well as the case of the propositional connectives ¬ and
∨, are straightforward.
• Let ψ be the formula EhAiχ. Suppose that EhAiχ ∈ C[d ,d ] . By the
i j
definition of L, there exists an infinite path dj dj+1 . . . and an interval
[dj , dk ] such that χ ∈ C[dj ,dk ] . By inductive hypothesis, we have that
M− , [dj , dk ] χ, and thus M− , [di , dj ] EhAiχ.
As for the opposite implication, assume by contradiction that
M− , [di , dj ]
EhAiχ and EhAiχ 6∈ C[di ,dj ] . By atom definition, this
implies that ¬EhAiχ = A[A]¬χ ∈ C[di ,dj ] . By the definition of L, we have
that A[A]¬χ ∈ A[dj ,dk ] for every dk > dj , and thus ¬χ ∈ C[dj ,dk ] . By inductive hypothesis, this implies that M− , [dj , dk ] ¬χ for every dk > dj ,
and thus M− , [di , dj ]
A[A]¬χ, which contradicts the hypothesis that
M− , [di , dj ] EhAiχ.
• Let ψ be the formula E[A]χ. Suppose that E[A]χ ∈ C[d ,d ] . By the
i j
definition of L, there exists an infinite path π = dj dj+1 . . . such that, for
every dk ∈ π, dk > dj , E[A]χ ∈ A[dj ,dk ] . By atom definition, this implies
that χ ∈ C[dj ,dk ] and, by inductive hypothesis, we have that M− , [dj , dk ]
χ, for every dk ∈ π, dk > dj , and thus M− , [di , dj ] E[A]χ.
As for the opposite implication, assume by contradiction that
M− , [di , dj ] E[A]χ and E[A]χ 6∈ C[di ,dj ] . By atom definition, this implies
that ¬E[A]χ = AhAi¬χ ∈ C[di ,dj ] . By the definition of L, we have that,
for every infinite path dj dj+1 . . . starting from dj , there exists dk ∈ π,
dk > dj such that ¬χ ∈ C[dj ,dk ] . By inductive hypothesis, this implies
that for every infinite path π = dj dj+1 . . . there exists a point dk ∈ π,
dk > dj , such that M− , [dj , dk ] ¬χ, and thus M− , [di , dj ] AhAi¬χ,
which contradicts the hypothesis that M− , [di , dj ] E[A]χ.
Since hN , Ri is a substructure, ϕ ∈ C[d0 ,d1 ] , and thus M− , [d0 , d1 ] ϕ.
2
3.3

The decision procedure

In this section, we present a decision procedure for BTNL[R]− , that progressively removes from Tϕ nodes that cannot contribute to fulfilling substructures.
Algorithm 1 Let ϕ be the formula we want to test for satisfiability. The
decision procedure works as follows.
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(i) Build the (unique) initial tableau Tϕ = hNϕ , Rϕ i.
(ii) Look for a fulfilling substructure by repeatedly applying the following deletion rules, until no more nodes in the tableau can be deleted:
• delete any node which is not Rϕ -reachable from an initial node;
• delete any node such that there are no fulfilling paths starting from
it;
• delete any node which does not satisfy the conditions of Definition
3.10.
(iii) Let T ∗ = hN ∗ , R∗ i be the final tableau. If T ∗ is not empty, return true,
otherwise return false.
The check for the existence of fulfilling paths can be performed as follows.
Given a formula AhAiψ ∈ CL(ϕ), we execute the following marking procedure.
First, for all nodes N , mark all atoms (A, C) ∈ N such that AhAiψ ∈ A and
ψ ∈ C. Then, for all nodes N , mark all unmarked atoms (A, C) ∈ N such that
there exists an Rϕ -successor M of N that contains a marked atom (A0 , C 0 )
such that (A, C)Xϕ (A0 , C 0 ). Repeat this last step until no more atoms can be
marked. Then, delete all nodes that either contain an unmarked atom (A, C)
with AhAiψ ∈ A or have no Rϕ -successors.
The other non trivial step of the algorithm is the removal of nodes that do
not satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.10. Given a node N , condition F1
can be easily checked by visiting the Rϕ -successors of N , while condition F2
can be checked by visiting the Rϕ -descendants of N . Finally, given a node N0 ,
an atom (A0 , C0 ) ∈ N0 , and a formula E[A]ψ ∈ A0 , condition F3 is satisfied if
we can find a finite path of nodes N0 N1 . . . Nj Nj+1 . . . Nk and a corresponding
path of atoms (A0 , C0 )(A1 , C1 ) . . . (Aj , Cj )(Aj+1 , Cj+1 ) . . . (Ak , Ck ) such that
(i) Nj = Nk , (ii) (Aj , Cj ) = (Ak , Ck ), (iii) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k, E[A]ψ ∈ Ai ,
(iv) for every formula AhAiθ ∈ A0 , there exists i ≥ 0 such that θ ∈ Ci .
Furthermore, to guarantee that the infinite path
N0 N1 . . . Nj Nj+1 . . . Nk−1 Nj Nj+1 . . . Nk−1 . . .
is a fulfilling one, it suffices to check that, for every atom (A0 , C 0 ) ∈ Nj and
every formula AhAiξ ∈ C 0 , either ξ ∈ C 0 or there exists a node Nl , with
j < l < k, and an atom (A00 , C 00 ) ∈ Nl such that ξ ∈ C 00 and (A00 , C 00 ) is a
Xϕ -descendant of (A0 , C 0 ).
As for complexity issues, we have that:
O(|ϕ|)
• |Tϕ | = 22
;
• all checkings of step (ii) of the algorithm can be done in time polynomial
in the size of |Tϕ |;
• after deleting at most |Nϕ | nodes, the algorithm terminates.
Hence, checking the satisfiability for a BTNL[R]− formula has an overall time
O(|ϕ|)
bound of 22
, that is, doubly exponential in the size of ϕ.
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4

The decision procedure at work

In this section we apply the proposed decision procedure to the (satisfiable)
formula ϕ = E[A]p. We show only a portion of the whole tableau, which is
sufficiently large to include a fulfilling substructure for ϕ, and thus to prove
that ϕ is satisfiable.
When searching for a fulfilling substructure for ϕ, we must take into consideration atoms which have been obtained by suitably combining one set of
active requests with one set of current formulas. The sets of active requests
and current formulas are the following ones (the left column reports the sets
of active requests, while the middle and the right columns report the sets of
current formulas):
∅;
A0 = {E[A]p};
A1 = {AhAi¬p};

C0 = {E[A]p, p};
C1 = {E[A]p, ¬p};
C2 = {AhAi¬p, p};

C3 = {AhAi¬p, ¬p}.

As an example, consider the initial node N0 = {(∅, C0 )}. Figure 2 depicts
a portion of Tϕ that is Rϕ -reachable from N0 .

PSfrag replacements
(∅, C2 )
(A0 , C2 )

(∅, C3 )
(A0 , C2 )
(A1 , C2 )

(∅, C3 )
(A0 , C2 )
(A1 , C3 )

(∅, C2 )
(A0 , C2 )
(A1 , C2 )

(∅, C2 )
(A0 , C2 )
(A1 , C3 )

(∅, C0 )
(∅, C3 )
(A0 , C2 )

Figure 2. A portion of the tableau for E[A]p.

The only atoms with AhAi-formulas in their set of active requests are
(A1 , C2 ) and (A1 , C3 ), since AhAi¬p ∈ A1 . The atom (A1 , C3 ) immediately
fulfills AhAi¬p, since ¬p ∈ C3 . The atom (A1 , C2 ) does not fulfill AhAi¬p, but
we have that (A1 , C2 )Xϕ (A1 , C3 ). Thus, since every node that contains (A1 , C2 )
can reach a node containing (A1 , C3 ), for every node of the substructure of
Figure 2 there exists a fulfilling path.
As for condition F1, the only sets of current formulas which contains an
existential formula are C1 and C0 . C1 does not belong to any node in Figure 2,
and thus we can ignore it. C0 only belongs to the initial node, whose two
successors include the atom (A0 , C2 ) with E[A]p ∈ A0 . Hence, condition F1
is satisfied. Since there are no atoms containing formulas of the form EhAiψ,
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condition F2 is trivially satisfied. As for condition F3, consider the atom
(A0 , C2 ). It is easy to see that, for every node N containing (A0 , C2 ), there
exists a fulfilling infinite path starting from N such that every node contains
(A0 , C2 ). Thus, condition F3 is satisfied. This allows us to conclude that the
substructure depicted in Figure 2 is fulfilling, and thus our decision procedure
correctly concludes that the formula E[A]p is satisfiable.

5

Conclusions and further work

In this paper, we proposed a new propositional interval temporal logic, interpreted over infinite trees, which combines the interval neighborhood operators hAi and [A] of RPNL− with the path quantifiers A and E of branching
time temporal logics, and we provided it with a doubly-exponential tableaubased decision procedure. We do not know yet if the satisfiability problem
for BTNL[R]− is doubly EXPTIME-complete or not (we conjecture it is not).
As for possible extensions of the work, we are studying the decision problem
for combinations of path quantifiers operators with other sets of interval logic
operators, e.g., those of PNL [6].
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Abstract. We introduce different extensions of LTL where propositional variables are replaced by constraints interpreted in Z. We show different decidability and complexity results for the satisfiability and model
checking problems of these logics. The extension of LTL over a wide set of
qualitative constraints is shown to be pspace-complete. When introducing some quantitative constraints, we must consider strong restrictions
to regain decidability.

1

Introduction

Model checking counter automata. The verification of infinite-state systems
has benefited from the numerous decidable model-checking problems. But though
decidability can be obtained via numerous proof techniques, showing undecidability of model-checking is often easier since the halting problem for Minsky
machines [Min67] is already undecidable. Decidability is difficult to establish
and sometimes it can be regained by naturally restricting the class of models or
by considering fragments of the specification language. Symbolic representations
of infinite sets of states are often the key argument to get decidability (see for
instance [HMR05]).
Structures with a finite set of control states augmented with a finite set
of variables interpreted as integers (counter automata) are ubiquitous in computer science. They are used as operational models of numerous infinite-state
systems, including broadcast protocols [FL02], and even their restrictions to one
counter have found applications to verify cryptographic protocols [LLT05] or to
validate XML streams [CR04]. However, the class of counter machines has numerous undecidable model-checking problems such as the reachability problem.
This does not end the story since many subclasses admit a decidable reachability problem as reversal-bounded multicounter machines [Iba78] or flat counter
systems [Boi98,FL02].
Motivations. Classical problems studied on counter automata include reachability issues and verification of properties on the control states. We aim at
checking richer properties by introducing constraints on counters in temporal
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logic. Defining decidable model-checking problems with such logics is difficult
since introducing some quantitative constraints (i.e. counting mechanism) like
y = x + 1 allows to encode a two counter machine. A first alternative is to
consider only qualitative constraints where the relation between the constrained
terms is not sharp, like y ≤ x or y ≡k x + 1. Another option is to consider
decidable fragments of undecidable logics by restricting some resources of the
formulae. For instance, bounding the number of variables could be a good restriction since we need to store the value of three different counters to encode a
two-counter machine (the two counters and the instruction counter).
Contributions. Extensions of the temporal logic LTL over concrete domains
have already been considered in [WZ00,BC02,DD02]. We introduce new extensions of LTL over concrete domains where variables are interpreted in Z. The
propositional variables are replaced by constraints (induced by the concrete domain) between terms representing the variables at different states of the models.
For instance, the constraint x < XXx means that the current value of x is smaller
than the value of x two states further. Such constraints can also be found in description logics over concrete domains [Lut04]. We consider here linear models
but the constraint language is very rich.
First, we show the pspace-completeness of an extension of LTL over a wide
set of qualitative constraints, including periodicity constraints of the form y ≡k
x + 1 and comparisons of the form y < x. Such constraints are used for instance
in calendar formalisms [LM01] when one needs to consider the periodicity of
time or in abstraction of counter automata where operations are defined modulo
some power of two [LS01]. Indeed, common programming languages perform
arithmetical operations modulo 2k [MOS05] (k is equal to 16 or 32).
Then we consider another extension introducing quantitative constraints.
This full formalism can easily be shown to be undecidable and so we study restrictions of the logic bounding syntactic resources of the formulae. The resources
we consider are the number of variables and the distance between the positions
(in the model) of the terms that are compared. For example, the distance between Xx and XXXx is 2. Even with these restrictions the decidability is very
difficult to regain. We show that the fragment with one variable and distance two
and the fragment with two variables and distance one are undecidable. However,
we can prove that the model checking of the fragment with one variable and
distance one over one counter automata is pspace-complete.

2

LTL over concrete domains

Let V = {x0 , x1 , . . . } be a countable infinite set of variables. A concrete domain
is a pair D = hD, (Rα )α∈I i where D is a specific domain of interpretation for
the variables and (Rα )α∈I is a countable family of relations on the elements of
D. An atomic D-constraint is an expression of the form R(x1 , . . . , xn ) where R
is interpreted as a relation of the domain and n is the arity of this relation. A
D-valuation is a function v : V → D that assigns to every variable a value in
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D and a constraint is satisfied by v, denoted by v |= R(x1 , . . . , xn ), whenever
(v(x1 ), . . . , v(xn )) ∈ R, R being the relation in D associated to the symbol R.
We define the logic CLTL(D) as the extension of LTL where the propositional variables are replaced by atomic D-constraints over terms representing
different states of the variables, denoted by R(Xi1 x1 , . . . , Xin xn ). The formulae
of CLTL(D) are defined by the following grammar:
φ ::= R(Xi1 x1 , . . . , Xik xk ) | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | Xφ | φUφ.
The symbols X and U are the classical operators next and until of LTL. A term
Xi x (abbreviation for X . . . Xx) represents the value of x at the ith next state. A
one-step constraint is an atomic formula of the form R(Xi1 x1 , . . . , Xik xk ) such
that i1 , . . . , ik ≤ 1. Given a CLTL(D) formula φ, we define its X-length |φ|X as
the maximal number i such that a term of the form Xi x occurs in φ. Intuitively,
the X-length defines a frame of consecutive states that can be compared. The
models of CLTL(D) are sequences of D-valuations σ : N → (V → D) and the
satisfaction relation is defined like the LTL satisfaction relation except at the
atomic level:
•
•
•
•
•

σ, i |= R(Xj1 x1 , . . . , Xjn xn ) iff (σ(i + j1 )(x1 ), . . . , σ(i + jn )(xn )) ∈ R,
σ, i |= φ ∧ φ0 iff σ, i |= φ and σ, i |= φ0 ,
σ, i |= ¬φ iff σ, i 6|= φ,
σ, i |= Xφ iff σ, i + 1 |= φ,
σ, i |= φUφ0 iff there is j ≥ i s.t. σ, j |= φ0 and for every i ≤ k < j, σ, k |= φ.

As usual, a formula φ ∈ CLTL(D) is satisfiable whenever there exists a model
σ such that σ, 0 |= φ. The satisfiability problem takes as input a formula and
checks whether it is satisfiable.
The model checking problem is defined for the class of D-automata that are
Büchi automata with transitions labeled by one-step constraints. Formally, a
k-variable D-automaton A is a structure hQ, δ, I, F i such that Q is a finite set
of states, I ⊆ Q is the set of initial states, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states and
δ is a subset of Q × 1SCk × Q where 1SCk is the set of Boolean combinations
of one-step constraints built over the set of variables {x1 , . . . , xk }. D-automata
have no input alphabet: we do not use them as language acceptors but we are
rather interested in the behaviors of such systems. A configuration of A is a tuple
hq, ci ∈ Q×Dk . Let c[i] denote the ith value of c. The one-step transition relation
def
→⊆ (Q×Dk )2 is defined by: hq, ci −
−
→ hq 0 , c0 i ⇔ there is a transition hq, ϕ, q 0 i ∈ δ
such that [x1 ← c[1] , . . . , xk ← c[k] , Xx1 ← c0 [1] , . . . , Xxk ← c0 [k] ] |= ϕ.
An infinite path w is a map N → (Q × Dk ) such that for every i ∈ N, we
have w(i) −
→ w(i + 1). An accepting run for A is an infinite path w such that
w(0) is of the form hq, ci with q ∈ I and the set of configurations in w of the
form hqf , ci with qf ∈ F is infinite.
Given an infinite path w, let σw be the CLTL(D) model such that for all
i ∈ N and j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, σw (i)(xj ) = c[j] where w(i) = hq, ci. The modelchecking problem for CLTL(D) takes as input a CLTL(D) formula φ and a
D-automaton A and checks whether there is an accepting run w of A such that
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σw , 0 |= φ. It is easy to show that the satisfiability problem can be reduced to
the model-checking problem.

3

Verifying qualitative constraints

We introduce in this section an extension of LTL over a concrete domain with
qualitative constraints only. By qualitative, we mean that the relation between
the constrained terms is non deterministic. We distinguish two types of constraints: comparisons and periodicity constraints that are congruence modulo
relations. We consider the language of constraints IPC? , which is an extension
of the language IPC of [Dem04], defined as following:
ϕ ::= ϕmod | x < y | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ
ϕmod ::= x ≡k [c1 , c2 ] | x ≡k y + [c1 , c2 ] | x = y | x < d | x = d |
ϕmod ∧ ϕmod | ¬ ϕmod | ∃x ϕmod
where x, y ∈ V , k ∈ N \ {0}, c1 , c2 ∈ N and d ∈ Z. The models of IPC? are
Z-valuations of the form v : V → Z and the satisfaction relation is defined by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

def

def

v |= x ∼ y ⇔ v(x) ∼ v(y) and v |= x ∼ d ⇔ v(x) ∼ d where ∼∈ {<, =},
def
v |= x ≡k [c1 , c2 ] ⇔ v(x) equals c modulo k for some c1 ≤ c ≤ c2 ,
def
v |= x ≡k y + [c1 , c2 ] ⇔ v(x) − v(y) equals c modulo k for some c1 ≤ c ≤ c2 ,
def
v |= p ∧ p0 ⇔ v |= p and v |= p0 ,
def
v |= ¬p ⇔ not v |= p,
def
v |= ∃x p ⇔ there exists z ∈ Z such that v[x ← z] |= p where v[x ← z] is
defined by v[x ← z](x0 ) = v(x0 ) for every x 6= x0 and v[x ← z](x) = z.

In the following, a set of constraints is satisfiable if there is a valuation satisfying
all its elements.
We write CLTL(IPC? ) to denote the extension of LTL over the concrete domain induced by the constraint language IPC? . For instance, Xx ≡5 Xy + [0, 2]
or Xx < x are one-step constraints of CLTL(IPC? ) and (Xx < x)U(x = 0)
is a CLTL(IPC? ) formula. The satisfiability and model-checking problems for
CLTL(IPC? ) are reducible to each other in logarithmic space following techniques from [SC85]. So the results below about the satisfiability problem also
extend to the model-checking problem. Note that extending IPC? by allowing
constraints of the form x < y in the scope of ∃ leads to undecidability since the
successor relation for integers is then definable and the halting problem for Minsky machines can be easily encoded by a formula of the corresponding extension
of LTL.
Following the approach in [VW94], we have shown in [DG05] that given a
CLTL(IPC? ) formula φ, we can build a standard Büchi automaton Aφ such that
φ is satisfiable iff L(Aφ ) is non-empty. Moreover, checking emptiness of L(Aφ )
can be done in polynomial space in |φ|.
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Symbolic models. The language recognized by the Büchi automaton Aφ is not
a set of models but a set of symbolic models. We briefly explain below how we
define a symbolic representation of the models (see details in [DG05]). Given a
formula φ, a symbolic valuation is a set of constraints depending of the least
common multiple of the integers ki such that a relation ≡ki occurs in φ, the set
of constants d occurring in constraints of the form x ∼ d and the finite set of
variables occurring in φ. This symbolic representation of a Z-valuation contains
all the relevant information to evaluate constraints. Symbolic valuations define
an equivalence relation between Z-valuations, like regions for timed automata.
Let ρ be an infinite symbolic valuation sequence. We say that ρ is satisfiable
iff there is a model σ : N → (V → Z) such that for every i ∈ N we have
σ, i |= ρ(i) (and we note σ |= ρ). A symbolic model for the formula φ is a onestep consistent sequence of symbolic valuation wrt φ. A sequence is one-step
consistent if the constraints are propagated along the sequence: for instance if
Xa x ∼ Xb y + d is a constraint of ρ(i) and both a > 0 and b > 0, it must be
the case that the constraint Xa−1 x ∼ Xb−1 y + d occurs at the next position of
the sequence (i.e. ρ(i + 1)). We need this property to eliminate some irrelevant
sequences since non one-step consistent sequences are not satisfiable. We define
a symbolic satisfaction relation between symbolic models and formulae denoted
ρ |=symb φ. In order to prove the decidability we use the fact below:
Lemma. A CLTL(IPC? ) formula φ is satisfiable iff there are a symbolic model
ρ and a model σ such that σ |= ρ and ρ |=symb φ.
Approximation. The main difficulty in the construction of Aφ is to characterize by means of automata the set of satisfiable symbolic models (one-step
consistence is not enough), which is not ω-regular. We introduce an ω-regular
condition (C) (see definition in [DG05]) that over-approximate this set: every
satisfiable symbolic model verifies (C) but some symbolic models verifying (C)
are not satisfiable. However this condition is equivalent to satisfiability whenever the symbolic model is ultimately periodic. A symbolic model is ultimately
periodic if it is of the form γ · (δ)ω (the suffix δ is repeated infinitely often).
Construction of the automaton. The automaton Aφ is defined as the intersection ALTL ∩ AC of Büchi automata where L(ALTL ) is the set of symbolic
models satisfying φ and L(AC ) is the set of symbolic models verifying (C). We
can prove that a CLTL(IPC? ) formula φ is satisfiable iff L(Aφ ) is non-empty.
Like in [DD02], the main trick of the proof is that if L(Aφ ) is non-empty then
there exists an ultimately periodic ω-sequence ρ ∈ L(Aφ ). Thus ρ is satisfiable
since it is ultimately periodic and verifies (C).
Given a formula φ we can effectively build Aφ and check whether L(Aφ ) is
empty. So the satisfiability problem for CLTL(IPC? ) is decidable. We can also
establish the pspace upper bound by using the fact that all the components of
the automaton can be built in pspace and subtle arguments from complexity
theory and [Saf89].
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Theorem. [DG05] The satisfiability problem and the model checking problem
for the logic CLTL(IPC? ) are pspace-complete.
Since the operators of CLTL(IPC? ) are definable in the monadic second order
logic (MSO), we can also prove using [GK03] that any extension of CLTL(IPC? )
obtained by adding MSO-definable operators remains in pspace. We only need
to update the automaton ALTL .

4

Verifying quantitative constraints

In this section, we introduce another instance of LTL over a concrete domain
where the variables are interpreted in Z and the underlying constraint language
is a fragment of Presburger arithmetic. The main difference with IPC? is the
introduction of quantitative constraints of the form x = y + d where d ∈ Z. We
show that such constraints easily lead to undecidability, even when restricting
strongly the syntactic resources of the formulae. More details will be available
in [DG]. The constraint language Pr is defined by:
ϕ ::= x ∼ y + d | x ∼ d
where x, y ∈ V , ∼∈ {<, =} and d ∈ Z. The variables of Pr are interpreted in
Z and given a valuation v : V → Z, the satisfaction relation v |= ϕ is defined
in the obvious way. Like in the previous section, the extension of LTL over the
concrete domain induced by Pr is denoted by CLTL(Pr ).
Counter Automata. The class of Pr -automata contains many known classes of
counter automata and can easily simulate two-counter non-deterministic Minsky
machines. A k-counter automaton is a Pr -automaton such that the constraints
on transitions are conjunctions of constraints expressing zero tests, sign tests
and updates of the counters of the form Xx = x + d where d ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. The
existence of an accepting run for one-counter automata is a more difficult question than similar questions studied for instance in [LLT05] since we deal with
a Büchi acceptance condition, the counter is interpreted in Z and zero test and
sign test are allowed.
Decidability status. Full CLTL(Pr ) can easily be shown to be undecidable. We
consider restrictions of the syntactic resources of the formulae while preserving
the full strength of the logical operators. We denote with CLTLlk (Pr ) the fragment
of CLTL(Pr ) where the number of variables of the formulae is bounded by k
and the X-length by l. Known results show that the fragments CLTLω
2 (Pr ) and
CLTL13 (Pr ) have undecidable satisfiability problems (see [CC00] and [DD02]).
We refine these undecidability results: the decidability status of the different
fragments are shown in the following table (our results are in bold characters):
k\l
1
2
3

1
pspace-complete
undecidable
undecidable [CC00]

2
undecidable
undecidable
undecidable
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ω
undecidable
undecidable [DD02]
undecidable

We show that bounding the number of variables is not enough to regain
decidability by proving the undecidability of CLTLω
1 (Pr ). We also establish sharp
decidability limits of these fragments by showing the undecidability of CLTL21 (Pr )
and CLTL12 (Pr ). These undecidability results can be proved by encoding twocounter automata and reducing different fragments of the logic.
To complete the picture, we show that the fragment CLTL11 (Pr ) is pspacecomplete. As in the previous section, the proof relies on the construction of a
particular one-counter automaton recognizing symbolic representations of the
models. This complexity result uses an auxiliary result about reachability in
one-counter automata. We prove that the existence of an accepting run in such
automata can be decided in nlogspace.
To conclude, we mention that the extension Pr0 of Pr with constraints of the
form ax + by = 0 where a, b ∈ Z leads to undecidability even for the fragment
CLTL11 (Pr0 ). Indeed, the values of two counters hc1 , c2 i in the configuration of a
Minsky machine can be encoded by the value 2c1 3c2 for the variable. Zero tests,
increments and decrements are encoded by constraints of the form x ≡2 0, x ≡3
0, Xx = 2x (incrementation of the first counter) etc. So, as far as decidability
is concerned, the underlying fragment of Presburger arithmetic in CLTL(Pr ) is
quite optimal with respect to the restrictions we consider.
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Abstra t. This paper examines the omplexity of hybrid logi s over
transitive frames and transitive trees. We show that satis ability over
transitive frames for the hybrid language extended with # is NEXPomplete. This is in ontrast to unde idability of satis ability over arbitrary frames for this language [2℄. We also show that adding  or the
past modality leads to unde idability over transitive frames, but not over
transitive trees, where we show the ri hest language to be nonelementarily de idable. Moreover, we establish 2EXP and EXP upper bounds for
satis ability over transitive frames and transitive trees, respe tively, for
the hybrid Until/Sin e language. An EXP lower bound is shown to hold
for the modal Until language over both frame lasses.

1 Introdu tion
We examine the omputational omplexity of satis ability for hybrid logi s over
transitive frames. This is an important frame lass, be ause transitivity is the
minimal requirement in many temporal appli ations, for example temporal veri ation. Modal, hybrid, and rst-order logi over transitive models have been
studied re ently in [3, 14, 30, 18, 19, 17, 11℄. Although the omplexity of hybrid
(tense) logi s has been extensively examined [7, 15, 2, 3, 13℄, there are highly expressive hybrid languages for whose satis ability problems only results over arbitrary, but not over restri ted, temporally relevant, frame lasses have been
known.

Hybrid Languages are extensions of the language of modal logi that allow
for naming and a essing states of a model expli itly. This renders hybrid logi
an adequate representation formalism for many appli ations where the basi
modal and/or temporal language does not suÆ e. Moreover, reasoning systems
are easier to devise for hybrid than for modal logi .
Hybrid logi , as well as the foundations of temporal logi , goes ba k to Arthur
Prior [25℄. Sin e then, many | more or less powerful | languages have been studied. Here we brie y introdu e the extensions that shall on ern us in this paper.
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Nominals are spe ial atomi formulae that name states of models. They allow,
for instan e, for an axiom expressing irre exivity, whi h annot be aptured by
modal formulae: i ! :3i.
The at operator  an be used to dire tly jump to states named by nominals,
independently of the a essibility relation. Hen e, the above formula ould also
be written as i :3i.
With the help of the downarrow operator # , it is possible to bind variables
to states. Whenever # x is en ountered during the evaluation of a formula, the
variable x is bound to the a tual state s. All o urren es of x in the s ope of
this # are treated like nominals naming s. As an example, the formula # x::33x
reads as: Name the a tual state x and make sure that it is not possible to rea h
x in two steps. This is an axiom for asymmetry, another property not expressible
in modal logi .
Combined with the  operator, # leads to a very powerful language that
an formulate many desirable properties and goes far beyond the s ope of the
simple nominal language. To give a more impressive example, we onsider the
Until operator. The formula U('; ) reads as \there is a point in the future at
whi h ' holds, and at all points between now and this point, holds". What
the basi modal language is not able to express, an be a hieved by the hybrid
#- language.
U('; )  # x:3 # y:' ^ x 2(3y ! ):
Besides more advan ed temporal on epts su h as \until" and \sin e", hybrid
temporal languages an express other desirable temporal notions su h as \now",
\yesterday", \today", or \tomorrow". Moreover, with hybrid logi one an apture many temporally relevant frame properties (besides the above mentioned,
antisymmetry, tri hotomy, dire tedness, . . . ). For this reason, hybrid temporal
languages are of great interest where basi temporal logi rea hes its limits [9,
5, 4, 13℄.

Why Transitivity? Hybrid logi is interpreted over Kripke frames and models,
as is modal logi . A frame onsists of a set of states (points in time) and an
a essibility relation (where xRy says that y is in the future of x). In most
temporal appli ations one requires this relation to be transitive. We on entrate
on transitive frames be ause transitivity is a property that the future relations
of many di erent temporal appli ations have in ommon, even if they di er in
other properties su h as tree-likeness, tri hotomy, irre exivity, or asymmetry.
But there are other reasons why this frame lass is of interest, parti ularly in
onne tion with omputational omplexity. In the spe ial ase of linear frames,
nominals and  an be simulated using the onventional modal operator and its
onverse. They do not add expressive power to the language in this ase. The #
operator is useless even on transitive trees, a representation of bran hing time.
Though the lass of transitive frames (and transitive trees for #-free hybrid languages, respe tively) is a restri ted frame lass, it is general enough to separate
hybrid from modal languages in terms of expressive power.
Yet another reason for onsidering pre isely transitive frames will be ome
lear in the next paragraph.
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Complexity of Hybrid Logi s. We use the omplexity lasses NP, PSPACE,
EXP, NEXP, nEXP, n  2, and oRE as known from [24℄. A problem is nonelementarily de idable if it is de idable and not ontained in any nEXP.

It goes without saying that reasoning tasks for ri her logi s require more
resour es than those for simpler languages su h as the basi modal language.
We fo us on one reasoning task, namely satis ability. The modal and temporal
satis ability problems over arbitrary as well as transitive frames are PSPACEomplete [22, 29℄. If the \somewhere" modality E is added, satis ability be omes
EXP- omplete over arbitrary frames [28℄. For many, more restri ted, frame
lasses, modal and temporal satis ability is NP- omplete [22, 23, 27℄. In ontrast, the known part of the omplexity spe trum of hybrid satis ability rea hes
up to unde idability.
Many omplexity results for hybrid languages have been established in [2,
3℄. It was shown in [2℄ that the hybrid language with nominals and  has a
PSPACE- omplete satis ability problem and that satis ability for the hybrid
tense language is EXP- omplete, even if  or E are added. It was proven in [3℄
that these problems have the same omplexity (or drop to PSPACE- omplete or
NP- omplete, respe tively) if the lass of frames is restri ted to transitive frames
(or transitive trees, or linear frames, respe tively).
Moreover, the authors of [3℄ established EXP- ompleteness of satis ability for
the hybrid Until/Sin e language. The omplexity of this language over transitive
frames and transitive trees, respe tively, has been open. PSPACE- ompleteness
over linear frames is known from [13℄. We want to nd out at whi h exa t requirements to the frame lasses the de rease from EXP to PSPACE takes pla e.
Unde idability results for languages ontaining # originate from [7, 15℄. The
strongest su h result, namely for a restri ted fragment of the # language, is given
in [2℄. In re ent work [31℄, it was shown that de idability of the # language an
be regained under ertain restri tions on the frame lasses. It is possible that
transitivity is another property under whi h the # language an be \tamed".
Moreover, we have already observed that over transitive trees and linear
orders, the # operator on its own is useless. Hen e satis ability over these frame
lasses is the same as for modal logi , namely omplete for PSPACE and NP,
respe tively. This makes it more likely that we an \tame" # over transitive
frames. But if so, to what extent? What happens if we allow for intera tions of
# with  or the ba kward modality?

New Road-Map Pages. This paper establishes two groups of omplexity

results for hybrid languages over transitive frames and transitive trees.
First we examine satis ability of the hybrid # language. Our most surprising
result is the \taming" of this language over transitive frames: the satis ability
problem is NEXP- omplete. This high level of omplexity is retained even over
omplete frames ( lusters). We also show that enri hing the language by the
ba kward-looking modality P or the  operator leads to unde idability in the
ase of transitive frames. Over transitive trees, the situation is di erent. De idability for even the ri hest # language is easy to see, but it is nonelementary, as
we will show.
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As a se ond step, we onsider satis ability over transitive frames and transitive trees for the hybrid Until/Sin e-E language. We establish EXP-hardness for
not more than the modal language with Until only. This is mat hed by an EXP
upper bound for the full language in the ase of transitive trees. As for transitive
frames, we give a 2EXP upper bound.
Table 1 gives an overview of the satis ability problems onsidered in this
paper (marked bold) and visualizes how our omplexity results arrange into a
olle tion of previously known results. It makes use of the denotation of hybrid
languages introdu ed in Se tion 2. Complexity lasses without addition stand
for ompleteness results; \nonel." stands for \nonelementarily de idable". The
work from whi h the results originate, is ited. Con lusions from surrounding
results are abbreviated by \ .". The question mark stands for an open question,
but de idability follows from the last result in that olumn. As for HLEU;S over
transitive frames and transitive trees, EXP-hardness even holds for MLU .
hybrid
lang.
HL
HLF;P
HLFE;P
HLEU;S

omplexity
over arbitrary frames
PSPACE [2℄
EXP [2℄
EXP [3℄
EXP [3℄

HL#
HL#;
HL#F;P
HL#F;;P

oRE [2℄
oRE [2℄
oRE [2, .℄
oRE [2, .℄

omplexity over
transitive frames

omplexity over
transitive trees

PSPACE [3℄
EXP [3℄
EXP [3℄
in 2EXP (Th. 14),
EXP-hard (Th. 12)

PSPACE [3, .℄
PSPACE [3℄
PSPACE [3℄
EXP (Th. 12,15)

(Th. 1)
(Th. 10)
(Th. 10)
( .)

NEXP
oRE
oRE
oRE

PSPACE [3℄
nonel. (Th. 11)
nonel. (Th. 11)
nonel. (Th. 11)

omplexity
over linear
orders
NP [3, .℄
NP [3℄
NP [3℄
PSPACEhard [26℄
NP [13℄
?
nonel. [13, .℄
nonel. [13℄

Table 1. An overview of omplexity results for hybrid logi s.

Legend. This paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2, we give all ne essary

de nitions and notations of modal and hybrid logi as well as an overview of
our results in the ontext of previous work. We present the de idability and
unde idability results for the hybrid # languages in Se tions 3 and 4. The hybrid
Until/Sin e language is examined in se tion 5, and Se tion 6 ends the paper with
some on luding remarks.

2

Modal and Hybrid Logi

We de ne the basi on epts and notations of modal and hybrid logi that are
relevant for this paper. The fundamentals of modal logi an be found in [6℄;
those of hybrid logi in [2, 5℄.

Modal Logi . Let PROP be a ountable set of propositional atoms. The language ML of modal logi is the set of all formulae of the form ' ::= p j :' j
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' ^ '0 j 3' ; where p 2 PROP. We use the well-known abbreviations _, !, $,
> (\true"), and ? (\false"), as well as 2' := :3:'.
A (Kripke) model is a triple M = (M; R; V ), where M is a nonempty set
of states, R  M  M is a binary relation | the a essibility relation | , and
V : PROP ! P(M ) is a fun tion | the valuation fun tion. The stru ture F =
(M; R) is alled a frame. Given a model M = (M; R; V ) and a state m 2 M ,
the satisfa tion relation is de ned by
; m j= p
M; m j= :'
M; m j= ' ^
M; m j= 3
M

i
i
i
i

m 2 V (p); p 2 PROP;
M; m 6j= ';
M; m j= ' & M; m j=
;
9n 2 M (mRn & M; n j=
):

(2.1)

A formula ' is satis able if there exist a model M = (M; R; V ) and a state
m 2 M , su h that M; m j= '. If all states from M satisfy ', we write M j= '
and say that ' is globally satis ed by M.
Temporal Logi . The language of temporal logi (tense logi ) is the set of all
formulae of the form ' ::= p j :' j ' ^ '0 j F' j P' ; where p 2 PROP. It is
ommon pra ti e to use the abbreviations G' := :F:' and H' := :P:'. The
operator F repla es 3, hen e satisfa tion for F-formulae is de ned as in (2.1). In
the ase of P-formulae, the term mRn must be repla ed by nRm.

Whenever one wants to speak not only of states a essible from the a tual
state, but also of states \between" the a tual and some a essible state, one
an make use of the binary operators U (\until") and S (\sin e"), for whi h
satisfa tion is de ned by

; m j= U('; ) i
M; m j= S(';
) i

M



n 2 M mRn & M; n j= ' & 8s 2 M (mRsRn ) M; s j= ) ;

9n 2 M nRm & M; n j= ' & 8s 2 M (nRsRm ) M; s j= ) :
9

The U/S language is stri tly stronger than the basi temporal language
 in
the sense that F and P an be expressed by U and S e. g. F' = U('; >) , but
not vi e versa.
In [3℄, a variant of the U/S operators, U+ and S+ , is introdu ed. Satisfa tion
for U+ (analogously for S+ ) is de ned by

; m j= U+ ('; )
(2.2)

+
+
i 9n 2 M mRn & M; n j= ' & 8s 2 M (mR sR n ) M; s j= ) ;
where R+ is the transitive losure of R. With the help of U+ and S+ , the authors
M

of [3℄ \simulated" transitive frames synta ti ally. We go a step further and de ne
another modi ation, U++ and S++ , with the satisfa tion relation from (2.2),
where the last remaining term mRn is repla ed by mR+ n. This temporal language is an even loser simulation of transitivity, as we will see in Se tion 5.

Hybrid Logi . As indi ated in the previous se tion, the hybrid language does
not exist. Rather there are several extensions of the modal language allowing
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for expli it referen es to states and therefore being alled hybrid. We introdu e
the ri hest of those hybrid languages that will interest us in this paper. The
de nitions and notations are taken from [2, 3℄.
Let NOM be a ountable set of nominals, SVAR be a ountable set of
state variables, and ATOM = PROP [ NOM [ SVAR. It is ommon pra ti e
to write propositional atoms as p; q; : : : , nominals as i; j; : : : , and state variables
as x; y; : : : The full hybrid language HL#; is the set of all formulae of the form
' ::= a j :' j ' ^ '0 j 3' j t ' j # x:' ; where a 2 ATOM, t 2 NOM [ SVAR,
and x 2 SVAR.
A formula is alled pure i it ontains no propositional atoms; nominal-free
i it ontains no nominals; and a senten e i it ontains no free state variables.
(Free and bound are de ned as usual; the only binding operator here is # .)
A hybrid model is a Kripke model with the valuation fun tion V extended
to PROP [ NOM, where for all i 2 NOM, jV (i)j = 1. Whenever it is lear
from the ontext, we will omit the word \hybrid" when referring to models. In
order to evaluate #-formulae, an assignment g : SVAR ! M for M is ne essary.
x
Given an assignment g , a state variable x and a state m, an x-variant gm
of g
x
x
0
0
0
is de ned by gm (x) = m and gm (x ) = g (x ) for all x 6= x. For any atom a, let
[V; g ℄(a) = fg (a)g if a 2 SVAR, and V (a), otherwise. The satisfa tion relation
for hybrid formulae is de ned by

; g; m j= a
M; g; m j= :'
M; g; m j= ' ^
M; g; m j= 3'
M; g; m j=  '
M; g; m j= # x:'
M

t

i
i
i
i
i
i

m 2 [V; g℄(a); a 2 ATOM;
M; g; m 6j= ';
M; g; m j= ' & M; g; m j=
;
9n 2 M (mRn & M; g; n j= ');
M; g; n j= ' & [V; g ℄(t)= fng;
M; g ; m j= ':
x
m

A formula is satis able if there exist a model M = (M; R; V ), an assignment
g for M, and a state m 2 M , su h that M; g; m j= '.
We sometimes use the \somewhere" modality E having the interpretation
M; g; m j= E' i
9n 2 M (M; g; n j= '). In this
ase,  is needless, be ause
 ' an be expressed by E(t ^ ').
t

First-order Logi . Modal and hybrid logi an be embedded into fragments
of rst-order logi (FOL). We will always use the standard notation of FOL.
We will make use of ertain fragments of FOL and denote them in the style
of [10℄: [all; (u; 1)℄, where u 2 ! . This notation stands for the fragment without
equality, without fun tion symbols, and with no other relation symbols than
one binary and u unary ones. We denote the satis ability problem for su h a
fragment by [all; (u; 1)℄-SAT and [all; (u; 1)℄-trans-SAT, where the latter requires
that the binary relation symbol is interpreted by a transitive relation.
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The Standard Translation ST [31℄ embeds hybrid logi into FOL and onsists
of two fun tions STx and STy de ned re ursively. Sin e STy is obtained from
STx by ex hanging x and y , we only give STx here.
STx (p)
STx (t)
STx (:')
STx (' ^ )

= P (x);
= t = x;
= : STx (');
= STx (') ^ STx ( );

STx (3')
STx (t ')
STx (# v:')
STx (E')

=
=
=
=

y
9y
9v
9y
9



xRy ^ ST (') ;

y = t ^ ST (') ;

x = v ^ ST (') ;

ST (') ;
y

y

x

y

where p 2 PROP, t 2 NOM [ SVAR, and v 2 SVAR.

Properties of Models and Frames. Let

M = (M; R; V ) be a (Kripke or
hybrid) model with the underlying frame F = (M; R). By R+ we denote the
transitive losure of R. For any subset M 0  M , we write RM and V M for the
restri tions of R and V to M 0 . We will refer to transitive frames or linear frames
whenever we mean frames whose a essibility relation is transitive or a linear
order, respe tively. A linear order is an irre exive, transitive, and tri hotomous
8xy (xRy or x = y or yRx) relation. The frame F is a tree i
it is a y li and
onne ted, and every point has at most one R-prede essor. A transitive tree is
any (M; R+ ), where (M; R) is a tree.
0

0

Satis ability Problems. Whenever we leave one or more operators out of the

hybrid language, we omit the a ording supers ript of HL. If we pro eed to a hybrid tense language, we add the suitable temporal operator(s) as subs ript(s) to
HL. Analogously, when equipping the modal language with additional operators,
we add them as sub- or supers ripts to ML.
For any hybrid language HLxy , the satis ability problem HLxy -SAT is de ned
as follows: Given a formula ' 2 HLxy , do there exist a hybrid model M, an
assignment g for M, and a state m 2 M su h that M; g; m j= ' ? If # is not in
the onsidered language, then the assignment g may be left out of this formulation. If we only ask for transitive models (or transitive trees or linear models,
respe tively) satisfying ', then we speak of HLxy -trans-SAT (or HLxy -tt-SAT, or
x
HLy -lin-SAT, respe tively). As an example for our notation, the satis ability
problem over transitive frames for the hybrid temporal # language is denoted by
#
HL
F;P -trans-SAT.

3

De iding HL# over Transitive Frames

In [2℄ Are es, Bla kburn, and Marx proved that the downarrow operator # turns
the satis ability problem for hybrid logi s unde idable in general, even if no
intera tion with  or P is allowed. We prove that unde idability vanishes if
frames are required to be transitive.

Theorem 1 The satis ability problem for HL# over transitive frames is omplete for NEXP.
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Before we start with the proof we have a rst look at HL# over transitive
frames. Obviously, it has no nite model property. E.g., the following senten e
requires a model ontaining an in nite hain of states labeled p.

p ^ 3p ^ 23p ^ 2 # x::3x
Neither is it always possible to nd a model that is a transitive tree. But,
in some way, we an get lose to this. Although our models may ontain y les,
transitivity ensures that all states in a y le are pairwise onne ted. I.e., the
subframe onsisting of these states is omplete. Therefore, we an view a model as
onsisting of maximal omplete subframes and single states, that are onne ted
in a transitive but a y li fashion.
For every transitive model M = (M; R; V ) we de ne B (M) = (M 0 ; R0 ; V 0 )
to be the model de ned as follows. First, we repla e ea h maximal omplete
subframe with a single vertex. Se ond, we unravel the resulting stru ture into a
(potentially in nite) transitive tree T . Then we repla e ea h vertex of T by (a
opy of) the lique of M from whi h it is derived. We will refer to the resulting
model as the blo k tree of M. Note that a blo k tree is not a tree but its lique
frame is a transitive tree.
In the following we are often interested in the underlying tree stru ture of
a blo k tree and refer to the liques of a blo k tree as nodes. For a state s, we
denote its node by us . We say that a node v is below a node u if the states of v
are rea hable from the states in u (but not vi e versa) and a node v is a hild of
a node u, if v is below u but there is no node w below u and above v .
Likewise we use the terms tree, subtree, and leaf for blo k tree, sub blo k
tree and leaf lique, respe tively.
We have to be areful about how to treat nominals when unraveling a model.
If V (i) = fsg for a nominal i and a state s 2 M , we de ne V 0 (i) to be the set
of states from M 0 , that are opies via the unraveling of s. Therefore, B (M) is
not a model as de ned in Se tion 2 be ause nominals may hold at more than
one state, but by viewing i as a propositional atom it an be treated as a model.
The satisfa tion relation is not a e ted and it is therefore easy to see that this
transformation preserves satisfa tion of HL# -senten es: The relation asso iating
ea h state of M with every opy in B (M) is a quasi-inje tive bisimulation3 [8℄.

Lemma 2 For every transitive model M and every HL# -senten e ':
='

M j

()

B (M) j= ':

Note that we an always get a model for ' from B (M) by joining the states
labeled with the same nominals, but this model might be di erent from M.
Before we show how to use this tree-like stru ture to de ide HL# over transitive frames, we fo us on omplete subframes and show that their size an be
bounded.
3

The notion of bisimulation has to be extended by requiring states arrying the same
nominal to be related.
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3.1

HL# over Complete Frames

As omplete subframes are a signi ant part of transitive models for HL# senten es, we are now going to study the satis ability problem of HL# over
omplete frames. The most important result for our purpose is an exponentialsize model property of HL# over omplete frames.
We want to start by giving some insight why this property holds. In omplete
frames, the a essibility relation does not distinguish di erent states. Of ourse,
states an be told apart if they are labeled di erently by propositions. But the
number of di erent labelings is exponentially bounded in the size of the formula.
To use more states, we have to distinguish states labeled equally. This an only
be done by assigning names to these states. But the number of states we an
distinguish in this way is bounded by the number of di erent state variables.
While intuition is lear, we an prove this bound by observing that HL#
over omplete frames is equivalent to the Monadi Class with equality (MC= ),
the fragment of rst-order logi with only unary predi ates, equality, and no
fun tion symbols [10℄.
This result allows us to transfer omplexity results and model properties for
MC= [10℄ to HL# over omplete frames.

Theorem 3

#

over omplete frames has the exponential-size model property
and its satis ability problem is omplete for NEXP.
HL

The lower bound an be transfered dire tly to the ase of transitive frames.

Corollary 4 The satis ability problem for HL# over transitive frames is hard
for NEXP.

3.2 On Transitive Frames for

HL#

Let us summarize what we have seen so far. For every HL# -formula satis able
over transitive frames, instead of a transitive model we an onsider its blo k
tree. The size of the liques in the blo k tree an be exponentially bounded in
the size of the formula by Corollary 3.
The algorithm for testing HL# -satis ability will essentially guess a model
and verify that it is orre t. As there is no nite model property, all models
might be in nite. Nevertheless, we will show that, if the formula is satis able,
there is always a model with a regular stru ture in whi h ertain nite patterns
are repeated in nitely often. This will allow us to nd a nite representation of
su h a model.
To this end, De nition 5 aptures the information about a state of a blo k tree
that will be needed for the following. Intuitively, the '-type of a state aptures
the information needed about its subtree in order to evaluate a subformula of a
given formula ' at this state. Here, [free=?℄ is the senten e obtained from by
repla ing every free variable by ? and sub(') is the set of all subformulae of '.
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De nition 5 Let ' be a HL# -senten e and B = (M; R; V ) a blo k tree model
whi h is a model of '. The '-type of a state s 2 M is the set of all senten es from
f [free=?℄ j 3
2 sub(')g that hold at some state in the subtree rooted at s.
Note that states in the same lique have the same '-type. Therefore, we an
speak of the '-type of a node. The type of a node is always a superset of the
types of its hildren. More pre isely, it is always the union of the types of the
hildren together with the set of relevant formulae whi h hold in the node itself.
When evaluating a subformula of a HL# -senten e ' at some state s of a blo k
tree, all we need to know about states stri tly below us are the '-types of the
hildren of us . I.e., we an repla e subtrees below us by subtrees of the same
'-type. In the following lemma, for a blo k tree B and two states s1 ; s2 , B[s1=s2 ℄
denotes the blo k tree resulting from B by repla ing the subtree rooted at s1 by
the subtree rooted at s2 . The result of this substitution is again a blo k tree.

Lemma 6 Let ' be a HL# -senten e, B = (M; R; V ) a blo k tree model of '
and s1 and s2 states of M su h that there is a path from s1 to s2 but not vi e
versa. For every formula 2 sub('), every state s3 of M of the same '-type
as s2 , and every assignment g that maps all free variables in to states in M
pre eding s1 :
:
B ; g; s1 j=
() B [u 2 =u 3 ℄; g; s1 j=
s

s

Note that we restri ted the hoi e of g only to those assignments that are
really relevant when evaluating the senten e '.
We an use the previous lemma to get some ni e restri tions on the blo k
trees under onsideration. E.g., we an assume that for every senten e in the
type of a node, there is a witness in the node itself or in one of its hildren.

Lemma 7 Let ' be a

#

HL

there is a blo k tree model

B

-senten e satis able over transitive frames. Then
for ', in whi h

{ every node has at most j'j hildren,
{ for every node u with '-type t and every HL# -senten e 2 t, holds at a
state in u or at a state in a hild of u, and
{ on every path from the root, in nite or ending at a leaf, every '-type o urs
only on e or in nitely often.

3.3 De iding HL# -SAT over Transitive Frames
We will now nish the proof of Theorem 1 by presenting a nondeterministi
algorithm that de ides HL# -SAT over transitive frames in exponential time,
basi ally by guessing and verifying the nite representation of a blo k tree model
for a given HL# -senten e '.
Given a blo k tree B with the properties of Lemma 7, we get a nite representation as follows. For ea h path of B we onsider the rst node v that has the
same type as its parent node u. We repla e the subtree below v by a single state
labeled with a referen e to u. We need to keep v be ause it might be the only
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witness for a formula in the '-type of u ( f. Lemma 7). Clearly, the resulting
stru ture is nite.
By Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, we an get a blo k tree model from this representation by repla ing ea h referen e with the subtree rooted at the referen ed
node, i.e., essentially by an unraveling.
Due to Lemma 6, the size of the representation an be redu ed even further.
If there are two nodes u and v of the same '-type whi h are not on the same
path and both are the rst node of their type on their path from the root, we
an repla e the subtree rooted at v with the subtree of u. I.e., whenever two
nodes have the same '-type, we an assume that their generated subtrees are
equal. We have to he k them only on e.
Su h a representation an be des ribed by a stru ture (M [_ C; R; V ) su h
that the states in C have no outgoing edges, and a fun tion f from C to M .
Note that a state in C is a node of its own, in fa t a leaf, and annot be in the
same omplete subframe as a state in M . A state s 2 C stands for a repetition
respe tively dupli ation of the subtree rooted at f (s), in luding states from C .
This auses in nite repetition if s is below f (s).
This observation an be re e ted in our representation by repla ing every
dupli ate with a referen e. This auses every type to appear at most twi e in
the representation, thus the number of nodes is at most exponential.
Summing up, if ' is satis able, there is a representation for of a blo k tree
model for ' of size at most exponential in the length of '. The rst step of the
algorithm is to guess su h a representation (step 1).
In order to obtain an algorithm whi h tests whether the representations indeed represents a model of ', we des ribe how to modify the model he king
algorithm MCFULL by Fran es het and de Rijke presented in [12℄ to do so.
First, we deal with the states in C (step 2). Next, the model he king algorithm
MCFULL is used on the states in M (step 3). We have to modify this algorithm
in two respe ts. First, it has to use the information guessed for the states in
C . Se ond, it should ompute the '-types of the states in M . To this end, it
rst evaluates the senten es resulting from subformulae of ' by repla ing free
variables with ?. We all this modi ed algorithm MCFULL'. The hanges are
straightforward.
After running MCFULL' the algorithm has omputed for ea h state the set
of formulae that hold at this state. These sets depend on the guesses in Step
2. Therefore, the algorithm has to verify the onsisten y of these guesses. This
an be done by omparing the '-types of the states in C with the types of the
referen ed states (step 4).
The last two steps are easy. The algorithm he ks that the '-types are onsistent and reje t if this is not the ase (step 5). Finally, it he ks if ' holds at
some state in M (step 6).
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Our algorithm for HL# -satis ability over transitive frames
1: Guess the representation of a blo k tree.
2: Guess a '-type for every state in C .
3: Run MCFULL' for the states in M .
4: Compute the '-type for every state in M referen ed by a state in C .
5: Che k for every state s 2 C : f (s) has the same '-type as s. If not, reje t.
6: A ept i ' holds at some state in M .
Theorem 8 The algorithm presented above de ides

HL

transitive frames nondeterministi ally in exponential time.

#

-satis ability over

Proof. In Se tion 3.2, we have seen that for every satis able senten e ' there is
a blo k tree model as des ribed in Lemma 7. We have also seen how to represent
this blo k tree in a nite manner. The algorithm an guess this representation
and the '-types of the states in C . The omputation of the '-types of the states
in M works orre tly, be ause we have a witness for every senten e in the type
in our representation. This is by Lemma 7, whi h ensures that witnesses are in
the node of the state or in one of its hildren. Therefore, we ut below these
witnesses when building the nite representation. Consequently, the algorithm
will a ept.
On the other hand, if the algorithm a epts, it is straightforward to onstru t
a blo k tree model from the guessed representation. The only riti al point for
soundness is the veri ation of the '-types guessed in Step 2, more pre isely, the
omputation of the '-types of the states in M . First, the '-type of some state
s 2 M ontains only senten es that hold at some state of the represented model
below s. This an be assured by looking only at states in M and not at states in
C . That the '-type of s ontains all senten es that hold below s an be assured
by following the links represented by states in C .
The rst two steps of the algorithm an be performed in exponential time
be ause the representation is of at most exponential size. That Step 3 runs in
exponential time follows from Theorem 4.5 of [12℄, the truth of whi h is not
a e ted by our modi ations. The time bounds for the other steps follow again
❏
from the exponential size bound of the representation.
From Theorem 8 and Corollary 4 we an dire tly on lude Theorem 1.

4 Ri her hybrid # Logi s over Transitive Frames and
Transitive Trees
This se tion is on erned with satis ability over transitive frames and transitive
trees for extensions of HL#.
Our rst point is that we annot sustain de idability over transitive frames
if we enri h HL# with  or the ba kward looking modality P. We prove undeidability in both ases, pro eeding in two steps. First, we show that [all; (4; 1)℄trans-SAT is unde idable. This is done by a redu tion from [all; (0; 1)℄-SAT. The
unde idability of the latter is a onsequen e of the unde idability of ontained
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traditional standard lasses [10℄. The se ond step onsists of redu tion from
[all; (4; 1)℄-trans-SAT to HL#; -trans-SAT and HL#F;P -trans-SAT, respe tively.
To be more pre ise, the ranges of these redu tions will be the fragments of the
respe tive hybrid languages onsisting of all nominal-free senten es.

Lemma 9 [all; (4; 1)℄-trans-SAT is unde idable.
Proof. In order to obtain the required redu tion from [all; (0; 1)℄-SAT, we will
transform a (not ne essarily transitive) model satisfying into a transitive one.
Simply taking the transitive losure in most ases adds new pairs to the interpretation of the relation and is not suÆ ient for keeping the information whi h
pairs were in the \old" relation and whi h pairs were not. This problem does not
arise if we instead use a variation of the zig-zag te hnique su essfully applied
in [3℄ for a redu tion between a modal and a hybrid language. The ore idea of
this te hnique is to simulate an R-step t1 Rt2 in the original model M = (D; I )
by a zig-zag transition in a model M0 = (D0 ; I 0 ), where I 0 (R) is transitive, as
shown in Figure 1.
We de ne a translation fun tion ()t using four extra predi ate symbols
0; 1; 2; 3 as follows.

t11
t31
(xRy )t = 9ab xRa ^ bRa ^ bR ^ yR

^ 0(x) ^ 1(a) ^ 2(b) ^ 3( ) ^ 0(y ) ;
t21
(: )t = :( t );
0
t1
t02
( ^ )t = t ^ t ;

(9x )t = 9x 0(x) ^ t :
Fig. 1. A zig-zag transition.
The translation of the xRy -atoms exa tly re e ts the shown zig-zag transition. It is straightforward to prove the following laim: For ea h formula , is
satis able i f ( ) is satis able in some model that interprets R by a transitive
relation. Sin e ()t is an appropriate (even polynomial-time) redu tion fun tion,
we have established unde idability for [all; (4; 1)℄-trans-SAT.
❏

Theorem 10

HL

#;

-trans-SAT and HL#F;P -trans-SAT are unde idable.
#;

-trans-SAT and HL#F;P -transSAT, respe tively, invoking a spypoint argument (see [7, 2℄). A spypoint is a state
s of a hybrid model that sees all other states and is named by a fresh nominal
i. Sin e our redu tion will not make use of any nominals, we an establish this
unde idability result for the nominal-free fragments of the hybrid languages in
question. We simply treat i as a state variable and bind it to s.
We rst treat the ase of HL#; and de ne a translationfun tion ()t from
the rst-order fragment to HL#; by (xRy )t = x 3y , P (x) t = x p, (: )t =
t
:(
), ( ^ )t = t ^ t , and (9x )t = i 3# x: t . The (polynomial) redu tion
fun tion f is de ned by f ( ) = # i:(:3i ^ 3 t ).

Proof. We redu e [all; (4; 1)℄-trans-SAT to
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HL

It is straightforward to show that ea h formula is satis able i f ( ) is
satis able, and to adopt the translation fun tion ()t to the ase of HL#F;P . ❏
The se ond point of this se tion is that over transitive trees, where de idability of HL# is trivial, even the extension HL#F;;
P is de idable. This is an immediate
onsequen e of the de idability of the monadi se ond-order theory of the ountably bran hing tree, S! S, [10℄. However, we have to fa e a nonelementary lower
bound in both ases HL#; and HL#F;P , whi h is obtained by a redu tion from
the nonelementarily de idable HL#F;P -lin-SAT [13℄.

Theorem 11

tary de idable.

HL

#

F;P -tt-SAT, HL

#;

-tt-SAT, and HL#F;;P -tt-SAT are nonelemen-

5 Hybrid Until/Sin e Logi over Transitive Frames and
Transitive Trees
In this se tion, we will onsider HLEU;S -trans-SAT and HLEU;S -tt-SAT. In [3℄ it
was shown that HL
U;S -SAT is EXP- omplete.
As for the lower bound, we establish a result as general as possible, namely
EXP-hardness of MLU -trans-SAT and MLU -tt-SAT.

Theorem 12

U -trans-SAT

ML

and MLU -tt-SAT are EXP-hard.

Proof. We will redu e the global satis ability problem for

ML to both our
(lo al) problems MLU -trans-SAT and MLU -tt-SAT using the same redu tion
fun tion. The global satis ability problem is de ned by ML-GLOBSAT = f' 2
ML j ' is true in all states of some Kripke model Mg: Its EXP- ompleteness
is a dire t onsequen e of the EXP- ompleteness of MLE -SAT [28℄.
It may seem diÆ ult to try redu ing this problem over arbitrary frames to our
satis ability problem over transitive frames. The riti al point lies in making a
non-transitive model transitive: taking the transitive losure of its relation for es
us to add new a essibilities that would disturb satisfa tion of :3-formulae.
Fortunately though, the U operator an make us distinguish the a essibilities
from the original model from those that have been added to make the relation
transitive. Hen e, a translation of 3' should demand: \Make sure that the a tual
state sees a state in whi h the translation of ' holds, and that there is no state
in between." This translates as U('t ; ?) into the modal language.
To onstru t the required redu tion, we de ne a translation fun tion ()t :
t
ML ! MLU by p = p, p 2 PROP; (' ^
)t = 't ^ t ; (:')t = :('t ); and
t
t
t
(3') = U(' ; ?). Using () , we onstru t a redu tion fun tion f : ML !
t
t
MLU | that is learly omputable in polynomial time | via f (') = ' ^ 2' .
It is straightforward to prove the following two laims for ea h ' 2 ML.

(1) If ' 2 ML-GLOBSAT, then f (') 2 MLU -tt-SAT.
(2) If f (') 2 MLU -trans-SAT, then ' 2 ML-GLOBSAT.
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❏

The upper bounds for HLEU;S -trans-SAT and HLEU;S -tt-SAT require separate
treatment. As for HLEU;S -trans-SAT, we use an embedding into an appropriate fragment of rst-order logi . In order to eliminate transitivity, we \simulate"
this semanti property by synta ti means, namely using the operators U++ and
S++ de ned in Se tion 2.
; Eg, HLX
U;S -trans-SAT and
polynomially redu ible to ea h other.

Lemma 13 For any X

 f

HL

U++ ;S++ -SAT
X

are

Now it is not diÆ ult anymore to obtain a 2EXP upper bound for HL
U;S -transSAT by an embedding into the loosely -guarded fragment LGF of rst-order
logi whose satis ability problem is 2EXP- omplete [16℄. Only the E operator
requires a more areful analysis.

Theorem 14

E -trans-SAT
US

HL ;

is in 2EXP.

To show that HLEU;S -tt-SAT is in EXP, too, we use an embedding into P DLtree ,
the propositional dynami logi for sibling-ordered trees introdu ed in [20, 21℄.
Finite, node-labelled, sibling-ordered trees are the logi al abstra tion of XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) do uments. In [1℄, it was shown that satis ability
of P DLtree formulae at the root of nite trees (P DLtree -SAT) is de idable in
EXP.

Theorem 15

6

E -tt-SAT
US

HL ;

is in EXP.

Con lusion

We have established two groups of omplexity results for hybrid logi s over
two temporally relevant frame lasses, i. e. that of transitive frames and that of
transitive trees.
First we have \tamed" HL# over transitive frames showing that HL# -transSAT is NEXP- omplete. We have shown that, in ontrast, HL#; -trans-SAT
and HL#F;P -trans-SAT are unde idable. Over transitive trees, three enri hments
of HL# are de idable, albeit nonelementarily, namely HL#; -tt-SAT, HL#F;P -ttSAT, and HL#F;;
P -tt-SAT.
In the se ond part of our work, we established an EXP lower bound for
MLU -trans-SAT and MLU -tt-SAT and mat hed the latter with an EXP upper
bound for HLEU;S -tt-SAT. This is the same omplexity as for satis ability over
arbitrary frames for the same language. As for HLEU;S -trans-SAT, we have given
a 2EXP upper bound. We onje ture EXP- ompleteness.
Over linear frames, the omplexity of hybrid U/S logi is still open. As a
spe ial ase, satis ability of HL
U;S over (N ; >) is known to be PSPACE- omplete
[13℄. Furthermore, in [13℄ it was shown that MLU is PSPACE- omplete over
general linear time.
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Another open question is the omplexity of HL#; -lin-SAT and HL#F;P -linSAT (see the question marks in Table 1). Merely de idability follows from deidability of HL#F;;
P -lin-SAT [13℄.
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øNüNõðõ þhóRðð¸ôgüvû¸ïNôoú ï5ð ú ïÔüNøbõðôgý:ðô×þhïNð ó&NóXðjbðõ ø*ó,ö;`ø*ó&qüqúúð ýXýRôgòNôoögôoþÑñ
ø*ó Nö;"üõþhïNððõNùðýóRð NóRðýXð üþ NöoôgúmþhôgøüNý øNþqòNögðó Nögð ý½ôgüþhïNð Nýöbû Vñ)
/ ðô Øø*ýRðþhïNð ø*öoögø[û¸ôgüùJúø*ü ðüþhôoø*üNý£ø*ü þhïNð ögôgú qþhôoø*üø ?þXïNð¸ó Nöoðý:ôgü þ#òNögð
úø*üýRþhó Nú þXôgø*üý )
0Ñü8ú ø*üNýjþhó ú þhôoüN-ù þ qòNögð {þhïNðdó Nögð ý $=U .lv =@fy3 üNm
õ f  óRðJüN.ð ð(ó Nögôoðõ
þXø þhïNð#ý 5ð3NóRð ÔôgýXðJþÑû¸ôoúðø*ü8þhïðý Ôðò#ó üNú ï )
* ø*ó ,Nö8ôgý¸üNð *ð@ó õNõðõ þhø vþ òNöoð  òNó üNú ïeû¸ïNðóRð4ô×(þ ögóRð õbñÃøGúú óXý )













*M NuoDnRp[M$n ojp efOlo$T Mh e o T.0bTjeojN
îqø 2 ýýRñGýRþXð ýqþhôoý5lð ýþXïNð ø*ögöoøxû¸ôoüNùvòqýXôgú




óXøØðójþhôgð ý)


"$#&%')( *+(,%.- / 012%'3465 0 75P0 98 :2; hmQ h`M*p N]\2S#Q ^+4 Mbi$i.\\p[TOPL Q
e Qn/Sgo Q'\ ) OPe p[MbM*e ^=< 47< e ojL ojOPe ojp 4 M*p v&4 OgTQ T.\ /fh`M*p N]\\S#Q Mh 4 < 
>?0 7/;~¥øögögø[û¸ý'ô Ôðõô;qþXðöoñ-óRøþXïNðóNöoðý¸ôgü ~½ôoùNóRð  )
@
A øþXðvþhïNðø*öoögø[û¸ôgüNù5úø*üýXðCB Nð üNúð5ø#eð
 I )  = ~lø*óüñ ù*ô ðü þqòNögð6D 
þhïNð`ýXð þ "'4 t ^+%4 øGúú.NóXýôgüED & ôoý lüNô×þhð0) / ðJû¸ôgöoö ýXðdþhïNôoý %ú0þ(vü vòØðóø þhô 5ð ý
ôgüÃþXïNð3NóXøGøý¸ò?ð ögø[û3)
 !
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î ïNðø*üNöoñÔû [ñÃüNð û NóXðjbðýúü òØðdôgüþhóRøbõúðõ þhø-vþ#òNögð8ôgýò{ñ NýXôoüNù+ø*üNð
øþXïNðóNöoðý $=U 1lv =.fy Pø*ó f  )îïðýXð ôgüþhóRøbõNúð@4üNð0û NóXðj9^ 7 óXø ù*ô ðü
NóXjð A^ )(eð þ ò?ð?5òó#üNú ï%øA+þòNöoð ) 01&5üð û NóRðA^ 7 ôgýôgüþhóRøbõNúð õ%òñ
Nö×ñGôgüNùÃøüNðvø Pþhïð óNöoðý = lv =U 3ly  øó f þhø NóRðbð õ<ø*ó ,Nö8 ^+4ÿþXïNðü
ûð5#ý Vñÿþhï qþ ^ 7 ôgý 2\ojL1ojp Qeo@ ò>ñ ^ û¸ôoþXï óXð ý Øðú0þvþhø üNõ ûðû¸óRôoþhð ^ a ^ 7 )
îïNôgýùô *ð (ý Ný  òNôoü ójñÃóXð ;ö qþXôgø*?ü a ø*ü þhïN3ð NóRðbð ý øGúú.NóXóRôgüNù+ø*ü,)
P (      oje /joQ /p5 QL1i$uMhQelQn/Sgo Q'\   oje   /joe o TbojeMh|nRp[o Z[2o$T
Mbi$i.\2p p OPLh2 M*L  i  o 2p5Qjn=  Y a@ OgT Q Z L OPeojS 0/p5QL1i$\OPLh2 ekp[o$o 
>?0 7/;`
 îïqþ¸þhïNðù*óNï ôgý(vþXóXððøögögø[û¸ý óRøþXïNð%ú þþXïqþ¸ðú ï NóRð8ôgü  
ú ü òØðeùðüNð ó#q þXðõ òñ q þ Ôø*ýRþÔø*üðeøqþhïNð ó óXð   üNõ2þhïqþöoö NóRðbðý5ôgü 
,Nýjþ8ï* ð.þXïNð NóRð øþhïNð.óRøbøqþ ø*ó ,Nö; ý/ü qüNúð ýRþhøó)#îïqþÃþXïNð.ù*óNï
ôgý lüNôoþXðö×ñ&òó# üNú ïôgüNù ø*öoögø[û¸ý(óXø þhïNð?%ú þJþXïqþøóüñ&ù*ô ðü NóRð^÷þhïNðvýRð þ
"'
4 t ^+%
4 øGúúóXýø*ü & ôoýlüNô×þhð ú. )ne ð  I )    qüNõ+ðú ï+ø¥þhïðýXðlüôoþhð öoñ üñ
ø*ó Nö; ý ^+24 ú ü ù*ðüNð ó#q þXð/q þ?5øýRþvøüNðüNð0û ýNú úðýRýXø*óóXð  ^ 7 òñ Nö×ñbôoüNù
ø*üNðdøþhïNðó Nögð ý$=U  lv U=   fy3øó kþXø ^ 14  )
@
>?0 75

0bTjeojN QekOli elQn/Sgo Q'\i$M*LTjekp \ ijekOlM*L
%ð.øóXð`ùô G ôgüNùþhïNð ýRñGýRþXðqþhôoú`þqòNögðú ø*üNýRþXóNú0þhôoø*ü/öoù*ø*óXô×þhï ûðdüNð ðõõðlüNô !
þhôoø*ü)
    e ð þ ^  üõ&5ò?ð NóRðb ðýøbú úNóRóXôoüNù m þ  òNó üNú ï ø dþòNöoð )
îïNð óXð  ^ ôgý
ôoü þXïNð NóRð6  û¸ôoþhï óXð ýØðú þþhø ô ø*ó?üñÿï{ñGòNóRôgõ
ø*ó Nö; 4 Ø ô ^+ÿ4 OPøGL1úijú.S \ Nó\ Xýo@ ø*ü þXïNðü 4<q ögýXø5øbú úNóRý`ø*ü )(01P^ ôgýôgüNú ö8NõNð õ%ôoü 
 üNõ eï ý¸ôoþXýDlóXýjþøbú úNóRóXðüúðø*ü#üNøÔö;q þXðóþXï ü ^ N þhïNð üeûðdû¸óXô×þhð ^  )
/ ð( óRðüNø[û óRð õñþhøõNðNüNðþhïNðýjñbýjþhð. q þXôgúþq òNögð úø*üýRþhó Nú þXôgø*ü  öoù*ø*óRôoþhï>)
îïNð3 öoù*ø*óXô×þhï ûð NóXð ýXð ü{þ ôgýüNø*ü B! õNð þXðóÔôgüôgýRþXôgúb òbþ¸ú ü ðq ýXôgö×ñòØð õNðJõNð0þhð ó$!
5ôoüNôgýjþhôoú`òñ8ôgüþXóXøGõNúôoüNù ýôoþq òNögðJûðöoöÑ! øóXõNð óXôgüù*ý)
    " )- 3  )% ' ( 01%'   =3 70  ' : e ð0þ 4 òØð÷þhïNð ø*ó !
,Nö8e
 û¸ïNø*ýRð/q ögôgõôoþÑñ ûð8ï* ð8þhø.õðúôoõNð'
) %ñ ôgüNõú þhôoø*ü ûð8õNðNüNð%
 ýXð BðüNú ð
D <`Y$D jY$D`Y`__`_ø?NüNôoþXðþ
 òögðNý û¸ïðóXð+ð ú ï þ òNöoð ôoýJø*òþ# ôgüðõ óRø þXïNð,NóRð !
GôgøNý òñ öoñGôgüNù5ø*üNð ø:þXïNðþ# òNögð.ó Nögð ý) +JðNüNð D <dþhøò?ðþXïNðþ# òNögð.ú ø*ü !
ýRþXôoþ#bþhðõ òñ þhïðÔýRôgüNùögðNóRðb ðõ<ø*ó Nö;^ v&4+ û¸ïðóXð ^ ôgý3 üñNóRð ) 6 ô* ðü<
þ òögð D  ? ûðþhïNð ü õNðNüNð D !"¸þXøòØð4þXïNðþq òNögð%ø*òbþ ôoüNðõ.òñ Nö×ñGôgüNùÔýXøÔð
óNöoðJþhø&D /ýò\VRðú0þ þXø+þXïNð ø*ögöoø[û¸ôgüNùvóRðýjþhóXôoú þXôgø*ü=
#  îïNð4ó Nögð ý = | lv = 0 fy   üõ f  q óXðüNøþ Nöoôgð õeþXø -ø*ó,ö; øbú úNóRóXð üNúð
^+4 q þ  òNó#q üNú ï #ø D$ôþXïNðóRðð b ôgýjþhý  óXð  eýNú ïeþhïq þH
^ %E)
01½üø5ó Nögð3Nögôoðý'ýq þhôoý iñGôgüNù+óRðýRþXóXôoú þhôoø*ü # N þhïð?q ögù*ø*óRôoþXï ôgý'þhð óÔôgüm þhðõ )
&  0    ' i  o T.^0 TjeojN QefOlielQn/ Sgo Q'x
\ i$M*LTjefp \ ijefOlM*LmQS \2 M*p OPe\N eojpjNOPLRQeo$T 
>?0 7/; `
* ýXý ÔðþXøÔøòþ ôoü+ ú ø*üþhó õNôgú0þhôoø*ü8þhïq þþXïNôgýôoý¸üNøþþhïðú ýXð) îïðü&þXïNð
þ òögð () *,+)D$ ,NýjþJòØðôoülüNô×þhð¸) îï Nýdô×þ`ú ø*üþ ôoüNý ü&ôgüNüNôoþXð?mþhï,)E%ñ&þXïNð
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þòögðeú ø*ü *ð ü{þXôgø*üýqögöNóRðbð õ ø*ó,ö;ý(öoø*üNù þhïôgý(qþXï óRð4õôgýRþXôgüNú0þ) ýXôoüNù
eð  I )  ¥ôoþ ø*ögöoøxû¸ýþXï  qþ
NýRþ`úø*üþqôgü%ôoülüNô×þhð öoñ/üñ õNô "?ðóRðüþóXð ð ý)
îïNðóR.ð ø*óRð4þXïNð4ù#ó Nï  Y a@ ,Nýjþ`òØð4ôoülüNô×þhð)(dbôgüúðòñ,&:óRø?øýXôoþXôgø*ü I ) ( þXïNð
ù*#ó Nïôoý  NüNôoþXðöoñòNó üNú ïNôoüNù þXóXð ð ôoþ ,ýRþú ø*üþ ôoü üvôoü lüNô×þhð qþXï ^  a^  a
^ a )~lø*ó`ð ú 
ï  $$ögð0þ :òØðþhïNðôgüNô×þh;ô qö/ýRðù Ôðüþdø .þXø $òþJüNøþ
ôgüNú 8ö NõôgüNù ØþhïN,ð øó ,Nö8Ãúø*ü#þ ôgüNôoüNùþXïNð lóXýjþøbú ú NóRóXðüúðÔø ^ !" )]eð þ £ò?ðvþXïNð
ýXð0þ 0rc"4 th^  4%øGúú óX@ý q%þ  & )* ögö ½úø*ü#þ ôgü ø*üöo/ñ ø*ó ,Nö;qý þhï qþ óRðð ôoþhïðó
ý Nò ø*ó ,ö;ý ø PþhïNð óRøbøþ ø*ó ,ö;5øódüNðù mþhôgøüNýJø £ýú <
ï ø*ó ,Nö8ý e .ð  I )  )
dbôgüúð þhïNð óXð óXð+ø*üNö×ñ lüNô×þhðö×ñ üñ ý Nú ï ø*ó ,ö;.ý /üø,þ qögö ú ü ò?ðÔõNôgýjþhôoüNú þ )
0Ñü øqþhïNð óûø*óRõNý /þhïNð óXðÔð bôgýjþhý  Y&û¸ô×þh
ï  a%ý Nú ï þXï qþ  r ) / ðÔû¸ôoögöüøxû
NóXø ðvþhï qþ ^ %J^  )]dbôoüNúð ôgýJöoðýXýJþXï ü þhïð lóXýjþøbú ú NóRóXðüúð+ø ^ Pø*ü 
,Nýjþú ø 5ðÔòØ.ð ø*óRð5þhïz
ð lóRýRþvøGú.ú NóXóRðüNú ðÃø 5^ ) eð ,þ 4 òØð ü óXòNô×þhó óRñ øó ,Nö8
ø*óû¸ïNôgú Aï ^4 øGúú óXý`øü  ¥þXï qþ ôg.ý  4?D )(dGôgüNú ð  r ¥ûðï  ð4þXï qþ ^ %4
øbú ú NóRýø*ü 1üõ8ýXôgüúð  ôgý qüeôoüNôoþX;ô ö¥ýRðù Ôðüþ¸ø )"bûðdù*ð0þþhï m5þ ^ %4&øGú.ú NóXý
ø*ü "):îïôgý NóRø ðý¸þhï m5þ ^ ^  ) ø[û ú ø*üNýRôgõNð ó'þhïNð lóRýR(þ ø*ó ,Nö;4úø*üþ qôgüNôoüNù
ü øGú.ú NóXóRðüNú ðø ^!") %ñ õð lüNô×þhôoø*ü  þhïNôoýôoýþXïNð lóXýjþ ø*ó ,Nö;8üNøqþø*ü  ýXø
ôoþ ,NýRþòØð ôgüþXóXøGõ Núð õ ò{ñ Nö×ñGôgüNùÃýRø Ôð ó Nöoðþhø  ø*ó ,Nö;Ôøbú ú NóRóXð üNúð qþ  )
îïNð NóRð ,^ !" ôgýJù*ð üNðó qþhð õ ò{ñ ^"$ýRø ^!" ôgýJôoüþhóXøGõ Nú ðõ òñ NöoñGôgüù8ø*üNð ø
þhïNð8ó Nögð ý $=U Elv =U Ely ø*ó kþX<ø  ø*ó ,ö; ^ { qþ  )9øxû.ð ð.ó þhïôgý ôgýôgü
úø*üþX#ó õNôoú þXôgø*ü û¸ôoþXï óXðýjþhóRôgú þXôgø*ü # ò{ñ û¸ïôgú ï üø*üNð+ø þXïNðÔó Nöoðzý $=U  lv =U  ly dø*ó
f ú üeò?ð NögôoðõÃþhø þXïNð ø*ó ,ö; ^ {9qþ `ýXôoüNúð ^% ^  )
A

@

M%\\L L1o$T$TQL  i$M*N nRSgojeojL1o$T$T
dbøNüõNüNðýRý ø½þhïðþ#òNöoð úqögúö8NýôoüB~ôgùNóRð  úü&ò?ð NóRø *ðõ%ò{ñÃýXïNø[û¸ôgüùÔþXïqþ
ðú ïóNöoð NóRðýXð ó  ðý¸ý#q þXôgý 'òNôoögôoþÑñ   )îïðJø*üNö×ñ+óNöoðýôoüøóúqögúö8Ný£û¸ïNôgú ï/qóXð
üNøþ  ögóRð õbñ5ú ø * ðóRðõ òñî ø  ýýRñGýRþXð óXðfhg\ 1füNõfv? )A0BþôgýýXô8 Nöoð
þhø NóRø * ð¸þhïq þ:þXïNðýRð¸óNöoðýANóRðýXð ó  ð ýq þhôoý5' òôgögô×þÑñôgü+ïñbòóXôgõ-Ôøbõðögý.)|/ ðüNø[û þNóXü
þhøÃþXïNð+úø Nögð0þhð üNðýRý óXøGø ) î/øNóXø * ðÔúøNöoð þXðüNð ýXýøPþhïNð+ýjñbýjþhð. q þXôgúvþ# òNögð
úø*üýRþhó Nú þXôgø*ü öoù*ø*óXô×þhï ôoþ£ôoý£ý ÔúôoðüþþXø?óXø * ðþhïq þ£ôdþ òögðÔû¸ô×þhïÔóXøGøþ ^=< 4 <
ï ý  ü ø?ð ü òó# üNú ï þhïNð ü þXïNðóRð5ð ôoýRþXý 5øGõNð öP3   q ü ýRýXôoù*üÔðüþ 4  üNõ
Ô ûø*óXöoõ : ýNú ï.þXïq þ 3 Y 4 ;Y : tr 74 <`ïNø*öoõNý)/ ð4û¸ôoögöüNø[û#õNð ýXúóRôgòØðïNø[û 3  ôoý
úø*üýRþhó Nú þXðõóXø  ü&ø?ð ü þ# òNöoð òNó üNú ï ,) ½~ ôoóXýjþ + öoôoþRþhögð ð G þhó ú ïNôoüNðójñ)
   "! "$# 0 / E 0 ( : eð þ ò?ð 5 òNó üNú ï.ø&Ôþ# òNögð q üNõ%öoð þ ^ òØð 
NóXðjÿ øGúúóXóXôoüNù ø*ü ) / ðÔõðl üNðÔþhïNð \\pPhQe  ojp ø!^ û¸ô×þhï  óXð ýØðú0þþhø þXø&òØð
þhïNðð óXöoôgðýjþ¸øbú úNóRóXôoüNù-NóXðje ø*ü #û¸ïNôoú ï ^ÿôgýôgüúö8õNðõ ôgü ) îïNð Nó %mþhïNð óø^
û¸ôoþXï8óXðý ?ð ú þþXø #ôoý'õNðüøþhð õ&% 0 ^ ) :& óRðb ðýH^ ø*ü ø*óû¸ïNôoú ï'%"0^?r ^q óXð
ú öoögð õ \2pPhQe  ojp$T ø*ü,)
 !)(  oje D
/joQ elnQ /Sgo 'Q \m'M /elQOPL1@o Eh p[M*N e  o e nQ /Sgo 'Q \i$M*LTjefp \ ijefOlM*L'QS 2\%M p OPe \N  D OgT ijSgMbTb@o  \2L \ojp o Q\$i Mhde  odp \2Sgo$T lv v + *4 w + *lv w + *lv y + *4lv? QL 
fhg\ M-h , +O 2'\\p[o   ,\\p e  ojp NuM*p[o * D OgT ijSgMbTb@o  \\L \ojpe  o p \2Sgo$T $=U+ *Dfv =U+ *ly  QL 
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f  )  ojL1o I ojp e  o4nRp[ojNOgTbodOgTQ h`M*p N]\\S#Q,Mbi$i.\\p p[ojL1i$oMhde o h`M*pjN ^ 4 )  ojp$o ^ OgT
Q L\\pWhQe ojpM*L e  o /p5QL1i$xi$M*L elQOPL OPLh2 e oMbi$i.\\pjp[ojL1i$o 
>?0 7/;ø*üNýXôoõNðóvþXïNð8ýXð B NðüNú ð ø¸þòNöoðývúø*üýRþhó Nú þXðõ òñ þhïðÃþòNöoð ögù*ø"!
óXô×þhï öoð õNôoüNù þhøD) dbôoüNúðeþhïNð  ögùø*óXô×þhï þhðó 5ôoüq þXðý þhïNôoý ,NýjþòØð lüNô×þhð
ýXð BðüNú ð D <b+Y D  Y`_`__$Y D%û¸ïNðóRð D r D ) % ñ õNðl üôoþhôoø*ü: üNø ó NögðNögôoðýþXø2D
þhïm þýq þhôoý5l ð ýÃóXð ýRþhóRôgú0þhôgøü # ) dbôgüúð# øüNöoñ2ú ø*üNúð óXüNýÃþXïNð%ó Nögð ý =lv =ly 
 üNõ9f'ûðô8 ÔðõNô8q þhð öoñ5ù*ð þþhïm þþXïNð4þ# òNöoðeôgýúöoø*ýXð õ NüNõðóq ögöóögðýð b ú ðþ
?øýXýXôoòNöoñ+þXïNðýRð) A ø[û úø*üýXôgõðóþXïNðJóögð fy3)A`* ýRýÔð v òNó üNú ï ø'Dvú ø*üþ ôoüNý
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7/;`îïNð NóRøbøJôgýÔò{ñ ôgüõNú þXôgø*ü ø*ü þXïNð%ýjþhó Nú þNóXð.ø?4 ) ~½ôgóRýRþ ýXý Ôð ^X
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ø*üNýXôoõNðó5þhïNð.ú ýXð&û¸ïNðóRð?@^ c?2= {øGúú.NóXýÃøü q üNõ ^ ôgý  ü5Nó$%qþhïðó) %£ñ
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ðú ï üøbõNð4ôgý@ý#mþhôgý$%ú þXôgø*ü&ýRþ#qþhð.5ð ü{þüNõ%þXïNðvð õNù*ðý`óXðóXðýRðüþ ögôgúqþhôoø*üNý¸ø
þòögð5ó Nögð ý£ôoüÔþXïNð ýölû Vñ)0/ ïNð üÃôoþ£ôgýNóXøóXô;mþhðûð`ýRïögöløiþhðü5òNö8óPþXïNð
õNôgýjþhôoüNú þXôgø*üÃòØð þÑûðð ü ,ø*ó Nö;üõ ü øGúú.NóXóRðüNú ð4ø/þhïð3øó,Nö8vôgüvþòögð)
/ ðýXï qög+ö Kð NýXð4ø ýRø 5ð8ô Øø*óR#þ üþ¸úø*ü *ð üþhôgøüNý òØø þþhïð4ó Nögð ý ø 0~½ôg"ù !
NóXð ( ) îïð5ó Nögð ý lv   lv v   w Dfv w  = lv =Dfy   üNõ f  û¸ôgögö½ò?ð ú ögöoðõ
\o$Tjefp \ ijefO I o ó Nöoðý üõ þXïNðóX.ð ôoüNôgüùó ögðý'û¸ôoögöØò?ðdú ögöoðõ L1M*L - \o$Tjekp \ ijekO I o ) øqþhð
þhï mþ õðýRþXó Nú0þhô *ð ó ögðï ýJð qú þhö×ñeø*üN?ð øó ,Nö8Ôôoü%þhïð NóRð ÔôgýXð ) îïðvõNðýjþhó Nú !
þhô *ð ó Nöoð,ý ly üNõ fû¸ôoögö öoýXøÿò?ðeú qögögð õ o [ OgTjeojL ekOkQS ) îï Ný.'ûð&ï *ð þhïNóRðð
ú qþXðù*øóXôgð ýø /óNöoð.ý = +Jð ýRþXó Nú0þhô ðó Nöoðý'û¸ïNôoú >
ï qóXðüNøþ¸ð ôoýRþXðüþh8ô ö bð bôgýjþhðüþX;ô ö$õð !
ýRþXó Nú0þhô ð4ó Nögð ý  üNõ&üNø*ü !BõNðýjþhó Nú þXô *ð4ó Nöoð.ý )'îïNðó Nöoðýø ½þXïNðýRð4þhïóXððú mþhðùø*óXôoðý
óX3ð Nögôoðõ ôgü8õô "?ðóXð üþû VñGý )
* õNðýjþhó ú þhô *ð¸ó ögðû¸ïNôoú ï ôgýüøþ:ð bôoýRþhð üþh;ô qöôgý Nöoôgðõ4þh3ø @ø*ó ,Nö8`øbú ú NóRóXð üNúð
4.ôo>
ü  þ qòNögð  ò{ñ ð GþhðüõNôgüNù ögöòN#ó üú ïNðýþhïNóRø Nù*ï 4.ôgü úú ø*óXõ üNúðû¸ôoþXïeþXïNð
ó Nögð ) *@iþXðó:þhïð Nögôoú qþXôgø*ü qôoþPôoý£óRðú ø*óXõNð õ5þXï qþPþhïNðó ögð'û ý Nögôoðõ þhø 4/üNõ
þXïNðó NöoðJû¸ôgöoöüNø@þ ù ôgü8òØð NöoôgðõÃþXø 4 )
* ü2ð bôgýjþhðüþX;ô ö'õðýRþXó Nú0þhô *ðeó NöoðÃôg-ý Nögôoðõ þXø  ø*ó ,Nö8%øbú ú NóRóXð üNú>
ð 4 ø*ü 
ò#ó üNú ï òñ4ð Gþhð üNõNôoüNù ôgü úú ø*óXõ qüNúðû¸ô×þhïþhïNðó Nöoð ) * iþhð ó/þXïNð ögôgú qþhôoø*ü 
ô×þôgýóXðú ø*óXõðõ8þhï mþ'þhïNðdó Nögð û ý NögôoðõþXø 4eû¸ôoþXï8óXðý ?ð ú þ¸þhø üNõ8þXïNðdó Nöoð
û¸ôoögö?üNø@þ ù ôoü8ò?ð NögôoðõÃþhø 4%û¸ôoþXï óXðý ?ð ú þþhø ø(ó üñ ð Gþhð üNýXôoø*ü&ø ,)
* üNø*ü !BõNðýjþhó ú þhô *ðó ögð`ôoý ögôgð õþh-ø 4ýXð þ¸ø øó ,Nö84øGú.ú NóXóRðüNú ðdý üNøqþhð`þXï qþ
Ãüø*ü !ÑõðýRþXó Nú0þhô *ð+ó Nöoðï qý ðóRø ø*üNð $ø*ó`þÑû/
ø ø*ó Nö;ý ôgü.þXïN,ð NóRð ÔôgýX`ð  ø*ü 
ò#ó üNú ï òñ ð GþhðüõNôgüNù ôgü ú úø*óRõ üNú ðÔû¸ô×þhï þXïNðÔó Nöoð ) ø&ôoü ø*ó qþXôgø*ü ôoý
óRðú ø*óXõNð õ òØø þ Nögôoú qþXôgø*üýø üNø*ü !BõNðýjþhó Nú þXô *ðó ögð.ý )
%øþXïÔõðýRþXó Nú0þhô *ð üNõÔüNø*ü !BõNðýjþhó Nú þXô *ð¸ó Nögð &ý óXðý Nò\VRðú0þþXødþhïNð¸ð bú ð þXôgø*ü þhï qþPô
 ø*ó Nö;þXøÔòØ3ð õNõðõ þhø  òN#ó üú ï&ôoý ögóRð õbñ NóRðýXð üþ`ø*ü8þXïNðòN#ó üú ï NþhïNð üeþXïNð
õNõNô×þhôoø*ü ø 'þhïð ø*ó ,Nö8 ôoý4ýR8ô Nöoñ.ø 5ô×þXþXðõ )0B?þ ø*öoögø[û¸ýdþhï m,þ ø*ó ,ö;8ú üüNøþ
øbú ú Nó Ôø*óRðJþhï üeø*üNú ð qþ Ôò#ó üNú ï )
øþXð£þXï qþ/üNø*ü !BõNðýjþhó Nú þXô *ðó Nöoðý óXð£ø*üNö×ñ Nöoôgú òNögðþh@ø øó ,Nö8ýø NþXïN&ð ø*ó Ôý
2=jX  2= c +2-= y?c vA2-= y&4+ qüN'
õ v&2-= 4üNõÿúøü ðóRýXðö×ñ /õNðýjþhó Nú þXô *ðÔó ögð3ý qóXð
ø*üNö×ñ ögôgú òNöoðþh3ø ø*ó ,Nö;qýüNøþPø ?þhïNð ýXð ø*ó 5ý ôgü %ú þ {ð ú þXöoñ øüNð¸õNðýjþhó ú þhô *ð
ó Nöoð.ôgý Nöoôgú qòNögð þhø ü6
ñ øó ,Nö8ÿû¸ïNôoú ï ôgý8üNøþÃø ø*üNð ø þhïðýXð ø*ó 5ý[ ) dbø
þhïNð8ú ;ö ýRýX#ô lú qþXôgø*ü ø ó Nögð ý ý õNðýjþhó Nú þXô *>ð üNõ2üNøü !ÑõNð ýRþXó Nú0þhô ð úø*óRóXðý ?øüNõNý+þhø
ú8ö ýXýRô lú qþhôoø*ü.ø &ø*ó ,Nö8ý ) * ögýXøüNøþhðvþXï qþJû¸ïð<
ü Nö×ñGôgüN/ù ÃõðýRþXó Nú0þhô *ð+ó Nöoð
û¸ïNôgú ï4ôgý/üNøþð bôgýjþhð ü{þX;ô ö qô×þ/ôgý Nöoôgðõþhø  ø*ó ,Nö8¸øGú.ú NóXóRðüNú ðû¸ôoþXïóRðý Øðú0þ½þXø öoö
òN#ó qüNú ïNðýþhïNóRø Nù*ï5ôoþ {ò bþû¸ïNð ü Nö×ñbôoüN?ù üð ôoýRþXðüþh8ô ö?ó Nögð þhïNð ó Nöoð ôoý Nögôoðõ
û¸ôoþXï óXðý ?ð ú þ+þhø øüN/ð ójþhôg.ú Nö;qóòNó üNú ï )÷îïôg,ý Ôø*óXzð lüNð !Bù*#ó qôgüNð õ Nögôoú òôgögô×þÑñ
ø ð bôoýRþhð üþh;ô qöJó NöoðýÃôoý  NóRðóRð NôgýRôoþXð ø*óÃòØðôgü7
ù òNöoð%þhø÷ôoüNúøó Øø*#ó qþXð.ýX"ø !Ñú qögögð õ
ögøGø !Bú ïNð$ú {ý lú )3+Jð lüNô×þhôoø*ü X )   )
A
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M*NuoDnRp[M$n ojp efOlo$T Mh e o T.0bTjeojN
îïNðþ#òNögð ýRñGýjþhð ý#qþXôgý lðýþXïNð ø*öoögø[û¸ôgüNù ô8 ?øóRþqü{þ NóRø?ð óRþÑñ*û¸ïNôgú ï ôoý½ýXô 5ôoö;ó
þhø þhïðûðöoö! G üøxû¸üeýòø*ó Nö;NóRø?ð óRþÑñ8ø½þhïðýjþüõóXõNóRø?øýXôoþXôgø*üö?þ#òNögð
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ýRñGýRþXð)


 

  \Q*TjO -lT.\ /fh`M*p N]\\S#Q nRp[M$n ojp e0 ; Dh Q?h`M*p N]\\S#Q 2+=84 Mbi$i.\2p[T OPLuQ elQn/Sgo Q'\

)  jo p[o 4 OgT L1M*e Q L1M*NOPLRQSQL  4 OgTL1M*e Mhde o h`M*p N y?a<* e ojL 4 OgTQn MbTjOPekO I ojS 0
Mbi$i.\2p p OPLh2'T.\ /fh`M*p N]\\S#Q Mh,e oxp[MbM*e h`M*p N]\\S#Q  ; h,Q h`M*pjN]\\S#Q vA2>=4 Mbi$i.\2p[T,OPL Q
e Qn/ Sgo Q'\ * e ojL 4 OgTdQuL1o2 QekO I ojS 0 Mbi$i.\2p p OPLh2 T.\E/fh`M*pjN]\\S#Q Mh e op[MbM*eRh`M*p N]\\S#Q 
>?0 7/; * ýRô8,öoþqüNðøýôgüNõú þhôoø*üÃû¸ïNð óXððú ïeóNöoðôgýú ïNð ú$ðõ )
@
%ðöoøxû ûðÿýRï öoöJù*ô  ð ýXøÔð NóRþXïNðó8óRðý NöoþXý û¸ïôgú ï ýXïNø[û¸ýeýXøÔð ôgüþhð óXð ýRþhôoüNù
ðq þNóXð ý¸øþXïNðdþ òögðeýjñGýRþhð.>)3~½ôoóXýjþþÑûøÔõNðNüNôoþXôgø*üNý.)
      e ð þ òØð  òNó# üú ï=ø3ÿþ# òNöoð6üNõ öoð þ   òØð&þhïð%ýXð0þ8ø
üNøÔôgüq ögý'øGúú.NóXóRôgüNù+ôgü þhïð3øó,Nö8 ýø ) +JðNüNð + òNôoü óRñÃóXðö8q þhôoø*ü 8  ø*ü 
òñ 2 8  aô +üõø*üNö×ñ+ô $þXïNð@øó,Nö8?2([= aøGúú.NóXý q þ ,)Pe ð þ 8  ò?ðþhïNð óXðNð b ô  ð
ýRñ 5ð0þhóXôoú üNõ þhó#q üNýXô×þhô  ðdúöoø*ýNóRðø 8  )
     `* ü&øbú úNóRóXðüúðø&Ôüø5ôoü ö$ôoü ø*ó Nö; ôgý
ô ½þXïNð
øbú úNóRóXð üNúðôgý(,ø*ó ,Nö; iþhïm þ¸ôgý ô ôoþôoýüNøþ ójþ¸ø  ýq þhôoý %ú0þho ôgø\ üeQøefOl?ðM*LRó#Qq S þXø*ó$)
~¥øóð  Nöoð{ þhïNðJøGúú.NóXóRðüNú ðdøþhïðJüNøÔôgüq ö côgüÔþhïNð øó,Nö8,4 w côgýð B "!
þhôoø*ü öPòþþhïNðÃøGúú.NóXóRðüNú ð8øEcÔôoü9{ w c= } ôgý4üNøþ) îïNðdV NýRþXô lúq þhôoø*ü øóþhïNôoý
þhð óÔôgüNø*öoø*ùñ4ôgýPþhïm þ  üNøÔôgüq öNôgüÔþhïNð4lóXýjþ B! ø*óXõNð óú ø*óXóRðý ?ø*üõNðüNú ðJö;q üNùùð %üNõ
þhïNð óXð ò{ñ> öoýXøÔôgüeþhïNðýXð.  üþXôgúý[¸ùô * ð ý`óRôgýXðþhø ü&ðCB öoôoþÑñ ýRþ#q þhð.5ð üþJô  üNõ&ø*üNöoñ
ô ØþhïNðüNøÔôgü öNøGúúóXóXð üNúð ôgü B Nðýjþhôoø*üøGúú.NóXý£ðCB qþXôgø*ü ögö×ñ½) îïðþXïNðø*óRð òØðöoøxû
û¸ôgöoöòØð ýXðõeö;m þhðóôoü8þhïNðúøNöoð þXðüNð ýXýþhïNð ø*óXð.>lîïðø*óRð X )   )
&  0       oje 2*= a j/ oQ h`M*p N]\\ S#Q Mbi$i.\\ p p$ojL1i$o M*L9QA/ p5QL1i$ MhQ elQn/ Sgo Q'\ 
; h e o L1M*NOPLRQSUT 2 QL  a Qp[o 
 O ojp[ojL e * e ojL o Q\i$BMh e ojN Q*T e onRp[M$n ojp ez0 eQe
OPe|OgTEO\ ojL ekOli QS eM * M*p4p[ojS#Qeo@]/0 8  eM * Q L1M*NOPLRQS ) OPeuQ n MbTjOPekO I o QL  o \ QefOlM*LRQS
Mbi$i.2\ p p[ojL1i$o OPLxe op[MbM*eRh`M*p N]\\ S#Q 
>?0 7/;
 ïNðú$.ð ú ïÿóNöoð) e ð  X )  ôoý`üNð ðõNð õ ôoü ü vòØðódøPþXïNðvúq ýXðý.) Ñ0 ü
þhïNðúq ýXð`û¸ô×þhï+þhïNð óNöoðfy3G ûðð NýRð`ø$þXïNð`óRðýjþhóXôoú þXôgø*ü+þhïm þþXïNð`ó Nögðú üüNøþ
ò?ð3Nögôoðõ8þhøø*ó ,Nö8 ý'ø/þhïNð ø*ó :2?b= y%4 û¸ïNð óXð %4 ôgý( üNøÔôgü ö )
@
 0 3434)0 8   ' oje j/ o Q]/ p QL1i$zMh Q elQn/ Sgo Q'\  L d
0 L1M*L l- TjOPLh2 SgojeM*L o \\ O I QSgojL1i$o
ijS#Q*T$T ) p e  e o4o \\ O I QSgojL1i$o p[ojS#QefOlM*L 8  i$M*L e QOPLT QL1M*NOPLRQS ) \Oli$Mbi$i.\\ p[Tn MbTjOPefO I o
QL  o \ QefOlM*LRQS.OPL e op[MbM*eRh`M*p N]\\ S#Q 
>?0 7/;
 ~¥øögögø[û¸ý'õôgóXð ú þXöoñ óRø)îïNð ø*óXð. X ) X )
@
/ ðdþhïôgü þXïNðúø*óRø*ögö8 óRñ  òØø * ðôgýø½ôgüNõNð.?ð üNõNð ü{þ ôgüþXðóXð ýRþ) B0 þý#V ñGý¸þhïq þüNøü !
þhóRô G ô; öðCB qþXôgø*üq ö/óRð ýRø*üNôoüNùl þhïm þ ôoý¥ óXð ýXøüNôgüNù5ôgü * øö G ôgüNùÔüNø*üÑ! ýXôoüNù*öoð þhøüeð B Nô  !
 ögð üNúðeúö8 ýXýRðý. øüNöoñ þ# ð ý Nö8 úðeôgü úø*üNüðú þXôgø*ü û¸ôoþhï úð óRþq ôgü üø5ôoü öoý ôgü þXïNð
óXøGøþ-ø*ó Nö; üÔðö×ñ þhïNø*ýRð%þhïq þøGúú.Nó Øø*ýRôoþhô* ð> üNõ ð B qþhôoø*ü ö ) A øþXðeþXïq þ
þhïNôoý'ô8 NöoôgðýPþhïq þ(NóRð 5øGõ ö?ôgübþ'þhø þhïðJþ òNöoð8øüNöoñ5ù*ô  ðý¸óXôoýXð`þXø+óXðq ýXø*üNôoüNù
ôgü * øö G ôgüNù ýRôgüNùögð þXø*ü8ðCB Nô ögð üNúðúö8 ýXýRðý.)
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    "! * ø*ó Nö;øGúú.NóXóRðüNú ðø*ü+òó#üNú ïeø vþòögð8ôgý(ü Q\i$i$o$T$TjO ø*ó ,Nö;øbú úNóRóXð üNúðdô ôoþôoý ü8øGúú.NóXóRðüNú ðøþhïNðø*ó ,Nö8 2 =y cù*ðüðó#mþhðõ
ò/ OPñÃS OPþhe10ïNðó Nögð fy3)
A øþXð£þXïq
 þô þXïNðó Nögð ly ôgý Nöoôgð õþXø øó,Nö8 øbú úNóRóXðüúð 2 =gy3y?a *óRðýöoþhôoüNù
ôgü þhïNðÔòNó üNú ï÷òØðôoüNù&ðG þhðüõNðõ÷û¸ô×þhï 2 = y?c  üNõ9c = y?a  þhïðü þXïNð5øGúú.NóXóRðüNú ðÃø
2 5= y côoý q ü  ú úð ýXýXôoòNôgöoôoþÑñ,øó,Nö8d øbú úNóRóXðüúðb òþPþhïð`øGúúóXóXð üNúð ø@c 5= y?a'ôgýPüNøþ)
îïNðþhïNð ø*óXð. ò?ð ögø[û û¸ôgöoö$òØð ýXðõ%ö;q þXðóôgü þhïð4ú øögð þXðüNð ýXý¸þhïNð ø*óXð.>¥îïNð ø*óXð.
X )  )
&  0     (  oje 2 j= y?a j/ o Q4h`M*p N]2\ S#QuMbi$i.\\ pjp[ojL1i$oM*L Q9/ p QL1i$ Mh Q elQn/ Sgo Q'\ 
OPe ojpe ojp[odOgTQdn MbTjOPefO I ojS 0 Mbi$i.2\ p p OPLh2 T.\ f/ h`M*p N]\\ S#Q y a 7 Mhe o p[MbM*e1h`M*p N]\\ S#Q T.\ i$
eQe a 8  a 7 M*pde ojp[oOgTQL Q\i$i$o$T$TjO/ OPS OPe10 h`M*p N]\\ S#QxMbi$i.\\ p p[ojL1i$o 2 7 K= y?a 7 Qe T.\ i$
eQe 2 8  2 7 QL  a 8  a 7 
>?0 7/;
 ïNðú$ ðq ú ï&ó Nögð) e ð. X )  ôoýüNðð õNðõ&ôgü ýXø5ðdø/þhïðú ýXð ý)
@
îïNð øüNöoñ4û V ñ+üNð0û=üNøÔôgüq ögýú ü5òØð¸ôgüþhóRøbõNúð õÔþXø?d þq òNögð+ôgýPòñNýXôoüNùø*üNð
ø:þhïð óNöoðý ly  øó f û¸ïNôgú ï ûð+ú öoögðõ%ð b ôgýjþhðüþXô; öóNöoðý) îïNôoý 5øþXô q þXðý þXïNð
ø*ögöoø[û¸ôgüNù4õNðlüôoþhôoø*ü)
      e ð þ%ò?ð3 òNó üNú ï ø  þ òNöoð )A01 v üNð0û üNø5ôoü ö c`ôgý'ùðüNð ó$!
q þhð õ ò{ñNöoñGôoüNù- üeð b ôgýjþhðüþXô; ö$ó NögðJþXø  ýq þhôoý %ú0þhôgøü8ýRþm þhðÔðüþ@2?="4+ þhïðü ûð
û¸óXô×þhð32 a  c")
îïNðõNðlüôoþhôoø*ü òØø  ðù*ô  ðý(Ný@+ òôgü ójñÃóRðö;m þhôgøü?%a  ø*ü þhïðýRð þ   )
>?0 75P (       oje
j/ odQ/ p5QL1i$BMhQzelQn/ Sgo Q'\  i  oH2 p Qjn=   Y a . OgT e o
 OgT `M*OPL e 2\ L OlM*L'MhdQ(Z L OPeo TbojeMhPZ L OPeojS 09/ p5QL1i$\OPLhz
2 ekp[o$o$T 
>?0 7/;`
 îïq þþhïNðÔóXð ö;q þXôgø*ü ôoýþXïNðÔõNôgýPVRø*ôgüþ3NüNôoø*ü ø  ýXð0þøþhóRðð ý ø*öoögø[û¸ýóXø
þhïNð5ø*òNýRðó q þXôgø*üÿþhïm þô(2_%a  c"/ þhïNð ü þhïNð5üNøÔôgüq ö c ôoý4üNð0û3%) îïm þþhïðýXð0þ ø
þhóRððýôgýdNüNôoþXðø*öoögø[û¸ýþXïNðÃø*òýXðó$q þhôoø*ü þhïq þ,ø*ó? üñ÷üNð0û üNøÔôgü ö3c þhïNð óXðÃôoý,
üNøÔôgüq ö +2 ýNú ï þhïq þ 2 a  c" þXï NýN þXïNðdüNøÔôgüq ö1c`ú üNüNøqþò?ðJþXïNðdóXøGøþø v þXóXðð)
îïNð ø*öoögø[û¸ôgüù  óRùÔðüþJýRïNø[û¸ýJþhïm þJþhïNð4þhóXð ðý q óXð lüôoþhð öoñeòNó üNú ïNôoüNù)* ýXý5ð
úø*ü  ðóXýRðö×ñÔþXïq þPþhïðóXðð b ôoýRþhý  üÔôgüNüNôoþXðýRðCB Nð üNúð 29%a  c  2 a  c bY`_`__*ø$ð õNù*ð ý)
~lø*óð ú ï  / þXïNðð õNù*ð2 a  c ôoý4ùðüNð ó#q þXðõ÷òñ Nö×ñGôgüNù ü ð b ôgýjþhðüþXô; öPóögð+þhø
ýXøÔð ø*ó ,Nö8 øbú úNóRóXð üNúð}  ) øüNýXôoõNðóÃþXïNð ýXð BðüNú ð'}   }bY_`_`_ø øó,Nö8
øbú úNóRóXð üNúð ý£) îïNð4ðb ôgýRþXðüþhô8 ö$ó Nögð ý@q óXðdõNð ýRþhó Nú þXô  ðØ ýXø+þhïNð ø*ó ,Nö;4 øbú úNóRóXðüúðý
ôgüvþXïNôgý:ýRðCB Nðüúðq óXð¸õNôgýjþhôoüNú þ  üNõ 5øóXðø  ðóø*ó ,Nö; ú üNüøþ£øbú úNóAÔø*óXð'þXï ü
ø*üNú ð?m þ  òNó üNú ï)B0 þ(ø*ögöoø[û¸ý'þhïq þ¸þXïNð ø*ó,ö;v øGúúóXóXð üNúð ý`ôoü þXïNðýXð BðüNú ð} 
} `Y`_`_`_'q óXðøbú úNóRóXð üNúð ý`ø½ôgülüôoþhð öoñ  üñ8õô "?ðóXð üþ øó,Nö8 ý) A ø[û3¥ ô /þhïð4ð õNù*ð
2?%a 'c PôoýJù*ð üNðóq þhð õ òñNöoñGôgüùþhïNð ðb ôgýRþXðüþhô8 öó Nögð fy  þhø } 1$ þhïðü} Pôgýdø
þhïNð-ø*ó 2= y&4 û¸ïNð óXð/4 ôoý4üøþ,e üNøÔôgüq ö + üNõ ïNðüúð? y4 'ôoý?e ýNò ø*ó,ö;
øþXïNðóRøbøqþ øó,Nö88 ò{ñ e ð  X )    üNõ ô 2 %a  c ôgýù*ð üNðóq þhð õ÷òñ<Nö×ñbôoüNù
þhïNðdøqþhïNð óðb ôgýRþXðüþhô8 ö$ó Nögð kþhø }   þXïNðü } /ôgý'ø/þhïð3øó 2 b= ,4 1q üNõ&ïðüNú ð
,4 ôoý Ô ýNò ø*ó,ö;+ ø½þXïNð4óRøbøqþ@ø*ó ,Nö8 ù q ôgüeò{ñ e ð. X )  D) % þþhïNð óXð,q óXð
ø*üNö×ñ lüNô×þhð öoñ üñ ý Nòø*ó ,Nö;q ý ø þXïNðeóXøGøþ,ø*ó ,Nö; P û¸ïôgú ï úø*üþhó õNôoú þhý þXïq þ
ôgüNüNôoþXðöoñüñÃõNô#"ð óXðüþ(ø*ó ,Nö;q ý'øbú úNó¸ôoü þXïNðdþhïNðýRðCB Nðüúð }   }   ).))) @
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øþXðþhïqþôoü4þhïð òØø ð'óXð ýNö×þhý½ûð'ïð'üNøþ õð üñ ýXý bþhôgøüNý½ø*ü4û¸ïNôgú ï
óNöoðýóRð Nögôoðõ qþ£þhïNðòNó#qüNú ï ,Gòþô Øûð ýXý 5ð¸þhïqþ ôgýPúöoø*ýXð õ NüNõðóþXïNð
óNöoðý oWh  0*N üNõ M*N   Nþhïðü 8  úø*ôoüNúôoõNðý'û¸ô×þhï 8  )
A







0bTjeojN QekOli elQn/Sgo Q'\i$M*LTjekp \ ijekOlM*L
%ð.øóXðùô G ôgüNùÔþhïNðýRñGýRþXðqþhôoúþòögð.úø*üýRþhó Nú þXôgø*ü ögù*øóXôoþXï¥ûðvüNð ðõ<õNðj!
üNôoþXôgø*ü )
     e ð0þaq üNõ 2 òØð÷üNøÔôgüq ögý%øGúú.NóXóRôgüNù5qþ< òNó#qüNú ï ø
þ òögð) îïNð.üø5ôoü ö 2 ôoý OPL1ijS \E\ o@ ôoü þhïð%üNøÔôgü öaÃû¸ôoþXï óXð ýØðú0þþhø ô
ø*ó? üñ ý Nòø*ó ,Nö; 4 øþXïNðÃóRøbøþ ø*ó ,Nö;  ô'þhïNðø*ó,ö;2 = 4 øGúú.NóXýø*ü ,
þhïNð ü a= 4/ ögýRø4øGúú.NóXý£ø*ü , q üNõýRô8Ôôgö;q óXöoñ ô@vA2 = Ã4 øbú úNóRýø*ü ,{þXïNðü v?a=4 öoýXø
øbú úNóRý øü ,) 01&2Ãôgý¸ôoüNúö NõNðõ&ôgüBa`û¸ôoþXï%óXð ýØðú0þ`þhø , q üNõ&þXïNðNóXýRþ`øbú úNóRóXð üNúð
øa`ø*ü ôgýòØð.øóXðJþhïð NóXýRþøGúú.NóXóRðüNú ð4ø 2N þhïNð ü&ûðdû¸óXôoþXð32 %Ba )
/ ð q óXðJüNø[û óXð õñÔþhø ù*ô* ð`þXïNðJýRñGýjþhðqþXôgú`þ# òNögðÃú ø*üNýRþXóNú0þhôoø*ü ögùø*óXô×þhï)
      e ð0þ 2= 4 ò?ðPþhïðø*ó ,Nö8 û¸ïø*ýXðq ögôgõôoþÑñ`ûðï  ðþXø`õNð úôgõð|) / ð
õNðNüNðòñvôgüõNú þXôgø*ü,` ýXð BðüNú ð D <  D   D ).)R) ø NüNôoþXðþ òögðNý* ð ú ï+ølû¸ïNôoú ïÔôoý
ðvòØðõõNðõ8ôoü  öoöØô×þhý£ýNú úð ýXýXøóXý)#e ð þ D <'ò?ðþhïNðElüNôoþXðþ# òNöoðÃú ø*üNýjþhôoþþhð õÃòñ5þXïNð
ýXôoüNù*ögð@Nüó qðõ/ø*ó ,Nö; v&23=4 )A`* ýRýÔðdþhïm þ'þhïNðNüNôoþXðJþ òNöoð DvôgýõðlüNð õ)
01 Øø*ýRýXôgòögðNö×ñ/ ü> óXòôoþhó óRñ5óögðdû¸ôoþXï þXïNð ø*ögöoø[û¸ôgüNùvóRðýjþhóXôoú þXôgø*üNý.=
ô ÃîïNðdóNöoð ly ôoý'üNøþ Nöoôgðõ5þhø- ø*ó ,Nö;4 øbú úNóRóXðüúð32 `= y&4 m þ(v òNó#q üNú ï
ô þhïNð óXðð b ôoýRþhý@ üNøÔôgüq ö.a`ý Nú ï&þXïq þ 2 %Ba )
ôgô îïNð`ó NögðfPôgý£üNøþ NöoôgðõÔþhø ø*ó,ö; øbú úNóRóXðüúð 2 $= ,4q þ  òNó# üú ï
ô þhïNð óXðð b ôoýRþhý@ üNøÔôgüq ö.a`ý Nú ï&þXïq þ 2 %Ba )
e ð þ D !"'òØðdþhïNðóXð ýNö×þhôoüNù þ òNöoð )
îïNð¸úø*üNõôoþhôoø*üNý:ø*ü Nögôoúq þXôgø*üNý½øó Nögð ý& óXð¸ýRøÑ! ú ögöoðõ ögøGø B! ú ïNðú$úø*üNõôoþhôoø*üNý.)
îïNð ôgüþNôoþXôgø*ü.òØðïôgüNõ öoøbø!Ñú ïNð ú$Gýôoý`þhïm þ  ü ð b ôgýjþhð ü{þXô; ö½óNöoðvôgýdüNøqþ3Nöoôgð õ ôgü
Ô ûø*óXöoõ%ô½þhïðôgü ø*óqþhôoø*ü ôgü þhïm þ`ûø*óXöoõ%úq ü.ò?ð øNüNõ  ögóRð õbñ ôgü q ü  üNú ðýjþhø*ó
ûøóXögõ 0)  ð üNúðb þXïNð ùðüNð ó#q þXôgø*ü+øüNð0û ûø*óXöoõ5òñ+þhïNð¸ð ôoýRþXðüþhô8 ö¥óNöoðôoý:òNögøGú$ð õ)
/ ðýXïq ögölüNø[û9NóRø * ð¸þhïq þPþXïNð q ögù*ø*óRôoþXï q öoû [ ñGýPþhð óÔôgüq þXðýPôgü þXïNð ýRðüNýRð þXïq þ
þhïNð óXð  ö×û V ñGý¸ð b ôgýjþhý  üÿý Nú ï&þXïq þ Ddr D !" )
&  0    1h i  oT.b0 TjeojN QefOlielQn/ Sgo Q'x
\ i$M*LTjefp \ ijefOlM*LmQS \2 M*p OPe\N eojp NOPLRQeo$T 
>?0 7/; `
* ýXý Ôðúøü  ðóRýXðö×ñ%þXïq þþhïNð? ögùø*óXô×þhïõNøbð ý`üNøqþ þXðóÔôgüq þhð') îïNðü.þXïNð
óXð ýNö ×þhôgüù5þq òNögð.ôgý ôgüNüNôoþXð  üNõ ïNð üNúð ï ýq ü ôgülüôoþhðòNó üNú ï ,)JîïNðvù*óNï
 Y a @ ôgý þhïNð&õNôgýPVRø*ôgüþ NüNôoø*ü ø3 lüNôoþXð&ýRð þølüNô×þhð öoñ òNó üNú ïNôoüNù þXóXð ðýú )
&:óXøØø*ýXô×þhôoø*ü X )  ýXø.ô×þï ý, ü ôgüNüNôoþXð5òNó üNú ï 2  a 52 a 62   ).)b) øþhïðóRû¸ôoýXð
  ûøNögõ÷òØðzNüNôoþXðA üõ÷ïNðüúðP
 òñNe ð. X )  þhïNð óXðûøNöoõ÷ø*üNö×ñ òØðzNüNôoþXðöoñ
q ü{ñø*ó ,Nö8 ý4øGúú.NóXóRôgüNù q þþXïNðÃòNó üNú ï ,ú ø*üþhó#q õNôgú0þhôgüù&þhïq þvô×þôoýôgü2lüNôoþXðb)
A ø[û3ø*ó ð
 ú ï $ öoð þ :òØðvþhïð ôgüNô×þhô;q öýXðù5ð ü{þø  þhø$ òþüNøqþdôgüNú ö8NõôgüNù
þhïNðxNóXýRþø*ó ,Nö8÷ úø*üþq ôgüNôoüNù  ü øbú úNóRóXð üNúðÿøþhïNð üNø5ôoü ö2 !" ) îï Ný.  ü
ð b ôgýjþhð ü{þXô; öóNöoð'û  ýNögôoðõ þhø ø*ó Nö;J øGúú.NóXóRðüNú ð@m þ£þXïNðòNó üNú ï ¥óRðýöoþhôoüNù
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ôgü þhïNð5ù*ðüðó#mþhôgøü ø 2  !" )Aeð0þ ò?ðÔþhïNð5ýXð þø øó,Nö8ýdû¸ïNôgú ï úø*üþqôgüNý üñ
ýNò ø*ó,ö;?4 øþhïNð óXøGøþ&ø*ó,ö;ýNú ïÃþXïqþ 2 =48øbú úNóRý qþ£þhïNð òNó#qüNú ï 1 üNõ
ýXô 5ôoö;óRöoñmögð0þ òØðþhïNðýXð0þø ø*ó Nö;ýû¸ïNôgú ï5úø*üþqôgüNýüñ+ýòø*ó Nö; 4ÃøþXïNð
óXøGøþ ø*ó ,ö;5ý Nú ï þhïmþ vA2 =4 øGúúóXý qþ þhïNðòNó#üú ï  ) dbôgüúðþXïNðóRðóXðø*üNöoñ
lüNô×þhðö×ñ üñýXð þXý:øØýNò ø*ó,ö;ýøØþXïNðóXøGøþ øó,Nö8qþXïNðóRðð bôgýjþhýk?üNõvýNú ï
þhï mþ  a üNõ Dr  ý£ûð ögö ý 4r ) ögð óXö×ñ þhïNEð lóXýjþ'øGúú óXóXð üNúð`ø 2?
ø*ü ôgýJòØ.ð ø*óRðþhïð lóXýjþøbú ú NóRóXðüúð+ø 2 )d&ø*óRðø *ð ó  ø*ó üñ%ý Nòøó ,Nö84 ø
þhïNðóXøGø(þ ø*ó ,Nö; Nô 2 (="4 øbú ú NóRý`ø*ü lþhïðü 4,D qüNõ%ïNð üNúð  4,D ¥ò þ
þhïNð ü 2? = 4 øGú.ú NóXý£ø*ü û¸ïNôoú ïôoý qüôgüôoþh8ô öýRðù Ôðüþø  ") * ýR8ô Ôôg8ö Aó óRù Ôðüþ
ýXïNø[û¸ýþXï qþ4ô vA2  = 4 øbú ú NóRýø*ü "½þXïNðü vA2? = 4 öoýXø%øGú.ú NóXý4ø*ü "),ðüNú ð 
2 5ôoýôgüú8ö õNðõ ôg7
ü 2?vû¸ôoþXï÷óXð ý Øðú þþhø ")B/ ðúøüNúö NõNðþXï qþ 2 24 ),% þ
þhïNôoýJúøü{þX#ó õôgú þXýJþhï mþ ü ð bôgýjþhðüþX;ô öó Nögð4û ý Nögôoðõ.þhø  ø*ó ,Nö8øbú ú NóRóXð üNúð
qþ`þXïNð òNó üNú ï vóXð ý Nö×þhôoüNùÃôgü&þhïNð qõNõNôoþXôgø*ü&ø PþhïNdð lóXýjþ ø*ó ,ö;5ú ø*üþ ôoüNôgüù ü
øbú ú NóRóXð üNúðø /þhïNðüNø Ôôgü ö 2  !"):îï Ný.lþhïNð öoù*ø*óXô×þhï þhð ó Ôôgü mþhð.ý )
/ ð.ï  ð þhï Ný8ù*ô *ðü  ýRñGýRþXð qþhôoú%þ òögð =úø*üNýjþhó Nú þXôgø*ü öoù*ø*óRôoþhï û¸ïNôgú ï
ù*#ó qõ öoöoñ4ò NôgöoõN&ý #þ òNögð üNõ+û¸ïNôgú ïÔþhðó 5ôoü qþXðýû¸ôoþXï dþ qòNögð 5ï GôoüNùþXïNð
NóXø ?ð óRþÑñþXï qþ:üødó Nöoð&ý óRð Nöoôgú òNögð£þhødô×þð bú ð þ&ø*Aó Nögôoú qþXôgø*üýø ØðôoýRþXðüþh8ô ö
ó NöoðýòNöoøb$ú qðõeòñ8þhïNðögøGø !Bú ïNð$ú úø*üNõôoþhôoø*üN.ý )
@

M%\\L L1o$T$TQL  i$M*N nRSgojeojL1o$T$T
dbøNüõNüNðýRý`ôoý ýjþhó#q ôgù*ïþøóRû óXõNö×ñÃø*òbþôoüNðõ&ò{ñ ðGþhðüõNôgüNù5þhïNðýXøüNõNüNð ýXýNóRøbøø
(^ û¸ôoþhï2þhïð>Nüô * ð óXý ö@ÔøGõögô×þÑñ)2î/ø NóRø *ð%ú ø Nögð0þhðüðýXý.ûð NóRø ð 5øGõNð ö
ð bôgýjþhð üNúðvþXïNðø*óRð)îïNóXøù*ïNøþdþXïNôgý`ýNòNýRðú0þhôgøü$ûð ýRïöoö ýRýÔðvþhïmþ ôoý
ù*ô ðü òNó# üú ï ø(eþ# òNöoð ù*ðüNð ó#q þXðõ÷òñÿþhïNð5ýRñGýRþXðqþhôoúÔþ#òNöoð úø*üNýjþhó Nú þXôgø*ü
 ögùø*óXô×þhï)./ ïNðóRð üø4ú ø*ü NýRôgø*üÔú üÔøGúúó ûðýXï ögöløiþXðüÔøÔôoþ:óRð.ðóRðüNú ðþXøþXïNð
òNó#q üNú ï,) ½~ ôoóXýjþ¸ýXøÔð q ú ïNôgüNð óRñ)
     e ð0þ  òØðþXïNðý NòNýXð0þPø   úø*üþ# ôgüNôoüNùq ü{ñüNø5ôoü ö d2 ïG ôgüNù
þhïNð>NóXø?ð óRþÑñ þhïq þÔþhïðóXð%ôgýÔüNø÷üNøÔôgü ö a ý Nú ï þhïq þ/2 % a ) eð0þ òØð&þXïNð
óXð ýRþhóRôgú0þhôgøü8ø 8  þhø  )
A øþXðþXïq
 þG úø*üþ# ôgüNý@ öoö$üNøÔôgüq ögýøþhïNðóXøGøþ(ø*ó Nö; ýXôoüNúðþhïð4óRøbøþ(ø*ó !
,Nö8%
 ôgývþXïNð l óXýjþø*ó Nö;%
 ø þXïNð8òNó#q üNú ï ,) ! òýXðó$* ð þhïm þ ôgýúögøýXðõ NüõNðó
þhïNð+ó Nögð ýu oWh   0*N   üõ M*N    ýRøeþXïNð5óRðö8q þhôoø*ü 8   üNõÿïNð üNúð  ögýRø þXïNð
óXð ö;q þXôgø*ü  óRð ðCB Nô  öoðüNú ð óXðö8q þhôoø*üNý.) 6dô  ðü  üNøÔôgü ö 2 ôgü  £ ûðeögð þ  2  
õNðüøþhðvþXïNð+ðCB Nô  öoðüNú ð úö8 ýXýdø 2 û¸ôoþhï óRðýØðú0þþhø  üNõ ûð+ögð þ õNðüøþhð
þhïNðýRð þøðCB Nô  öoðüNú ðúö;q ýXýXð ý)
      e ð0þ ò?ð+þhïNð5òNôgü óRñ óRðö8q þhôoø*ü ø*ü_ õNðjl üNð õ÷òñ2  c ô  üNõ
ø*üNö×ñÃô þXïNðóRððb ôgýRþXý üø5ôoü öoý 2 7  2  üNõ c 7  c N ý#q þXôgý$iñbôoüNù+ø*üNðø/þhïNð ø*öoögø[û¸ôgüù
þhïNóRððúøüNõNôoþXôgø*üý)
ô Ã îïNð ø*ó,ö;2 7 =*y?c 7 øGúúóXý q þ%  ôoý( ü úú ðýXýRôgòNôoögô×þÑñ ø*ó ,Nö;v øGúú.NóXóRðüNú ð)
ôgô  îïNðóRð ð b ôgýjþhý Ã üNøÔôgüq ög ôgü  ý Nú ï þhïq þdþXïNð,ø*ó ,Nö;2 7 = Py g øbú úNóRý q þ
 ý  ü ú úðýRýXôoòNôgöoôoþÑñ øó,Nö8 øGúúóXóXð üNúð? üNõAg %Bc 7 )
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ôoôgôPÔîïNð ø*ó,ö;2 7 =*y?c 7 øGúúóXý qþ% üõ>2 7 ø*ó c 7 øbú úNóRý ôoü þXïNðóXøGøþ ø*ó ,Nö8)
øþXðJþhïqþþhïNðüNøÔôgüöKg+óXð ðóRóXðõ þhø+ôoüÃþhïNðdýRðúøüNõ&ô×þhð.ôgüÃþXïNðdõNðjlüNôoþXôgø*ü8ôoý
üNøþ3qüÿð ögð.5ð ü{þJø! )?0BþdôgýJþXóXôbô8ö þhïqþ`þhïNð óRðö;mþhôgøü? ôoýJúømþhôgòögðû¸ôoþhï )
/ ðögð þ  òØðþhïð òNôgü qóRñ&óXð8ö qþhôoø*ü.ø*>
ü  õNðNüNðõÿòñ  2     c   ô üNõ øüNöoñ&ô
2 c")
    $' e ð0þ  ò?ð þhïN
ð NüNú0þhôgøü þhï mþ5þXø ð qú 9ï ôgó+ú ø*üNýXôoýRþXôgüNù ø 3ü
ðöoð Ôðüþø  üN9õ ü ø*óXõNôoü ójñ óXø Øø*ýXô×þhôoø*ü öýjñ ò?ø*@ö ýRýXôgùüNý ü ðög.ð 5ð üþÃø
"%$Y '& ý Nú ï&þXï qþ  %2 YfXR?r  ô 2?= X&øGúú óXý q%þ üõ u 2 YlXR?r $ øþXïNðójû¸ôgýRð )
0BAþ ø*ögöoøxû¸ý óRø
ò?ð ôgüNùú ögø*ýRð-õ NüNõNð ó£þXïNð¸ó Nöoð M*N  þhï q#þ  ôoý:úø qþXôgòNöoð
û¸ôoþXï ¥ýXø+ûðögð0þ  òØðõNð NüNðõ.òñ z  2   YlX 3r z 2 YlXR)3/ ð óXðüNø[ûóRð õbñ8þhø
õNð NüNð  Ôøbõðö )
     ! e ð0þ 3 òØð þXïNð Ôøbõð|ö   Y Y   qüNõÃögð0þþXïNð qýXýXôoù*ü Ôðüþ 4
ø*5ó 3 ò?ðõNjð lüNðõ&òñ 4 2\?r  2   )
îïNð ÔøGõNðAö qò?ø *ðÔôgýdôoü ýXø Ôð+óXðý ?ð ú þXý4ýR8ô Ôôg;ö qó þhø8þXïNð ÔøGõNðöõð lüNð õ ôoü )(* )
! üNðJúó Nú8ô ö$õN#ô "ð óXð üNúð NïNø[ûð *ð ó ¥ôgýþXï qþ'þXïNð ÔøbõNð ö òØø *ðdüNð úð ýX#ý qóXôgö×ñÃôoý lüNô×þhð )
A



&  0    1 (

T$.T \2Nuoe Qe e o /p5QL1i$ OgT M$n ojL * eQe4OgT * O h TbM*Nuo h`M*p N]\2S#Q
a = } bM i$i.\\p[TQe * e ojL e o|h`M*p N]\\S#Q v a =} \Mbo$TEL1M*e  ,|M*pEQL 03h`M*pjN]\\S#Q 2 =$4N) \Oli$
M*L S 0 i$M*L e QOPLT L1M*NOPLRQSUT0h p$M*N  * e o?h`M*SPSgM ) OPLh2ze ) MTjelQeojNuojL ePT  M*S+ 
 ; h 2 = 4 Mbi$.
i \\p[TdQe * e ojL OPe3OgT e oi Q*TboeQe 3 Y 4 Y  2   tr 4 
 ; h vA2 ="4 Mbi$.
i \\p[T Qe * e ojL OPe OgTL1M*e3e oi Q*Tbo eQe 3 Y 4 Y  2   tr 4 
>?0 7/; Ñ0 üNõNú0þhôgøü ôoü þXïNð+ýRþXóNú0þ#NóRð5ø 4 )/ ð+ø*üNöoñ%úø *ð óþXïNð-5øýRþôgüþhð óXð ýRþhôoüNù
ú ýRðl ü5ð öoñû¸ïðóXð %4 ôgýøþXïNð ø*ó y?{ )
`* ýXý Ôð`þhïm þ(2 =jy0{ øGúú.NóXý m þ ,)0/ ð þhïNð ü8ï* ðJþhø NóXø * ðJþXïq þ!3 Y 4 Y  2   tr
y0{@N þXïq þôgý.'øóýXøÔððCB Nô  öoðüNú ð4ú ö; ýRý  c   ýNú ïeþhïm þ  2     c   ¥ ô×þ¸ôgýþhïNðú ýXð
þhïmþ 3 Y 4 Y  c   tr { )-/ ð5ï*ðþÑûø.úýXð ý&ú úø*óRõNôgüNùeþhøeû¸ïNð þXïNðóþXïNðøó,Nö8
{ ôgý üø5ôoü öø*óJüNøþ) / ð N óXýRþú ø*üNýXôoõNðóJþXïNð+ú ýRð û¸ïNðóRð { ôgý3Ã
 üNøÔôgü ö ? ý#V ñ
a ) dbø8ûð V Nýjþï* ð þhøNóRø * ð þhïm þ  2     a   )% ñ%îïNðø*óRð X )   ð ôoþXïNðóJþXïNðóRðÔôoý
Ô üø5ôoü ö@a ø½þXïNð4óRøbøqþ øó,Nö8 ýNú ï%þXïq þ a xJa ø*ó¸þhïNð óXðôgý  ü q úúð ýXýRôgòNôoögôoþÑñ
ø*ó Nö; øGúúó7 XóXð üNúð 2 7 =*y?a 7 q þ ýú ï.þhïq þ 2 77 88  2 üNõxa 7 8  a ) 01:þhïNð l óRýRþJôoý
þhïNð úq ýXðG þh ïNð ü/ öoýXø?2(= y?a 7 øGúúóXý m þ , üNõ-a 7 D, G ýXø  2     a 7     üNõ5þXóXôb ô8 ögö×ñ
 a 7  r  a  )01:þXïNðvýRðúøüNõ ôgý þXïNðvúýXð üNõ Ôø*óRðø *ð ó 2 7 r 2üNõ a 7 r a þXïNðü
úöoð óRöoñ  2     a   ) 01 2 7 r 2  üNõa 7 r a  þXïNðü òñîïNðø*óRð X ) X  þhïðóXðôgý  üNøÔôgü ö
c ø þXïNðdóXøGøþ øó,Nö8 ýú ïeþXïq þ4a 7 8  c ) % þ'þhïðü ögýRø-2 =`y?c øGúú.NóXý(m þ% üNõ
]c D   ýXø  c     c     üNõ þhóRô G ô;q ögöoñ  c   r  a   )?01 2 7 r 2> üNõa 7 r a $ þXïNðü òñ
îïNðøóXð X ) X  þhïNð óXðôgý(+ üNøÔôgü ö1Jc ø/þXïNðóXøGøþ ø*ó ,Nö;4 ýNú ïeþhïq þ 2 ,c ) % þ
þhïNð ü ögýRø c =ly?a'øbú úNóRý&qþ , üNõ cGD, ýXø  2     a    qüNõ þhóXôGô;öoöoñ 7  c 8   r  2   )
01&2 7 r 2q üNõxa 7 r a ¥ þhïðü.òñeîïNðøóXð X ) X ¥ þhïNð óXð,q óXðüNøÔôgü öoý c q üNõ?gÃøþXïNð
óXøGøþ ø*ó ,Nö;Ã ý Nú ï þXïq þ?2 7 8  c üõ a 7 8 *g)z% þþhïNð üq ögýXø c = Py g%øGúúóXý?q þ
, üõc*YgD_ ?ýXø  c     g    üNõ%þXóXôbô8ögö×ñ  c   r  2   üõ  g   r  a   )E/ ð
üNø[û ú ø*üNýXôoõNðódþXïNð+ú ýRð+û¸ïðóXð { ôgý38 üNøqþ4üø5ôoü ö )% ñ.þXïNð+óNöoð ly   ögýRø8ýXøÔð
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ø*ó Nö;ý32 = y?c-üNõ c ={#øGúúó qþ&û¸ïNð óXðÔþhïNðÔüNøÔôgüqö cvôgýüNð û üNøþXðÔþXïqþ
29D> ýRø`þhïð Nöoôgúqþhôoø*üølþhïNðóNöoðôgý/üNøþ½òNögøGú$ð õ òñ,`öoøbø !Ñú ïNð ú$4ú ø*üNõNô×þhôoø*ü  )
01?c D  lþXïNðü&úögðóXö×ñ  2    c    üNõ&ò{ñeôoüNõNú0þhôgøüA3 Y 4 Y  c   tr { ) 01 c DN
  
þhïNð ü.òñ%õð lüNô×þhôoø*ü%ø  þXïNðóRðvð bôoýRþhý üNø Ôôgü ö g8ý Nú ï.þXïqþ c >g) / ô×þhïNøþ
ögø*ýRý`ø PùðüNð #ó öoôoþÑñ û-ð qýXý 5ðþXï qþJþXïNðóRðvõNøGðýJüøþdð bôoýRþ3üø5ôoüö ýNú ï þXïqþ
g  ) % þþhïôgý8ô Nögôoðý'þhï qFþ gDN ) eø*óXð ø ð.ó òA
ñ e .ð  X )  ¥þXïN?ð øó ,Nö8
{ ôo,ý .ý Nòø*ó ,Nö;eø ¸þhïNðóXøGø?þ øó ,Nö8½ýR,
ø g= { øbú ú NóRý qþ ,)%ñ ôgüõ Nú þXôgø*ü 
3 Y 4 Y  g  tr { 'üNõ úöoð óRöoñ   2     g   )
*`ýXý Ôð'þhï qþ v&2 =fy0{ øGúú óXAý qþ )|/ ðþXïNðü+ï ð¸þXø NóRø ðþhï q=þ 3 Y 4 Y  2   tr
y0{ õNøGðý üNøþ`ïNø*ögõ ¥þXï qþ`ôgý 'ø*@ó üñ%ð Nô öoðüNú ðú8ö ýXý  c   ý Nú ï.þXï qþ  2     c   
ôoþôgýüNøqþ4þXïNð5ú ýXðÔþhï mþ 3 Y 4 Y  c   tr { ) ~¥óRø  2     c   ô×3þ ø*ögöoøxû¸ýdþXï qþþhïNð óXð
ð bôgýjþhýüNø Ôôgü öoý 2 7  2-üNõ c 7  c #ý mþhôg$ý iñGôgüNù4ø*üNð`ø $þhïNðþhïNóRððJú ø*üNõNô×þhôoø*üNý£ôgü5þXïNð
õNð NüNôoþXôgø*üÃø /þXïNðdóXð ;ö qþXôgø*ü ,)A0Ñü þXïNð lóRýRþ üNõÃþXïNôgóRõ8úø*üõNôoþXôgø*üÃôoüÃþhïNôoý'õNjð lüNôoþXôgø*ü 
þhïNð ø*ó ,ö; 2 7 =\y?c 7 øbú ú NóRý qþ ,).îïNð ü 2 =\y?c öoýXø.øGú.ú NóXý mþ ,AüNõ òñ þXïNð
ó Nöoð fv3y  öoýXø v?c&={ ) %ñ5ôgüNõ Nú þXôgø*üÃûðdúø*üú8ö õNðJþhï m5þ 3 Y 4 Y  c  tr { õNøGðýüNøþ
ïNø* öoõ ) 0Ñü þXïNðÃýRðúøüNõ2úø*üNõôoþhôoø*ü ôoü þhïðõNjð lüNôoþXôgø*ü ½þhïNð óXðÃð bôgýRþXý %üNø 5ôoü ö g ôgü
õ g'c 7 )dîïNð<ü 2=Ky göoýXø
 ý Nú ï þhï qþ`þhïNð øó ,Nö8 2 7 =KyPg øbú ú NóRý qþ üN?
øbú ú NóRý mþ ,üNõ5òñ þhïNðó Nöodð lv y öoýXdø vPg ={@)?% þòñ eð  X )  þXïNð øó ,Nö8
{#ôg?ý &ý òø*ó Nö; ø 'þXïNð5óRøbøq?þ ø*ó ,Nö8 üNõ g % c 7 ýXø v?c 7 = {#øbú ú NóR,ý qþ ,)
%ñ ôgüNõ ú þhôoø*ü ûð8úø*üú8ö õNðþhï q]
þ 3 Y 4 Y  c 7   tr { õNøGðývüøþ ïNø*öo7õ üNõ÷þXóXô b8ô ögö×ñ 
B

c 7  r c   )
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0Ñü ø*óRõNôgüqóRñ Ôøbõqöögø*ù*ôoúögøGø !Ñú ïðú${ý óRð NýRðõ=ôoü úøüNüNðú0þhôoø*ü û¸ô×þhï ýjþüNõóXõ
½~ ôoþRþhôoüNù!ÑýjþÑñGögð NóRðbðõ þ#òNögð%ýjñGýRþhð.5ý@ø*óþXó#üýXôoþXô ð4öoø*ù*ôgú ý ý Nú ïýØýXð ð K
 üNõ  $  ) qóXöoñNöoôgúmþhôgøüNýøögøGø !Ñú ïðú${ýúüÔò?ð(øNüNõÔôgü    üNõ  * )Aøxû3
ýXô NöoðNóRðb ðõ.þ# òNöoð ýRñGýjþhð úq ü&òØð øó,Nö8qþhð õ/ø*óþhïNð 5øGõöögø*ù*ôoú 2ýNú ï
þhïm þ/ ýjñbýjþhð. q þXôgúeþ òNöoð úø*üNýjþhó Nú þXôgø*ü9qöoû [ñGýþXðó 5ôoüqþhð ý) îïNð.ýRñGýjþhðqþXôgú
þ òögð%úøüNýRþXóNú0þhôgøü  ögùø*óXô×þhï øó õNøGðýJüNøqþJôgü  ø*ö  ðögøGø B! ú ïNðú${ ý.)  ø[ûð.* ð ó
d ýRñGýRþXðqþhôoú¸þ# òNöoð+úøüNýRþXóNú0þhôgøüVñvüNøþPþXðóÔôgüq þhð'ô?þXïNðþ òögðÔýjñGýRþhð. ø*ó
÷ôgýðG þhðüõNðõ%û¸ô×þhï8þhïðýjþ üõ óXõNóRðb ðõeþ òögðeó Nögð
a 
 =^ 4 Y  
 =* 4
ø*ó`þXó# üNýRôoþXô G ôoþÑñ þXïNð+üNøþ#q þhôoø*ü.ýXïøNögõ òØð ýXð ö ;!Ñð Nö; üq þhø*ójñ  û¸ïNð óXð ò{ñ<Ã þ# òNögð
ýRñGýRþXð ø*ó ôgý+ø*òbþ ôoüNðõ)6Ñ0 ü{þNôoþXô  ðöoñ þXïNð>óXø*òNöoð ôoý þhïq þÔþhïð&ó Nögð öoögø[û¸ý
ôgüøóqþhôoø*ü8þhø8òØð,5ø  ðõ ø*ójû  óRõ óXø 5 ûø*óXöoõ.þhø/q ü{ñ  úú ðýRýXôgòögðûø*óXöoõd) îïNð
ýRþ# üNõ óRõ û V ñ þXøBÿ þhïôgý NóXø*òögð ôoýþXø%ôoüNúø*ó ?øó#q þXðÔöoøbø Ñ! ú ïNð ú$ úø*üNõôoþhôoø*üNýø*ü
þhïNð Nöoôgúq þhôoø*üNýø:ð b ôoýRþhð üþhô;q ö½óögðý.J) îïNðvôoüþ#Nô×þhô  ð4óRð ýRø*ü.û¸ïñ%þXïNôgýþhðú ïüNô B Nð
ûøó { ý ôgü þhïðÿú ø*üþhðb þeø4ïñGòNóXôoõ öoø*ù*ôoú%þhøGø ôgýþXïq þ8þhïð<óXø*òNöoð ïNðóRð ögýRø ôoý
þhïm þ ôgüøóqþhôoø*ü ú ü òØð/5ø * ð õ2ò?ð0þÑûð ðü2ûø*óRögõNý.P üÔðöoñ ôgü úø*üNüðú þXôgø*ü û¸ô×þhï
Nöoôgúq þhôoø*üNýÔøþhïNð.ó Nögð fhg\5 ôgü þXïNð îK ø "Ñ! ýjþÑñböoð ýRñGýRþXð  üõ=ýXô8Ôôgö8 óXö×ñ ôgü
úø*üüNðú0þhôgøüÔû¸ô×þhï+þhïNð¸óögðýE M*N  A üNõ, M*N ( ½ ôoüÔþXïNð % ö;q ú$G òNóXü B! ýRþÑñGögðýRñGýjþhð)
Ñ0 üþ#Nô×þhô  ðö×ñ* þhïðýXðóögðý öoögø[û ôgüøóqþhôoø*ü4þXø4òØð(5ø * ð õ5òØð þÑûðð üûø*óXöoõNý:þhïq þq óXð
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ôgõNð üþhôgúö )
ø Ôôgüqögý óXð5øiþhð ü7NýXð õ ôgü õNðýRúóXô þhôoø*ü÷öoø*ù*ôgú ý üNõ úð óRþ#ôgüÿþòNöoð!ÑòýRðõ
õNðú ôgýRôgø*ü NóRøbú ðõNóRðý3ø*ódýú ï ögøù*ôgú ý ögýRø qð-NýXðÔøögøGø !Ñú ïðú${ý)ÔîïNôgýôoýø*ó
ð  NögðvþXïNð ú qýXð+û¸ôoþhï þXïNð+õNðú ôgýXôoø*üNóXøGúð õNóRðÔùô *ð ü ôoü    û¸ïNôgú ïÿ ôgýdòqýXðõÿø*ü
NóRð bð õ #þ òNöoð &ýRñGýRþXð ôgü%öoôgüNðû¸ôoþXï%øó`îKø "!ÑýjþÑñböoðvýRñGýjþhð) îïNðvöoø*ù*ôoú
ù*ô ðü ôgü þXï qþ Øð.ó  qüNõ øqþhïNð ódýX8ô Ôôg8ö ó`öoø*ù*ôoúý õNø&üøþôgü *øö *ð+ý qþhôoý %ú0þhôgøüÿø !
ðó qþhø*óRývø*óþXïNð Nüô *ð óXý ö Ôøbõ qögôoþÑñ ½ò bþ ôoþôgýûðöoö !{üNø[û¸ü÷þXï qþ ô .õNðýRúóXô þhôoø*ü
ögø*ùôgú¸ï ýþX#ó üýXôoþXô ð óRø*ögð ýþhøù*ð þXïNðóû¸ô×þhïÃóRø*ögðïNôoð#ó qóXú ïNôoðý Gû¸ïNôgú ï8ôoýþXïNð`ú ýXðJû¸ô×þhï
þhïNð ögø*ùôgúôgü    {þhïNð üÃù*ð üNðó ö?ú ø*üNú ð þôoüNúö NýXôoø*ü "bôgø ÔýPú üÃòØðôgüþhð óXü öoôgýRðõôoüþhø
úø*üúð bþhý @ý5õNðýRúóXôoò?ð õ=ôgü    ùðý   X üNõ   ) îïNôgýÔþhðú ïüNô Nð ú 9ü öoýXø
ò??ð NýXð õ.þhøÃõð lüN,ð ü  óXø b8ô qþhôoø*ü +ø :þhïð NüNô *ð óX#ý qö Ôøbõ qögôoþÑñ =(6dô ðü.óRø*ögð ý
  Y`__`_Y +øbú ú NóRóXôgüù ôg
ü ,ø*ó ,ö;-4 üN>õ  üNð û óXø*öoð  ' ýRð þø óRø*ögð "bôgø Ôý
A

B

Y`_#_ _#Y  &
ôgý õNðlüðõ ðüNý NóXôoüNùþXïqþ`þXïNðvóRðö;mþhôgøü>ø*óþhïNðvóRø*ögð ôoý þXó#üNýRôoþXô *ð üNõ.ú ø*üþôoüNý
þhïNð óRðö8qþhôoø*üNý@øó ögö/þhïNð øqþhïNð ódóXø*öoðý)?0Bþ ø*ögöoø[û¸ý þhïq þ?4 ôgý`ý#q þXôgý5 òNögðvû¸ójþ) qóXòNô !
þhóóRñ ÔøbõNð ögý£ô üõÃø*üNö×ñ5ôþhïNð@ø*ó,ö;?4 7 ø*òbþ ôoüNðõÃòñ5óXð.Nö; ú ôgüNù  üñ üNô ðóXýö
5øGõöoôoþÑñdd{ ôoü48òñ { w  _){ ôgý:ý#mþhôgý ' òNöoð'û¸óRþ)ÔøGõNðöoý:ý#q þXôgý iñGôoüNùdþhïNð "b ôgø5ý.)
0Ñü þXïNð5þXðóÔôgüø*ögø*ùqñ.ø ÔøGõö:ögøù*ôgú þXïNôgýôgýþhïð5ú ýXðÃýRôgüNú ðÔþXïNð   ôoøÔýð üNýóXðý
þhïmþ0{ w  _){÷ôgý½þXóNð qþA`ûø*óXöoõ : ô'üNõ ø*üöoñ4ô { ôgýþXóNð q þ&J ýXð0þ:ølûø*óXöoõNýú ø*ü !
þôoüNôgüù+þXïNðýNòÔøGõNðö/ù*ðüðó#m þhðõ%ò{ñ :?) Ñ0 ü%úq ýXðüø5ôoü öoý( óXð4ôgü * ø*ö* ð õ óRþhïðó
w   _)=
"bôgøÔý'ïðþXøÔòØð  õNõNð õ&ý Nú ï&þXïq þ4{ 
{ ôgý'þXóNð q þ v ûø*óXöoõA:ô  üNõeø*üNöoñ
ô @{ ôgý£þhó Nð q þ  ýXð0þ¸øûøóXögõýúøü{þ# ôgüôgüNùþhïNðJý NòÔøbõðöùðüNð ó#q þXðõ8òñþXïNð`ýRð þ¸ø
ûøóXögõýú ø*üNýRôgýRþXôgüNùÔø:#þXø*ù*ð0þhïNð ó¸û¸ô×þhï þhïNðõNð üNøþm þhôgøüNý¸øAöoöüNøÔôgüq ögý'ôoüB{ ) Ñ0 ü
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Hybrid Logic with operations on nominals
Evangelos Tzanis
University College of London
Department of Computer Science
e.tzanis@cs.ucl.ac.uk

Abstract. The basic hybrid logic H(@) ([5]) is expanded with function symbols on nominals. We call this hybrid language HLON (Hybrid
Logic with Operators on Nominals), henceforth. The new language appears to be strong enough to express for example, any equationally definable class of algebras or the property of 2-colorability of a graph (not
definable in the first order logic). The paper contains a number of worked
examples, discussing the expressive power of HLON .
Keywords: Hybrid Logics, skolem functions, Henkin Quantifiers

1

Introduction

Hybrid logic is the result of extending the basic modal language with a second
sort of atomic propositions called nominals, and with satisfaction operators. Precisely, the nominals (denoted by i, j, ...) behave similarly to ordinary proposition
letters, except that nominals are true at a unique world. In other words, a nominal names a state by being true there and nowhere else. The language obtained
by adding nominals to the basic modal language, is called the minimal hybrid
logic H. Satisfaction operators allow one to express that a formula holds at the
world named by a nominal. A formula of the form @i φ expresses the fact that
φ holds at the world named by the nominal i. The extension of the basic modal
language with nominals and satisfaction operators is called the basic hybrid
language H(@).
1.1

Motivation

In this paper we introduce and study extensions of the basic hybrid logic adding
function symbols on nominals. There are many reasons for being interested in
these hybrid languages:
Algebraic-Structure: The motivation of this point comes from [5]: you can
name states but you can not give them structure. In this paper we consider an
application of hybrid logics to relational structures on algebras, thus a set with a
relation and an algebraic structure. In general, modal logics which can explicitly
handle both relations and functions have received little attention. We should
mention that in [17] there is a complete list of papers which study Kripke frames
in which the universe of possible worlds has a specific algebraic structure, besides
the traditional relational component.
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Frame Definability: Following the research lines of hybrid languages we
accommodate the notion of pure formulas to HLON . Pure formula is a formula
containing only nominals (rather than propositional variables), defining frame
classes that are always first-order definable (see, e.g., [ [16], Proposition 3.1]). It
is known from [11] that axiomatizations with pure formulae give rise to natural
completeness proofs, in [8] a completeness proof for languages containing nominals and @-operator, was given. Although many first-order conditions that are
modally definable are definable by pure formulae, for instance reflexivity to name
one, this is not true in general. The right directedness property: ∀vu∃t(vRt∧uRt)
is not definable by any orthodox modal formula and also is not equivalent to any
pure formulae [8]. In this paper we show how frame properties, not definable by
pure formulas of H(@), are definable by HLON − pure formulas. To be precise,
we show that pure formulas of HLON can express any frame property definable
by a first order formula.
Expressivity: We show that HLON is strong enough to express, under a
modified definition of frame validity, the property of 2-colorability of graph, not
definable in first order logic [14].
The paper is as follows. In section 2 we name a version of the basic hybrid
logic H(@) and we call it HLON henceforth. In section 3, we name a version
of the strong hybrid language H(@, ∀, ∃) and we call it HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) (Hybrid
Logic with Operators only for Variables). In the same chapter we show how
to move from the universal fragment of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) to HLON . In section 4
we present a number of examples discussing the expressive power of HLON . In
section 5 we show that HLON is strong enough to express any frame property
definable by a first order formula.

2

The hybrid logic: HLON

We are ready now to start our formal work on Hybrid Logics. First some basic
definitions:
Definition 1. An algebraic similarity type is an ordered pair σ = (A, ρ) where
A is a non empty set and ρ is a function A → N . Elements of A are called
functions symbols; the function ρ assigns to each operator f ∈ A a finite arity
(rank), indicating the number of arguments that f can be applied to. Function
symbols of rank zero are called constants.
Let ANOM be a countable set of atomic nominals: ANOM= {i, i1 , · · ·}.
Let σ be an algebraic similarity type.
Definition 2. An algebraic language of nominals (σ, ANOM) is built up using
an algebraic similarity type σ = (A, ρ) and a set of atomic nominals ANOM.
The NOM=TERM(σ, ANOM) of nominals formulas over σ and ANOM is
given by the rule:
α := i | f (α1 , · · · , αρ(f ) )
where α ∈ NOM and f ∈ σ.
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Note that CNOM = NOM \ ANOM, is the set of non atomic nominals; we
call them complex nominals henceforth. Let PROP= {p1 , p2 , · · ·} be a countable
set of propositional variables. Let Φ = PROP ∪ NOM.
Definition 3. HLON FRAMES and MODELS.
A model M for HLON is a M = (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ , V ) such that, W 6= 0, a
set of possible worlds, R♦ is a binary relation over W , for each n ≥ 0 and for
all f ∈ σ, if f is an n−ary function symbol then F f is an n − ary operator on
W . Note that F f : W n → W and
– V: Φ → Pow(W) and V is such that for all nominals α ∈ NOM, V(α) is
singleton of W and:
• If α ∈ NOM then: V(α)= {w};
• If α ∈ CNOM then: V(f (α1 , ..., αn )) = {F f (V (α1 ), ..., V (αn ))}.
We call the elements of M states or worlds, R♦ accessibility relations, F f
operators on W and V the valuation. We call the triple (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ ) the
functional-relational frame underlying the model.
Definition 4. The Hybrid Language HLON is a language that is used for describing models and frames. Its formulas are given by the following recursive
definition.
ϕ := α | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ → ψ | ♦ϕ | @α ϕ
where α ∈ NOM and p ∈ PROP.
Note that all types of atomic symbols (propositional variables and nominals)
are formulas. Furthermore a formula is pure if it is contains no propositional
variables and nominal free if it contains no nominals.
Definition 5. Semantics for HLON
Let a model M = (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ , V ) for HLON (we give only the new
case)
M, w |= α iff V (α) = {w}
(M, w) is called a pointed model. This is a model with a designated world,
called its point, which is taken to be the actual world.
For simplicity we limit the language to one binary relation R♦ and to one
function F (unary or binary depends on the example that we will use). In other
words our hybrid model is: M = (W, R♦ , F f , V ) or for brevity M = (W, R, F, V ).
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2.1

HLON Frame definability

In this section, we revisit the notion of functional relational frame that is central
to this paper. Formally, on page 3 we defined the triple F = (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ )
to be a functional relational frame. Using this notion of a relational functional
frame we can define classes of ordinary relational Kripke frames as follows: Let Φ
be a set of HLON formulas. Define Fr(Φ) the class of Kripke frames validating
Φ as the class of consisting of all (W, R¦ ) such that there is a functional relational
frame (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ ) extending it, and (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ ) |= φ for all φ ∈ Φ.
That is, we let Φ define the class of all Kripke frames obtained as reducts of
functional relational frames validating Φ.
Frames like F = (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ ) are useful for at least two reasons. First,
there may be application driven motivations to exclude certain valuations [6].
For example, in this paper we consider some linguistic and graph theoretical
examples, showing that the use of function symbols with fixed valuation increases
the expressive power of the basic hybrid logic. A second reason and perhaps the
most important, is that frames like F support a notion of validity that definitely
is weaker than the frame based one, but without loosing too many information
that make models so easy to work with.
However we can meet such frames in other logical formalisms. We list some
of them here:
– General frames ([6], page 28) are frames with a collection of valuations A
satisfying modally natural closure conditions. That is, a general frame is a
structure of the form (F, A) where F is a relational frame and A stands for
admissible valuations or algebra ([6], page 28). The motivation in [6] was the
following: there is a universal completeness result for general frame validity,
something that Kripke frame semantics lacks.
– Distance functions play an important role in the context of modal distance
logics, where distance functions map worlds of a domain W to numbers. A
consequence of using functions to our logical formalism is that we need to
modify many Kripkean notions, like the notion of a frame. Precise definitions
regarding distance frames and modal distance logics could be found in [20]
(pages 18-22)
In this paper we relate the use of function symbols with the node creating
rule of [7]. Actually this node creating rule amounts to using nominals as skolem
functions. Roughly speaking, in [7] nominals were used to eliminate existential
quantifiers of formulas not definable by any pure nominal formula. This approach
might be better understood in terms of an example.
Church-Rosser is a frame condition, defined by the following first order formula ∀x, y, z∃t(xRy ∧ xRz → (yRt ∧ zRt)), but not definable by a pure formula
(page 53 in [13], proposition 4.2). Therefore, one might ask wether we can obtain
complete axiomatizations for frame classes definable by a set of of pure formulas
together with the Church-Rosser formula. In [7] the following inference rule was
used:
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Whenever @i ¦j and @i ¦k occur on a branch we are allowed to create new
nominal l and add @j ¦l and @k ¦l to the branch
That is, l is a new nominal, eliminating the existential quantifier in ∀x, y, z∃t(xRy∧
xRz → (yRt ∧ zRt)). As was proved in [7], the above rule preserves validity and
is complete for the class of confluent frames. In section 4.3, using the notion
of functional relational frames we show how the nominal creating rule can be
accommodated to the level of frames. The notion of skolemization is important
there.
Definition 6. A formula φ is valid at a state w in a functional relational frame
F = (W, R♦ , (F f )f ∈σ ), if φ is true at w in every model (F, V ) on F and φ is
valid on a functional relational frame F if φ is true at every state in every model
(F, V ) on F.
We use the notation HLON F for the language based on the frame F =
(W, R♦ , F ), where F = (F f )f ∈σ indicates the set of operators in F. It should be
clear that the truth or falsity of a formula at a point depends only on proposiM
tional variables (denoted as pM
operators
0 , ...), nominals (denoted as i0 , ...) and
0
in it. Thus, given a sublanguage HLON F 0 ⊂ HLON F with F ⊂ F and a
frame F = (W, R, F ) for HLON F , we may define the frame reduct of F as
0
F ¼F 0 = (W, R, F ).
We then have for every formula φ of HLON L0 and every model M based on
F:
M
M
M
(F, pM
0 , ..., i0 , ...), w |= φ if and only if (F ¼F 0 , p0 , ..., i0 , ...), w |= φ

The observation does not depend on the presence of nominals.

3

HLOV(@, ∀, ∃)

In this section, we name a version of the strong hybrid language H(@, ∀, ∃) and
we call it HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) (Hybrid Logic with Operators only for Variables). We
set up its language and semantics. Please treat this section as a basis for the
next sections.
3.1

HLOV(@, ∀, ∃)

Let SVAR be a countable set o state variables SVAR= {x1 , x2 ...} and let
PROP= {p1 , p2 ...} be a countable set of propositional letters. We assume that
these sets are pairwise disjoint. For simplicity, let f be a binary function (over
state variables, and with fixed interpretation) and R♦ be an accessibility relation
symbol.
Definition 7. The terms s and formulas φ of the hybrid Language HLOV(@, ∀, ∃)
are inductively defined as follows:
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s := x | f (s1 , s2 )
ϕ := > | s | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ → ψ | ♦ϕ | @s ϕ | ∀s φ | ∃s φ
where x ∈ VAR , s, s1 , s2 ∈ VAR and VAR=T ERM (f , SVAR).
Remark 1. Note that the difference between nominals and state variables is that
nominals can not be bound by ∀, ∃, whereas state variables can.
Precise definitions regarding the semantics of strong hybrid languages can
be found in [10]. Strong hybrid languages and HLOV(@, ∀, ∃), give us full first
order expressive power over frames. This is known since the work of Arthur Prior
[22] and [23].
Definition 8. (Hybrid Translation) HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) is strong enough to express
any first order concept. We extend the hybrid translation HT (·) (as was defined
in [5]), with the following case:
HT (f (x, y)) = f (x, y)

(1)

where HT (·) maps first order sentences to hybrid formulas of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃).
Proposition 1. Let φ be a first order formula. Then for every model M and
any assignment g, M |= φ[g] iff M, g |= HT (φ).
Proof. Straightforward. Based on proposition 3.7, on page 45 of [1].
Is worth mentioning that adding to HLOV(@, ∀, ∃)’s syntax, nominals and
function over nominals then we can extend the HT (·) translation as follows:
HT (x = c) = @x c
HT (f (c1 , c2 )) = f (c1 , c2 )

(2)
(3)

Therefore, in terms of frame correspondence langauge (definition 3.4 of [6]),
HLOV(∀, ∃, @) is equally expressive with the first order logic with equality over
the vocabulary containing constants, functions over constants, first order variables, functions over first order variables, binary relation symbols and unary
predicate symbols.
3.2

HLON and ∀− HLOV

In this section we study the concept of frame definability in the context of
HLON . Note that by ∀−HLOV we mean the universal fragment of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃).
In what follows, we show that any formula of ∀ − HLOV can be expressed by a
pure formula of HLON .
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Definition 9. Call a sentence of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) of the form:
∀x1 ...xn φ(x1 , ..., xn , f1 , ..., fk ), where φ does not contain any quantifiers, propositional letters or nominals a PUNF-sentence (Pure, Universal, Nominal free
sentence). Note that x1 , ..., xn and f1 , ..., fk are the state variables and the function symbols over variables occurring in φ, respectively. (PUNF-sentences are
actually ∀ − HLOV sentences)
Example 1. An ∀ − HLOV sentence is:
∀x ♦♦f (x) → ♦f (x)
Proposition 2. 1. For any pure formula φ of HLON there is a PUNF-sentence
φ∀ of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) such that for any frame F, φ is valid on F iff φ∀ is
true on F.
2. For any PUNF-sentence φ of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) there is a pure formula φB of
HLON such that for any frame F, φ is true in F iff φB is valid on F.
Where F is a functional relational frame.
Proof. 1. Suppose we are given a pure formula φ(i1 , ..., in , f1 , ..., fk ), where
i1 , ..., in are all the nominals and the function symbols over nominals in
φ, then the required φ∀ is ∀x1 ...xn φ(x1 , ..., xn , f1 , ..., fk )
2. Any PUNF-sentence φ of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) must have the form:
∀x1 ...xn φ(x1 , ..., xn , f1 , ..., fk ) where φ contains no quantifiers, proposition
letters or nominals. Therefore, the required φB is φ([i1 ← x1 , ..., in ←
xn , f1 ← f1 , ..., fk ← fk ]).
Note that f1 , ...fn are function over nominals and f1 , ..., fk over state variables.
Based on this proposition we will show that HLON is strong enough to
express any equationally definable class of algebras.

4

Examples

A number of examples is presented discussing the expressive power of HLON .
We start studying the connections between HLON and equational systems. In
section 4.2 we discuss whether we can express, using pure formulas of HLON ,
graph properties not definable in the first order logic. In fact, we show that pure
formulas of HLON are strong enough to express frame properties definable in
the second order logic; this a new result as far as we know.
4.1

HLON and Equational Systems

An example of the expressive power of HLON is:
Example 2. (Semigroups) Let G be a nonempty set and ∗ be an operation on
G. By the latter we mean a rule ∗ which assigns to each pair (x, y) of elements
in G a unique element denoted x ∗ y in G. Now consider the following condition:
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– (G1) The operation is associative: ∀ x, y, z x ∗ (y ∗ z) = (x ∗ y) ∗ z.
If (G1) holds, then G is said to be a semigroup under ∗. The condition (G1) in
HLON can be expressed by the formula: @i∗(j∗k) (i ∗ j) ∗ k, substituting nominals for variables.
Indeed the process is completely general. HLON is strong enough to express
any equationally definable class of algebras. Let’s be more precise summarizing
some elementary definitions regarding equational systems ([6], Appendix B).
Definition 10. (Syntax of Algebras) Let σ an algebraic similarity type and a
set X of variables. The language E of algebras (equational systems) is built up
as follows: t := x | f (t1 , ..., tρ(f ) ), we call t, E− terms.
Definition 11. (Equation System) An E(X, σ, =) equation system is an expression of the form: s = t, where s, t are E− terms.
Definition 12. (Semantics of Equational systems) A structure M for the equational system E is M = (D, (F f )f ∈σ , V ) such that: D 6= 0, a non empty domain
D; for each n ≥ 0 and for all f ∈ σ, if f is an n−ary function symbol then F f
is an n − ary operator on D. Note that F : Dn → D; A variable x is assigned a
meaning V (x) which is an element D; The V (t) where t is a term, is defined as
follows:
– If t is a variable x then: V (x) is an element D;
– If t is f (t1 , · · · , tn ) then: V (f (t1 , · · · , tn )) = F (V (t1 ), · · · , V (tn ))
That is, an equational system is a set of equations. In other words an equational system is a set of universally closed equations of the form: ∀x1 , ..., xn s = t,
where x1 , ..., xn is the set of variables occurring in the terms s, t. Therefore we
have:
Proposition 3. For any equation of the form ∀x1 , ..., xn s = t there is a pure
formula φ of HLON such that for any frame F, φ is true on F iff φ is valid on
F.
Proof. As we have already mentioned, HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) is strong enough to express any first order concept. Therefore any formula of the form φ = ∀x1 , ..., xn s =
0
t can be expressed by the following HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) formula: φ = ∀x1 , ..., xn @s t,
0
preserving truth satisfiability. But φ preserves frame validity as well, since the
∀ quantifier captures the effect of trying out all possible assignments to the
variables.
Then by proposition 2 we have that there is a pure formula φnom of HLON ,
being valid on a frame F if and only if φ is valid on F.
An immediate consequence of theorem 1 is that adding the @− operator to
the algebraic langauge (definition 2) we obtain a full equational system.
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Definition 13. A propositional equational system PES of nominals (ANOM,
σ, @) is built up using an algebraic type σ = (A, ρ), a set of atomic nominals
ANOM and the @− operator. Its formulas are given the following recursive
definition:
α := i | f (α1 , · · · , αρ(f ) ) | @α1 α2
where α1 , α2 ∈ TERMS=(ANOM, σ, @).
To sum up, since the @− operator can be regarded as the equality symbol
of the first order logic, is abundantly clear that pure formulas of HLON can
express equations, therefore algebras. To be precise, HLON is strong enough to
express those algebras satisfying the following theorem of Birkhoff [3]:
Theorem 1. A class of algebras is equationally definable if and only if is a
variety.
Another example regarding the expressive power of HLON is the following:
Example 3. Many important terms of universal algebra ([12]) like a discriminator
term or a switching term are naturally expressed by HLON pure formulas. For
instance:
(@a b → @c t(a, b, c)) ∨ (¬@a b → @a t(a, b, c)) discriminator term
(@a b → @c s(a, b, c, d)) ∨ (¬@a b → @d s(a, b, c, d)) switching term
4.2

Linguistics and Graph Theory

It is useful to mention some linguistic aspects of functions symbols in the context
of hybrid logics. Actually using functions is possible to express sentences that
speak about themselves. We will be clear on this point. First we should recall
that a formula @i f (i) expresses the fact that f (i) holds at the world named i
and something stronger, that f (i) depends on i.
Example 4. For instance the formula (can be found in [25]): The (only) woman
that every man loves is his mother, illustrates a functional reading. The
pronoun his is bound by the noun phrase every man, although it is not within
its syntactic scope. We can get what we want by the formula, where fonly maps
every man to his mother:
@i < loves > fonly (i)
Roughly speaking the function mother(i) is very similar to the notion of
Henkin Quantifiers, expressing the notion of independence [9] and [21]. We continue using some terminology from graph theory:
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Definition 14. A k-coloring of an undericted graph G = (V, E) is a function
col : V → {1, ..., k} such that col(u) 6= col(v) for all (u, v) ∈ E. G is called k−
colorable if there is a k− coloring of G.
Example 5. (k-self referred functions) Assume that our hybrid frame is F =
(W, R, F1f1 , ..., Fkfk ) where Flfl are unary operators on W . HLON ’s syntax is:
ϕ := i | f1 (i) | ... | fk (i) | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ → ψ | ♦ϕ | @i ϕ
where the intended meaning of fi (k) is: the color of i is k. For simplicity, we
will be soppy in our notation, assuming that the definition above is recursive,
which clearly is not. Note that Flfl (l = 1, ..., n) is the interpretation of fl and:
Flfl (w) =


 w, if w is l colored


!w, otherwise

where !w, means some world other than w.
Therefore the condition col(u) 6= col(v) if (u, v) ∈ E is expressed by the
formula:
φ=

^

(@i ¦j ∧ @i fk (i)) → ¬@j fk (j)

l=1,...,k

Also, the condition that every node is colored can be expressed as follows:
@i f1 (i) ∨ ... ∨ @i fk (i)
It is well known that the property of 2− colorability is not definable in first
order logic; [14] and definable in monadic second order logic. We show that this
property is definable by HLON pure formulas as well.
Let φ be a conjunction of:
@i f1 (i) ∨ @i f2 (i)
^

(@i ¦j ∧ @i fl (i)) → ¬@j fl (j)

l=1,2

Then φ is valid on the frame F if and only if the graph defined by the relation
R is 2− colorable. Note that a Kripke frame is the reduct of a functional relational
frame validating φ if and only if the graph defined by the relation R is 2 colorable.
That is, we have shown that using pure nominal formulas we can express
properties not definable in first order logic and definable in monadic second
order logic.
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4.3

Frame Definability and HLON

In this section we show that any frame property definable by a formula of the
strong hybrid language can be expressed using pure formulas of HLON . We
start with an example motivating our formalism.
Example 6. (Right directed). Right directness can be defined by the following
formula of the strong hybrid language HLON (@, ∀, ∃):
φ = ∀v, u∃t (@v ¦t ∧ @u ¦t)
Let us assume that φ is valid on a frame F = (W, R). Then we can expand the
given frame by adding a new binary function symbol F f , obtaining the sentence
0
φ : ∀v, u @v ¦f (u, v) ∧ @u ¦f (u, v) such that:
0

φ is valid on F iff φ is valid on F

0

0

where F = (W, R, F f ). By proposition 2 we get:
φ is valid on F iff φnom is valid on F

0

where φnom = @i ¦f (i, j) ∧ @j ¦f (i, j).
We assume that i and j are particular names, but their interpretation in
the model is arbitrary, so the universal quantification is implicit. Note that no
orthodox modal formula defines the condition of right − directed.
Indeed the process can be shown to be completely general. Essentially, to
express an HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) formula, we introduce functions symbols to act as
Skolem functions and obtain a pure HLON formula whose validity is equivalent
to that of the given HLOV. In [24] we proved a completeness result for functional
relational frames and HLON pure nominal formulas.
It is a routine exercise to show that every formula of HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) can be
rewritten in to a PNF equivalent. Recall that, a formula is on Prenex normal
formula (PNF) if it has the form Q1 x1 Q2 x2 · · · Qn xn φ where Qi ∈ {∀, ∃} are
quantifiers and φ is quantifier free.
Lemma 1. Given the sentence ∃y G(y) (G(y) is a quantifier free formula) of
H(@, ∀, ∃), augment the language with a new constant c and form the sentence
G(c) such that:
G(y) is valid on F iff G(c) is valid on F

0

Given the sentence ∀x1 , · · · , xn ∃y G(x, y) of H(@, ∀, ∃), augment the language
0
with a new n− ary function symbol f and form the sentence ∀x1 , · · · , xn G (x, f (x)).
Then,
0

∀x1 , · · · , xn ∃y G(x, y) is valid on F iff ∀x1 , · · · , xn G (x, f (x)) is valid on F
0

where F and F are frames of H(@, ∀, ∃).
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0

Proof. In each step we can expand a frame of the sentence on the left hand side
to one on the right hand side by adding the appropriately designated element
for the constant, or by adding an appropriate function F f , where F , is the
interpretation of f in F. Conversely, we can take a frame of the sentence on the
right hand side and remove the constant symbol, respectively function symbol
and we get a frame for the left hand side.
We call the procedure of removing one existential quantification and replacing
the variable it bound by a functional term, as in the Lemma 1, a Skolemization
step. We use the term Skolemization for the removal of all existential quantifications in this manner:
Theorem 2. Given a formula φ of the strong hybrid language H(@, ∀, ∃) there
is an effective procedure for finding a universal sentence φ∀ of ∀ − HLOV such
that:
φ is valid on F iff φ∀ is valid on F

0

Furthermore, we can choose φ∀ such that every frame of φ can be expanded
to a frame of φ∀ and every frame φ∀ can be reducted to frame of φ.
Proof. First we put φ in prenex form (this is straightforward). Then we just
apply the lemma 1 repeatedly until there are no existential quantifiers.
Then by proposition 2,
Theorem 3. For any frame F definable by a formula φ of the strong hybrid
language HLOV(@, ∀, ∃) we can associate a pure formula of HLON such that:
φ is valid on F iff φnom is valid on F

0

To sum up, we have shown that the traditional fragment of the hybrid logic
becomes in a rather unorthodox interpretation equivalent to first order logic
by extending the basic hybrid language with functions working on nominals
denoting worlds in the frame.

5

Conclusions

We hope that we have convinced the reader that is useful to add function symbols
in the context of hybrid logics. Roughly speaking, we have shown that HLON
is strong enough to express, any equationally definable class of algebras or the
property of 2− colorability of a graph (not definable in the first order logic).
I am indebted to Robin Hirsch for his assistance and guidance throughout. I
would like to thank the three anonymous referees for their useful comments and
suggestions.
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Abstract
To get a better understanding of the influence of the media on current political
events, researchers in Communication Science have recently reported on several
case studies, in which they analyse certain patterns in newspaper articles, such as
internal disagreement or criticism within a political party. In this paper we explain
how Hybrid Logic can be used as a query language in such an analysis, and show
that we can use existing model checkers to reproduce results of a recently published
case study about the Dutch election campaign in 2002. 1

1

Introduction

The media play an increasing role in the functioning of our society, often being the main informant of citizens and policy-makers. Controversies easily
arise when the media are accused of providing inaccurate or biased information, such as the BBC-affair leading to the suicide of David Kelly in the UK
and the alleged demonisation of Pim Fortuyn before his assassination in the
Netherlands. The messages of politicians reach most citizens through the media rather than directly, making the media image of a party or candidate and
their reported positions on key issues an important factor in election campaigns. Therefore, it is important to analyse the content of the media and its
effects on media consumers, as done in for example election studies, agenda
setting, and framing research (3; 11). These studies generally annotate news
items using Content Analysis which has resulted in a large number of annotated articles over the past decades.
In this paper we provide a uniform representation of these media data by
formalising them as Kripke structures. Not only do we get unified representations with formal semantics, we also inherit well studied query languages in
the form of modal logics. This allows us to use off-the-shelf model checking
1

The Polder model is a phenomenon in politics in the Netherlands to reach an agreement
despite differences, however great these might be.(15)
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software to query newspaper articles, or at least the formalisation of these articles. In order to reproduce recent results of a media study about the Dutch
elections in 2002 (9), we show that quite expressive modal languages (such as
Hybrid Logic H(@, ↓)) are needed to capture important political terms, such
as internal debate or criticism. This approach is verified experimentally by
transforming around 7,500 newspaper articles into Kripke structures. Using
an existing hybrid logics model checker (6), we query a number of politically
interesting patterns and compare them to the original study in (9).
There are three significant advantages of our approach: it offers an explicit
semantics for the formal representation of newspaper documents, which makes
the study much more transparent and therefore reproducible. Secondly, by
using existing tools, the amount of purpose-written and ad-hoc software is
greatly reduced, and, finally, it becomes straightforward to integrate formally
represented background knowledge.

2

Analysing the News

Quantitative Content Analysis is a field of Communication Science that analyses media messages by categorising units of text into scientifically relevant
concepts (10). Network or Relational Content Analysis methods, such as the
NET method described below, additionally construct a network from these
texts where the nodes are the categories mentioned above and the vertices
determine certain relations between these nodes as expressed in the text (12;
5). These relations are often of a fairly subjective or opinionative nature, such
as (dis)like between actors and issue positions, but can also include causal
relations or actions, such as passing a law or going on strike.
In this paper, a simplified version of the Network Content Analysis method
called the NET method will be used. The NET method (Network analysis for
Evaluative Texts; 9), assumes that all relevant information in a sentence can be
expressed as hsubject, relation, objecti triples. The subject and object
of these statements are drawn from a (generally fixed) list of relevant concepts,
and the relation is a binary predicate indicating dissociation or association.
Automatically extracting these relations from text is an open problem on
the intersection of Communication Science and Computational Linguistics. A
full discussion of this is beyond the scope of this paper; the interested reader
is referred to (14; 13) for two examples of work in this field. In this paper
we assume that we have such a network to start with, either from one of the
many manual studies, or from a (future) automated analysis.
The resulting network can be queried in different ways depending on the
research question. In general, the researcher (implicitly) defines relevant concepts as patterns over these networks. In election studies, such as the study
that provided the data underlying this paper, it is interesting to know what
the general tone and type of the news is, who is portrayed positively or negatively, and what issue positions the different actors have according to the
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media. Moreover, more specific concepts such as internal dissent, unclear
issue positions and criticism from political actors can also be important (9).
2.1 NET by example: the Rise and Fall of Fortuyn
The examples in this paper are all drawn from the media coverage of the 2002
parliamentary elections in the Netherlands as described in (9). Initially, these
elections appeared to become a duplicate of the 1998 polarisation between
the ruling parties, the PvdA (labour) and VVD (conservative), with both
criticising each other but generally intending to continue the coalition. The
PvdA, however, was hindered by internal dispute, as exemplified in an article
published in the Dutch newspaper “Trouw” on 27 November 2001. Figure (1)
shows two sentences of this article which are indicative of this internal strife,
and which are coded as hMelkert,–, vanGijzeli and hPvdA,–, vanGijzeli.
'

$

Fig. 1: ‘Rob van Gijzel fights back’

(Trouw, 27 November 2001)

PvdA-leader Melkert took away the spokesmanship on the construction fraud affair from Rob
van Gijzel. [..] This shows that he can no longer
assume support within his party

PvdA

Melkert
-

-

vanGijzel

&

%

Not all went as expected by the ruling parties. On 9 February 2002, the
newcomer Pim Fortuyn gave an interview in de Volkskrant which caused him
to be seen as extreme right, and forced him to establish his own party to
continue in Dutch politics. These radical issue positions caused him to receive
heavy criticism from the established parties. The sentences quoted in figure
2 are all direct criticism on Fortuyn by the other party leaders hDijkstal,–,
Fortuyni, hMelkert,–, Fortuyni and hDe Graaf,–, Fortuyni. Note, that any
meaningful interpretation of this graph requires some background knowledge,
for example, that Dijkstal, Melkert and De Graaf were the party leaders of
the VVD, PvdA and D66 at the time.
'

$

Fig. 2: “Public urinator”

(Trouw, 13 February 2002)

[Before the interview] people had some second
thoughts about Fortuyn, but now he is said to ‘encroach on the heart of our civilisation’ (Dijkstal),
‘have crossed a line, that you cannot cross’ (Melkert) [..]. De Graaf could not help citing Anne
Frank and calling him a fascist and a racist.
&

Melkert

Dijkstal
-

-

deGraaf
-

Fortuyn

%

Fortuyn did surprisingly well in the local elections in Rotterdam later that
month, which caused the leader of the PvdA, Melkert, to come under heavy
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fire. Moreover, the PvdA was still plagued with internal disagreement, for
example about the participation in the Joint Strike Fighter project (Figure
3). The first sentence is coded as hTimmermans,–, JSFi, hPvdA,+, JSFi, the
second as hTimmermans,–, Melkerti and hMelkert,+, JSFi.
'

$

Fig. 3: ‘Difficult, but I never threatened to resign’ (de Volkskrant, 10 April 2002)
PvdA parliamentary Frans Timmermans remains
skeptical about the JSF decision of his party [..]
after the PvdA-fraction finally said ‘Yes’ to the
JSF. Timmermans played the main part and diametrically oppose party leader Melkert on this
issue

PvdA

+

Melkert
+

Timmermans

-

JSF

&

%

The tragic end of the campaign is known: Pim Fortuyn was assassinated
nine days prior to the elections. His party (the List Pim Fortuyn) made an
unprecedented debut and was made part of the government, but it was plagued
by internal dissent over the succession and was diminished in the next election
after the cabinet fell, less than three months after its formation.
2.2 Healthy Conflict or Internal Dissent
In campaign time, conflict and criticism are the rule rather than the exception.
However, there is an important distinction between different types of conflict:
conflicting or disputing issues with opponents can be beneficial as it allows
a party to create a distinct profile. Internal criticism, however, is generally
harmful, as is criticism from societal actors. Also, if different members of
a party adopt opposing viewpoints on an issue, the position of the party is
unclear to the voter and can be seen as indicating internal dissent or lack of
leadership.
Thus, it is important to identify whether the criticiser is a member of the
same party or a different party, and whether opposing viewpoints are adopted
by members of different parties or of the same party. This means we need
to know the party membership of the actors that are under investigation.
Using this background knowledge, we can see that figure 1 indicates internal
criticism, figure 3 indicates internal disagreement, while figure 2 indicates
criticism by opponents of Fortuyn. These concepts are therefore defined as
patterns over a combination of media data and background knowledge.

3

Querying opinions through model checking

In the previous section we introduced a prototypical problem exemplifying
the way social scientists use information about opinions to analyse political
situations. We now show that NET graphs can be mapped to particular Kripke
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structures, and that hybrid modal languages are useful query languages over
these structures. In particular, we show that we can reformulate the case
study of the previous section as a hybrid model checking problem.
Not only can we reproduce the published results with our approach, as will
be shown in the following section, but the expressiveness of the querying languages allows one to extend the complexity of possible sociological analysis of
the underlying newspaper articles. Furthermore, it provides a formal interpretation to the experiments. Moreover, it makes it easier to do meta-research
over different communication scientific studies by formalising the semantics
and hence allows for improved theory building.
3.1 NET graphs and background knowledge
In section 2 we loosely introduced NET graphs as a result of a specific method
of content analysis. These graphs can be characterised more formally as follows: let N = {n1 , . . . , nl } be a finite set of names, which usually represent
political actors, groups and issues. A NET graph is then defined as a finite
set of triples hni , ∗, nj i, where ni , nj ∈ N are names, and ∗ ∈ {+, −} is an
opinionated relation, denoting consent and dissent, respectively. As an example, consider the NET graph N ETex which was introduced to exemplify
internal disagreement between two members of the same party, and which is
repeated on the left-hand side of figure 4. Here, we have four names, Melkert,
Timmermans, PvdA and JSF, with triples hTimmermans,–, JSFi, hPvdA,+, JSFi,
hTimmermans,–, Melkerti and hMelkert,+, JSFi.
Background knowledge is usually given as a simple ontology over political actors and concepts. Formally, let N again denote the set of names,
{R1 , . . . , Rn } a finite set of binary relations, and P = {P1 , . . . , Pm } a finite set
of propositional variables. The domain ontology O is then defined as a finite set
of axioms of the form (ni : P ), P v Q or R(ni , nj ), where ni , nj ∈ N , {P, Q} ⊆
P and R ∈ {R1 , . . . , Rn }. In our example, both Timmermans and Melkert
are politicians, and members of the PvdA, which is a party, and the JSF
is an issue; finally, politicians and parties are political actors. This can be
represented formally in the ontology Oex = {Timmermans:Politician, Timmermans:memberOf PvdA, Melkert:Politician, Melkert:memberOf PvdA, JSF:Issue,
PvdA:Party, Politician v PolActor}.
3.2 NET as Kripke structures
Kripke structures over a set of propositional variables P, are triples of the
form hM, R, V i, where M is a set of states, R a family of binary accessibility
relations on M , and V is a valuation function from P to the power-set of M .
We can translate a NET structure N ET and background ontology O in the
form described above into a kripke structure as follows:
For each name ni in N , we create a state mi in M . Let us define two
relations R+ and R− , where (mi , mj ) ∈ R+ iff hni , +, nj i ∈ N ET and an
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Fig. 4. The NET graph of figure 3 and its Kripke structure Kex

analogous definition for R− . Further, we define a relation Ri for each relation Ri in the ontology O, where (mi , mj ) ∈ Ri iff (ni , nj ) ∈ Ri . Now, we
can equate R = {R− , R+ , R1 , . . . , Rn }. Finally, we define the valuation function
S V as the smallest set V (P ) such that {n | n : P ∈ O} ⊆ V (P ) and
(P vQ)∈O V (Q) ⊆ V (P ) for each P ∈ P.
Please note that the way we translate the P v Q ontological statements
into our valuation function effectively means unfolding these axioms into
propositional symbols attached to the states, which is an implicit Closed World
Assumption. This is a necessary assumption if we wish to use a model checker
to evaluate formulas, as a model needs to have all valuations specified. Moreover, we feel that in our application this is an acceptable assumption because
of the restricted domain.
Now, we apply this translation to the NET graph N ETex and the ontology Oex . From the set of names {M elkert, T immer, P vdA, JSF } we create
the set of states Mex = {m, t, p, j}. The family of accessibility relations is
defined as Rex = {R− , R+ , Rm }, where the set of NET triples is translated
into the definition of R+ = {(p, j), (m, j)} and R− = {(t, j), (t, m)}; and
the ontological relation memberOf is translated into Rm = {(t, p), (m, p)}.
Finally, the valuation function Vex is derived from taking the instances and
unfolding the ‘subclass’ relation in the ontology: Vex (P olitician = {t, m},
Vex (P arty) = {p}, Vex (P olActor) = {t, m, p}, and Vex (Issue) = {j}. This
yields the Kripke structure Kex = hMex , Rex , Vex i visualized on the right hand
side of figure 4.
This translation might seem to be mainly a change from normal to calligraphic font, i.e. the syntactic translation is hardly enervating. However, with
this translation we also define the semantics of the joint network of NET and
the background ontology. Since NET has no formal semantics attached to it,
and no previous work exists to provide a formal framework for interpreting
the (social scientific) background knowledge, this is a conceptually interesting
and important step. It is worth mentioning that this semantic explicitation is
based on a number of assumptions that Social Scientists might agree upon or
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not. But by providing an explicit semantics to NET (with background knowlege) by means of a translation into Kripke structures we introduce a formal
way of interpreting communication scientific concepts or theories. This can
provide insight into the (often implicit) discrepancies between the assumptions
behind studies.

3.3 Modal logics as query languages over Kripke structures
Interpreting NET graphs and their domain ontologies as Kripke structures has
two big advantages: first, it provides a unified representation about all the
knowledge that is represented about a certain political statement. Secondly,
Kripke structures come with a number of very powerful and well studied query
languages, namely modal logics (1). In our case, multi-modal logics seem to
be the obvious choice for querying multi-relation structures. They extend
propositional logic by adding a family of modal operators {31 , . . . , 3d }. Formally, let PROP = {p, q, . . .} be a set of propositional variables. The syntax
of multi-modal logic MML is as usual: ϕ := > | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | 3i . To
simplify matters, ϕ ∨ ψ and 2i ϕ are defined as abbreviations for ¬(¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ)
and ¬3i ¬ϕ. Let K be a Kripke structure and m ∈ M . The semantics of
multi-modal logic is defined as usual:
K, m |= >
K, m |= p
K, m |= ¬ϕ
K, m |= ϕ ∧ ψ
K, m |= 3i ϕ

iff
iff
iff
iff

m ∈ V (p), p ∈ PROP
K, m 6|= ϕ
K, m |= ϕ and K, m |= ψ
∃m0 (Ri mm0 ∧ K, m0 |= ϕ)

To see the potential of modal logic as a query language, let us study
an example: give me politicians criticising other politicians? Asking this
query over the Kripke structure Kex should return the name Timmermans,
because hTimmermans,–, Melkerti∈ N ETex , as well as Melkert:PolActor∈ Oex
and Timmermans:PolActor∈ Oex . Formally, the set of answers to this query is
the set of all worlds n for which Kex , n |=PolActor∧3− PolActor, where 3− is
interpreted as the relation –. More generally, given any Kripke structure K,
and an arbitrary formula ϕ in the basic language, it is well known that it can
be checked in linear time whether ϕ is true at a state in K or not.
Unfortunately, the logic is not yet expressive enough for some important
queries which are needed in our case study. First, we are unable to ask for
adversaries of particular political actors, or opinions of politicians with respect
to specific political issues. This is because modal logics usually do not allow
to address worlds by their names, i.e. they usually don’t have support for
nominals. So, if we were to ask about those politicians opposing immigration,
we would need the name of the issue immigration in our language. Then the
query (Politician∧3− immigration) would capture our intuition.
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But we need even more. A type of query that is required for the political
investigations are about internal disagreement, that also cannot be expressed,
even with nominals. In the following example we want to query for a political
party, which has suffered criticism on a particular issue it supports from one of
its members. Basically the query should include the proposition Party, i.e. we
search for a party, and an issue this party supports, i.e. 3m 3+ Issue. Finally,
we need to find a member of the party, which is critical of the same issue.
But here we fail, as we cannot state equality of two issues or two parties,
respectively. What is needed is a further extension of our logic with weak
quantification, or variable binding.
3.4 Hybrid Logics
Hybrid Logic (HL, for short) extends multi-modal logic with devices for naming
states and accessing states by names. Let NOM = {i, j, . . .} and WVAR =
{x, y, . . .} be sets of nominals and state variables, respectively. HL’s syntax
is: ϕ := MML | i | x | @t ϕ | ↓x.ϕ | ∃x.ϕ, with i ∈ NOM, x ∈ WVAR,
t ∈ NOM ∪ WVAR. The operators in {@, ↓, ∃} are called hybrid operators.
We call WSYM = NOM ∪ WVAR the set of state symbols, and ATOM =
PROP ∪ NOM ∪ WVAR the set of atoms. For simplicity, we omit parenthesis
after the ↓. For instance, ↓x.p ∧ @x q should be read as ↓x.(p ∧ @x q).
Hybrid Logic is interpreted over hybrid Kripke structures, i.e., Kripke structures hM, R, V i where the valuation function V assigns singleton subsets of
M to nominals i ∈ NOM. To give meaning to the formulas, we also need the
notion of assignment. An assignment g is a mapping g : WVAR → M . Given
x
x
x
an assignment g, we define gm
by gm
(x) = m and gm
(y) = g(y) for x 6= y. For
any atom a, let [V, g](a) = {g(a)} if a is a state variable, and V (a) otherwise.
The semantics of hybrid logic is defined over a hybrid Kripke structure
K = hM, R, V i, where m ∈ M , and g is an assignment; the semantics for
Boolean and modal operators is as before.
K, g, m |= a
K, g, m |= @t ϕ
K, g, m |= ↓x.ϕ
K, g, m |= ∃x.ϕ

iff
iff
iff
iff

m ∈ [V, g](a), a ∈ ATOM
K, g, m0 |= ϕ, where [V, g](t) = {m0 }, t ∈ WSYM
x
K, gm
, m |= ϕ
x
there is m0 ∈ M such that K, gm
0 , m |= ϕ

This means that @t shifts evaluation to the state named by t, where t is a
nominal or a variable. The down-arrow ↓x binds the state variable x to the
current state, while the existential binder ∃x binds to some state in the model;
↓ and ∃ do not shift evaluation away from the current state. The definition
of hybrid logic is almost literally taken from (7). We also refer to (2) for an
introduction to hybrid logics.
By adding one or more of these hybrid operators to our modal language,
we can obtain a number of hybrid logics, such as H(@) and H(@, ↓), with
different expressivity and computational complexity. Which of these logics is
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needed depends on the specific query to be formulated.
For example, to know if any politician is taking a negative issue position,
simple modal logic suffices: Politician3− Issue. If we also want to know which
politician is taking this position, we need to interpret the hybrid structure, as
we want to bind to a specific world rather than the whole Kripke structure,
and thus arrive in H(@), the least expressive hybrid logic.
If we want to formulate internal disagreement, we also need the ↓ binder
to be able to require two accessibility ‘branches’ to reach the same state:
↓ x.Party ∧ (3m 3+ (Issue∧ ↓ y.(@x 3m 3− y))). The outer binder binds the
current state, i.e. the party we query for, to a variable. Inside the formula,
we then enforce a criticism relation between a party member and the issue in
question.
Hybrid Logics as query languages over Kripke structures stemming from
NET graphs with background knowledge offer sufficient expressiveness to emulate realistic investigations in content analysis. Moreover, as there is a fullyfledged model checker publicly available, these results almost come for free, as
we will show in the following section.

4

Experiments and results

The experimental validation of our proposed method is a secondary analysis
based on articles coded for the investigation of the Dutch 2002 parliamentary
campaign by (9). This data set consists of 7,478 newspaper articles and television items from 20 November 2001 to 14 May 2002 of which the headline
and leading paragraph were coded, yielding 35,031 triples.
Each article was translated into a Kripke structure as described in 3.2,
using a background ontology formlaising party membership of all politicians.
Finally, propositions were added that identify politicians, parties, political
actors (comprising politicians and parties), and issues. We then formalised the
main political concepts as modal or hybrid logic formulas. Using the model
checker described in (6, see also 7), these formal HL queries were then checked
in each of these Kripke structures, resulting in a list of parties, politicians or
issues for which these formulas were true.
These outcomes were summarised per period and compared to the results
presented in the original study. Small discrepancies occur because in the
original study the number of edges were counted rather than the number of
worlds. In fact the difference occurs because the way we pose our queries:
we search for an issue that is disputed by politicians, and not for politicians
disputing an issue.
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Horserace news:
Conflict news:
Issue news:
Concept
Conflict
Horserace
Issue

reality ∧ (3+ PolActor ∨ 3− PolActor)
Actor ∧ (3+ PolActor ∨ 3− PolActor)
PolActor ∧ (3+ Issue ∨ 3− Issue)

until
interview

until loc.
elections

until
murder

after
murder

total

n

Orig.

40%
14%
47%

44%
13%
42%

46%
19%
35%

57%
24%
19%

45%
17%
39%

4,613
1,721
3,968

49%
20%
31%

Table 1
Relative attention to news types

4.1 Modal logic: General political frames
To measure the general tone of the campaign news, three modal logic queries
were used to discover the three general news frames 2 used for the original
study. Table 1 shows the relative attention for these frames, i.e. the number
of Kripke structures in which there was a world in which the corresponding
formula was true. The total percentages are compared to the percentages
published in (9, table 2.2), which we restate in the last column of the table
for convenience.
4.2

H(@): Issue positions of politicians and parties

To discover the average position of politicians on one of the key issues, immigration, two H(@) queries were used. Note that this requires interpreting
the hybrid Kripke structures as we want to know the names of the worlds (i.e.
politicians) in which the formula holds 3 . Table 2 reports the average direction
of the position on immigration per party per period, i.e. (anti − pro)/(anti +
pro), compared to table 4.3 from (9).
Interesting to see is the tempering of Fortuyn’s position in the period
between the local elections and his assassination, also reported in figure 4.1 of
the original study. Note also the ‘jerk to the right’ by both incumbent parties
(VVD and PvdA) after the interview while the CDA actually becomes more
positive about immigration.
4.3

H(@, ↓) with background knowledge: Internal dissent

To discover different forms of internal strife, three H(@, ↓) formulas were used
on the combined media-data and background knowledge. In these formulas
2

In communication science, framing indicates the way an actor or issue is depicted (or
framed) in the news.
3
Note that to bind to the parties rather than the politicians, we would have to use the
inverse membership relation , defined as 3inv
i ϕ ≡ ∃x.(3i x ∧ ϕ) , which requires H(@, ↓)
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Pro-immigration:
Anti-immigration:
Party

PolActor ∧ 3+ immigration
PolActor ∧ 3− immigration

until
interview

until loc.
elections

until
elections

total

(n)

Original

-0.42
0.29
-0.71
-1.00

-0.50
-0.45
-0.56
-1.00

-0.76
-0.11
0.00
-0.48

-0.53
-0.07
-0.57
-0.62

(60)
(97)
(41)
(104)

-0.66
-0.11
-0.66
-0.52

VVD
PvdA
CDA
Fortuyn

Table 2
Average position on immigration

3m represents the memberOf relation between a party and a person. Table 3
gives the total number of occurrences of these three frames, as summarised in
figure 5.1 from (9), the support−criticism per week is also given and compared
to the original number. The difference in scale is a result of the counting of
nodes (parties) rather than edges as explained above. An interesting result
is that no party seems to be able to have internal discussion without internal
(personal) criticism, although the PvdA shows in the last period that the
internal discussion need not keep step with the criticism.
Internal criticism:
Internal support:
Internal disagreement:
Party

until interview
disa crit supp

PvdA
VVD
CDA
LPF

↓ x.Party ∧ (3inv
m 3− (x ∨ 3m x) ∨ 3− (x ∨ 3m x))
↓ x.Party ∧ (3inv
m 3+ (x ∨ 3m x) ∨ 3+ (x ∨ 3m x))
↓ x.Party ∧ (3m 3+ (Issue∧ ↓ y.(@x 3m 3− y)))

59
39
7
3

diff orig

64 42 -1.9 -3
55 66 1.0 3
6 7 0.1 0
1 3 0.2 0

until elections

until murder

disa crit supp diff orig

9
11
0
7

12
6
8
4

14
16
15
11

0.6
2.8
2.0
2.0

1
5
4
4

disa crit supp

diff orig

46 110 76 -4.0 -8
55 66 70 0.5 6
5 7 9 0.2 0
34 28 40 1.4 1

Table 3
Internal Criticism and Debate

5

Conclusion

In this paper we describe first attempts at using modal logics, with their well
studied formalisms and tools in media studies. As a proof of concept, we
reproduce relevant results of a case study about the Dutch election campaign
of 2002. We do this by formalising newspaper articles as Kripke structures, and
by using an existing hybrid model checker to search for instances of politically
interesting patterns. This approach has some nice properties: we can use an
existing logic with well-studied semantics and out-of-the-box tools. We can
do this, because of the close relation of the social scientist’s intermediate NET
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representation with Kripke structures. As a result, we can offer explicit formal
semantics, easy integration of background knowledge, and an expressive query
language, as well as, with the hybrid model checker, a generic tool for querying.
5.1 Relevance to Communication Science
Using this method has three advantages to communication sciences. First, it
allows for an easy way to formally describe the concepts used in a study. This
can make a study more transparent and hence more repeatable.
Second, by making the investigated concepts and domain knowledge formal
and explicit, the amount of specific code or SPSS syntax that has to be written
to conduct an analysis is greatly reduced. In fact, apart from the general code
to translate NET articles to Kripke structures and to invoke the model checker
on those structures with the queries, no code or syntax was written at all for
this study.
Finally, it allows the separation of the domain specific knowledge (in the
ontology) from the definition of the concepts/frames. This makes it possible to
define and maintain the domain ontology without knowing the specific queries
that will be asked and, more importantly, to formulate the concepts in general
enough terms to compare concepts in different domains. The current queries
could also be used on the Dutch election campaigns of 1994 and 1998 or even
the American presidential campaigns.
Of course, whether the findings of one study, or even the concepts used
in those findings, are useful in different circumstances is another question,
one that is crucial for many studies: How far can the proposed concepts and
theories be generalised? The method described here can be a tool to help
investigate such questions, thus allowing for more systematic meta-research
and theory-building.
5.2 Shortcomings, limitations and challenges
Obviously, the streamlining of the analysis process into this particular modal
logic formalism comes at a price. The reduction of querying NET graphs with
background knowledge from complex reasoning to model checking is only possible because of two relatively strong assumptions: first, we assume complete
knowledge about the actors and issues (at least w.r.t. the propositions in our
domain), and we restrict our background knowledge to very simple “unfoldable” axioms. There has recently been a surge in interest in simple terminologies to reduce the complexity of reasoning (for example (4)), and we would
claim that it should be reasonably simple to extend our approach to more
expressive ontologies.
To simplify this presentation, we did not combine the semantics of the NET
relations into the modal reasoning, such as transitivity or combination of arrows. Instead we applied explicit constraint propagation before translating to
Kripke structures. This, however, is somehow inconsistent with our unifying
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approach taken otherwise. Another limitation is our failure to capture the
quantitative aspects of NET representations. In part, we avoid the issue by
considering individual documents rather than aggregated NET graphs. Thus,
the statistical variance is expressed in the results of the analysis, rather than
explicitly in the representation itself. Nevertheless, a certain level of approximation and fuzziness is lost in the process.
Another strong restriction of our current approach is the lack of any temporal or epistemic dimension: queries for changes of mind over time or reactions
on someone, let alone differences between newspapers cannot be expressed.
Nevertheless, we take this shortcoming as a challenge for future work, rather
than a limitation, as there is extensive work on multi-dimensional modal logics
to start with (just to mention (8)).
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Abstract. We present an infinitary and a finitary cut–free axiomatization for a fragment of the modal µ–calculus in which nesting of fixed
points is restricted to non–interleaving occurrences. In this study we
prove soundness and completeness of both axiomatizations. Completeness is established by constructing a canonical countermodel to any non–
provable formula using an extension of the method of saturated sequents.
Soundness of the finitary axiomatization is a consequence of the small
model property and well–known results about monotone operators while
completeness follows from the corresponding result for the infinitary case.

1

Introduction

Stratified modal fixed point logic, henceforth abbreviated as SFL, is an extension of standard multi–modal logic with syntactic constructs for representing
least and greatest fixed points of stratified positive formulae. As such SFL is
contained in Kozen’s well known modal µ–calculus which – along with many of
its fragments – is an important tool for the specification and verification of properties of programs. It has been studied extensively, for example, with respect to
model–checking. Classical studies in this direction include Kozen [11], Streett
and Emerson [14], Winskel [17] and Stirling and Walker [13].
Interesting efforts have also been undertaken to obtain sound and complete deductive systems for the modal µ–calculus. Completeness of the (trivially sound)
axiomatization proposed by Kozen [11] was addressed by Walukiewicz [15], making use of some deep results from the theory of automata on infinite words. While
certainly being interesting from a foundational point of view the proposed deductive systems have so far left one important question largely unaddressed,
namely the possibility of obtaining cut–free axiomatizations. All previously proposed complete deductive systems for the modal µ–calculus crucially include a
cut–rule and semantic or syntactic cut–elimination procedures were not known.
In this paper we present an infinitary and a closely related finitary cut–free axiomatization of SFL and show that these axiomatizations are sound and complete
with respect to the standard Kripke semantics. The language of SFL captures –
?
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as we shall see later – many important logics such as PDL, CTL and the logic
of common knowledge. It is stratified in the following sense: Consider a formula
µX.A[X], where A[X] is positive in the variable X. A[X] may contain a subformula
µY.B[Y] and νY.B[Y] only if X does not appear free in νY.B[Y]. This allows us
to compute the meaning of µY.B[Y] and νY.B[Y] and then use it to determine
the meaning of µX.A[X]. Stratification guarantees that inner fixed points do not
depend on the outer ones. Hence it is possible to determine the meaning of any
formula by a simple induction on the levels of its fixed points and its complexity.
This is not possible when interleaving of fixed points is allowed. Consider the
formula of the form µX.νY.A[X, Y]. Here the meaning of the inner fixed point
νY.A[X, Y] depends on the value assigned to X by the interpretation of the
outer fixed point µX.νY.A[X, Y] which in turn depends on νY.A[X, Y]. Hence
interleaving has the effect that the meaning of nested fixed points cannot be
determined one after another, but has to be treated in a more complicated way.
Turning to our two deductive systems for SFL we show (i) completeness of the
infinitary version Tω
SFL and (ii) the soundness of the finitary system TSFL . Furthermore, it will be obvious that everything provable in Tω
SFL is also provable in
TSFL and, consequently, Tω
as
well
as
T
are
sound
and
complete.
SFL
SFL
The completeness of Tω
SFL is proved by extending a method also used in Alberucci
and Jäger [1]. For establishing the soundness of the finitary system TSFL , we
heavily rely on the small model property of the modal µ–calculus; see [14, 5, 9,
16]. Generalizing an idea of Jäger, Kretz and Studer [10], we can exploit the fact
that with respect to provability only finitely many stages of greatest fixed points
are relevant.
The focus of this paper is on proof-theoretic aspects of an important subsystem of
the modal µ–calculus and the question whether there are cut–free formalizations.
We do not claim that the systems presented in this article are a direct basis for
implementations which perform better, for example, with respect to average case
behavior. However, we think that it is important to know that finite cut–free
calculi do exist so that it makes sense to search for cut–free frameworks whose
structural proof theory is more developed than that of TSFL . Furthermore, the
proof systems studied in this paper allow direct and logic–oriented completeness
proofs, a fact which is interesting in its own right.

2

Monotone Operators

To facilitate the introduction of SFL we will first briefly review some basic notions
and results from the theory of monotone operators; for all details we refer, for
example, to Moschovakis [12].
Definition 1 (Monotone Operators). Let A be a set. A function F is called
an operator on A if F : P(A) −→ P(A). F is called monotone if for all B, C ⊂ A
such that B ⊂ C we have F (B) ⊂ F (C).
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An important notion which we will require in various forms is that of a (potentially transfinite) iteration of a given operator. There are two natural ways of
defining iterations. Firstly, we may start from the empty set and collect up all
elements which are possibly added by repeated applications of a given operator.
Secondly, we may start with the whole domain and throw away any elements
which are possibly removed by a repeated application of the operator. Both these
possibilities are reflected in the next definition.
Definition 2 (Iterations). Let A be a set, F a monotone operator on A and
α an ordinal. Define the sets IFα , IF , IF<α JFα , JF and JF<α as follows:
S
IF<α = β<α IFβ ,
T
JF<α = β<α JFβ ,

IFα = F (IF<α ),
JFα = F (JF<α ),

S
IF = β IFβ .
T
JF = β JFβ .

The next two theorems state that the sequences of sets determined by iterating
a monotone operator transfinitely many times in the two ways described in
Definition 2 always converge to the least and greatest fixed point of this operator
and that the number of iterations at which convergence is reached is bounded
by the cardinality of the domain.
Theorem 1 (Least Fixed Point). Let A be a set and F a monotone operator
on A. Then the following statements hold:
(i) For any ordinals α, β, if β ≤ α, then IFβ ⊂ IFα .
<α
+
α
(ii) There exists anTordinal α such that α
T < |A| and IF = IF = IF .
(iii) F (IF ) = IF = {B : F (B) ⊂ B} = {B : F (B) = B}.
A proof of this theorem is given in Moschovakis [12]. This takes care of the least
fixed point case. The analogous situation also holds for greatest fixed points and
their approximations.
Theorem 2 (Greatest Fixed Point). Let A be a set and F a monotone operator on A. Then the following statements hold:
(i) For any ordinals α, β, if β ≤ α, then JFα ⊂ JFβ .
(ii) There exists anSordinal α such that αS< |A|+ and JF = JFα = JF<α .
(iii) F (JF ) = JF = {B : B ⊂ F (B)} = {B : B = F (B)}.
Finally, for reasons of duality we shall also mention the following statement.
Theorem 3 (Fixed Point Duality). Let F be a monotone operator on a set
A. Then the operator G(X) := A \ F (A \ X) is monotone and the following
properties hold for all B ⊂ A:
(i) If F (B) = B, then G(A \ B) = A \ B.
(ii) If G(B) = B, then F (A \ B) = A \ B.
(iii) IG = A \ JF and JG = A \ IF .
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3

Stratified Modal Fixed Point Logic

Starting off from the usual language of multi-modal logic, we introduce the
language of SFL in a level-by-level fashion, beginning at level 0, at which we allow
only formulae of modal logic possibly containing a fresh propositional variable
X and its negation ∼X. For all formulae A which are positive in X we then add
constants PA and QA for the least and greatest fixed point of the associated
operator. At level 1 we allow formulae of modal logic possibly containing X and
∼X as well as any constant PA or QA from level 0. Again, for those formulae B
of level 1, which are positive in X we add new constants PB and QB as before
and iterate this procedure inductively, thus obtaining levels 2, 3, 4 and so on.
Each formula A of the language is therefore assigned a level in a natural way,
namely the minimal level of this construction at which A appears. At each level
of the language we also define the negation ¬A for an arbitrary formula A using
De Morgan’s laws, the law of double negation and the law of fixed point duality
stated in Theorem 3.
Definition 3 (Language, Level, Length). Let Φ = {p, ∼p, q, ∼q, r, ∼r, . . .}
be a countable set of atomic propositions, V = {X, ∼X} a set containing one
variable and its negation, T = {>, ⊥} a set containing symbols for truth and
falsehood and M a set of indices.
1. Define L0 as being the least superset of Φ ∪ V ∪ T closed under ∧, ∨, 2i , 3i
where i ∈ M. Given a formula A ∈ L0 , we inductively define ¬A by:
¬p := ∼p, ¬X := ∼X, ¬∼p := p, ¬∼X := X,
¬(B ∧ C) := ¬B ∨ ¬C, ¬(B ∨ C) := ¬B ∧ ¬C,
¬2i B := 3i ¬B, ¬3i B := 2i ¬B.

¬> := ⊥,

¬⊥ := >,

2. A formula A ∈ L0 is called X-positive if ∼X does not occur in A. In the
following, X-positive formulae will be denoted by symbols A, B, C, . . . (possibly
with primes and subscripts). Given formulae A and B of L0 where A is Xpositive we write A[B] for the formula which is obtained by replacing every
occurrence of X in A by B. We define the dual A of an X-positive formula
A as A = ¬(A[∼X]). Furthermore, define the sets
L0 := {PA : A ∈ L0 X-positive} and G0 := {QA : A ∈ L0 X-positive}.
3. Define Lk+1 as the least superset of Φ ∪ V ∪ T ∪ Lk ∪ Gk closed under the
symbols ∧, ∨, 2i , 3i where i ∈ M. Again a formula A ∈ Lk+1 is called Xpositive if ∼X does not occur in A. For any formulae A ∈ Lk+1 define ¬A as
before and adding the clauses ¬PA := QA and ¬QA := PA . For X-positive
formulae A ∈ Lk+1 we also define A as before. Similar to the base case we
also define sets of fixed point constants
Lk+1 := {PA : A ∈ Lk X-positive} and Gk+1 := {QA : A ∈ Lk X-positive}.
S
4. Define the language L by setting L = k∈ω Lk .
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5. For every formula A ∈ L define level(A) to be the least k so that A ∈ Lk .
6. The length |A| of an A ∈ L is simply the number of symbols occurring in A
with the proviso that fixed point constants PA and QA count (recursively) as
|A| + 1 many symbols.
Turning to the semantics of L, a Kripke structure, as usual, is a triple K =
(S, R, π) where S is a non–empty set, R a mapping from M to P(S × S) and
π a mapping from Φ ∪ V to P(S); we also require that π(∼X) = S \ π(X) and
π(∼p) = S \ π(p) for all p ∈ Φ. The function R assigns an accessibility relation
to each i ∈ M where we write Ri for the relation R(i). Furthermore, given a set
T ⊂ S we define K[X := T ] to be the the Kripke structure (S, R, π 0 ), where π 0
maps X to T , ∼X to S \ T and otherwise agrees with π.
Given a Kripke structure K we now define the denotations of the formulae of L
by main induction on their levels and side induction on their lengths.
Definition 4 (Denotation). Let K = (S, R, π) be a Kripke structure. For every
A ∈ Lk we define the set kAkK ⊂ S inductively as follows:
kP kK := π(P ) for all P ∈ Φ ∪ V,
kB ∧ CkK := kBkK ∩ kCkK ,

k>kK := S,

k⊥kK := ∅,

kB ∨ CkK := kBkK ∪ kCkK ,

k2i BkK := {w ∈ S : v ∈ kBkK for all v such that wRi v},
k3i BkK := {w ∈ S : v ∈ kBkK for some v such that wRi v}.
For every PA and QA we define
\
[
K
K
kPA kK := {T ⊂ S : T ⊃ FA
(T )} and kQA kK := {T ⊂ S : T ⊂ FA
(T )}
K
K
where FA
is the operator on S given by FA
(T ) := kAkK[X:=T ] for every subset T
of S.
K
is defined and
Obviously by the main induction hypothesis the operator FA
K
monotone and kPA kK and kQA kK are the least and greatest fixed points of FA
respectively.

Definition 5 (Satisfaction and Validity). Let K = (S, R, π) be a Kripke
structure. We say a formula A ∈ L is satisfied in K if kAkK 6= ∅ and valid in K
if kAkK = S. We say A is satisfiable if there exists a Kripke structures in which
A is satisfied. Furthermore, we say that A is valid if it is valid in all Kripke
structures.
The next definition introduces formulae describing the finite iterations of monotone operators, both from below and above. We also define the stages of such
inductive definitions over a given Kripke structure.
Definition 6 (Iterations). Let A be an X-positive formula.
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k
1. For every k ∈ ω define the formulae QkA and PA
inductively as follows:
0
PA
:= ⊥,

k+1
k
PA
:= A[PA
],

Qk+1
:= A[QkA ].
A

Q0A := >,

2. Let K = (S, R, π) be a Kripke structure. For every ordinal α define the subsets
<α
<α
α
α
IA,K
, IA,K
JA,K
and JA,K
of S as follows:
<α
IA,K
:= IF<α
K ,
A

α
IA,K
:= IFαK ,
A

<α
JA,K
:= JF<α
K ,
A

α
JA,K
:= JFαK .
A

Remark 1. We note two facts, which are evident from Definition 6 and which will
be used several times in the subsequent argument. Let A be a formula of L which
is X-positive. Then for all natural numbers k we have level(QkA ) < level(QA )
k
and level(PA
) < level(PA ) and, furthermore, for all Kripke structures K we have
<k
<k
k
kPA kK = IA,K and kQkA kK = JA,K
.
Our language L is built up in layers and at each layer we add a set of fixed point
constants for certain formulae of the layer below. The following definition is so
that the rank of a formula at a higher level is strictly greater than the rank of
any formula in a level below.
Definition 7 (Rank). The rank rk(A) of a formula A ∈ L is an ordinal defined
inductively as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

If
If
If
If

A
A
A
A

is
is
is
is

an element of Φ ∪ V ∪ T, then rk(A) := 0.
a fixed point constant PA or QA and level(A) = n, then rk(A) := ωn.
a formula B ∧ C or B ∨ C, then rk(A) := max(rk(B), rk(C)) + 1.
a formula 2i B or 3i B for some i ∈ M, then rk(A) := rk(B) + 1.

The following lemma summarizes some important properties of the rank function. Its proof is routine and left to the reader.
Lemma 1. For all formulae A, B ∈ L the following statements hold:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

ω · level(A) ≤ rk(A) < (ω · level(A)) + ω.
rk(A) = rk(¬A).
rk(A), rk(B) < rk(A ∧ B), rk(A ∨ B).
rk(A) < rk(2i A), rk(3i A) for all i ∈ M.

The right hand inequality of the following Lemma is a straightforward consequence of Remark 1 and Lemma 1, the left hand one is an induction on k.
Lemma 2. For all fixed point constants QA and all k ∈ ω we have
rk(QkA ) ≤ rk(Qk+1
A ) < rk(QA ).
The preceding considerations show that the rank of a formula A as given in
Definition 7 allow us to prove certain claims – for example the next one – by a
simple induction on rk(A).
Lemma 3. For all formulae A of L and all Kripke structures K = (S, R, π) we
have k¬AkK = S \ kAkK .
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4

A Hilbert System for SFL

In this section we briefly introduce the Hilbert system HSFL for stratified modal
fixed point logic. We mention HSFL because it is simple and easily accessible
from an intuitive point of view. The system is basically Kozen’s axiomatization
of the modal µ–calculus [11] adapted to our more restrictive setting. It consists
of the standard axioms and rules for multi–modal logic plus axioms and rules
for the fixed point constants. Given X-positive formulae A the additional axioms
express the fact that the constants PA stand for fixed points and the additional
induction rules state that these fixed points are minimal. Indeed, as we are about
to see we only require additional axioms and rules for least fixed points. Their
counterparts with respect to greatest fixed points may be derived due to the
syntactic duality of least and greatest fixed points in our language.
Definition 8 (The System HSFL ). The system HSFL is defined by adding the
following axioms and rules to any suitable Hilbert–style axiomatization for a
multi–modal formulation of the logic K:
Closure axioms For every X-positive formula A:
A[PA ] → PA
Induction rules For every X-positive formula A and every formula B:
A[B] → B
PA → B
It is easily checked that for greatest fixed points the duals of the closure axioms
and induction rules are derivable in HSFL . Basically all we need is the fixed point
duality formulated in Theorem 3.
Lemma 4. The system HSFL derives the formula QA → A[QA ] and the rule:
B → A[B]
B → QA
We may use the system HSFL to gain some intuition about the expressive strength
of SFL. To this end we will briefly discuss three notable fragments of SFL, namely
logic of common knowledge, computational tree logic CTL and propositional
dynamic logic PDL. Logic of common knowledge [6] is a multi–modal logic which
can be used to talk about certain epistemic situations among a group of agents.
The index set M is interpreted as standing for a finite set of agents and a modal
formula 2i A is taken to mean that agent i knows the statement A. If A is known
by all agents in M, weVwrite EA which, formally speaking, is just an abbreviation
for the conjunction i∈M 2i A. If A is common knowledge among all agents –
all agents know A and all agents know that all agents know A and so on ad
infinitum – then we write CA. More formally, the logic of common knowledge
can be axiomatized as a multi–modal version of K plus the following axioms and
rules to treat the common knowledge operator C:
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Closure axioms For every formula A:
CA → E(A ∧ CA)
Induction rules For every formula A and B:
B → E(A ∧ B)
B → CA
It can easily be seen that the logic of common knowledge is a fragment of SFL
by defining a syntactic embedding from the former into the latter: we translate
atomic, propositional and modal formulae as themselves and a formula CA as
QE(A∗ ∧X) where A∗ denotes the translation of A. By Lemma 4 it is clear that
we then obtain the following theorem stating that the translations of the axioms
and rules for common knowledge are derivable in HSFL . Since the rest of the
axioms and rules of logic of common knowledge are also a part of HSFL , this
already takes care of the embedding result.
Theorem 4. For all formulae A and B of logic of common knowledge we have:
1. HSFL derives (CA → E(A ∧ CA))∗ .
2. If HSFL derives (B → E(A ∧ B))∗ , then HSFL also derives (B → CA)∗ .
The next fragment of SFL we consider is computational tree logic or CTL for short
[4]. CTL is based on mono–modal logic and may be used to talk about the set of
all possible runs of a system. Using this logic we may express such properties as
“in all runs extending from the current state A holds in the next state”, written
as 2A, or “in some runs extending from the current state A holds in the next
state”, written as 3A. More importantly we may also express behavior which is
in a sense unbounded like “in all runs extending from the current state A holds
until B is the case”, denoted by ∀(AUB) or “in some runs extending from the
current state A holds until B is the case”, written as ∃(AUB). Axiomatically
we obtain CTL by extending a suitable axiomatization for K by the following
axioms and rules governing the use of the ∀(AUB) and ∃(AUB) constructs:
Closure axioms For every formula A and B
(1) B ∨ (A ∧ 2∀(AUB)) → ∀(AUB)
(2) B ∨ (A ∧ 3∃(AUB)) → ∃(AUB)
Induction rules For all formulae A, B and C
C → (¬B ∧ 3C)
(3)
C → ¬∀(AUB)
C → (¬B ∧ (A → 2C))
(4)
C → ¬∃(AUB)
An embedding of CTL into SFL can be obtained again by translating atomic,
propositional and modal constructs as themselves and using in this case least
fixed point constants to translate formulae of the form ∀(AUB) and ∃(AUB).
More precisely we translate a formula of the form ∀(AUB) into PB ∗ ∨(A∗ ∧2X∧3>)
and a formula of the form ∃(AUB) into PB ∗ ∨(A∗ ∧3X) where in both cases A∗
and B ∗ stand for the translations of A and B respectively. Using this translation
and Definition 8 we again immediately get the following theorem which ensures
that CTL is embeddable into HSFL .
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Theorem 5. For all formulae A, B and C of CTL we have:
1.
2.
3.
4.

HSFL derives [B ∨ (A ∧ 2∀(AUB)) → ∀(AUB)]∗ .
HSFL derives [B ∨ (A ∧ 3∃(AUB)) → ∃(AUB)]∗ .
If HSFL derives [C → (¬B ∧ 3C)]∗ , then also [C → ¬∀(AUB)]∗ .
If HSFL derives [C → (¬B ∧ (A → 2C))]∗ , then also [C → ¬∃(AUB)]∗ .

The last fragment of SFL which we mention is propositional dynamic logic, abbreviated as PDL [7, 8]. It is once again a multi–modal logic this time featuring
an infinite set M of indices. The logic is primarily used for reasoning about
programs in the following sense: a formula 2i A is interpreted as the statement
“whenever an i action is executed in the current state, we terminate in a state
which satisfies A”. Consequently, 3i A is taken to mean “in the current state it
is possible to execute an i action and terminate in a state which satisfies A”.
Similar to our two previous examples PDL also features constructs for expressing “unbounded” properties. 2∗i A is used to state that for any finite iteration
of the action i we end up in a state satisfying A. Dually, 3∗i A states that there
exists a finite iteration of i actions after which we end up in a state satisfying A.
Again we may axiomatize PDL by taking suitable axioms for multi–modal K and
extending them by the following axioms and rules for the 2∗i and 3∗i operators:
Closure axioms For every formula A
(1) 2∗i A → (A ∧ 2i 2∗i A)
(2) (A ∨ 3i 3∗i A) → 3∗i A
Induction rules For all formulae A, B
B → (A ∧ 2i B)
(3)
B → 2∗i A
(A ∨ 3i B) → B
(4)
3∗i A → B
The above axioms and rules suggest a translation of a formula 2∗i A as a greatest
and 3∗i A as a least fixed point. More precisely, in order to embed PDL into SFL
we translate atomic, propositional and modal formulae as themselves, 2∗i A as
QA∗ ∧2i X and 3∗i A as PA∗ ∨3i X where A∗ stands for the translation of A. Using
this translation, Definition 8 and Lemma 4 we prove the following embedding
theorem.
Theorem 6. For all formulae A and B of PDL we have:
1.
2.
3.
4.

HSFL derives [2∗i A → (A ∧ 2i 2∗i A)]∗ .
HSFL derives [(A ∨ 3i 3∗i A) → 3∗i A]∗ .
If HSFL derives [B → (A ∧ 2i B)]∗ , then HSFL derives [B → 2∗i A]∗ .
If HSFL derives [(A ∨ 3i B) → B]∗ , then HSFL derives [3∗i A → B]∗ .
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5

The Infinitary Calculus Tω
SFL

In the following we introduce the system Tω
SFL for deriving valid formulae of
stratified modal fixed point logic. For ease of presentation we shall restrict the
remainder of our account to the case where we are dealing with just one modality,
that is to say where M is a singleton set. A generalization of the subsequent
arguments to the full multi–modal case is an easy exercise. Consequently, we
drop the indices when writing the symbols 2 and 3. Furthermore, given a Kripke
structure K = (S, R, π) we henceforth treat R as a single relation R ⊂ S × S.
The calculus Tω
SFL is designed in Tait–style, that is to say, using it we derive
finite sets of formulae of L. It is infinitary in the sense that in order to apply
the rule for a greatest fixed point constant QA we must derive infinitely many
premises. As a consequence of this, proofs in Tω
SFL can become infinite in length.
Our calculus will not include a cut rule although such a rule could be added for
convenience.
Definition 9 (Sequents). A sequent is a finite set of formulae of L. Henceforth, unless otherwise stated capital Greek letters Γ, ∆, Σ, . . . (possibly with
primes and subscripts) shall
W be used to denote sequents. Given a formula A we
write Γ, A for Γ ∪ {A}. By Γ we denote the formula ((. . . (A1 ∨ A2 ) ∨ . . .) ∨ An )
if Γ is the set {A1 , . . . , An } or the formula ⊥ if Γ is empty. Furthermore, by
3Γ we denote the sequent obtained by prefixing each formula in Γ by 3.
We are now in a position to state the rules of Tω
SFL . These rules are to be read
in the following way: if all sequents displayed in the premise have already been
derived, then the sequent displayed in the conclusion may also be derived. In this
sense, rules with an empty premise correspond to sequents which may always be
derived, that is to say they are axioms of Tω
SFL .
ω
Definition 10 (The System Tω
SFL ). The system TSFL is defined by the following set of inference rules:
(ID1)
(ID2)
(ID3)
Γ, p, ∼p
Γ, X, ∼X
Γ, >

Γ, A, B
Γ, A ∨ B

Γ, A Γ, B
Γ, A ∧ B

(∨)

Γ, A
3Γ, 2A, Σ

Γ, A[PA ]
Γ, PA

(2)

Γ, QkA

(PA )
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(∧)

for all k ∈ ω
Γ, QA

(Qω
A)

ω
Provability of a sequent Γ in Tω
SFL is defined as usual and denoted by TSFL ` Γ .
ω
It is obvious from the formulation of the system that TSFL satisfies weakening in
the sense that if Γ is provable and Γ ⊂ ∆, then ∆ is also provable.

However, it is not immediately obvious that Tω
SFL is sound. Problems might occur
in connection with the infinitary rule (Qω
)
whose
premises are exactly the finite
A
stages of greatest fixed points, whereas in arbitrary Kripke structures transfinite
stages cannot be ruled out. However, in Section 7 we will prove the soundness of
a system TSFL which contains Tω
SFL . Thus we do not elaborate on the soundness
proof for Tω
here.
SFL
From the completeness of Tω
SFL which will be shown in Section 6 we can immediately deduce that the Hilbert system HSFL is contained in Tω
SFL . More formally
and moving from Hilbert–style to a Tait–style framework, completeness implies
the following Theorem
Theorem 7. For all formulae A and B of L where A is X-positive we have:
(i) Tω
SFL ` ¬A[PA ], PA .
ω
(ii) Tω
SFL ` ¬A[B], B =⇒ TSFL ` ¬PA , B.

6

A Completeness Proof for Tω
SFL

We now aim to prove completeness for the system Tω
SFL , that is the claim that
any valid formula of L must be provable in Tω
.
In
order
to arrive at this result,
SFL
we will in fact show its contrapositive. That is we will show that given a non–
provable formula A, we may always construct a Kripke structure in which A is
not satisfied. Such a formula A can thus never be valid. To show completeness
we use an extension of the method of saturated sequents. A sequent is saturated
if it is in a sense maximally non–provable. The first major step in proving the
completeness of Tω
SFL is thus to show that any non–provable sequent can be
expanded to a saturated sequent. The second step is then to show that from
the set of all saturated sequents we may construct a suitable countermodel for a
non–provable formula. We thus first need to state what saturated sequents are.
Definition 11 (Saturated Sequents). Let k be a natural number.
1. A sequent Γ ⊂ L is called k–presaturated if all of the following properties
hold:
(i) Tω
SFL 0 Γ
(ii) For all formulae A ∧ B with level(A ∧ B) ≥ k, if A ∧ B ∈ Γ , then A ∈ Γ
or B ∈ Γ .
(iii) For all formulae A ∨ B with level(A ∨ B) ≥ k, if A ∨ B ∈ Γ , then A ∈ Γ
and B ∈ Γ .
(iv) For all formulae QA with level(QA ) ≥ k, if QA ∈ Γ , then QnA ∈ Γ for
some n ∈ ω .
2. Γ is called k–saturated if it is k–presaturated and in addition the following
property holds
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(v) For all formulae PA with level(PA ) ≥ k, if PA ∈ Γ , then A[PA ] ∈ Γ .
In general Γ is simply called saturated if it is 0–saturated. To show that any
non–provable sequent Γ may be expanded to a saturated one we will use the
strategy of choosing a formula in Γ which violates one of the conditions (ii) to
(v) of Definition 11, adding suitable formulae to make the respective condition
satisfied, then iterating this with a new formula which violates the conditions
and so on. The essential step in the proof is then to show that this procedure
converges after finitely many steps, thus yielding a saturated sequent. What
makes matters complicated is condition (v) since satisfying this condition – in
contrast to conditions (ii) to (iv) – means increasing formula complexity. In
order to tackle these complications we need to make two technical definitions.
The first one introduces a notation for the set of all those formulae in a sequent
Γ which prevent Γ from being k–presaturated. The second definition introduces
the set csub(A) of critical subformulae of formula A of L. The intended meaning
of csub(A) is being the set of all subformulae of A which could be considered
during the process of saturation.
Definition 12 (k–Deficiency Set). Let Γ be a sequent such that Tω
SFL 0 Γ
and k a natural number. Define the k–deficiency set dsk (Γ ) of Γ as the empty
set if Γ is k–presaturated and otherwise as the set of all elements of Γ of level
k which violate one of the conditions (ii) – (iv) of Definition 11.
Definition 13 (Critical Subformulae). For any A ∈ L define the set csub(A)
of critical subformulae of A inductively as follows:
1. If A is an element of Φ ∪ V ∪ T, a fixed point constant PA , a formula 3B or
a formula 2B, then define csub(A) as the set {A}.
2. If A is a fixed point constant QA , then csub(A) := {QA } ∪ {QnA : n ∈ ω}.
3. If A is a formula B ∨ C or B ∧ C, then csub(A) := {A} ∪ csub(B) ∪ csub(C).
For any sequent Γ = {A1 , . . . , An } set csub(Γ ) := csub(A1 ) ∪ . . . ∪ csub(An ).
In order to saturate an arbitrary non–provable sequent Γ we proceed as follows:
Start with Γ and find the least number k for which Γ is k–saturated. If k = 0,
then Γ is saturated and we are done. Thus assume k = l + 1 for some number l.
Now we iteratively satisfy conditions (ii) to (iv) of Definition 11, producing in a
finite number of steps a sequent Γ 0 which is l–presaturated, but not necessarily l–
saturated. To achieve the latter, we add A[PA ] to Γ 0 for each fixed point constant
of level l and thus obtain a sequent Γ 00 . Unfortunately Γ 00 need not necessarily
be l–presaturated any longer but we notice that it is still l + 1–saturated. Thus
we again iteratively satisfy conditions (ii) to (iv) of Definition 11 where after we
arrive at an l–saturated sequent Γ 000 . Repeating this procedure yields a strictly
decreasing sequence of saturation numbers and thus after finitely many steps of
adding formulae we reach a sequent which is saturated. We will now set about
formalizing the saturation argument just described in the shape of the next three
lemmata.
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Lemma 5. For every sequent Γ with Tω
SFL 0 Γ there exists a natural number k
such that Γ is k–saturated.
Proof. By Definition 11 it is clear that the claim holds if we take k as the
maximum level of all formulae in Γ plus 1.
t
u
Lemma 6. Suppose that k is a natural number and Γ a (k + 1)–saturated sequent. Then there exists a k–presaturated sequent ∆ so that
Γ ⊂ ∆ and (∆ \ Γ ) ⊂ csub(dsk (Γ )).
Proof. The proof of this lemma is routine and will thus not be carried out. An
almost identical claim is shown by Alberucci and Jäger [1] in full detail.
t
u
Lemma 7. Suppose that k is a natural number and Γ a (k + 1)–saturated sequent. Then there exists a k–saturated sequent ∆ such that Γ ⊂ ∆.
Proof. In a first step we apply Lemma 6 in order to obtain a k–presaturated
sequent ∆0 so that Γ ⊂ ∆0 and (∆0 \ Γ ) ⊂ csub(dsk (Γ )). This sequent need
not necessarily be k–saturated as condition (v) could be violated for some fixed
point constants PA of level k. To rectify this problem, our next step is to define
the sequent ∆1 := ∆0 ∪ {A[PA ] : level(PA ) = k and PA ∈ ∆0 }. Now, in turn,
∆1 need not be k–presaturated since we have no guarantee that
dsk (∆1 ) = dsk ({A[PA ] : level(PA ) = k and PA ∈ ∆0 })
is empty. However, again by using Lemma 6 we can extend ∆1 to a k–presaturated sequent ∆ with the properties ∆1 ⊂ ∆ and (∆ \ ∆1 ) ⊂ csub(dsk (∆1 )).
Thus all elements of (∆ \ ∆1 ) belong to the set
csub({A[PA ] : level(PA ) = k and PA ∈ ∆0 })
with the consequence that all fixed point constants of level k which are elements
of ∆ are already elements of ∆0 . Hence ∆ is k–saturated and the lemma is
shown.
t
u
Combining Lemmata 5 and 7 now takes care of the first part of our completeness
proof for Tω
SFL .
Lemma 8. For every sequent Γ which is not provable in Tω
SFL there exists a
saturated sequent ∆ such that Γ ⊂ ∆.
Proof. Assume Tω
SFL 0 Γ . Then by Lemma 5 we know that Γ is k–saturated
for a suitably chosen k. Moreover, according to Lemma 7 there are sequents
Γk−1 , . . . , Γ1 , Γ0 so that each Γi is i–saturated for 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 and
Γ ⊂ Γk−1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Γ1 ⊂ Γ0 .
To conclude the proof simply set ∆ := Γ0 .
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Based on the collection of all saturated sequents we now define a Kripke structure
Ksat which will turn out to be a suitable countermodel for any non–provable
formula of L. The worlds of Ksat are just the saturated sequents themselves.
Accessibility is defined to treat formulae of the form 2B and 3B correctly and
the valuation function makes a primitive proposition true in any world which
does not contain it. This is possible since the non–provability of any saturated
sequent Γ guarantees that not both p and ∼p are elements of Γ at once. The
same is also true for the symbols X and ∼X.
Definition 14 (Canonical Countermodel). Set Ksat := (Ssat , Rsat , πsat ) and
Ssat := {Γ ⊂ L : Γ saturated},
Rsat := {(Γ, ∆) ∈ Ssat × Ssat : {B ∈ L : 3B ∈ Γ } ⊂ ∆},
πsat (P ) := {Γ ∈ Ssat : P ∈
/ Γ } for P ∈ Φ ∪ V.
It is easily verified that Ksat is a Kripke structure in our sense. Given a formula
A ∈ L and a set T ⊂ Ssat we will write kAksat for kAkKsat and kAksat[X:=T ] for
kAkKsat [X:=T ] .
The completeness proof for Tω
SFL will effectively be finished once we have shown
for an arbitrary formula A of L that if A is an element of a saturated set Γ , then
Ksat is a countermodel for A at the world Γ . The next lemma shows that with
respect to this property the construction of Ksat consistently treats formulae of
the form 2B and 3B.
Lemma 9. Assume Γ ⊂ L is a saturated sequent.
(i) If 2A ∈ Γ , then there exists a sequent ∆ such that Γ Rsat ∆ and A ∈ ∆.
(ii) If 3A ∈ Γ , then A ∈ ∆ for all sequents ∆ such that Γ Rsat ∆.
Proof. To show (i) consider that since Γ is saturated, we have Tω
SFL 0 Γ and
thus also Tω
0
{B
∈
L
:
3B
∈
Γ
},
A.
Thus
by
Lemma
8
there
exists a
SFL
saturated sequent ∆ such that {B ∈ L : 3B ∈ Γ }, A ⊂ ∆ and thus A ∈ ∆ and
Γ Rsat ∆. Part (ii) of the claim is obvious by Definition 14.
t
u
The proofs of the lemmata leading up to the completeness theorem formally
proceed as an induction along the levels of the language L. That is to say we
prove that for all formulae A of level 0 if A is an element of a saturated sequent
Γ , then Ksat is a countermodel for A at Γ . Then we show that if this claim holds
for all formulae at level k, then it also holds for all formulae at level k + 1. For
this purpose we introduce the notion of k–adequacy of the Kripke structure Ksat .
Definition 15 (k–Adequacy). Let k be a natural number. We call the Kripke
structure Ksat k–adequate if for all saturated sequents Γ and all formulae A of
L we have
level(A) ≤ k and A ∈ Γ =⇒ Γ ∈
/ kAksat .
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The naive approach to showing that if a formula A is in a saturated sequent Γ ,
then Ksat is a countermodel for A at world Γ would be an induction on rk(A).
However, this argument breaks down in the case where A is a constant PA . For
this reason we must treat the case of constants PA separately in the shape of
the next lemma.
Lemma 10. Suppose that Ksat is k–adequate for the natural number k and let
PA be a fixed point constant of level k + 1. Then we have for all X-positive
formulae B such that level(B) ≤ k, all saturated sequents Γ and all ordinals α
that
<α
B[PA ] ∈ Γ =⇒ Γ ∈
/ kBksat[X:=IA,K
].
sat

Proof. We prove this claim by main induction on α and side induction on rk(B).
The atomic and truth value symbol cases are trivial, the propositional cases
follow by hypothesis of the side induction and the modal cases by Lemma 9
and the hypothesis of the side induction. We are thus left with the fixed point
and variable cases: In case B = PC or B = QC we have B[PA ] = B and since
level(B) ≤ k and Ksat is k–adequate, we get
<α
Γ ∈
/ kBksat = kBksat[X:=IA,K

sat

].

In the case where B = X from B[PA ] ∈ Γ , i.e. PA ∈ Γ , we immediately obtain
A[PA ] ∈ Γ . Now we apply the hypothesis of the main induction and conclude
that we have
Γ ∈
/ kAksat[X:=I <β ]
A,Ksat

for all β < α. Semantic reasoning yields
Γ ∈
/ kXksat[X:=I β

A,Ksat ]

for all β < α. Consequently we have
<α
Γ ∈
/ kXksat[X:=IA,K

sat

],

t
u

and the claim is shown.

Corollary 1. Suppose that Ksat is k–adequate for the natural number k and let
PA be a fixed point constant of level k+1. Then we have for all saturated sequents
Γ that
PA ∈ Γ =⇒ Γ ∈
/ kPA ksat .
The next lemma takes care of the induction step, showing that if the Kripke
structure Ksat is k–adequate, then it is also (k + 1)–adequate. This property will
shortly lead us to the statement that indeed Ksat is k–adequate for all natural
numbers k.
Lemma 11. Suppose that Ksat is k–adequate for the natural number k. Then
for all formulae A of L and all saturated sequents Γ we have
A ∈ Γ and level(A) ≤ k + 1 =⇒ Γ ∈
/ kAksat .
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Proof. We show this lemma by induction on rk(A). The atomic, variable and
truth value symbol cases are trivial. The propositional and modal cases follow
by induction hypothesis, the latter using Lemma 9. We are thus left with the
fixed point cases: For the first case assume that A = QB , QB ∈ Γ and that
level(QB ) ≤ k + 1. Then by saturation of Γ we have QlB ∈ Γ for some l ∈ ω and
level(QlB ) < level(QB ) ≤ k + 1. Thus by induction hypothesis Γ ∈
/ kQkB ksat and
thus also Γ ∈
/ kQB ksat . For the second case assume that A = PB , PB ∈ Γ and
level(PB ) ≤ k + 1. In the case where level(PB ) ≤ k it follows that Γ ∈
/ kPB ksat
by k–adequacy of Ksat , in the case where level(PB ) = k + 1 the claim follows by
Corollary 1.
t
u
We are now ready to prove the crucial lemma establishing the fact that any
formula contained in a saturated sequent Γ is not satisfied in Ksat at Γ .
Lemma 12. For any natural number k, the Kripke structure Ksat is k–adequate;
i.e. for all formulae B ∈ L and all saturated sequents Γ ⊂ L we have
B ∈ Γ =⇒ Γ ∈
/ kBksat .
Proof. This lemma is shown by a straightforward induction on k using Lemma
11 in the induction step.
t
u
ω
Theorem 8 (Completeness of Tω
SFL ). The system TSFL is complete, that is
ω
for all formulae A ∈ L if A is valid, then TSFL ` A.

Proof. We show the claim by contraposition. Assume Tω
SFL 0 A. Then by Lemma
8 there exists a saturated set Γ ⊂ L such that A ∈ Γ . Therefore by Lemma 12
we have Γ ∈
/ kAksat and thus A cannot be valid. Hence we have shown the
completeness of Tω
t
u
SFL .

7

Finitizing Tω
SFL

We will now use the so–called small model property of SFL to reduce the number
of premises of the greatest fixed point rule (Qω
A ) down to a single premise. Doing
so will result in a truly finitary system in which all proofs are finite in length.
Before we address the soundness proof of Tω
SFL we state the small model property
in its customary form.
Remark 2 (Small model property). There exists an exponential function f on the
natural numbers such that for every formula A ∈ L if A is satisfiable, then there
exists a Kripke structure K = (S, R, π) with |S| < f (|A|) which satisfies A.
The small model property holds for stratified modal fixed point logic since it
holds for the modal µ–calculus. A candidate for the exponential function f mentioned in Remark 2 can be reconstructed from results presented in [9] or [16]. The
exact shape of f or indeed a minimal candidate with respect to our framework
shall not concern us in the current study.
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Definition 16 (The System TSFL ). The system TSFL is defined by replacing
ω
the rule (Qω
A ) in the system TSFL by the rule
Γ, QkA
Γ, QA , Σ

(QA )

W
where k = f (| (Γ, QA )|).
The function f guaranteed to exists by Remark 2 is used to bound the number
of iterations QkA for which we need to check the derivability of Γ, QkA before
applying the rule (QA ) to conclude Γ, QA . Indeed f supplies us with the only
such iteration we need to check explicitly, as the subsequent argument will show.
In order to obtain weakening the conclusion of the rule (QA ) needs to weakened
by an arbitrary sequent Σ explicitly.
The structure of the rule (QA ) makes it clear that completeness of TSFL is implied
by completeness of Tω
SFL . With completeness of TSFL taken care of the only task
that remains is to show soundness. Before we proceed to show the soundness of
TSFL we establish some consequences of the small model property. The first fact
we note is essentially just the contraposition of Remark 2.
Lemma 13. Let A ∈ L. If A is valid in all Kripke structures K with |K| ≤
f (|A|), then A is valid.
Proof. The proof of this claim is trivial by the fact that |¬A| = |A|.

t
u

The second fact we require in order to show the soundness of TSFL states that in
order to check the validity of greatest fixed point in all Kripke structures with at
most k worlds, we only need to check the validity of its k-th approximation. The
essential ingredient to proving this claim is the boundedness of closure ordinals
established in Theorem 2.
W
W
Lemma 14. If the formula (Γ, QkA ) is valid, then the formula (Γ, QA ) is
valid in all Kripke structures K with |K| ≤ k.
Proof. Let k W
∈ ω be arbitrary and K be a Kripke structure with |K| ≤ k. Since
the formula (Γ, QkA ) is valid it is also valid in K. Since |K|
W ≤ k, Theorem 2
guarantees that the formula QkA ↔ QA is valid in K. Thus (Γ, QA ) is valid in
K and the claim is shown.
t
u
We are now ready to state and prove the soundness of the system TSFL .
Theorem 9 (Soundness of TSFL ). The system
W TSFL is sound, that is for all
sequents Γ ⊂ L if TSFL ` Γ , then the formula Γ is valid.
Proof. We must show that all axioms of TSFL are valid and that all rules of
TSFL preserve validity. However, in view of the definition of TSFL we merely
need
to check the rules (PA ) and (QA ). For the rule (PA ) assume the formula
W
(Γ, A[PA ]) representing the premise of (PA ) is valid. By the semantics of L the
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W
formula A[PA ] ↔ PA is also valid and hence the formula (Γ, PA ) representing
the conclusion of (PA ) is W
valid and thus the rule is
W sound. For the rule (QA )
assume that the formula (Γ, QkA ) where k = f (| (Γ, QA )|)Wrepresenting the
premise of (QA ) is valid. Therefore by Lemma 14 the formula (Γ, QA ) is valid
in all Kripke structures K with |K| ≤ k. Therefore by Lemma 13 the formula
W
(Γ, QA ) representing the conclusion of (QA ) is valid and thus the rule is sound.
This concludes the soundness proof for the system TSFL .
t
u

8

Concluding Remarks

The approach to stratification presented in this paper can be easily generalized to a form of stratification which permits, at each level, the introduction
of simultaneously defined least and greatest fixed points. To give a simple example, extend our language L0 so that it comprises countably many variables
X1 , X2 , X3 , . . . and their negations ∼X1 , ∼X2 , ∼X3 , . . .. Now assume that we are
given a system of, say, three formulas
A1 [X1 , X2 , X3 ],

A2 [X1 , X2 , X3 ],

A3 [X1 , X2 , X3 ],

all positive in X1 , X2 , X3 . Then we add three new constants PA , PA and PA
as well as three constants QA , QA and QA to represent the least and greatest
fixed points simultaneously generated by these three formulas.
In the Hilbert system for stratified simultaneous modal fixed point logic the
corresponding closure axioms read as follows:
A1 [PA , PA , PA ] → PA ,
A2 [PA , PA , PA ] → PA ,
A3 [PA , PA , PA ] → PA .
Furthermore, for all formulas B1 , B2 , B3 we have as induction rules:
(A1 [B1 , B2 , B3 ] → B1 ) ∧ (A2 [B1 , B2 , B3 ] → B2 ) ∧ (A3 [B1 , B2 , B3 ] → B3 )
PAi → Bi
where i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This can be done for arbitrary (finite) systems of positive
formulas and analogously carried through for all levels of stratification.
Even though the languages thus obtained and the corresponding systems are
strictly more expressive than the ones studied in this article (cf. e.g. [2, 3]), all
our methods remain applicable in this more general framework.
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Abstract. We present a new approach to the logic of at most, introducing the notion of parametric propositions to modal natural deduction
proofs. We apply the method with a natural deduction formulation of
the doxastic logic NÆ , a new system in the “only knowing” family. Using
parametric proof rules, we give introduction and elimination rules for
belief at most that directly match the natural second-order formulation
of the concept. NÆ is sound and complete with respect to the class of
intended models. We conjecture that it weakly normalizes and that it
satisfies the subformula property.

1

Introduction

The aim of this paper is to provide a new approach to modal logic with at most
modalities. To the basis of a bimodal natural deduction system, we add introduction and elimination rules for an at most modality that directly match its
natural definition as a second-order concept. In the rules, second-order quantifiers are reflected in an original use of parametric propositions, the role of which
is reminiscent of the way parameters are used in the standard analysis of firstorder quantifiers. The according pattern of parametric proposition proof enable
us to directly translate second-order definitions of logical constants into proof
rules.3
We do not here attempt a general analysis of proof with parametric propositions, but focus on the application to doxastic logic. For this purpose, we introduce the natural deduction system NÆ of belief, conceivability, and belief at
most. In NÆ the modal rules for belief and necessity are standard, providing a
well understood analysis of basic concepts, to which parametric rules for belief
at most are added. We show that on this approach, the introspection properties
we take to be valid for belief and conceivability are inherited in the appropriate
way by belief at most. A consequence of this is that the introspection schemas
adopted for belief at most in existing “all I know” logics are not just stipulations, but follow from conceptually adequate second-order assumptions that can
readily be given intuitive interpretation.
Current approaches to at most modalities employ complementary logics, first
addressed by Humberstone [3]. These logics adopt one modality which, in the
3

Our deployment of parametric propositions in proof rules is inspired by Frank Pfenning’s use of parametric judgments in his treatment of negation [5, 1078 f].
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semantics, quantifies over a preferred set of points, and another modality which
intuitively quantifies over a complementary set of points. The framework was,
in particular, successfully applied by Levesque [4] to the study of default reasoning. However, a weakness of the standard approach to at most is that the
systems have unintended models (see [3, p. 350]), in which the at most modality
complementary to belief can not be fully accounted for by reference to strength
of belief alone (cf. [8, section 3.2] for a detailed discussion). Perhaps this has not
been seen as problematic because the default representation pattern introduced
by Levesque employs only formulae that require for their truth that models are
of the intended kind (see [8, lemma 2]).
There is however every reason to believe that the scope of at most modalities
goes beyond the representation of defaults, so finding the correct logic is still of
interest. We will in this paper remedy the situation by providing a logic of at
most that (i) is based only on notions – belief and conceivability – that can be
given solid common-sense interpretations, and (ii) whose natural models are of
the intended kind.
The object language of our target system NÆ is defined as follows: It contains a stock of propositional variables, the constants > and ⊥, and connectives
¬, ∨, ∧, ⊃, and ≡. Modal operators are 3 (conceivability), B (belief) and B̆, and
their duals: 2 (necessity) is ¬3¬, b (plausibility) is ¬B¬, and b̆ϕ is ¬B̆¬ϕ. The
desired interpretation of B̆ϕ is that at most ¬ϕ is believed. Giving conceptual
priority to belief and strength of propositions, we take this to mean that ϕ is at
least as strong as the strongest proposition that is believed. Observe that “ϕ is at
least as strong as ψ” has a natural expression, using the notion of conceivability,
in the formula 2(ϕ ⊃ ψ). This means that we can specify the meaning of B̆ϕ,
using a propositional quantifier, as follows.
B̆ϕ =def ∀p(Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p)) .

(1)

B̆¬ϕ is true whenever ϕ is a proposition that necessarily implies every believed
proposition. Its negation b̆ϕ then means that some belief is held, the negation of
which is compatible with ϕ. In terms of possible worlds, b̆ϕ expresses that there
is a conceivable world in which ϕ is true, and which is believed not to be the
actual world.
b̆ϕ =def ∃p(Bp ∧ 3(ϕ ∧ ¬p)) .

(2)

Overview of the paper: In section 2, we present a Fitch-style framework
for natural deduction with modalities. The framework is applied in section 3,
introducing the natural deduction system NÆ . Section 4 recounts the semantics
of the system Æ [8], with restriction to models that can properly be said to be
intended for the logic of at most. NÆ is sound and complete with regard to these
models, and proofs of this are given in sections 4, 5, and 6. Section 7 addresses
normalization and the subformula property, which is essential for proof-search
applications.
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2

The natural deduction framework

We here present the framework of Fitch-style natural deduction by means of
which the system NÆ is defined in section 3. We assume that a standard set of
rules for the propositional operators ⊥, ∧, ∨, and ⊃ is in place (see e.g. [6]).
Parametric proofs. With the aim of representing second-order quantifiers, we
introduce a new kind of subproof pattern, parametric proof. A parametric proof
may be opened anywhere, and is annotated with a propositional variable which is
not previously used in the proof (we will use p, q, r as names for variables). At the
opening of a parametric proof, the formula p employed is said to be parametric,
and should be seen as standing for any proposition. p remains parametric until
used in an inference rule that requires it to have an unchanging value, after which
it is said to be fixed (analogously to the binding of a new constant in elimination
of a first-order existential quantifier). A subproof annotated with p is closed by
an application of PP.
..
.

p

ϕ


p not in ϕ

PP

ϕ

PP is a sound rule: if ϕ follows from the mere assumption that p is a proposition,
but does not involve p itself, then ϕ must be true.
Negation rules. The rules for negation match the second-order definition of
negation as “explosion”, ¬ϕ iff ∀ψ(ϕ ⊃ ψ). Explosion obtains if every proposition
is provable. Thus, if we can prove that ϕ ⊃ p is provable on the mere assumption
that p is a proposition ¬ϕ may be introduced.



ϕ⊃p

(p parametric)

¬ϕ

fixing p

¬I

¬ϕ


¬E

ϕ⊃ψ

In order to obtain a classical system, we add the rule of excluded middle.


ϕ ∨ ¬ϕ

tnd

Modal rules. For reasoning with standard modalities, we add the device of
modal subproof. The presentation here is intended as schematic, with L standing
for any universal modality (here, 2 or B) and M for any existential modality
(3 or b). We take the rules for L as basic; rules for M can easily be derived.4
4

The rules follow the format introduced by Fitch [e.g., 1]; cf. Siemens [7] and Fitting
[2] for application to a variety of modal systems. In the terminology of Fitting, we
have A-style rules as basic, and see I-style rules as abbreviations. In naming the
rules, we have followed Siemens [7].
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An L-subproof may be opened at any point in a proof. Introduction of Lϕ
requires ϕ to be proven in an L-modal subproof. Iteration into modal subproofs
is restricted to formulae ϕ s.t. Lϕ.
..
.

L

ϕ


Lϕ
..
L
.

LI


Lϕ

LR

ϕ

Adding the rules LI and LR to the classical propositional logic yields the normal system K. Rules may be added to yield stronger systems, corresponding to
taking axioms as valid. Here, we will be considering the rules LE (corresponding
to the truth schema Lϕ ⊃ ϕ), WLE (corresponding to Lϕ ⊃ M ϕ), LLR (corresponding to Lϕ ⊃ LLϕ), and M LR (corresponding to M ϕ ⊃ LM ϕ).
Lϕ


3



ϕ
Lϕ
..
L
.



Lϕ

LE

Mϕ
..
L
.

LLR


Lϕ

WLE

Mϕ

M LR

Mϕ

The system NÆ

We propose a system for reasoning about belief B, conceivability 3, and belief
at most B̆¬: Using the naming patterns for rules given in section 2, the system
NÆ , and its provability relation `, is given by the following.
For the non-modal fragment, adopt a standard set of rules for ⊥, ∧, ∨, and ⊃,
to which is added PP, ¬I, ¬E, and tnd. Rules for B are BI, BR, BBR, and bBR,
which yields a K45 modality. Rules for 2 are 2I, 2R, 2E, 22R and 32R, for
an S5 modality. Rules for interaction between B and 2 are defined below: they
amount to 2BE, weak introspection 2BR and 3BR, and strong introspection
B2R and b2R. Parametric rules B̆E and B̆I for the B̆ modality conclude the
definition of the system.
The fundamental assumption about the relationship between belief and conceivability is that what is not conceivably false (i.e., what is necessary) is also
believed. This is captured in 2BE.
2ϕ


Bϕ

2BE
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2BR and 3BR are weak introspection principles, representing assumptions
that what is necessary, resp. conceivable is believed to be so; they may be seen
as weakened versions of 42 resp. 52 .
2ϕ
..
B
.


3ϕ
..
B
.

2BR

2ϕ



3BR

3ϕ

B2R and b2R are strong introspection principles, saying it is inconceivable
for the doxastic subject that beliefs and non-beliefs could be different from what
they are.
Bϕ
..
2
.


¬Bϕ
..
2
.

B2R


Bϕ

b2R

¬Bϕ

The rules for belief at most directly reflect the modality’s second-order definition (1). We take the pair of rules B̆E and B̆I to be primitive, and consider the
rules b̆E and b̆I to be derived rules. In B̆I and b̆E q is assumed to be parametric.
b̆ϕ

B̆ϕ




Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ)

Bq ∧ 3(ϕ ∧ ¬q)

B̆E

b̆E
Bψ ∧ 3(ϕ ∧ ¬ψ)

Bq ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ q)


B̆ϕ

fixing q



b̆ϕ

B̆I

4

fixing q

b̆I

Soundness

A model M is a quadruple (U, U + , U − , V ), where U is a non-empty set of points,
U + and U − are subsets of U such that U + ∪U − = U , and V is an valuation function which assigns a subset of U to each propositional variable in the language.
A satisfaction relation can be defined for each point x in M ,
M x p iff x ∈ V (p) for a propositional variable p
M x 2ϕ iff M y ϕ for each y ∈ U
M x Bϕ iff M y ϕ for each y ∈ U +
M x B̆ϕ iff M y ϕ for each y ∈ U − ,
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and as usual for Boolean connectives. A formula is satisfied in a model if it is
true at one of its points. If M x ϕ for all x ∈ U , we write M  ϕ and say that ϕ
is true in M. The truth set of ϕ, denoted ||ϕ||, is the set of points in U at which
ϕ is true.
Observe that all points in a model agree on the truth value of every completely
modalized formula. Hence, for such formulae the notions of satisfaction and
truth in a model coincide. This justifies use of the notation M  ϕ whenever a
completely modalized ϕ is satisfied in M .
A model of this kind, further exposed in [8, section 3.2], is intended to represent a doxastic subject, where U is the space of conceivability, i.e., the range
of states of affairs that the subject can conceive of, and the subject has a belief
state, modeled by U + , and a co-belief state, modeled by U − . Any point in U +
is, on the perspective of the doxastic subject, a plausible candidate for being the
actual world. U − is intended to capture the set of implausible points, i.e, the set
of points that are ruled out (by the subject’s belief) as not actual.
Semantically, the intended interpretation requires that the models satisfy a
notion of bisectedness to distinguish the belief state from the co-belief state. We
will say a model M is strongly bisected if U + ∩ U − = ∅ and weakly bisected if
the following condition holds for all formulae ϕ: if ||ϕ|| ⊆ ||ψ|| for every ψ such
that U + ⊆ ||ψ||, then ||ϕ|| ∩ U − = ∅.
That is, in a weakly bisected model U + ∩ U − can be non-empty, but there is
no formula in the language which we can use to define these points. Although NÆ
is characterized by the class of strongly bisected models, it is also characterized
by the set of weakly bisected models, which, in light of Lemma 1 below, seems
to be the more natural class. The two notions of bisectedness coincide for finite
models. For infinite models the syntax is in general not expressive enough to
enforce a complete separation of the plausible points from the implausible ones;
the reason being that the language is countable while the set of propositions in
general is uncountable.
We can recast the stipulative definition of the B̆ operator in section 1 into
semantical terms. A model M satisfies the B̆-property if for each formula ϕ, B̆ϕ
is true in M iff Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ) is true in M for every formula ψ.
Lemma 1. A model is weakly bisected if and only if it satisfies the B̆-property.
Proof. Assume that M is weakly bisected. If B̆ϕ is true in M , it follows from
the model condition (U \ U − ) ⊆ U + that (†) Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ) is true for every
ψ. Conversely, if the latter condition (†) holds, it follows from weak bisection
that ||¬ϕ|| ∩ U − = ∅ and hence that B̆ϕ is true in M . Assume that M is not
weakly bisected. There is then a formula ϕ such that (1) ||ϕ|| ⊆ ||ψ|| for every
ψ such that U + ⊆ ||ψ|| and (2) ||ϕ|| ∩ U − 6= ∅. (1) implies that the (†) condition
holds, while (2) implies that B̆ϕ is not true in M . M hence fails to satisfy the
B̆-property.
t
u
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Theorem 1. Assume that there is a proof π of ϕ. Then ϕ is true at all points
in all weakly bisected models.
Proof. We argue by induction over π and show that all formulae in π are satisfied in all appropriate models at all appropriate points. Initially, all weakly
bisected models and all points in any of these models are appropriate, but this
may change as we inductively progress through the proof structure. When a hypothetical subproof is opened the appropriate set of points (wrt. the model at
hand) is narrowed to those that satisfy the assumption of the subproof. When
a 2-subproof (B-subproof) is opened, the set of appropriate points is U (U + ).
When a subproof of any of these three types is closed its constraint is suppressed
and we reassume the notion of appropriateness that was operational immediately
before the subproof was opened. When a parametric proposition is fixed by a ¬I
(B̆I) inference, the set of appropriate models is narrowed to those that assign
∅ (U + ) to p; this model constraint is suppressed when the parametric subproof
annotated with p is closed by an application of PP. Given these notions the
inductive soundness argument is straightforward. The only non-trivial cases are
the B̆E rule, for which we use Lemma 1, and the PP rule, in which case we can
prove by a simple induction that removing the model constraint does not disturb
the truth value of a formula which satisfies the side condition of the rule.
t
u
A system in which there is an unprovable formula is consistent. It follows
trivially from Theorem 1 that NÆ (and all its subsystems) is consistent.

5

Derivability in NÆ

For the purpose of comparison to existing doxastic logics, in particular Æ [8],
let us look at the strength of the at most modality B̆ in NÆ .
The following two lemmas establish the relationship between B, B̆, and 2,
and the fact that B̆ is a normal modality. These results can naturally be considered basic, as they are independent of any introspection schemas for B or 2,
relying only on their being normal modalities. (Justification for standard proof
steps is abbreviated “ml” for “modal logic”.)
Lemma 2. ` 2ϕ if and only if ` Bϕ ∧ B̆ϕ
Proof. Assume 2ϕ; Bϕ follows by 2BE. For B̆ϕ, open a parametric subproof
with p as parameter. 2ϕ implies Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p) by ml. Then B̆ϕ may be
introduced, and returned from the subproof by PP because p doesn’t appear in
B̆ϕ. Assume Bϕ and B̆ϕ; from the latter, infer Bϕ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ϕ) by B̆E. Then
2ϕ follows by ml.
t
u
Lemma 3. B̆ is a normal modality.
Proof. Lemma 2 implies that the necessitation rule ϕ/B̆ϕ is valid. Assume
B̆(ϕ ⊃ ψ) and B̆ϕ. It suffices for normality of B̆ that we can show B̆ψ. Open a
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subproof with p as parameter; we want to show Bp ⊃ 2(¬ψ ⊃ p) (with p parametric). Applying B̆E twice, we infer Bp ⊃ 2(¬(ϕ ⊃ ψ)) and Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p),
and then Bp ⊃ 2(¬ψ ⊃ p) by ml. Then B̆ψ follows by B̆I, and B̆ψ may be
returned from the subproof by PP.
t
u
The introspection schemas for B and 2 imply corresponding schemas for B̆.
B̆¬ϕ expresses that no proposition stronger than ϕ is believed, and b̆ϕ that some
proposition is believed, the negation of which is compatible with ϕ. This means
that just as B is a universal belief modality and b an existential modality of
non-belief, so B̆ is a universal non-belief modality, and b̆ an existential belief
modality [cf. 8, section 3.3]. In NÆ , bBR and b2R are negative introspection
rules, preserving non-belief, while BBR and B2R are positive introspection
rules, preserving belief.
The following lemma demonstrates that, as intuitively desired, the rules preserving non-belief imply B̆ iteration schemas, and the rules preserving belief
imply b̆ iteration. The rules bBR and BBR, together with weak introspection
for 2, validate introspection of B̆ and b̆ statements into B contexts. With S5
properties of 2 plus strong introspection rules b2R and B2R, we gain full introspection for B̆, i.e., the schemas B̆ϕ ⊃ B̆ B̆ϕ and b̆ϕ ⊃ B̆ b̆ϕ.
Lemma 4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

B̆ϕ ` B B̆ϕ given bBR, 2BR.
b̆ϕ ` B b̆ϕ given BBR, 3BR.
B̆ϕ ` B̆ B̆ϕ given b2R, 22R.
b̆ϕ ` B̆ b̆ϕ given B2R, 32R.

Proof.
1.
B̆ϕ

1
2

p

3

Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p)

1, B̆E

B(Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p))

2, ml (bBR, 2BR)

Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p)

3, BR

5

B̆ϕ

4, B̆I fixing p

6

B B̆ϕ

4

7

B

B B̆ϕ

BI
PP

2. Assume b̆ϕ and eliminate into a parametric subproof as Bp and 3(ϕ ∧ ¬p).
These iterate by BBR and 3BR into a B subproof, where b̆I is applied;
return by BI and PP.
3. Assume b̆b̆ϕ, and eliminate into a subproof parametric in p as Bp and 3(b̆ϕ∧
p). Open a subproof parametric in q, and a 3-subproof with b̆ϕ as the opening
formula. Apply b̆E to obtain Bq and 3(ϕ ∧ ¬q), which are returned from the
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3-subproof by appeal to b2R and 22R. Apply b̆I to get b̆ϕ, then PP twice
to return this to the initial context.
4. As in 2. above, assume b̆ϕ and eliminate into a subproof parametric in p.
Iterate by B2R and 32R into a 2 subproof, apply b̆I, then return using 2I
and PP.
t
u
The introduction of B̆ϕ in line 5 of lemma 4.1 takes place in a different
subproof (indeed, in a different modal context) from that in which the parameter
p is introduced. The elimination of a parameter (in PP) has been separated from
its use in an inference rule that fixes it (here, with the implicit generalization of
BI). Indeed, the need to allow such proof steps, which are clearly valid, is the
rationale behind our approach of making parametric proof a separate proof rule.
A comparison to quantified logic helps illustrate how this is significant. One
standard form of universal generalization can be formulated as, “if Gc has been
established in a subproof from the assumption that F c, where c is a new parameter, then the subproof may be closed and ∀x(F x ⊃ Gx) introduced”. The
employed parameter c is always dropped simultaneously with the introduction
of ∀. If B̆I were modeled directly on the standard form of ∀I from quantified
logic, it would have a form such as the following: “if 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p) has been proven
in a subproof starting with the assumption that p is a fresh parameter s.t. Bp,
then the subproof may be closed and B̆ϕ introduced”. With this form of B̆I,
iteration principles for B̆ would not be derivable from those for B and 2.
The logic Æ [8] is defined as the smallest system which contains all tautologies, the following axioms,
Def2

2ϕ ≡ (Bϕ ∧ B̆ϕ)

T

2ϕ ⊃ ϕ

KB

B(ϕ ⊃ ψ) ⊃ (Bϕ ⊃ Bψ)

KB̆

B̆(ϕ ⊃ ψ) ⊃ (B̆ϕ ⊃ B̆ψ)

B2

Bϕ ⊃ 2Bϕ

B̆2

B̆ϕ ⊃ 2B̆ϕ

B2

¬Bϕ ⊃ 2¬Bϕ

B̆ 2

¬B̆ϕ ⊃ 2¬B̆ϕ ,

and is closed under all instances of the necessitation rule and modus ponens.5
The axioms of Æ are all derivable in NÆ . KB follows from BI and BE by a
standard proof. B̆I and B̆E imply validity of the basic Def2 (lemma 2) and KB̆
(lemma 3). T , B2 , and B 2 follow immediately from rules 2E, B2R, and b2R,
respectively. b2R implies B̆ϕ ⊃ B B̆ϕ and B̆ϕ ⊃ B̆ B̆ϕ, and hence validity of B̆2
(lemma 4.1 and 4.2). B2R implies validity of B̆ 2 , from b̆ϕ ⊃ B b̆ϕ and b̆ϕ ⊃ B̆ b̆ϕ
(lemma 4.3 and 4.4).
5

In the full version of Æ, the modalities B and B̆ are indexed with priorities. We have
chosen not to present a prioritized system here, on the belief that it would contribute
little to the main issues of the paper.
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6

Completeness

A NÆ -maximal set s is a saturated set of formulae (i.e., a consistent set with
every of its proper extensions inconsistent) which satisfies the following property
for each formula ϕ: B̆ϕ ∈ s iff Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ) ∈ s for every formula ψ.
Lemma 5. Let ρ be NÆ -consistent. Then ρ ∈ s for a NÆ -maximal set s.
Proof. Maximal consistent sets are, as usual, constructed on the basis of an
enumeration ϕ1 , ϕ2 , . . . of formulae. We successively construct consistent sets
S0 , S1 , S2 . . . where S0 = {ρ} and Sk+1 arises from Sk by adding ϕk+1 to Sk
whenever it is consistent to do so. We do, however, require that if ϕk+1 is of
the form ¬B̆ϕ and is consistent with Sk , there is a propositional variable q at
hand which does not occur in any formula in Sk , and that Sk+1 in this case is
Sk ∪ {¬B̆ϕ, Bq ∧ 3(¬ϕ ∧ ¬q)}. To see that Sk+1 is consistent, assume not. We
then have that (‡) Sk , Bq ∧3(¬ϕ∧¬q) ` B̆ϕ. Moreover, since q does not occur in
Sk , it follows by an application of b̆E that Sk , ¬B̆ϕ ` Bq ∧ 3(¬ϕ ∧ ¬q). Together
with (‡) this gives Sk ` B̆ϕ, contradicting the assumption. Clearly s = ∪k≥0 Sk is
a saturated set which contains ρ. If B̆ϕ ∈ s, B̆E along with saturation gives that
Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ) ∈ s for every formula ψ. If ¬B̆ϕ ∈ s, there is by construction
of s a q such that Bq ∧ 3(¬ϕ ∧ ¬q) ∈ s, hence s is NÆ -maximal.
t
u
Let s be NÆ -maximal. Ms , the canonical model wrt. s, is (Us2 , UsB , UsB̆ , Vs ),
where Us2 is the set of NÆ -maximal sets such that t ∈ Us2 iff {ϕ | 2ϕ ∈ s} ⊆ t.
Likewise, t ∈ UsB iff {ϕ | Bϕ ∈ s} ⊆ t and t ∈ UsB̆ iff {ϕ | B̆ϕ ∈ s} ⊆ t.
Vs (p) = {t | t ∈ Us2 and p ∈ t}. In the completeness proof below we make
extensive use of the observation in the previous section to the effect that NÆ
extends Æ.
Theorem 2. NÆ is complete wrt. the class of weakly bisected models.
Proof. Let ϕ be consistent. By lemma 5, ϕ occurs in a NÆ -maximal set s. By
using the introspection principles of Æ (i.e., B2 , B̆2 , B 2 and B̆ 2 ) it is straightforward to prove that for all t in Us2 the following three properties hold: (i)
Us2 = Ut2 , (ii) UsB = UtB and (iii) UsB̆ = UtB̆ , while the T -axiom entails that (iv)
s ∈ Us2 . On the basis of these properties and the fact that the three modalities
are all normal (this immediate for 2 and B and established in lemma 3 for B̆), it
is straightforward to prove the Truth lemma: Ms t ϕ iff ϕ ∈ t for each t ∈ Us2 .
The Truth lemma entails both that Ms satisfies ϕ and, together with lemma
5 and the construction of NÆ -maximal sets, that Ms satisfies the B̆-property.
It remains to be shown that Us2 = UsB ∪ UsB̆ and that Ms is weakly bisected.
The former property follows easily from the Def2 scheme of Æ, while the latter
follows from lemma 1.
t
u
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Corollary 1. NÆ is characterized by the set of strongly bisected models.
Proof. Since NÆ is sound wrt. the class of weakly bisected models (Theorem 1) it
is clearly sound wrt. the smaller class of strongly bisected models. Conversely, if ϕ
is consistent, it has by Theorem 2 a weakly bisected model M = (U, U + , U − , V ).
If we enrich the language with a new propositional variable q we can construct
a new model Mq from M as follows: Uq = Uq+ ∪ Uq− , Uq+ = {hx, qi | x ∈ U + },
Uq− = {hx, qi | x ∈ U − }, Vq (q) = Uq+ , and Vq (p) = {hx, ·i | x ∈ V (p)} for p 6= q.
Mq is a model of ϕ ∧ Bq ∧ B̆¬q and is strongly bisected.
t
u

7

Conjectures

The system satisfies local reduction; in particular, the introduction of B̆ formulae
does not increase deductive power, which means that the elimination rule for B̆
is sound. To see this, consider the following pattern, where the notation δ[ψ/p]
refers to the derivation resulting from replacing every occurrence of the formula
p in derivation δ by the formula ψ.
..
.

δ
..
.

Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p)
B̆ϕ

B̆I, fixing p

Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ)
..
.


B̆E

=⇒R

δ[ψ/p]

Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ)
..
.

χ

χ
Because introduction of B̆ϕ requires a fresh proposition symbol p, i.e., a proposition about which nothing is known, derivation of Bψ ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ ψ) can not
require greater deductive resources than the formula Bp ⊃ 2(¬ϕ ⊃ p) on which
the introduction of B̆ϕ is based. A similar pattern holds for b̆. On the basis of
this we conjecture interesting proof-theoretical properties.
Conjecture 1. NÆ satisfies weak normalization.
Conjecture 2. If ϕ is NÆ -provable from no assumptions, it has a proof in which
each instance of B̆E is instantiated with a formula ψ which is a subformula of ϕ
(and correspondingly for the derived rule b̆I).
The natural way to prove the latter property is to exploit the structure of
normal form natural deduction proofs. If it holds, NÆ is an analytic system.
From the point of view of automated deduction, this is of course a desirable
property.
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Abstract. XPath is the core retrieval language of XQuery, the official
query language for XML data. We empirically compare three query evaluation strategies for the navigational fragment of XPath known as Core
XPath: a bottom-up algorithm based on model checking techniques for
multi-modal logic, a first top-down procedure based on a technique to
eliminate XPath filters, and a second top-down procedure that takes
advantage of the pre/post plane representation of an XML tree. We implement the three methods and we benchmark the resulting XPath processors using a fragment of XPathMark, a recently proposed benchmark
for XPath.

1

Introduction

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) [1] is a popular representation language for semistructured data [2], which are data that do not necessarily possess
a regular schema. The XML Path Language (XPath) [3] is a simple retrieval
language for XML data. XPath in the core retrieval fragment of the XML Query
Language (XQuery) [4], the standard query language for XML.
XPath and modal logic are similar in many respects. Syntactically, the XPath
language contains navigational axes that closely resemble modal logic modalities.
Semantically, XPath queries are evaluated on XML trees, which are tree-shaped
Kripke structures whose states (nodes) are labelled with XML tags. Finally, the
query evaluation problem for XPath can be reinterpreted as a model checking
problem for multi-modal logic. XPath queries have the form q[α], where q is
called path and α is called filter. A path is a sequence of axis steps and it is
interpreted according to the following query semantics: it retrieves those nodes
that are reachable from the current one through the axes used in q. A filter is
similar to a modal logic formula and it is interpreted according to the standard
modal logic semantics: it selects the current node if it satisfies the filter α. These
two semantics are orthogonal, and they are mixed in the semantics of XPath.
This orthogonality is the cause of the exponential complexity of a naive implementation of the semantics of XPath [5]. There exist two main strategies to
avoid this exponential behavior. The first translates the path q into a modal logic
formula αq and then applies modal logic semantics and methods. The second reduces the filter α to a query qα and then applies query semantics and tree-search
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algorithms. However, it is not clear which of the two contexts, either the modal
logic context or the database one, is more appropriate for the implementation
of efficient evaluation algorithms for XPath.
In this paper, we neatly isolate two evaluation strategies for the navigational
fragment of XPath known as Core XPath [5]. The first algorithm, that we called
BottomXPath, translates a Core XPath query into a modal logic formula and
then applies model checking procedures in order to retrieve the answer set of
the original query. This algorithm works bottom-up with respect to the parse
tree of the input query: it processes the sub-queries of the input query from the
leaves of the parse tree up to the tree root. The second algorithm, that we called
TopXPath, replaces the filters present in the input query with query paths and
then applies a node retrieval procedure in order to compute the answer set of
the original query. This procedure works top-down with respect to the parse tree
of the input query: it processes the sub-queries of the input query from the root
of the parse tree down to the leaves of the tree. The XQuery formal semantics
requires that the result of an XPath expression is a sequence of document nodes
that is document sorted and duplicate free. The document order corresponds to
the total order of nodes given by a preorder visit of the nodes of an XML tree.
With reference to the time when the sorting of the XPath expression results is
performed, we specify two versions of the top-down algorithm. The first version,
that we named TopXPath1, does not care about the order of the nodes in the
intermediate node sequences and it document sorts the final result only. The
second version, that we named TopXPath2, maintains document sorted all the
intermediate node sequences and hence it does not need to sort the final result.
More importantly, it takes advantage of the hypothesis that the intermediate
results are document sorted in order to speed-up the XPath axis evaluation.
This happens by pruning the intermediate results as much as possible before
starting a new step evaluation.
A theoretical analysis of the worst-case asymptotic computational complexity
of the outlined algorithms does not help in evaluating their real-life performance:
all the procedures run in linear time with respect to the product of the size of
the XML tree and the length of the query. In order to better understand the
computational differences between the proposed strategies, which is our main
goal in this paper, we performed an experimental analysis. We implemented
the algorithms in standard C language and we used a fragment of the XPath
benchmark XPathMark [6] to assess the empirical complexity of the discussed
strategies.
This paper relates to previous work as follows. Gottlob et al. [5] propose a
bottom-up polynomial-time XPath processing algorithm for full XPath, which
runs in linear time for Core XPath. Moreover, they discuss a general mechanism
for translating the bottom-up algorithm into a top-down one. The relation between XPath query evaluation and model checking has been investigated in [7,
8], where the authors embed a fragment of Core XPath into temporal logic and
use an existing model checker to solve the query evaluation problem. The idea
of maintaining document sorted the intermediate answers in order to speed-up
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the axis evaluation has been proposed in [9], a work that is mostly inspired by
the results in [10]. However, none of these papers has empirically compared the
different strategies for XPath query evaluation. This is our main task in this
work. Our bottom-up procedure BottomXPath borrows from ideas in [7], while
our first top-down algorithm TopXPath1 has been inspired by the work in [5].
Finally, our second top-down algorithm TopXPath2 is an simplified version of
the procedure proposed in [9].
The rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce XPath and
we relate it to modal logic. In Sections 3 and 4 we describe the bottom-up
and top-down evaluation strategies, respectively. In Section 5 we perform the
experimental analysis of the proposed algorithms and in Section 6 we show how
to rewrite the standard bottom-up model checking algorithm for modal logic into
a more efficient top-down procedure. Finally, we sum-up in Section 7. For space
reasons, we omit part of the pseudo-code. The interested reader may consult the
full version of this paper [11] for more details.

2

XPath and modal logic

In this section we introduce XPath and we relate it to modal logic. Core XPath [5]
is defined on a tag set Σ including the special symbol *. Let χ be the set
of Core XPath axes. Axes are: child, parent, descendant, ancestor, descendantor-self, ancestor-or-self, following-sibling, preceding-sibling, following, preceding,
and self. We say that child is the inverse of parent and viceversa, descendant is
the inverse of ancestor and viceversa, and so on. Notice that self is the inverse
of itself. A Core XPath query is defined by the query clause of the following
grammar (where axis ∈ χ and a ∈ Σ):
query = /path
path = step | step/path
step = axis :: a | axis :: a[filter]
filter = path | filter and filter | filter or filter |
not(filter) | (filter)
The Boolean XPath language extends the Core XPath language with Boolean
operators at path level. More precisely, a Boolean XPath query is defined by the
query clause of the following grammar (where axis ∈ χ and a ∈ Σ):
query = path | /path | query and query | query or query |
not(query) | (query)
path = step | path/path | path and path | path or path |
not(path) | (path)
step = axis :: a | axis :: a[path]
Notice that each Core XPath query is a Boolean XPath query, but not viceversa. For a query q, we define its length, denoted by length(q), as the sum of
the number of Boolean operators and the number of atomic steps appearing in
q. An atomic step has the form axis::a.
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Our target in this paper is Core XPath, which is the core fragment of the
standard XPath [3]. We will use Boolean XPath, which is not a fragment of
the official XPath language, as an auxiliary language only. However, it is worth
noticing that all the algorithms and results in this paper easily extend to Boolean
XPath.
Both Core and Boolean XPath languages are interpreted over XML trees
representing XML documents. Since in the present work we are only interested
in the navigational power of XPath, we assume that the XML documents we work
with do not contain attributes, namespaces, processing instructions, comments,
and parsed character data. An XML tree is a rooted sibling-ordered tree T =
(N, R↓ , R→ , L), where:
– N is a set of nodes. We denote by root the root node of the tree. A tree node
represents an element in the XML document;
– R↓ is a binary relation on N such that (x, y) ∈ R↓ iff y is a child of x;
– R→ is a (functional) binary relation on N such that (x, y) ∈ R→ iff y is the
right sibling of x;
– L is a function from Σ to the power set of N such that, for a ∈ Σ \ {∗},
L(a) is the set of nodes that are labelled with tag a, and L(∗) = N .
Given an XML tree T , a query q in the Boolean XPath language, and a
context set C ⊆ N , the semantics of the Boolean XPath language (and hence of
the Core XPath language as well) is given by a function σ(T, q, C) returning a
subset of N . The semantic function σ is inductively defined as follows:
σ(T, axis :: a, C)
σ(T, axis :: a[path], C)

T
= {y ∈ N | ∃x ∈ C. (x, y) ∈ Raxis
∧ y ∈ L(a)}
= {y ∈ N | y ∈ σ(T, axis :: a, C) ∧
σ(T, path, {y}) 6= ∅}

σ(T, path1/path2, C)
σ(T, path1 and path2, C)
σ(T, path1 or path2, C)
σ(T, not(path), C)

= σ(T, path2, σ(T, path1, C))
= σ(T, path1, C) ∩ σ(T, path2, C)
= σ(T, path1, C) ∪ σ(T, path2, C)
= N \ σ(T, path, C)

σ(T, /path, C)
= σ(T, path, {root})
σ(T, query1 and query2, C) = σ(T, query1, C) ∩ σ(T, query2, C)
σ(T, query1 or query2, C) = σ(T, query1, C) ∪ σ(T, query2, C)
σ(T, not(query), C)
= N \ σ(T, query, C)
T
The relation Raxis
is a binary relation on N corresponding to the specified axis.
T
T
For instance, Rchild
= R↓ and Rdescendant
= (R↓ )+ . Finally, the answer set of
the query q with respect to the tree T is equal to σ(T, q, N ).
We assume that the reader is familiar with modal logic [12]. We define the
truth set of a modal formula α with respect to a model M as the set of all worlds
x such that M, x |= α. The intimate relation between XPath and modal logic is
explicated in the definition of Core XPath logic. Core XPath logic is an instance
of multi-modal logic in which there is one modality for each axis in XPath. It
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is defined over a set of labels Σ including the special symbols denoted by *
and root. A model for Core XPath logic is a relational structure corresponding
to an XML tree. More precisely, given an XML tree T = (N, R↓ , R→ , L), the
T
corresponding model for Core XPath logic is MT = (N, {Raxis
}axis∈χ , L), where
L(root) is a singleton containing the root node of T . In Section 3 we will show
how to translate Core XPath queries into Core XPath formulas. Moreover, in
Section 6 we will map Core XPath formulas to Boolean XPath queries.

3

A bottom-up evaluation strategy

In this section we give an efficient bottom-up algorithm, called BottomXPath,
to evaluate a Core XPath query. The algorithm is based on a technique that in
the logic context is known as model checking [13]. The model checking problem is
the following question: given a model M and a formula α, retrieve the truth set
of α with respect to M . A model checker is an algorithm that solves the model
checking problem.
We start by embedding Core XPath queries into Core XPath formulas. A filter expression in XPath is defined by the filter clause of the Core XPath grammar
given in Section 2. We define a translation ω from XPath filter expressions into
Core XPath formulas as follows (if filter is empty in the first two clauses below,
then the corresponding conjunct is missing):
ω(axis :: a[filter])
= haxisi(a ∧ ω(filter))
ω(axis :: a[filter]/path) = haxisi(a ∧ ω(filter) ∧ ω(path))
ω(filter1 and filter2) = ω(filter1) ∧ ω(filter2)
ω(filter1 or filter2) = ω(filter1) ∨ ω(filter2)
ω(not(filter))
= ¬ω(filter)
We now define a translation τ from Core XPath queries into Core XPath formulas
as follows (if filter is empty in the clauses below, then the corresponding
conjunct is missing):
τ (/axis :: a[filter])
= a ∧ ω(filter) ∧ haxis−1i root
τ (path/axis :: a[filter]) = a ∧ ω(filter) ∧ haxis −1i τ (path)
where axis−1 is the inverse of axis. Notice that the length of τ (q) is linear in
the length of q. We have the following:
Theorem 1. Let q be a Core XPath query and T be an XML tree. Then, the
answer set of q with respect to T is the truth set of τ (q) with respect to the
corresponding model MT .
By virtue of Theorem 1, the answer set for a Core XPath query equals to
the truth set for the corresponding Core XPath formula. Hence, we can solve
the query evaluation problem in terms of the model checking problem by using a
model checker as a query processor. BottomXPath is a bottom-up model checker
for Core XPath logic. It inputs an XML tree T (and not a multi-modal model)
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and a Core XPath formula α and processes sub-formulas of α in increasing length
order. The algorithm is similar to a model checker for the temporal logic CTL
(see, e.g., [13]); instead of CTL temporal operators, BottomXPath checks XPath
axes. The tree T is represented as follows: each node is an object composed of a
field pre containing the order of the node in a preorder visit of the tree, a field p
containing a pointer to the parent of the node, or nil if the node is the root, a
field c containing a pointer to the first child of the node, or nil if the node is a
leaf, a field r containing a pointer to the right sibling of the node, or nil if the
node is the last sibling, a field l containing a pointer to the left sibling of the
node, or nil if the node is the first sibling, and a field tag containing the tag of
the XML element that the node represents.
BottomXPath uses a subprocedure EvalAxis. The latter inputs a tree T , and
axis axis and a formula β. For each node x ∈ N , the procedure EvalAxis labels
x with haxisiβ if, and only if, there exists a node y ∈ N reachable from x
trough the relation induced by axis such that y is labelled with β. EvalAxis
takes advantage of a Boolean matrix A, where rows represent formulas and
columns represent nodes, in order to label nodes with formulas that are true at
them. Finally, EvalAxis uses the auxiliary procedure LabelDescendants in order
to label the descendant nodes of a given node with a given formula. For space
reasons, we only show the implementation of descendant and ancestor axes of
EvalAxis. See [11] for the entire code.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

EvalAxis(T, axis, β)
case
• ...
• axis = descendant
for all x ∈ N do
if A(β, x) = 1 then
y ← p[x]
while y 6= nil and A(hdescendantiβ, y) = 0 do
A(hdescendantiβ, y) ← 1
y ← p[y]
end while
end if
end for
• axis = ancestor
for all x ∈ N do
if A(β, x) = 1 and A(hancestoriβ, x) = 0 then
y ← c[x]
while y 6= nil do
LabelDescendant(hancestoriβ, y)
y ← r[y]
end while
end if
end for
end case
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Let n be the size of the input tree T and k the length of the input formula
α. The procedure EvalAxis runs in O(n) and hence the cost of BottomXPath
amounts to O(k · n). The whole bottom-up evaluation algorithm for Core XPath
is as follows:
1. translate q into τ (q);
2. run BottomXPath on T and τ (q);
3. sort, in document order, the result of BottomXPath.
The complexity of the translation step is O(k) and the call to BottomXPath
costs O(k · n). Since nodes are integers from 1 to n, we can sort the result with
a linear-time sorting algorithm like CountingSort. Hence, the overall worst-case
complexity is O(k · n).

4

A top-down evaluation strategy

In this section we give two efficient top-down algorithms, called TopXPath1
and TopXPath2, to evaluate Core XPath queries. Both the algorithms replace
the filters present in the input query with query paths and then apply a node
retrieval procedure in order to compute the answer set of the original query.
We first show how to get rid of filters. The following inverting translation ι
inputs a filter expression in the Core XPath language and returns its inverse in
the Boolean XPath language.
ι(axis :: a)
= self :: a/axis−1 :: ∗
ι(axis :: a[filter])
= ι(filter)/ι(axis :: a)
ι(step/path)
= ι(path)/ι(step)
ι(filter1 and filter2) = ι(filter1) and ι(filter2)
ι(filter1 or filter2) = ι(filter1) or ι(filter2)
ι(not(filter))
= not(ι(filter))
Notice that ι(q) is a Boolean XPath query without filters. We now define a translation υ from Core XPath queries into Boolean XPath queries without filters:
υ(/axis :: a)
= /axis :: a
υ(/axis :: a[filter]) = (/axis :: a and ι(filter))
υ(step/path)
= υ(step)/υ(path)
Notice that the length of υ(q) is linear in the length of q. We have the following:
Theorem 2. Let T be an XML tree and q be a Core XPath query. Then, q and
υ(q) have the same answer set.
4.1

A first top-down algorithm

In this section we propose a first top-down strategy, called TopXPath1, to evaluate Core XPath queries. With respect to the tree data structure described in
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Section 3, we assume here that an additional field called count is added to the
object representation of each node of the tree. The new field is used to record
whether the node has been visited or not during a step evaluation. TopXPath1
does not care about the order of the nodes in the intermediate context sets and it
sorts the final result only. TopXPath1 inputs an XML tree T , a Boolean XPath
query without filters q, and a context set C. It uses a sub-procedure ProcessPath1 to elaborate query paths, which in turn calls a procedure ProcessStep1
to evaluate query steps. In particular, the procedure ProcessStep1(T, axis, a, C)
elaborates the step axis :: a on the tree T with context set C, according to the
XPath semantics. In order avoid walking on the same node twice, the procedure
checks the count field of the node’s object. This field is initialized to 0 for each
node when TopXPath1 starts. The global variable k is also initialized to 0 and
it is incremented by one at each step evaluation performed with ProcessStep1.
When a node is visited during a step evaluation, its count field is assigned to
the value contained in k. Hence, during the k-th step evaluation, all nodes that
has been already visited in that step evaluation have their count field set to
k, while the count field of the unexplored nodes is less than k. This method
avoids the costly resetting of the count field at each step evaluation. Finally,
ProcessStep1 uses an auxiliary procedure RetrieveDescendants to retrieve the
descendant nodes of a given node that are labelled with a given tag. We show
the implementation of TopXPath1, of ProcessPath1, and of descendant and
ancestor axes of ProcessStep1. See [11] for the entire code.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
1:
2:
3:
4:

TopXPath1(T, q, C)
k←0
for x ∈ N do
count[x] ← 0
end for
case
• q = query1 and query2
return TopXPath1(T, query1, C) ∩ TopXPath1(T, query2, C)
• q = query1 or query2
return TopXPath1(T, query1, C) ∪ TopXPath1(T, query2, C)
• q = not(query)
return N \ TopXPath1(T, query, C)
• q = /path
return ProcessPath1(T, path, {root(T )})
• q = path
return ProcessPath1(T, path, N )
end case
ProcessPath1(T, p, C)
case
• p = path1 and path2
return ProcessPath1(T, path1, C) ∩ ProcessPath1(T, path2, C)
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5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

• p = path1 or path2
return ProcessPath1(T, path1, C) ∪ ProcessPath1(T, path2, C)
• p = not(path)
return N \ ProcessPath1(T, path, C)
• p = step/path
return ProcessPath1(T, path, ProcessPath1(T, step, C))
• p = axis :: a
return ProcessStep1(T, axis, a, C)
end case

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

ProcessStep1(T, axis, a, C)
k ←k+1
R←∅
case
• ...
• axis = descendant
for x ∈ C do
if count[x] < k then
count[x] ← k
y ← c[x]
while y 6= nil do
R ← R ∪ RetrieveDescendants(y, a)
y ← r[y]
end while
end if
end for
• axis = ancestor
for x ∈ C do
y ← p[x]
while y 6= nil and count[y] < k do
count[y] ← k
if a = ∗ or tag[y] = a then
R ← R ∪ {y}
end if
y ← p[y]
end while
end for
end case

Let n be the size of the input tree T and k the length of the input formula
α. The procedure ProcessStep1 costs O(n) and hence the evaluation algorithm
TopXPath1 runs in O(k · n). The whole top-down evaluation algorithm for Core
XPath is as follows:
1. translate q into υ(q);
2. run TopXPath1 on T and υ(q);
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3. sort, in document order, the result of TopXPath1.
The complexity of the translation step is O(k) and the call to TopXPath1
costs O(k · n). The sorting can be performed in linear time. Hence, the overall
worst-case complexity is O(k · n).
4.2

A second top-down algorithm

In this section we propose a second top-down strategy, called TopXPath2, to
evaluate Core XPath queries. With respect to the tree data structure described
in Section 3, we assume here that two additional fields are added to the object
representation of each node of the tree: a field called count that, as in TopXPath1,
is used to record whether the node has been visited or not during a step evaluation, and a field called post containing the order of the node in a postorder visit
of the tree. TopXPath2 uses a sub-procedure ProcessPath2 which in turns calls
ProcessStep2, as done for TopXPath1. ProcessStep2 uses an auxiliary procedure
Descendant to retrieve the descendant nodes of a given node that are labelled
with a given tag. Moreover, it uses the following auxiliary list procedures, where
C and L are double-linked lists and x is a node: NewList(), that initializes a new
list, DelFirst(C), that deletes and returns the first element of C, DelLast(C),
that deletes and returns the last element of C, AddAfter(C, x), that appends x
to C, AddListAfter(C, L), that appends L to C, AddBefore(C, x), that adds x in
front of C, AddListBefore(C, L), that adds L in front of C, First(C) that returns
the first element of C, Last(C) that returns the last element of C. All these procedures can be implemented in constant time. TopXPath2 differs from TopXPath1
since it maintains document sorted the intermediate context sets. Moreover, it
exploits the sorted contexts to speed-up the XPath axis evaluation by pruning
the context sets as much as possible before starting each step evaluation. By
maintaining both the preorder and the postorder ranks for each node, TopXPath2 implicitly represents an XML tree as a bi-dimensional plane, called the
pre/post plane in [10]. Each node x is encoded by the point (pre(x), post(x)). A
nice feature of this encoding is that, for each node x, the top-right (respectively,
bottom-left) quadrant of x contains all the following (respectively, preceding)
nodes of x, and the bottom-right (respectively, top-left) quadrant of x contains
all the descendant (respectively, ancestor) nodes of x. Hence, given two arbitrary
nodes x and y, we can check in constant time the relative position of y with respect to x. As an example, consider the cases of following and preceding axes.
By exploiting the pre/post plane properties, the context set can always be reduced to a singleton (see the code below). Finally, TopXpath2 takes advantage,
when necessary, of the counting technique described in Section 4.1 to avoid the
exploration of the same tree zones twice. For space reasons, we only show the
implementation of following and preceding axes of ProcessStep2. See [11] for
the entire code. Notice that, if the input context set is document sorted, then
the results of following and preceding axes are document sorted as well.
1: ProcessStep2(T, axis, a, C)
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

k ←k+1
R←∅
case
• ...
• axis = following
L ← NewList()
if C 6= ∅ then
x ← DelFirst(C)
while post[First(C)] < post[x] do
x ← DelFirst(C)
end while
while x 6= nil do
y ← r[x]
while y 6= nil do
AddListAfter(L, Descendants(y, a))
y ← r[y]
end while
x ← p[x]
end while
end if
return L
• axis = preceding
L ← NewList()
x ← Last(C)
while x 6= nil do
M ← NewList()
y ← l[x]
while y 6= nil do
AddListAfter(M, Descendants(y, a))
y ← l[y]
end while
AddListBefore(L, M )
x ← p[x]
end while
return L
end case

Let n be the size of the input tree T and k the length of the input formula α.
ProcessStep2 runs in O(n) and TopXPath2 in O(k · n). In this case, the whole
top-down evaluation algorithm for Core XPath is as follows:
1. translate q into υ(q);
2. run TopXPath2 on T and υ(q).
The complexity of the translation step is O(k) and the call to TopXPath2
costs O(k · n). Since TopXPath2 maintains sorted the intermediate context sets,
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the result of TopXPath2 is already sorted. Hence, the overall worst-case complexity is O(k · n).

5

Experimental analysis

The three proposed algorithms have the same asymptotic worst-case complexity. In order to better understand the computational differences between the
proposed strategies, we performed an experimental analysis. We implemented
the algorithms in standard C language and we used a fragment of the XPath
benchmark XPathMark [6] to assess the empirical complexity of the discussed
strategies. In this section, we briefly report about this analysis. The source code
(released under the GNU General Public License), the executable programs (for
Gnu/Linux systems), and additional experimental data and plots (including a
comparison with XQuery processor Saxon [14], which is outside of the scope of
this paper) are available at the website http://www.zimuel.it/xpath.
Our experiments were run on an AMD Sempron 1.7 GHz, with 1 GB RAM,
running Debian Gnu/Linux version 2.6.10. All the times are response CPU times
in seconds. We ran tests using a variety of XML documents and XPath queries.
The XML documents were generated using the XML benchmarking program
XMark [15]. We used a document series of 11 XML documents corresponding to
the following sizes in MB: 0.116, 0.212, 0.468, 0.909, 1.891, 3.751, 7.303, 15.044,
29.887, 59.489, 116.517. As for the benchmark queries, we took advantage of a
fragment of the XPath benchmark XPathMark [6]. The benchmark queries we
used are the following (notice that Q7, Q8, Q9, and Q10 are new queries not
belonging to XPathMark):
Q1 The keywords in annotations of closed auctions
/child::site/child::closed auctions/child::closed auction
/child::annotation/child::description/child::parlist
/child::listitem/child::text/child::keyword
Q2 All the keywords
/descendant::keyword
Q3 The keywords in a paragraph item
/descendant-or-self::listitem/descendant-or-self::keyword
Q4 The (either North or South) American items
/child::site/child::regions/child::*/child::item
[parent::namerica or parent::samerica]
Q5 The paragraph items containing a keyword
/descendant::keyword/ancestor::listitem
Q6 The mail containing a keyword
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Fig. 1. Query response time (averaged over the benchmark set)

/descendant::keyword/ancestor-or-self::mail
Q7 The last bidder of all open auctions
/child::site/child::open auctions/child::open auction
/child::bidder[not(following-sibling::bidder)]
Q8 The first bidder of all open auctions
/child::site/child::open auctions/child::open auction
/child::bidder[not(preceding-sibling::bidder)]
Q9 The last item of the document
/child::site/child::regions/child::*
/child::item[not(following::item)]
Q10 The first item of the document
/child::site/child::regions/child::*
/child::item[not(preceding::item)]
Q11 People having an address and either a phone or a homepage
/child::site/child::people/child::person
[child::address and (child::phone or child::homepage)]
Q12 People having no homepage
/child::site/child::people/child::person[not(child::homepage)]
In order to perform the evaluation, we applied the benchmarking methodology described in [6]. In particular, we used the following measures:
– given a query q and a document d, the query response time is the time
taken by an algorithm to give the answer for the query q on the document
d including all the phases of the elaboration (e.g., parsing of the document,
processing of the query, serialization of the results).
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– Given a query q and a document d, the query response speed is defined as
the size of the document d divided by the response time for query q and
document d. The measure unit is, for instance, MB/sec.
– Given a query q and two documents d1 and d2 , where the size of d2 is bigger
than the size of d1 , the data scalability factor is defined as v1 /v2 , where v1
is the query response speed of q on d1 and v2 is the query response speed of
q on d2 .
We say that the data scalability is sub-linear whenever the data scalability
factor is lower than 1, it is super-linear whenever the data scalability factor is
higher then 1, and it is linear whenever the data scalability factor is equal to
1. Usually, sub-linear and linear scalability indicate that the query processor
performs well when the size of the database is increased.
Figure 1 depicts, for each document in the series, the average query response
time for the entire benchmark (left plot for small files, right plot for bigger
ones), while Figure 2 illustrates, for each query in the benchmark, the average
query response speed for the entire document series. Finally, Figure 3 plots, for
each document in the series, the average data scalability factors for the entire
benchmark.
In the following, we comment the outcomes of our experimental evaluation:
– The response times of the two top-down strategies are very close, with TopXPath2 slightly faster than TopXPath1. This tells us that the approach of
maintaining the context sequences document sorted at any time does not
pay off in terms of response time.
– The top-down strategy is more efficient than the bottom-up one (about 30%
faster, and the difference increases as the size of the data increases). The gap
is bigger in the case of queries that do not need to explore big portions of
the document tree in order to compute the query answer (like Q1 and Q4),
while the response times of the two strategies are similar in the case of queries
that need to visit the entire document (like Q2) . This phenomenon can be
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explained as follows: the bottom-up algorithm visits the entire document
tree for each sub-query of the main query, while the top-down procedure
explores only the tree zones that are relevant for the evaluation of the query.
– All the three XPath processors scale-up linearly with respect to the size of
the XML data. This confirms the linear-time complexity of the implemented
algorithms.

6

Back to modal logic

What do modal logicians get out of this paper at the end of the day? In Section 3
we gave a translation τ from the Core XPath query language (a fragment of
Boolean XPath) to the Core XPath modal language. This mapping can easily
be extended to Boolean XPath by adding distributive clauses for the Boolean
operators, e.g., τ (query1 and query2) = τ (query1 ) ∧ τ (query2). The natural
question is then: is there an inverse translation from Core XPath modal formulas
to Boolean XPath queries? Yes, there is. It is as follows (where a is an atomic
proposition different from root):
χ(root)
= self :: ∗[not(parent :: ∗)]
χ(a)
= self :: a
χ(haxisiα) = χ(α)/haxis−1 i :: ∗
χ(α ∧ β) = (χ(α) and χ(β))
χ(α ∨ β) = (χ(α) or χ(β))
χ(¬α)
= not(χ(α))
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Notice that the length of χ(α) is linear in the length of α. We have the
following:
Theorem 3. Let α be a Core XPath modal formula and T be an XML tree.
Then, the truth set of α with respect to the corresponding model M T is the
answer set of χ(α) with respect to T .
The above theorem has some interesting consequences. Putting together Theorems 1 and 3, we have that the model checking problem for Core XPath modal
logic and the query evaluation problem for Boolean XPath query language are
polynomially inter-reducible. In particular, this gives us the following top-down
algorithm to solve the model checking problem for Core XPath modal logic:
translate a modal formula α into the corresponding query χ(α) and then use a
top-down strategy as described in Section 4 to retrieve the answer set of χ(α).
This paper empirically proves that a top-down evaluation strategy is less expensive than a bottom-up one, because it browses only the relevant parts of
the underlying model and not more. However, model checking algorithms for
modal and temporal logics typically are bottom-up procedures [13]. The topdown query evaluation strategies described in Section 4 can be turned into an
efficient top-down model checking procedure for Core XPath modal logic.

7

Conclusion

We implemented three evaluation strategies for the navigational fragment of
XPath and we benchmarked the resulting XPath processors using a fragment of
XPathMark, a recently proposed benchmark for XPath. The main outcomes of
our investigation are (i) a top-down evaluation approach is faster than a bottomup one, and (ii) the pre/post plane optimizations for XPath query evaluation
are as efficient as tree-search algorithms over the tree modeling the XML document. We also gave a top-down model checker for Core XPath modal logic which
empirically performs better than the standard bottom-up one.
It is worth pointing out that a bottom-up strategy outputs much more information than a top-down strategy. In particular, the bottom-up model checkingbased procedure computes the answer set for each sub-query of the input query,
while the top-down routine retrieves only those nodes belonging to the answer
of the input query. This feature of the bottom-up approach may in fact become a benefit whenever the answer set for the sub-queries of the input query
is relevant. Consider for instance a query processor that is queried many times
possibly by different users. It is not unlikely that similar queries are posed at
different times. In such a case, a bottom-up strategy may easily reuse the results
computed for common sub-queries (in a dynamic programming fashion), while a
top-down strategy must re-compute the result for each new query from scratch.
As a future work, we would like to compare the performace of the bottom-up
and top-down approaches in a multi-query environment.
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Abstract

Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL) of Alur, Henzinger, and Kupferman is increasingly widely applied in formal system specification and verification of distributed systems and game-like multi-agent systems. The extension Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL) of van der Hoek and
Wooldridge of ATL with knowledge modalities widens the scope of reasoning
over multi-agent systems with epistemic notions. In this paper, the complexity
of the satisfiability problem for ATEL with epistemic operators for common and
distributed knowledge is investigated and settled at ExpTime-complete. Thus
ATEL has the same complexity as ATL.

1

Introduction

Alternating-time Temporal Logic (ATL) introduced by Alur, Henzinger, and
Kupferman [1] has become a successful tool for formal system specification and
verification of distributed systems and game-like multi-agent systems. ATL
provides a path quantifier hh ii that is parametrized by a coalition A of agents
and temporal operators ° (‘next’), 2 (‘always’), and U (‘until’) where, e.g.,
hhAii2ψ states that the agents in coalition A can cooperate to ensure that
always ψ. ATL generalizes the Computational Tree Logic (CTL) since the path
quantifiers A (“on all paths”) and E (“on some path”) of CTL can be expressed
by the ATL path quantifiers hh∅ii (“the empty coalition can cooperate”) and
hhΣii (“the grand coalition of all agents can cooperate”).
ATL satisfiability was investigated in [11, 13]: [11] proves an ExpTime upper bound for ATL satisfiability under the assumption that the set of available
agents is fixed in advance; [13] shows containment in ExpTime even when
the set of agents occurring in formulas is drawn from an arbitrary (possibly
infinite) set. The ExpTime lower bound easily follows from CTL.
Soon after its introduction, ATL was extended with knowledge modalities
to Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic (ATEL) by van der Hoek and
Wooldridge [14]. For an illustration of ATEL’s expressiveness, consider the
following formula that states: if agent a knows a secret, then she can keep it
to herself, i.e., a can make sure that her secret will never be known by another
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agent b:
Ka secret ∧ ¬Kb secret → hhaii2¬Kb secret.
The expressivity of ATEL depends on the epistemic operators available. In
this paper, we focus on the epistemic operators of the very expressive language
S5C,D from [8] which contains epistemic operators Ka (“agent a knows”), EA
(“every agent in A knows”), CA (“the agents in A have common knowledge”),
and DA (“the agents in A have distributed knowledge”) for each agent a and
coalition A of agents. Intuitively, a coalition A of agents has common knowledge of a fact ϕ if every agent in A knows that every agent in A knows . . . that
ϕ is true; A has distributed knowledge of ϕ if the combined individual knowledge of all agents in A implies ϕ. In what follows, we denote with ATEL the
logic ATL extended with epistemic operators Ka , EA , CA , and DA for each
agent a and coalition A of agents.
In [6], Goranko, Jamroga, and van Drimmelen axiomatized ATEL without operators for distributed knowledge and conjectured an axiomatization of
ATEL with distributed knowledge operators by extending the axiomatic system for ATL [7]. From this axiomatization, it becomes clear that there is
no interaction between the temporal and epistemic modalities in ATEL, i.e.,
ATEL is an independent fusion in the sense of [5] of the logics ATL and S5C,D .
Although both logics, ATL [11, 13] and S5C,D [8], are ExpTime-complete, it
does not follow from general results on fusions of modal logics that ATEL is
ExpTime-complete as well. For instance, an increase in computational complexity when taking fusions can be observed with the fusion of S5 with itself:
while S5 is in NP [8], the fusion is PSpace-hard [5]. From general results
on complexity transfer for fusions [3, 2], it only follows that ATEL is in 2ExpTime. So far, it was an open problem whether satisfiability for ATEL is
also in ExpTime. In fact, because of the different character of ATL and S5C,D ,
it seemed that their fusion is not in ExpTime. In this paper, however, we show
that satisfiability of ATEL (with common and distributed knowledge) is ExpTime-complete using a type elimination construction along the lines of [13]
combined with a technique of [8]. This also shows that adding epistemic operators for common knowledge and distributed knowledge to ATL does not yield
an increase in computational complexity. The result is presented in a compact
way due to space limitations; more details and full proofs can be found in the
accompanying technical report [12].
When formulating satisfiability problems for ATEL some care is needed as
it was analyzed in [13]. In particular, the range of semantic structures, over
which a formula is to be interpreted, needs to be specified. Such a range can
be determined by allowing for a certain number of agents to be present in
the semantic structures. To see that allowing for different sets of agents to be
present can influence satisfiability, look at the following ATL-formula (adapted
from [10, p.47]):
¬hhaii°p ∧ ¬hhaii°q ∧ hhaii°(p ∨ q).
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This formula expresses the fact that, in the next state, agent a cannot make
p true, and cannot make q true; but it can make either p or q true. Now the
question is whether this formula is satisfiable. The answer is that it is only
satisfiable in a semantic structure for more than one agent, and not satisfiable
with merely one available agent. Thus the number of agents present in a structure is important for determining satisfiability of a formula in this structure.
With these concerns in mind, three variants of the satisfiability problem for
ATL were suggested in [13] depending on the possibilities for the number of
agents to occur in semantic structures. In this paper, however, we concentrate
only on one of these problems; the other two satisfiability problems can be
reduced to this:
Satisfiability over formula-defined sets of agents: Given a formula ϕ, is ϕ
satisfiable in a structure for exactly the agents which occur in ϕ?
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces ATEL by giving
its syntax, defining alternating epistemic transition systems as semantic structures, and, by giving the semantics, stating how formulas are interpreted over
these transition systems. In Section 3, we show that ATEL is ExpTimecomplete. This is done by defining a decision procedure for ATEL that runs
in exponential time using a combination of a type elimination construction
introduced in [13] with the technique of [8]. The final section states some
concluding remarks and gives ideas for further research.

2

ATEL

In this section, Alternating-time Temporal Epistemic Logic [14] with epistemic
operators for common and distributed knowledge is defined. First consider the
syntax.
Definition 2.1 [ATEL Syntax] Let Π be a countable infinite set of atomic
propositions and Σ a countable infinite set of agents. A coalition is a finite set
A ⊆ Σ of agents. The set of ATEL-formulas is the smallest set containing the
following:
• p for p ∈ Π;
• ¬ϕ, ϕ ∨ ψ for ATEL-formulas ϕ and ψ;
• hhAii°ϕ, hhAii2ϕ, hhAiiϕ U ψ for a coalition A and ATEL-formulas ϕ
and ψ;
• Ka ϕ for a ∈ Σ and ATEL-formula ϕ;
• EA ϕ, CA ϕ, DA ϕ for a coalition A and ATEL-formula ϕ.
¢
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Logical truth (>) and the Boolean connectives (∧, →, and ↔) are defined
as usual. The operator hhAii3ϕ is defined as hhAii> U ϕ. Observe that, in
ATEL, the operator hhAii2 cannot be expressed in terms of hhAii and U since
formulas of the form hhAii¬(> U ¬ϕ), which are equivalent to hhAii2ϕ, are
not according to the syntax. ATL is the fragment of ATEL without epistemic
operators.
Now consider the semantic structures that are epistemic extensions of alternating transition systems from [1].
Definition 2.2 [Alternating Epistemic Transition System] Given a finite set
Σ = {1, . . . , n} ⊂ Σ of agents with n ≥ 1, an alternating epistemic transition
system (AETS) for Σ is a tuple S = hΠ, Σ, Q, ∼1 , . . . , ∼n , π, δi where
• Π ⊆ Π is a finite, non-empty set of atomic propositions,
• Q is a finite, non-empty set of states,
• ∼a ⊆ Q×Q is an epistemic accessibility relation, one for each agent a ∈ Σ,
which is required to be an equivalence relation,
• π : Q → 2Π is a valuation function which assigns to every state a set of
atomic propositions that are true there, and
Q

• δ : Q × Σ → 22 is a transition function which maps a state q ∈ Q and
an agent a ∈ Σ to a non-empty set of choices δ(q, a) available to a at q
such that the following condition is satisfied: for every state q ∈ Q and
every set Q1 , . . . , Qn of choices Qi ∈ δ(q, i), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the intersection
Q1 ∩ · · · ∩ Qn is a singleton set.
¢
For each coalition A, the following abbreviations for epistemic relations corresponding to epistemic operators EA , CA , and DA are used:
S
∼E
A =
a∈A ∼a .. the union of the accessibility relations of the agents in A;
∼C
A =
∼D
A =

+
(∼E
.. the transitive closure of the relation ∼E
A)
A;
T
a∈A ∼a .. the intersection of the accessibility relations of the agents
in A.

C
D
Below the relations ∼E
A , ∼A , and ∼A will be used to give a Kripke-style semantics to the notions “every agent in A knows”, “the agents in A have common
knowledge”, and “the agents in A have distributed knowledge”.
Intuitively, δ(q, a) describes the a-choices available in q: when in state q,
agent a chooses a set from δ(q, a) to ensure that the “next state” will be among
those in the chosen set. This notion of a-choices is generalized to A-choices
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for coalitions A of agents as follows: Given an AETS S = hΠ, Σ, Q, ∼1 , . . . , ∼n
, π, δi, for each state q ∈ Q and each coalition A ⊆ Σ, set
(
T
{QA ⊆ Q | QA = a∈A Qa where Qa ∈ δ(q, a)} if A 6= ∅
S
δ(q, A) :=
.
{ δ(q, Σ)}
if A = ∅
When in state q, the agents in coalition A collectively choose a set from δ(q, A)
to ensure that the “next state” is from this set. Note that δ(q, A) is nonempty for each state q and coalition A, and δ(q, Σ) is a set of singletons. The
states in the singleton sets of δ(q, Σ) are the successors of q, i.e., the system is
completely determined when all the agents have made their choice. Since the
empty
coalition cannot influence the behaviour of the system, δ(q, ∅) is set to
S
δ(q, Σ), the set of all possible successors of q.
An infinite sequence λ = q0 q1 q2 · · · ∈ Qω of states is a computation if, for
all positions i ≥ 0, there is a choice {qi+1 } ∈ δ(qi , Σ). Denote with λ[i] the
i-th component qi in λ and with λ[0, i] the initial sequence q0 · · · qi of λ.
A strategy for an agent a ∈ Σ is a mapping fa : Q+ → 2Q such that for all
λ ∈ Q∗ and all q ∈ Q, fa (λ · q) ∈ δ(q, a) where λ · q denotes the concatenation
of the finite sequence λ with the state q. Note that a strategy fa maps each
finite sequence λ · q of states to an choice in δ(q, a) available to agent a at the
state q. A strategy for a coalition A is a set of strategies FA = {fa | a ∈ A},
one for each agent in A.
The set out(q, FA ) of outcomes of a strategy FA starting at a state q is
the set of all computations λ = q0 q1 q2 · · · ∈ Qω such that q0 = q and qi+1 ∈
T
fa ∈FA fa (λ[0, i]) for all i ≥ 0.
Formulas of ATEL are interpreted over alternating epistemic transition systems, cf. [14].
Definition 2.3 [ATEL Semantics] Given an AETS S = hΠ, Σ, Q, ∼1 , . . . , ∼n
, π, δi, the satisfaction relation |= is inductively defined as follows: For all
states q of S, coalitions of agents A ⊆ Σ, agents a ∈ Σ, and ATEL-formulas
ϕ, ϕ1 , and ϕ2 , it holds that
• S, q |= p iff p ∈ π(q), for all atomic propositions p ∈ Π;
• S, q |= ¬ϕ iff S, q 6|= ϕ;
• S, q |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 iff S, q |= ϕ1 or S, q |= ϕ2 ;
• S, q |= hhAii°ϕ iff there is a strategy FA such that for all computations
λ ∈ out(q, FA ), it holds that S, λ[1] |= ϕ;
• S, q |= hhAii2ϕ iff there is a strategy FA such that for all computations
λ ∈ out(q, FA ), it holds that S, λ[i] |= ϕ for all positions i ≥ 0;
• S, q |= hhAiiϕ1 U ϕ2 iff there is an strategy FA such that for all computations λ ∈ out(q, FA ), there is a position i ≥ 0 such that S, λ[i] |= ϕ2 and
S, λ[j] |= ϕ1 for all positions j with 0 ≤ j < i;
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• S, q |= Ka ϕ iff S, q 0 |= ϕ for all q 0 with q ∼a q 0 ;
0
• S, q |= EA ϕ iff S, q 0 |= ϕ for all q 0 with q ∼E
A q ;
0
• S, q |= CA ϕ iff S, q 0 |= ϕ for all q 0 with q ∼C
A q ;
0
• S, q |= DA ϕ iff S, q 0 |= ϕ for all q 0 with q ∼D
A q .

If for some state q of some AETS S it holds that S, q |= ϕ, then the ATELformula ϕ is true at q, and S is called a model of ϕ. An ATEL-formula is
satisfiable if it has a model.
¢

3

The Main Result

In this section, ATEL satisfiability is shown to be ExpTime-complete. This is
done by extending the ExpTime-completeness result of ATL satisfiability [13]
to ATEL which shows that adding epistemic operators for common knowledge
and distributed knowledge to ATL does not yield an increase in computational
complexity.
The following theorem states the main result of this paper. Note that
we consider the satisfiability problem for ATEL as it was presented in the
introduction above.
Theorem 3.1 The satisfiability problem for ATEL is ExpTime-complete.
The lower complexity bound carries over from the ExpTime-hard fragment
ATL; see [11, 13]. For the upper bound, it is to show that ATEL satisfiability
is in ExpTime. The rest of the paper is devoted to presenting a decision
procedure for ATEL that runs in exponential time and thus shows containment
of ATEL satisfiability in ExpTime. Correctness of the decision procedure
follows from Lemma 3.8 while Lemma 3.9 proves its exponential running time.
Due to space limitations, the presentation is rather compact and the proofs
are sketched only. More details and full proofs, however, can be found in the
accompanying technical report [12] and the paper [13] on which this work is
based on.
The decision procedure implements an extended version of the type elimination construction for ATL from [13] that additionally accounts for ATEL’s
epistemic operators Ka , EA , CA , and DA for each agent a and coalition A of
agents where the epistemic operators are dealt with similarly to [8]. Start with
the definition of an extended closure that contains all formulas that are relevant for deciding the input formula. This and the following notion of types as
specific subsets of the extended closure are adapted from [13] to additionally
account for epistemic operators.
Definition 3.2 [Extended Closure] Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula and n the
number of agents occurring in ϕ. The extended closure ecl(ϕ) of ϕ is the
smallest set which is closed under the following conditions:
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• ϕ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
• ecl(ϕ) is closed under subformulas;
• ecl(ϕ) is closed under single negation;
• if hhAii2ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ), then hhAii°hhAii2ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
• if hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈ ecl(ϕ), then hhAii°hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
• if EA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) with A = {a1 , . . . , a` }, then ¬(¬Ka1 ψ ∨ · · · ∨ ¬Ka` ψ) ∈
ecl(ϕ);
• if CA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ), then EA CA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
• if Ka ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) and DA ϑ ∈ ecl(ϕ) with a ∈ A, then DA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
• if DA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) and DB ϑ ∈ ecl(ϕ) with A ⊆ B, then DB ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ).
¢
Note that the cardinality of ecl(ϕ) is linear in the length of ϕ.
Definition 3.3 [Type] Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula. The set Ψ ⊆ ecl(ϕ) is a
type for ϕ if the following conditions are satisfied:
(T1) ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Ψ iff ψ1 ∈ Ψ or ψ2 ∈ Ψ, for all ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ ecl(ϕ);
(T2) ψ ∈ Ψ iff ¬ψ ∈
/ Ψ, for all ¬ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
(T3) hhAii2ψ ∈ Ψ iff {ψ, hhAii°hhAii2ψ} ⊆ Ψ, for all hhAii2ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
(T4) hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈ Ψ iff ϑ ∈ Ψ or {ψ, hhAii°hhAiiψ U ϑ} ⊆ Ψ, for all hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈
ecl(ϕ);
(T5) if Ka ψ ∈ Ψ, then ψ ∈ Ψ;
(T6) EA ψ ∈ Ψ iff ¬(¬Ka1 ψ ∨ · · · ∨ ¬Ka` ψ) ∈ Ψ, for all EA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) with
A = {a1 , . . . , a` };
(T7) CA ψ ∈ Ψ iff {ψ, EA CA ψ} ⊆ Ψ, for all CA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ);
(T8) if DA ψ ∈ Ψ, then ψ ∈ Ψ;
(T9) if Ka ψ ∈ Ψ, then DA ψ ∈ Ψ, for all DA ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) with a ∈ A;
(T10) if DA ψ ∈ Ψ, then DB ψ ∈ Ψ, for all DB ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) with A ⊆ B.
The set of all types for ϕ is designated by Γϕ .
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¢

Note that the cardinality of Γϕ is exponential in the length of ϕ.
Intuitively, a type describes a state q of a transition system by means of
formulas from ecl(ϕ) which are true at q. The decision procedure will use all
types for an input formula to determine its decidability. The conditions (T1)
to (T10) state restrictions on the formulas in a type: (T1) to (T4) deal with
Boolean and temporal formulas; the conditions (T5) to (T10) were added to
handle epistemic formulas. In particular, the relation between formulas with
epistemic operators K and D are taken care of by (T9) and (T10).
Before proceeding with the construction, introduce some auxiliary notions.
Denote with Σϕ the set of all agents that occur in the formula ϕ. A next
formula is a formula of the form hhAii°ψ or ¬hhAii°ψ. Assume that all
next formulas in the extended closure ecl(ϕ) are linearly ordered such that
no negative next formula occurs before a positive one. Denote with ]ψ the
number of the next formula ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ) in this ordering; the numbering starts
with 0. Since there are as many positive next formulas in ecl(ϕ) as negative
ones, obtain the following enumeration ψ1 , . . . ψk with ψ1 , . . . , ψk/2−1 positive
next formulas and ψk/2 , . . . , ψk negative next formulas.
Intuitively, the presented type elimination algorithm eliminates those types
that are not relevant for building an AETS S that is a model for an input
formula ϕ. The states of such an S are thought of consisting of sequences of
n-tuples where n = |Σϕ |. Each component of such an n-tuple corresponds to
an agent and takes values from {0, . . . , k − 1} which in turn refer to one of the
k next formulas in ecl(ϕ). The set of all such n-tuples is denoted with [k/n],
and the states of S will be from [k/n]∗ . Supposing q ∈ [k/n]∗ is a state of
S, then the set {q · ~t | ~t ∈ [k/n]} contains its potential successor states, thus
the choices in δ(q, a) are subsets of this set. Every state q of S corresponds
to some type that was not eliminated and the construction of S is aiming at
satisfying every formula of this type at q. In particular, q will have to satisfy
a number of next formulas, i.e., the definition of δ that specifies the choices
available at q is crucial. The transition function δ is defined as follows: For
each agent a (ranging from 0 to n − 1), set
δ(q, a) := {{q · ~t ∈ [k/n]∗ | ~t = (t0 , . . . , tn−1 ) and ta = p} | p < k/2}.
The idea here is that agent a makes an a-choice by “voting” for a positive next
formula that he wants to be satisfied. Such votes are done via a’s position
in tuples ~t = (t0 , . . . , tn−1 ). An A-choice is made by a collective vote of the
entire coalition A. This is characterized as follows: a set S ⊆ [k/n] is called
an A-voting set if
S = {~t = (t0 , . . . , tn−1 ) | ta = τ (a) for all a ∈ A}
for some mapping τ : A → {0, . . . , k/2 − 1}. In order for q to satisfy a positive
next formula hhAii°ψ, the construction of S ensures that ψ is satisfied at all
states of the A-choice that corresponds to the voting set where coalition A
votes solely for this formula.
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Satisfying negative next formulas ¬hhΣϕ ii°ψ is simple: they merely state
that all successors of q satisfy ¬ψ. For satisfying ¬hhAii°ψ with A ⊂ Σϕ at
q, ψ needs to be refuted at a state in every A-choice. Note that, by picking
a state from every A-choice, a state from every A0 -choice for all A0 ⊆ A is
picked as well. But this is fine as ¬hhAii°ψ implies ¬hhA0 ii°ψ. However,
for any B 6⊆ A, ¬hhAii°ψ does not imply ¬hhBii°ψ. Thus, in order not to
automatically satisfy ¬hhBii°ψ when picking elements in A-choices, some care
is needed such that the picked elements from A-choices are not also elements of
B-choices for any such B. Picking the right states that refute ψ is implemented
by a “refutation function”; see [13] for details.
The construction of a model is more involved due to the presents of negated
box formulas, until formulas and formulas of the form ¬CA ψ. This is because
the satisfaction of such formulas needs to be witnessed by some state in a
model and such witnesses can be “far away”. Negated box formulas and until
formulas can be dealt with analogously to [4] for CTL with the help of socalled witness trees. Since, in ATEL, epistemic and temporal operators do not
interact, formulas of the form ¬CA ψ can be treated separately with a notion
of witness paths. For defining witness trees, the following auxiliary notions
from [13] are needed.
Definition 3.4 [ϑ-vector, ϕ-tree, °-matching] Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula,
n = |Σϕ |, and k the number of next-formulas in ecl(ϕ). For each next-formula
ϑ ∈ ecl(ϕ) and vector ~t = (t0 , . . . , tn−1 ) ∈ [k/n],
• if ϑ = hhAii°ψ and ta = ]ϑ for each a ∈ A, then ~t is called a ϑ-vector ;
• if ϑ = ¬hhAii°ψ with A ⊂ Σϕ , then ~t is called a ϑ-vector if the refutation
function says so; see [13] for details;
• if ϑ = ¬hhΣϕ ii°ψ ∈ ecl(ϕ), then ~t is called a ϑ-vector.
For each type Ψ ∈ Γϕ and each ~t = (t0 , . . . , tn−1 ) ∈ [k/n], let SΨ (~t) ⊆ ecl(ϕ)
be the smallest set such that
(M1) if hhAii°ψ ∈ Ψ and ~t is a hhAii°ψ-vector, then ψ ∈ SΨ (~t), and
(M2) if ¬hhAii°ψ ∈ Ψ and ~t is a ¬hhAii°ψ-vector, then ¬ψ ∈ SΨ (~t).
Given a set M of labels, a hM, k, ni-tree T is a mapping T from a finite prefixclosed subset of [k/n]∗ to M . A hΓϕ , k, ni-tree is called a ϕ-tree. A ϕ-tree T
is called °-matching if, for all α ∈ dom(T ) and all ~t ∈ [k/n], α · ~t ∈ dom(T )
implies ST (α) (~t) ⊆ T (α · ~t).
¢
Intuitively, a vector ~t is a hhAii°ψ-vector if, for all states q satisfying hhAii°ψ,
the successor q · ~t has to satisfy ψ. The ¬hhAii°ψ-vectors can be understood
in an analogous way. This intuition is reflected in (M1) and (M2) and in the
notion of °-matching.
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Now, equipped with the notions ϑ-vector, ϕ-tree, and °-matching, define
witness trees and witness paths. While witness paths testify satisfaction of
formulas of the form ¬CA ψ, witness trees are special ϕ-trees that affirm satisfaction of negated box formulas and until formulas; cf. [13] for witness trees.
Definition 3.5 [Witness Tree, Witness Path] Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula, Γ
a set of types for ϕ, and Ψ ∈ Γ. A ϕ-tree T is called a witness-tree rooted at
Ψ in Γ for a formula hhAiiψ U ϑ if it satisfies the following properties:
1. for all α ∈ dom(T ), T (α) ∈ Γ;
2. T is °-matching;
3. T (ε) = Ψ;
4. for all α ∈ dom(T ), hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈ T (α);
5. for all non-leaf nodes α, ψ ∈ T (α);
6. for all leaf nodes α, ϑ ∈ T (α);
7. if α ∈ dom(T ), hhAii°hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈ T (α), ϑ ∈
/ T (α), and ~t is a hhAii°hhAiiψ U ϑ~
vector, then α · t ∈ dom(T ).
T is called a witness-tree rooted at Ψ in Γ for a formula ¬hhAii2ψ if it satisfies
the following properties:
1. for all α ∈ dom(T ), T (α) ∈ Γ;
2. T is °-matching;
3. T (ε) = Ψ;
4. for all α ∈ dom(T ), ¬hhAii2ψ ∈ T (α);
5. for all leaf nodes α, ¬ψ ∈ T (α)
6. if α ∈ dom(T ), ¬hhAii°hhAii2ψ ∈ T (α), ¬ψ ∈
/ T (α), and ~t is a
¬hhAii°hhAii2ψ-vector, then α · ~t ∈ dom(T ).
A sequence Ψ0 · · · Ψm ∈ Γ∗ , m ≥ 1, is a witness path rooted at Ψ in Γ for a
formula ¬CA ψ if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Ψ0 = Ψ;
2. for all i < m, there is an agent a ∈ A such that for all Ka ψ 0 ∈ ecl(ϕ),
Ka ψ 0 ∈ Ψi iff Ka ψ 0 ∈ Ψi+1 ;
3. ¬ψ ∈ Ψm .
¢
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The presented decision procedure employs a type elimination algorithm which
in turn relies essentially on the notion of realizability. This notion from [13] was
extended to additionally account for epistemic operators. Intuitively, a type Ψ
is realizable in a set of types Γ if it is possible to (a) satisfy all next-formulas
in Ψ and all formulas of the form ¬Ka ψ or ¬DA ψ in Ψ using only types from
Γ, (b) construct witness trees for all negated box formulas and until formulas
in Ψ, and (c) construct witness paths for all formulas of the form ¬CA ψ in Ψ
using only types from Γ.
Definition 3.6 [Realizability] Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula and Γ a set of types
for ϕ. A type Ψ ∈ Γ is realizable in Γ if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. for all ~t ∈ [k/n], there is a Ψ0 ∈ Γ such that SΨ (~t) ⊆ Ψ0 ;
2. for all hhAiiψ U ϑ ∈ Ψ, there is a hhAiiψ U ϑ-witness tree rooted at Ψ in
Γ;
3. for all ¬hhAii2ψ ∈ Ψ, there is a ¬hhAii2ψ-witness tree rooted at Ψ in Γ;
4. for all ¬Ka ψ ∈ Ψ, there is a Ψ0 ∈ Γ such that
(a) ¬ψ ∈ Ψ0 , and
(b) Ka ψ 0 ∈ Ψ iff Ka ψ 0 ∈ Ψ0 , for all Ka ψ 0 ∈ ecl(ϕ);
5. for all ¬CA ψ ∈ Ψ, there is ¬CA ψ-witness path rooted at Ψ in Γ;
6. for all ¬DA ψ ∈ Ψ, there is a Ψ0 ∈ Γ such that
(a) ¬ψ ∈ Ψ0 , and
(b) DA ψ 0 ∈ Ψ iff DA ψ 0 ∈ Ψ0 , for all DA ψ 0 ∈ ecl(ϕ).
¢
Finally the decision procedure for ATEL using type elimination is described.
The algorithm starts with the set of all types for an input formula and then
repeatedly eliminates types that are not realizable. Since there are only finitely
many types to start with, the algorithm terminates with a set of realizable
types. The input formula is satisfiable if it is contained in some of the remaining
types. Formally, this works as follows: Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula for which
satisfiability is to be decided. Inductively compute a sequence ∆0 , ∆1 , . . . of
sets of types for ϕ as follows:
∆0
:= Γϕ ,
∆i+1 := {Ψ ∈ ∆i | Ψ is realizable in ∆i }.
Stop when ∆m+1 = ∆m for some m ≥ 0. Note that ∆m is a set of types for ϕ
that are all realizable in ∆m . The algorithm returns “Yes, ϕ is satisfiable in
an AETS for Σϕ ” if ϕ is contained in some type in ∆m ; otherwise it returns
“No, ϕ is not satisfiable.”
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The following lemmas state that the described decision procedure is correct and can be computed within exponential time in the length of the input
formula; full proofs can be found in [12].
Lemma 3.7 Let Γ be a set of types for an ATEL-formula ϕ. Then the existence of witness trees and paths in Γ can be decided in time exponential in the
length of ϕ.
Proof (sketch). Suppose it is to check for the existence of a witness tree for
hhAiiψUϑ ∈ Ψ0 rooted at Ψ0 in Γ; the cases for ¬hhAii2ψ and ¬CA ψ are
similar. Start with identifying leaf nodes of possible witness trees by marking
all types in Γ which contain hhAiiψUϑ and ϑ. Then identify inner nodes of
possible witness trees as follows: For all unmarked types Ψ ∈ Γ such that
hhAiiψUϑ ∈ Ψ, mark Ψ if ψ ∈ Ψ and for every hhAii°hhAiiψUϑ-vector
~t ∈ [k/n], there is a type Ψ0 ∈ Γ such that:
(i) SΨ (~t) ⊆ Ψ0 , and
(ii) Ψ0 is marked.
Repeatedly apply this procedure until no more types in Γ get marked.
It is not hard to see that a witness tree for hhAiiψUϑ exists iff Ψ0 was
marked. Verify that this marking procedure and thus checking for existence of
witness trees runs in exponential time.
qed
Lemma 3.8 Let ϕ be an ATEL-formula. Then the procedure returns “Yes,
the input formula ϕ is satisfiable in an AETS for Σϕ ” iff it is indeed the case.
Proof (sketch). Soundness: Assume that the elimination procedure was started
on input ϕ and returns “Yes, the input formula ϕ is satisfiable”. Let Γ be the
computed set of types. Then all types of Γ are realizable in Γ and there is a
type Ψ ∈ Γ with ϕ ∈ Ψ. Construct a model S of ϕ where states correspond
to types in Γ. This is done by constructing witness trees for all until formulas
and negated box formulas in ecl(ϕ) and for each type in Γ, arranging them in
a matrix form such that the rows range over the eventualities and the columns
over the types. Then we replace all leaf nodes by an edge from the leaf node’s
predecessor to the root of some other witness tree in the next row such that
this root is labeled by the same type as the replaced leaf. This construction
is similar to the one for CTL; cf. [4]. Initially, the epistemic operator DA is
treated as an additional modality and the corresponding
epistemic accessibilT
D
ity relation ∼D
in
S
is
explicitly
defined,
i.e.,
∼
=
A
A
a∈A ∼a for all coalitions
A does not necessarily hold. However, a proper model S 0 can be constructed
with the help of S by introducing epistemic witness trees on each state in S
and rearranging, for each agent a, its epistemic accessibility relation ∼a such
that temporal and epistemic transitions are kept separate.
Completeness: Suppose ϕ is satisfiable in a model S. Let Q be the set
of states in S and denote with types(Q) the set of all types associated with
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some state in Q. It can be shown that all types in types(Q) are realizable in
types(Q).
qed
Lemma 3.9 The described type elimination procedure runs in exponential time.
Proof (sketch). Suppose ϕ is given as input and let n = |ϕ|. Recall that the
size of the extended closure ecl(ϕ) is linear in the length of ϕ, i.e., |ecl(ϕ)| = c·n
for some constant c ≥ 1. The algorithm computes a sequence ∆0 , . . . , ∆m of
sets of types such that ∆0 ) ∆1 ) · · · ) ∆m . Since ∆0 = Γϕ ⊆ 2ecl(ϕ) , this
sequence is finite with m ≤ 2c·n . For each i with 0 < i ≤ m, it holds that
|∆i | < |∆0 | ≤ 2c·n . Thus, to compute the set ∆i+1 at most 2c·n types in ∆i
need to be checked whether they are realizable in ∆i . Using Lemma 3.7, it
2
can be shown that for a type Ψ ∈ ∆i at most 2O(n ) steps are needed to check
for Ψ’s realizability in ∆i . Note that checking whether there is a type in ∆m
that contains ϕ takes not more than 2O(n) steps. Hence the decision procedure
runs in time exponential in the size of the input.
qed

4

Conclusion

We have investigated the complexity of the satisfiability problem for the epistemic extension ATEL of ATL with common and distributed knowledge which
up to now was an open problem. ATEL satisfiability was shown to be ExpTime-complete by extending the type elimination construction for ATL from [13].
This result shows that adding epistemic operators for common and distributed
knowledge to ATL does not yield an increase in computational complexity.
ATEL, as it is defined in this paper, does not allow for any interaction
between knowledge and time. For instance, it is possible for an agent a that at
two for a epistemically indistinguishable states a makes different choices. More
discussions on the interaction of temporal and epistemic notions in ATEL can
be found in, e.g., [14, 9]. For further research, it is interesting to investigate the
complexity of variants of ATEL that capture various desired and reasonable
interactions between knowledge and time.
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Abstract. We consider the logic of justified common knowledge S4Jn introduced in [Artemov, 2004]. This system captures the notion of justified
common knowledge, which is free of some of the deficiencies of the usual
common knowledge operator, and yet sufficient for analysis of epistemic
problems where common knowledge has been traditionally applied. In
particular, S4Jn enjoys cut-elimination, which opens a possibility for an
automatic proof search in logic of common knowledge. In this paper, we
present an implementation that automatically builds cut-free proofs in
S4Jn . Our work is based on the existing matrix-based prover for intuitionistic logic [Schmitt et al., 2001].

1

Introduction

Plato defines knowledge as justified true belief. The modal logic approach to
knowledge, developed in [Hintikka, 1961; Hintikka, 1962], captures the true belief components of Plato’s tripartite definition. The justification component was
introduced into formal epistemology in [Artemov and Nogina, 2005; Artemov,
2004].
1.1

Common Knowledge

Common knowledge is a standard notion in formal epistemology. If Ki (i =
1, . . . , n) are knowledge operators of individual agents and
Eϕ = K1 ϕ ∧ . . . ∧ Kn ϕ,
we can informally define common knowledge as:
Cϕ ↔ ϕ ∧ Eϕ ∧ . . . ∧ E m ϕ ∧ . . . .
The standard way of defining common knowledge axiomatically is via the FixedPoint Axiom:
Cϕ ↔ E(ϕ ∧ Cϕ)
?

The work was actually done while I was visiting Prof. Jason Hickey at CalTech
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together with the Induction Rule:
ϕ → E(ψ ∧ ϕ)
ϕ → Cψ
This formalization does not behave well proof-theoretically; in particular,
the above axiomatization does not admit cut-elimination [Alberucci and Jäger,
2005] – an automatic proof search becomes problematic.
An alternative evidence-based approach to common knowledge was introduced in [Artemov, 2004], using the new expressive power of the logics of knowledge with justification. The basic new atoms in the latter are explicit evidence
operators of type t : ϕ, where ϕ is a sentence and t is an evidence term that
uses a certain manageable system of operations on justification. New evidence
operators t : ϕ are completely described by the Logic of Proofs LP and provide
an axiomatic and model description of epistemic assertions
t is a justification for ϕ .
We can also consider a forgetful projection of evidence that replaces each
evidence assertion t : ϕ by a sentence Jϕ, where J is a new modality of justified knowledge. [Artemov, 2004] considers, among others, the logic S4Jn with n
S4-modalities Ki denoting knowledge of n agents and an additional n + 1-st S4modality J, together with the axiom scheme Jϕ → Ki ϕ. It has been established
in [Artemov, 2004] that S4Jn is indeed a forgetful projection of the corresponding logic of knowledge with justification. In particular, [Artemov, 2004] gives a
Realization Algorithm that given an S4Jn -derivation, it recovers explicit evidence
terms for each occurrence of the justified knowledge modality J. These results
support understanding of the justified knowledge statement Jϕ as
there is an access to a justification of ϕ .
The logic S4Jn is a typical justified knowledge system which is also convenient
to compare justified knowledge – represented by S4Jn – with the corresponding
common knowledge system S4Cn based on the Fixed-Point Axiom together with
the Induction Rule.
Here are the main properties of the justified knowledge system S4Jn established in [Artemov, 2004].
Fixed-Point Axiom The justified knowledge modality J satisfies the FixedPoint Axiom of common knowledge in this form:
Jϕ ↔ E(ϕ ∧ Jϕ).
Connection with Common Knowledge Every evidence-based principle is a
common knowledge principle but not vice versa:
(S4Jn )∗ ⊂ S4Cn
where ∗ replaces every J-modality with C-modality.
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Cut-Elimination S4Jn enjoys cut-elimination.
Hence Justified Knowledge is a well-behaved, constructive version of Common
Knowledge, which can be used as the latter in solving specific problems (cf.
[Artemov, 2004]).
In this paper we describe an implemented automatic proof search procedure
for S4Jn which produces cut-free proofs. Given a cut-free proof in S4Jn one can
use the Realization Algorithm to recover evidence terms in this proof.
We successfully formalized, and S4Jn -prover proved the Wise Men and Muddy
Children puzzles [Fagin et al., 1995]. The Muddy Children Puzzle was formulated
in several flavors for four children, and depending on its formulation the proof
search and verification time varied from under one second to 90 seconds.
Our S4Jn -prover is based on existing implementation for intuitionistic logics.
The cases of T and S5 as the base knowledge systems instead of S4 are left for
future work. The Realization Algorithm is currently implemented for S4, but we
leave it outside the scope of this paper, since we still need to extend it to the
full S4Jn case and connect it to our S4Jn -prover.
1.2

Existing Code for First-Order Intuitionistic Logic

We based our work on the existing code of the J-prover in the MetaPRL logical
framework [Schmitt et al., 2001]. The implementation is based on a uniform
algorithm and matrix characterization for the first order intuitionistic logic J,
modal logics K, K4, T, S4, S5, and fragments of linear logic were given [Otten
and Kreitz, 1996b; Kreitz and Otten, 1999]. It also contains an algorithm for
conversion of an existing matrix proof into a sequent proof [Schmitt and Kreitz,
1995; Kreitz and Schmitt, 2000; Schmitt, 1999].
Note that J here stands for first order intuitionistic logic and has nothing to
do with “J” in S4Jn where it stands for “justified” S4-modality.
The code we started from supported only the first order intuitionistic logic J.
Our work is about classical modal logic and does not involve intuitionistic logic.
We generalize the matrix characterization of S4 to S4Jn , and extend that code to
support matrix proof search and sequent proof reconstruction for S4Jn .
We also improve the prefix unification algorithm [Otten and Kreitz, 1996a],
which is an important part of the matrix proof search algorithm: on some problems it consumes as much as 99% of the total proof search and construction
time. The unification is used iteratively with incremental extension of the equation system. Original algorithm was solving new systems from scratch each time.
We modified it to reuse the information obtained from the previous iteration on
the next iteration when one more equation was added. For problems with a
unique most-general unifier, one has only to retain the unifier which itself represents the solved system. Unfortunately, prefix unification problems do not have
unique solutions but rather minimal sets of unifiers. Naturally, not all members
of a unifier set U for system S survive as members of a unifier set for system
S ∪ p = q.
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The algorithm terminates when any unifier is found, but its full state contains the partially explored decision tree which we have to keep for the next
iteration. Passing the unexplored part of decision tree from iteration to iteration
reduced the running time by at least an order of magnitude on difficult problems.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we
introduce the matrix characterization of logical validity for propositional classical
logic [Bibel, 1981; Bibel, 1987; Andrews, 1981]. In Section 3, we extend this
notion to S4 [Wallen, 1990]. Section 4 contains our extension of the matrix
method to S4Jn , and Section 5 describes modifications to the prefix unification
algorithm, which is a part of matrix method. Section 6 briefly describes the main
ideas of matrix proof to sequent proof conversion [Kreitz and Schmitt, 2000;
Schmitt, 1999] and our modifications to enable support of S4Jn . And finally,
Section 7 describes the Muddy Children Puzzle and our solution to it.

2

Matrix Characterization of Logical Validity

The connection method was introduced in [Bibel, 1981; Bibel, 1987] for classical
logic. In [Wallen, 1990] it was extended to a number of non-classical logics. Kreitz
et al suggested a uniform algorithm for a variety of modal logics, intuitionistic
logic, and fragments of linear logic [Otten and Kreitz, 1996b; Kreitz and Otten,
1999]; described a uniform method of reconstruction of Gentzen sequent proofs
from matrix proofs [Schmitt and Kreitz, 1995; Kreitz and Schmitt, 2000; Schmitt,
1999]; and implemented it for intuitionistic logic in the MetaPRL proof assistant
[Schmitt et al., 2001].
In this section, we will introduce the basic concepts of matrix method and describe logical validity in these terms. We will limit our attention to propositional
case because our target logic S4Jn is propositional.
A formula tree of a formula F is basically its syntax tree. Each node s corresponds to one particular subformula Fs . We give unique names a1 , a2 , . . . to
each node and call them positions. A label of a position s is the major (outermost) connective of Fs or is itself Fs if it is atomic. In the latter case, s is called
atomic position or simply atom. The tree ordering < on positions is induced by
the tree structure where the root is the smallest element with respect to this
tree ordering <.
Each position is associated with polarity in a standard way with the root
having polarity 0.
The principal type P type(u) of a position u is defined by its label and polarity
according to the following table:
(A ∧ B)1
subformulae polarities A1 , B 1
principal type β
(A ∧ B)0
subformulae polarities A0 , B 0
principal type α

(A ∨ B)0 (A → B)0 (¬A)1 (¬A)0
A0 , B 0
A1 , B 0
A0
A1
1
1
(A ∨ B) (A → B)
A1 , B 1
A0 , B 1

Atomic positions have no principal type.
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Definition 1. For a principal type t, we say that two positions a and b of F
are t-related (a ∼t b) if the <-biggest position c of F that is less than a and b
has principal type t (c = max{x | x < a ∧ x < b}). a is t-related to a set S iff
a ∼t s for all s ∈ S.
Definition 2. For each principal type t, there are secondary types t0 , . . . , tk
where k is the arity of connectives that produce type t. For position u of principal
type t, its <-successors have secondary types ti according to their relative order
as arguments of u. We denote the secondary type of a position v as Stype(v).
The root has no secondary type.
The matrix(-representation) of a formula F is a two-dimensional representation of its atomic subformulae without connectives (but with parentheses); it is
mainly used for illustrative purposes. In this representation, α-related positions
are arranged side by side; β-related positions are arranged one on top of another.
Example 1. The matrix representation of the formula ¬((¬A ∨ ¬C) ∧ ((A ∧ B) ∨
(B ∧ C))) is:
 0  1

A
(A B 1 )
C0
(B 1 C 1 )
Definition 3. A path through a formula F is a maximal set of α-related positions. It can be visualized as a maximal “horizontal” line through the matrix of
F (or more precisely, a maximal line that never runs vertically).
Definition 4. A connection is a pair of positions with the same labels but
opposite polarities.
Theorem 1. A propositional formula F is (classically) valid iff every path through
F has a connection.
A proof of this theorem (first-order case) can be found in [Bibel, 1987].

3

Matrix characterization for S4

The matrix characterization for S4 was given in [Wallen, 1990]. For this, we need
to add two extra principal types ν, π for modal positions; define prefixes and
unification over them; define multiplicity and what is an indexed formula; and
define complementary connections and admissible substitutions.
We will use only one modality 2 because 3 has no explicit counterpart in the
logic of knowledge with justification in which we want to realize S4Jn -theorems.
Two new principal types are defined according to the table below:
principal type ν (2A)1
subformula polarity A1
principal type π (2A)0
subformula polarity A0
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We denote the set of all positions of primary type ν as V, of primary type π
as Π, all positions of secondary type ν0 as V0 , and of secondary type π0 as Π0 .
Definition 5. For a position u, the modal prefix preM (u) is a string u1 . . . un
of all positions u1 < u2 < . . . < un ≤ u such that ui ∈ V0 ∪ Π0 .
Definition 6. The modal substitution σ : V0 → (V0 ∪ Π0 )∗ induces a relation
<M ⊆ (V0 ∪ Π0 ) × V0 : if σM (u) = p, then v < u for all v ∈ V0 ∪ Π0 occurring in
p.
In other words, ν0 -positions are considered to be variables and π0 -positions
are considered to be constants. All variables in the result of σ(u) are less than
u with respect to the ordering induced by σ.
Definition 7. A modal substitution σ is S4-admissible iff the induced reduction ordering  = (< ∪ <)+ is irreflexive.
In S4-tableaux, ν-formulae can be used several times to populate several prefixes (worlds); in order to reflect it in the matrix characterization, we introduce
modal multiplicity µ : V0 → N and define indexed formula F µ which is just a
pair – a formula and a multiplicity function over it. A position u ∈ V has µ(u)
instances of its successor trees with root v, u < v. Whenever we refer to index
formula, we imply that positions are duplicated according to the multiplicity
function.
Definition 8. A connection {u, v} is complementary under a substitution σ
iff σ(pre(u)) = σ(pre(v)). A path is complementary iff it contains a complementary connection.
Definition 9. A set of connections C spans the formula A iff any path through
A contains some connection from C.
Theorem 2. A formula is S4-valid iff there is a multiplicity µ, an S4-admissible
substitution σ, and a set of σ-complementary connections C that spans A [Wallen,
1990].

4

Matrix Characterization of S4Jn

S4Jn can be described as n modalities Ki with S4 behavior, modality J with S4
behavior and the connection axiom schema
Jp → Ki p, for all i.

(4.I)

To extend matrix characterization from singular S4 to several such modalities, one has to label tree positions with the appropriate modalities and make
such positions incompatible for prefix unification purposes.
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In terms of tableau rules, the connection axiom 4.I can be expressed as
T σ Jp
for an existing prefix σ.ai
T σ.ai p
This means that J-modality is compatible with worlds generated by any
modality K1 , . . . , Kn , J. For unification purposes, we allow variable positions
related to J-modalities to unify with any string.
We will mark position a with a superscript i if it is related to modality Ki .
For J we will use superscript 0.
Definition 10. For a position ai , we define sort{ai } = i
Definition 11. To describe prefix unification for S4Jn , we define a relation 
on positions. For two positions a and b, we say that a  b iff a is ν00 or a is ν0i ,
and b is ν0i or π0i . Basically, it states when b can be substituted for a.
Corollary 1.  is reflexive and transitive.
Definition 12. A substitution {V1 \ s1 , . . . , Vn \ sn } is S4Jn -admissible iff it is
S4-admissible and for all i and all a from si , holds Vi  a.
Theorem 3. A formula is S4Jn -valid iff there is a multiplicity µ, an S4Jn -admissible
substitution σ, and a set of σ-complementary connections C that spans A.
Proof. (Sketch) The only difference between S4 and S4Jn tableaux are the rules
of propagation of 2 from prefix to prefix. Our adjustments in the definition of
admissible substitution reflects those differences exactly.
We can modify our definition of a path through a formula Aµ as follows.
We say that some sets of α-related positions are paths (and our original paths
become atomic paths). Instead of P ∪ {v}, we will write P, v.
(A) Root is a path.
(B) If P, u is a path, and u is an α-position with subformulae u0 and u1 , then
P, u0 and P, u1 are paths as well.
(C) If P, u is a path, and u is a β-position with subformulae u0 and u1 , then
P, u0 , u1 is a path.
(D) If P, u is a path, and u is a π-position with subformula u0 , then P, u0 is a
path.
(E) If P, u is a path, and u is a ν-position with subformula u0 , then P , u0,1 , . . .,
u0,µ(u) is a path where u0,i are instances of u0 .
If we augment each position in paths with its prefixes, paths will become S4Jn tableau branches. Atomic paths will be closed branches (if there is a spanning
set of connections). Our path generation rules become valid tableau rules as long
as prefixes are introduced by π-rules before they are used by ν-rules. But we can
always apply the ν-rule after the appropriate π-rule – they cannot block each
other because their active positions are from different branches of the syntax
tree. Hence if there is a matrix proof then there is a tableaux proof as well.
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Once we have a tableau proof, we can find the appropriate multiplicity and an
S4Jn -admissible substitution. Each tableau branch represents one or many atomic
paths, each closed branch has a complementary connection, and all branches of
a closed tableau cover all atomic paths.
Note Our implementation does not use tableaux in any way, we refer to them
only for the sake of the proof(-sketch).
[Cerrito and Mayer, 1997] give an upper bound for multiplicity function for
a number of propositional modal logics, including S4. We tried to implement it
but it proved to be unpractically high.

5

Prefix Unification for S4Jn

[Otten and Kreitz, 1996a] present a prefix unification algorithm for a number of
logics, including S4 (the algorithm is the same but it uses different sets of rules
for different logics).
We consider strings over V ∪ C where V serves as a set of variables and C is a
set of constants. Symbols are actually positions, so for the S4Jn case, we assume
that each symbol has a sort : V ∪ C → N which we denote as a superscript, and
we have a sort compatibility relation ≺ over symbols.
Definition 13 (T-string property). Two strings a and b over an alphabet A
have T-string property iff
(A) ∀1≤i,j≤|s| .i 6= j → si 6= sj and ∀1≤i,j≤|t| .i 6= j → ti 6= tj
(B) ∃0≤k≤min(|s|,|t|) .(∀1≤i≤k .si = ti &∀k<i≤|s| ∀k<j≤|t| .si 6= tj )
In other words, these strings form a tree.
Definition 14. A set of strings S has T-string property iff all pairs of strings
s, t ∈ S have T-string property.
Definition 15. A system of equations {s1 = t1 , . . . , sn = tn } has T-string property iff the set {s1 , . . . , sn , t1 , . . . , tn } has T-string property.
Definition 16. A substitution σ is a T-unifier of a system of equations {si =
ti |1 ≤ i ≤ n} iff σsi = σti for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Definition 17. A substitution σ is an instance of τ if there is δ such that
σ = δ ◦ τ (δ applied after τ ).
Definition 18. A set of substitutions Σ is a (minimal) set of most general
unifiers for a system of equations Γ iff:
Correctness Every σ ∈ Σ is a T-unifier for Γ .
Completeness Every T-unifier τ for Γ is an instance of some σ ∈ σ.
Minimality No σ ∈ Σ is an instance of another σ 0 ∈ Σ.
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A nondeterministic version of the unification algorithm is the following. It
assumes that each equation in Γ has the form s = r|t where r = ε at the
beginning:
while Γ 6= ∅ do
select the left most system s = t ∈ Γ
set Γ to Γ \ {s = t}
select a transformation rule Π → ∆, Θ from T which is applicable to s = t;
if no rule is applicable stop with failure
apply rule Π → ∆, Θ to s = t, let ∆0 , Θ0 be the results
Γ := Θ0 (Γ ), σ := Θ(σ)
Γ := ∆0 ∪ Γ , σ = σ ∪ Θ0
stop with success and return σ.
The set of most general unifiers is a result of all successful runs of the algorithm.
Definition 19. For two variable positions ai and bj , we say that ai ' bj iff
i = j or one of them is 0.
Corollary 2. ' is an equivalence relation.
If ai ' bj , then the least constraining sort of variables that can be substituted
for both ai and bj is max(i, j). Indeed, if max(i, j) is positive, then it is the only
possible sort; if it is 0, then it can be replaced with any other sort, but if we
choose any positive sort, we will then be bound to it.
The original list of rules for T-unification for S4 described in [Otten and
Kreitz, 1996a] changes to the one described in Table 1. There we added the
Rules 11 trough 14 and sort compatibility conditions to the Rules 7 trough 10.
Corollary 3. (T-String Preserving) Let Γ be system of equations with Tstring property and σ be a most general unifier for one of its equations, then a
system of equations σΓ still has T-string property.
Definition 20. Let mgu(Γ ) be the set of all substitutions produced by the given
algorithm with the given set of rules.
Corollary 4. (Correctness) Let Γ = {s = ε|t} be an equation of T-strings.
Then all σ ∈ mgu(Γ ) are T-unifiers for Γ .
Proof is the same as in [Otten and Kreitz, 1996a].
Theorem 4. (Termination) Let Γ = {s = ε|t} be an equation of T-strings.
Then the given algorithm with the given set of rules always terminates.
Proof. [Otten and Kreitz, 1996a] prove it by defining an ordering on equations
and showing that we need at most two rule applications to obtain a smaller
equation with respect to that ordering. This proof works for our set of rules as
well.
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R1
R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9

{ε = ε|ε}
{ε = ε|t+ }
{Xs = ε|Xt}
{Cs = ε|V t}
{V s = z|ε}
{V s = ε|C1 t}
{V s = z|C1 C2 t}
{V s+ = ε|V1 t}
{V s+ = z + |V1 t}

→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→
→

R10 {V s = z|Xt}

→

R11 {V s = z|V1 t}

→

R12 {V = ε|V1 t}
R13 {V = ε|V1 t}

→
→

R14 {V s = zV1 |Ct} →

{}, {}
{t+ = ε|ε}, {}
{s = ε|t}, {}
{V t = ε|Cs}, {}
{s = ε|ε}, {V \ z}
{s = ε|C1 t}, {V \ ε}
{s = ε|C2 t}, {V \ zC1 }, where V  C1
{V1 t = V |s+ }, {}, where V1  V
{V1 t = V 0 |s+ }, {V \ z + V 0 }, where V ' V1 ,
and sort{V 0 } = max(sort{V }, sort{V1 })
{V s = zX|t}, {}, where V  X, and V 6= X,
and s = ε or t 6= ε or X ∈ C
{s = ε|V1 t}, {V \ z}, where (z 6= ε and V  V1 ) or
(z = ε and not V ' V1 )
{V = ε|t}, {V1 \ ε}, where V1  V but V  V1
{V1 t = V 0 |ε}, {V \ V 0 }, where V1  V but V  V1 ,
and sort{V 0 } = sort{V }
{s = ε|Ct}, {V \ zV1 }, where V  C

Table 1. s, t and z denote (arbitrary) strings, and s+ , t+ , z + non-empty strings.
X, V , V1 , C, C1 , and C2 denote single characters with X ∈ V ∪ C ∪ V 0 , V, V1 ∈
V ∪ V 0 (with V 6= V1 ), and C, C1 , C2 ∈ C. V 0 ∈ V 0 is a new variable which does
not occur in the substitution σ computed so far.

[Otten and Kreitz, 1996a] claim minimality of the resulting unifier sets for
their S4-set of rules. We do not claim it for our rules. See our practical considerations at the end of this section.
Theorem 5. (Completeness) Let Γ = {s = ε|t} be an equation of T-strings.
mgu(Γ ) is complete, i.e. any unifier of Γ is an instance of some σ ∈ mgu(Γ ).
Proof. [Otten and Kreitz, 1996a] claim completeness of the original S4-set of
rules. Completeness of our extended set can be obtained by lengthy analysis
of all cases when S4-rules are not applicable due to modal sort compatibility
requirements.
5.1

Practical considerations

Informally, T-unification problems are not exactly isomorphic to desired solutions of prefix equations. For example, fresh variables introduced in the Rules
9 and 13 are set to ε after a unifier is found. Substitution {V1 \ ε, V2 \ ε} is an
instance of {V1 \ V2 }; for proof search purposes they are equally good, but if we
still have some equations to solve, the former substitution being applied to them
produces a smaller problem. These considerations suggest that minimality and
completeness of the resulting unifier sets do not guarantee optimality.
We must also pay close attention to the order in which rules are attempted
– swapping Rules 12 and 13 changes running time on certain problems by more
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than an order of magnitude, and changes (practical) feasibility of some problems.
We plan to measure “popularity” of the rules on a large base of problems and
reorder them by decreasing order of popularity.

6

From Matrix Proofs to Sequent Proofs

The algorithm for the conversion of matrix proofs to sequent proofs was given
by Kreitz and Schmitt [Kreitz and Schmitt, 2000; Schmitt, 1999] for a number
of modal logics (K,K4,T,S4,D,D4), first order intuitionistic logic, and fragments
of linear logic.
The full description of the algorithm is lengthy and very technical, so we will
highlight only the main idea and details that change with our move from S4 to
S4Jn .
The algorithm goes over the formula tree starting from its root and converts
each position into an inference rule (or several inference rules); the result is a
derivation tree. Suppose, the original formula that we had to prove was A ∧ B
(or ⇒ A ∧ B as a sequent). The primary type of the root is α and the main
connective is ∧, the algorithm chooses this rule:
Γ ⇒ A, ∆
Γ ⇒ B, ∆
Γ ⇒ A ∧ B, ∆
Positions for A and B become open and the algorithm picks next position among
open ones.
In general, inference rules are not permutable because certain rules can destroy formulae of a sequent that have not yet been used, hence the order in which
the algorithm has to explore the formula tree is important. The primary factor
is the reduction ordering induced by unifying substitution.
Definition 21. We say that the processed positions are solved, and that Pa is
the set of solved atomic positions.
Definition 22. We call open a not-solved position whose immediate predecessor in the tree ordering is solved. Po = {x | x not solved & y ≺ x solved} is the
set of open positions.
Basically, open positions represent current formulas in the sequent.
Definition 23. If x < y (substitution induced relation), we say that x is blocking
y. And Wy = {x | x < y} is the set of positions blocking y.
Open positions that are blocked will not be processed until there is no blocking. There are more requirements for first-order S4 in [Kreitz and Schmitt, 2000;
Schmitt, 1999], unfortunately, they do not fully agree.
Note Because generated proofs are always checked by MetaPRL engine, it is not
critical if the algorithm has bugs and/or incomplete. There are two worst
case scenarios: algorithm runs into a deadlock because of these blocking
conditions, or it might produce an incorrect proof, which will be rejected by
MetaPRL.
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Consider the S4-rule for 2-introduction to the right:
Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆, A
Γ ⇒ ∆, 2A

(⇒ 2)

Where Γ ∗ = {2X|2X ∈ Γ }, it is more convenient to formulate it in this form
with ∗ operation when we do a bottom-up proof.
If we apply this rule too early, the ∗ operation might delete some formulae
that we will need later in our proof. The conversion algorithm has a complicated
condition describing when it is not too early to use this rule.
For S4Jn , the similar rule is:
Γ ∗ ⇒ ∆, A
Γ ⇒ ∆, 2A

(⇒ 2)

If 2 is J then Γ ∗ = {JA|JA ∈ Γ }.
If 2 is Ki then Γ ∗ = {JA|JA ∈ Γ } ∪ {Ki A|Ki A ∈ Γ }.
So in the case of S4Jn , not all boxes survive after this rule but only boxes of
the same sort or stronger (i.e. J). In order to reflect this in the proof conversion
algorithm for S4Jn , we impose one more condition when a π-position cannot be
processed – if there is an open ν-position of a different non zero sort. Otherwise,
if we process that π-position, we will apply the ⇒ 2-rule to it and it will delete
the incompatible ν-positions.
This modification is the only one needed to add S4Jn support to the existing
proof conversion algorithm for S4.

7

Muddy Children Puzzle

The paradigmatic example of S4Jn application is the renowned:
Muddy Children Puzzle There are n children playing in the yard; as they
play m of them become muddy. Their father enters the yard and says: “at
least one of you is muddy, do you know if you are muddy?” Nobody answers,
so he asks again: “Do you know if you are muddy?” He asks this question
until all the children are able to answer the question.
After how many questions the father will receive the answers?
We assume that all the children are smart and answer simultaneously.
Let’s formalize this puzzle in S4Jn for four children, two of them muddy.
Propositional letter ci will stand for “ith child is muddy”. We will use the formalization, that we heard from Melvin Fitting.
Definition 24. The ith child knows whether A is true:
KWi A = Ki A ∨ Ki ¬A
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Definition 25. It is common knowledge that every child knows about other children if they are muddy:
KAO = J( KW1 c2 ∧ KW1 c3 ∧ KW1 c4 ∧ KW2 c1 ∧ KW2 c3 ∧ KW2 c4 ∧ KW3 c1 ∧
KW3 c2 ∧ KW3 c4 ∧ KW4 c1 ∧ KW4 c2 ∧ KW4 c3 )
Definition 26. The initial state before the father said anything was
s0 = c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ¬c3 ∧ ¬c4 ∧ KAO
Definition 27. The father’s statement “At least one of you is muddy” is formalized as
s1 = J(c1 ∨ c2 ∨ c3 ∨ c4 )
Definition 28. Some child knows whether (s)he is muddy or not:
SK = KW1 c1 ∨ KW2 c2 ∨ KW3 c3 ∨ KW4 c4
Theorem 6. After the father asked his question first time, nobody answered.
Immediately after that, muddy children (c1 and c2 ) realized that they were muddy:
s0 , J(¬J(s1 → SK)) ⇒ K1 c1
and
s0 , J(¬J(s1 → SK)) ⇒ K2 c2
– s1 → SK says that after first question some child knew if (s)he is muddy.
– J(s1 → SK) says that it became common knowledge, i.e. that child publicly
said that (s)he knows.
– And finally, J(¬J(s1 → SK)) says that it is common knowledge that no
child actually answered after the first question.
Proof. The proof was found automatically by our matrix-based prover and verified by MetaPRL, it took approximately 92 seconds in total (but separately for
c1 and c2 ).
Unfortunately, Four Children Puzzle represents a real challenge to our implementation. It was not able to find a proof for the Theorem 6 above with
K1 c1 ∧ K2 c2 in conclusion.

8

Final Remarks

We presented a matrix-based prover for S4Jn . It builds cut-free proofs that can
be fed to a Realization Algorithm, that would recover evidence terms (justifications) for justified common knowledge modality J, and build an S4LP
n -proof for
a realization of the original formula [Artemov, 2004]. It is our immediate goal to
finish this Realization Algorithm and connect it to our S4Jn -prover.
We are not satisfied with the performance of our implementation. One way
to address it is to implement non-constant multiplicity function, i.e. to increase
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multiplicity of generative positions individually, on demand. Although, it is not
obvious how to do it. May be, we should move to tableaux-based algorithms,
though we need sequent proofs as the output for the Realization Algorithm.
We also want to extend our work to other modal logics (TJn and S5Jn ) [Artemov, 2004] and investigate possible connections between logic of proofs LP (and
LP
LP
TLP
n , S4n , S5n ) and description logics.
We thank Karen Kletter for editing the linguistic aspect of the paper and all
the anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments.
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Abstract
BAN logic is an epistemic logic for verifying cryptographic protocols. While BAN
has been quite successful from a practical point of view, the semantics of the epistemic modality is controversial. Several Kripke semantics have been proposed, but
they do not attempt at anything beyond a soundness result. Completeness is prevented by the so called logical omniscience problem: Agents in BAN can draw only
feasibly computable consequences of their knowledge, whereas agents in Kripke semantics can draw all logical consequences of their knowledge. To avoid logical
omniscience, we index the epistemic possibility relation of Kripke semantics with a
message renaming, relating how cipher texts at the current state correspond to cipher texts at the epistemically possible state. An agent is said to know a statement
if corresponding statements hold at epistemically possible states. We obtain completeness with respect to message passing systems and decidability by transferring
canonical model and filtration constructions from Kripke semantics.
Keywords: BAN Logic, Completeness, Decidability, Logical Omniscience

1

Introduction

BAN logic [4] is an epistemic logic proof system for reasoning about cryptographic protocols. Since BAN was introduced in the late eighties, a substantial amount of work has been done applying, varying and clarifying BAN (cf.
[1,2,5,6,8,10,11,12,13,15]). However, BAN’s central language construct, the
epistemic modality, has no agreed upon semantics. The confusion around the
semantics hampers the application of semantically based methods, and makes
it difficult to evaluate variations to the proof system.
Any interpretation of cryptographic knowledge faces the so-called logical
omniscience problem [7]: According to the intended, informal meaning of
knowledge, agents can only perform computationally feasible cryptographic
? Work supported by the Swedish Research Council grants 621-2003-2597 and 622-20036108
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calculations, whereas in the standard semantics for knowledge, Kripke semantics, agents draw arbitrary logical inferences, including computationally
unjustified cryptographic calculations. To illustrate, under BAN’s idealized
cryptography we get the validity fresh M |= fresh {M }K , which, in Kripke semantics, yields the entailment a knows fresh M |= a knows fresh {M }K . However, the latter entailment goes against the intended meaning in BAN, since in
BAN agent a can know that M is inside {M }K only when a knows K. From
the point of view of modal logic, the example shows the failure of the rule
of normality that allows inference of an entailment a, knows F |= a knows F 0
from the entailment F |= F 0 . We refer to [5] for additional counterexamples
to the rule of normality.
In Kripke semantics, the knowledge of an agent a at a state s is determined by the data s|a available to a at s. An agent knows a statement if
her available data entail the statement. Thus, logical omniscience (rule of
normality) is inescapable, no matter how s|a is defined. As it happens, all
semantics for BAN-like logics, except for [5], are based on Kripke semantics
[1,6,10,11,12,13,15]. Therefore, as the above example illustrates, every extension to BAN is incomplete with respect to these semantics, assuming the
extension is faithful to the intended meaning in BAN. Indeed, existing work
have so far been limited to soundness results.
Recently, we proposed a generalized Kripke semantics that avoids logical
omniscience [5]. There, we established some of the basic properties of the
semantics, including soundness. Here we extend this work to show that a
faithful version of BAN is complete with respect to message passing systems
[7], and that it is decidable. We emphasize that completeness for original BAN
[4] cannot be expected, since original BAN, as its authors make clear, leaves
out rules that are validated by any reasonable semantics.
The key intuition is that two different cipher texts can be indistinguishable to an agent, due to her limited decryption power. Thus, a cipher text
{M }K which the agent cannot decrypt might as well, for all the agent knows,
be some other cipher text {M 0 }K 0 . In this sense, {M 0 }K 0 is an epistemically
possible interpretation of {M }K . More generally, we can think of a 1-1 mapping r between messages as a joint interpretation of all messages. For each
state and agent we identify, based on the keys available to the agent, a set
of epistemically possible joint interpretations. We say that agent a knows
a statement F ({M }K ) at state s, if for every possible joint interpretation r,
the reinterpreted data r(s|a) entails the reinterpreted statement F (r({M }K )).
This semantics departs from Kripke semantics, in that we check the renamed
cipher text r({M }K ) instead of the predicated cipher text {M }K . As a result,
logical omniscience is avoided.
We present an axiomatization of validity with respect to our semantics.
The axiomatization uses standard modal axioms K, T, S4 and S5, but excludes
the rule of necessitation. The latter is weakened so that agents can only infer
“feasibly computable” theorems. The axiomatization employs, in addition,
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some axioms specific to message passing systems, including an epistemic axiom
stating that an agent knows if she sent or received a message. We obtain
completeness and decidability by transferring canonical model and filtration
constructions from Kripke semantics.
Our semantics is a variation on counterpart semantics, a semantics for
first order modal logic due to [9]. Epistemically possible mappings between
messages are related to the message congruences of [1], and to the states of
knowledge and belief of [3,14].

2

Message Passing Systems

In a message passing system agents take turns to send messages, receive messages or perform unspecified internal actions [7]. For the sake of brevity, we
omit the customary initialization action, i.e., a special action that establishes
initial shared or private secrets. We also use a simple, perhaps simplistic,
notion of session along the lines of [1].
Assume a non-empty set of keys K, K 0 , ..., a non-empty set of plain-texts
T, T 0 , ..., including a finite set A of agent names a, b, ... Messages are generated
by:
M ::= K | T | M · M | {M }K
where · represents pairing and { } represents symmetric encryption. The submessage relation ≥ is the smallest binary relation on messages such that M ≥
M , {M }K ≥ M , {M }K ≥ K, M · M 0 ≥ M and M · M 0 ≥ M 0 . A message
space is a non-empty set of messages closed under ≥, i.e., if M ≥ M 0 then the
space contains M 0 if it contains M . We fix a finite message space: A message
M is, from now on, a message in this fixed space.
Actions are:
σ ::= a sends M | a receives M | a int M | begin session
where agent a is in A or is the special agent env, the environment, and int
ranges over a finite set of internal action types. Write σ(M ) for an action
in the message term M . A history, or action trace, is a finite sequence h of
actions. Write Actions(h) for the set of all actions in h: Actions(²) = ∅ and
Actions(h · σ) = Actions(h) ∪ {σ}. A message passing system, or system for
short, is a non-empty set H of histories.
The local history of agent a in history h, in symbols h|a, is the sequence of
actions performed by a in h: ²|a = ², if σ ∈ {a sends M, a receives M, a int M }
then (h · σ)|a = h|a · σ else (h · σ)|a = h|a.
A key assignment κ on H assigns a set κ(a, h) of keys, the keys used by a
at h for encryption and decryption, to each agent a ∈ A and history h ∈ H.
A model on H is a pair M = hH, κi, where κ is a key assignment on H. We
leave κ undefined until Section 5.
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3

Language of Full Propositional BAN

An atomic statement is a predicate p applied to a message M :
p(M ) ::= a received M | a rec M | a sent M | a sen M | old M
The meaning of atomic statements is straightforward: a received M holds if
agent a received message M from the network, a rec M holds if M is a submessage of some message a received. 1 The intended meaning of a sent M and
a sen M are analogous. The statement old M holds if M is a sub-message of
some message sent in an old session, i.e., prior to a begin session event. We
note that, unlike BAN like languages in the literature, atomic statements do
not involve any notion of “feasible cryptographic computation”. In particular,
atomic statements do not depend on the keys used by agents. Statements are
generated by:
F ::= p(M ) | ¤a F | F ∧ F | ¬F
where 2a is the epistemic modality for a, read “agent a knows that”. Define
disjunction (∨) and implication (→) in the usual way. Let G ⊆ A. We
introduce BAN predicates as abbreviations, similar to [10]:
•

a sees M = 2a a rec M

•

a said M = 2a a sen M
V
M secret of G =
¬ a sees M

•

a6∈G
•

fresh M = ¬ old M

The language defined above differs somewhat from the original BAN [4].
Firstly, original BAN has some constructs for asymmetric cryptography. Secondly, there is no negation operator in original BAN. Thirdly, original BAN includes messages that contain statements, so called idealized messages. Fourth,
we have dropped predicates good and controls; good is dropped because it is
analogous to secret, and controls is dropped since it becomes superfluous when
the epistemic modality is interpreted as knowledge rather than belief [10].

4

Semantics

In Kripke semantics, the epistemic modality 2a is interpreted through an
epistemic possibility relation −→a between states, in our case histories. Intuitively, h −→a h0 means that at history h agent a could, for all she knows,
be at h0 . The epistemic possibility relation has a default definition in computer science, due to [7]: h −→a h0 , if and only if, h|a = h0 |a. However,
because of the the limited decryption power of agents, there may be more
than one way for the agent to interpret the cipher texts she has sent, received
1

If we include initialization actions in histories, a rec M also holds if M is a sub-message
of some “initial secret” of a.
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or otherwise acted upon. Consider, for example, a model M0 = hH0 , κ0 i
where H0 has three execution histories, h0 = b sends {M }K · a receives {M }K ,
h1 = b sends {M 0 }K 0 · a receives {M 0 }K 0 and h2 = b sends {M }K , and agent a
does not use any keys, i.e., κ0 (a, h0 ) = κ0 (a, h1 ) = κ0 (a, h2 ) = ∅. Even though
h0 |a 6= h1 |a, it may still be reasonable to say that at h0 , agent a could, for
all she knows, be at h1 . Based on such intuitions, the AT semantics [1] and
its descendants [13,15] drop the requirement of local history identity, in effect
hiding cryptographically inaccessible parts of the local history from the agent
herself.
We depart from AT semantics, and from Kripke semantics in general, by
extending the epistemic uncertainty to predicated cipher texts. To illustrate,
the cipher text {M }K at h0 in the above model M0 , could, for all agent a
knows, be the cipher text {M 0 }K 0 at h1 . Everything a observes of {M }K at
h0 , a also observes of {M 0 }K 0 at h1 . In this sense, {M 0 }K 0 at h1 corresponds
for a to {M }K at h0 . In general, a message sequence M00 , M10 , · · · at h1 may
correspond for a to another message sequence M0 , M1 , · · · at h0 . In order to
keep track of message correspondences, we therefore relativize the epistemic
possibility relation to a message renaming, a 1 − 1 function r on the set of
messages. Informally, h −→ra h0 if any message sequence M0 , M1 , · · · at h
could, for all a knows, be the sequence r(M0 ), r(M1 ), · · · at h0 . We extend a
renaming to statements by renaming the message terms inside a statement:
r(p(M )) = p(r(M )), r(2a F ) = 2a r(F ), etc. Then renamings are extended to
sets of statements by renaming each statement in a set: r(∆) = {r(F ) | F ∈
∆} for any set ∆ of statements, and, finally, to sets of messages by renaming
each message in a set: r(Π) = {r(M ) | M ∈ Π} for any set Π of messages.
Assuming the the relativized epistemic possibility relation, we say that an
agent knows a statement if corresponding statements hold at epistemically
possible histories:
h |=M 2a F ⇔ ∀r : ∀h0 ∈ H : h −→ra h0 ⇒ h0 |=M r(F )
The break with Kripke semantics should be clear. We check a renamed statement r(F ) at h0 , and not the original statement F .
For h −→ra h0 to hold, we require that r respects the observations (actions)
of a in h as well as the message structure accessible through a:s keys at h.
The former requirement means that
•

r(h|a) = h0 |a

where r is extended to histories by point-wise renaming each message acted
upon in the history: r(²) = ² and r(h · σ(M )) = r(h) · σ(r(M ))). For the latter
requirement, we simply assume a transparency relation /, which determines
if a renaming r respects structure accessible with a set Π of keys: r / Π, if Π
cannot distinguish a message, a history or a statement from its renaming under
r. We leave the definition of / open, merely insisting on four requirements:
•

r / Π, Π ⊇ Π0 ⇒ r / Π0 (Monotonicity)
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•

ι / Π, where ι is identity of messages (Reflexivity)

•

r / Π, r0 / r(Π) ⇒ (r0 ◦ r) / Π (Transitivity)

•

r / Π ⇒ r−1 / r(Π) (Symmetry)

For example, we may stipulate that r / Π, if and only if, r respects encryption
with keys in Π:
(i) k ∈ Π ⇒ r({M }k ) = {r(M )}r(k) (Encryption)
and r respects clear text constructions:
(ii) r(M · M 0 ) = r(M ) · r(M 0 ) (Pairing)
(iii) r(T ) = T , plain text T (Plain text)
So defined, / is monotone, reflexive, transitive and symmetric [5]. We say
that / respects encryption, if, for all r and Π, r / Π implies that r respects
encryption with keys in Π. Similarly, we say that / respects pairing/plain
text, if, for all r and Π, r / Π implies that r respects paring/ plain text. Note
that any / is finite. (Since the message space is finite, there are finitely many
sets Π of keys and finitely many renamings r.) Putting the two requirements
on −→ra together, we stipulate:
h −→ra h0 in M ⇔ r(h|a) = h0 |a & r / κ(a, h)
Truth conditions for Boolean operators and atomic statements are as expected:
h |=M ¬F , if and only if, h 6|=M F ; h |=M F ∧ F 0 , if and only if, h |=M F and
h |=M F 0 ; h |=M a received M , if and only if, a receives M ∈ Actions(h);
h |=M a sent M , if and only if, a sends M ∈ Actions(h); h |=M a rec M ,
if and only if, M is a sub-message of some M 0 such that a receives M 0 ∈
Actions(h); h |=M a sen M , if and only if, M is a sub-message of some M 0
such that a sends M 0 ∈ Actions(h); h |=M old M , if and only if, for some h0
and h00 , h = h0 · begin session·h00 and h0 |=M a rec M ∨ a sen M for some
a ∈ A ∪ {env}. Finally, statement F is valid in model M if h |=M F , for all
h ∈ H.
Returning to the example M0 above, h0 |=M0 2a a received {M }K , since
if h0 −→ra h0 then r({M }K ) = {M }K and if h0 −→ra h1 then r({M }K ) =
{M 0 }K 0 . On the other hand, h0 6|=M0 2a a rec M , since there is some r such
that h0 −→ra h1 and r(M ) = M , assuming that / is non-degenerate. As the
implication a received {M }K → a rec M is valid, the example illustrates that
agents need not be logically omniscient.
The relativized possibility relation implicitly contains an AT-like possibility relation: h −→a h0 , if and only if, there exists a renaming r such that
h −→ra h0 . Thus, h −→a h0 if h0 |a is a possible interpretation of h|a. With the
existential quantification over renamings r we lose the information how cipher
texts at h may correspond for a to cipher texts at h0 .
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5

Inductive Key Assignment

We left the key assignment κ open. We now stipulate that the keys used are
the keys seen. This requires a recursive definition, since a sees is defined in
terms of 2a , which in turn is interpreted through κ itself. An inductive, rather
than a coinductive definition is appropriate, since κ should assign the set of
keys that the agent has gathered some positive information about. We call a
key assignment κ inductive on system H, if κ is a minimal (with respect to
point-wise subset inclusion) key assignment such that
K ∈ κ(a, h) ⇔ h |=hH,κi 2a a rec K
for all a ∈ A, h ∈ H and keys K. A model hH, κi is inductive if κ is inductive
on H.
Theorem 5.1 (Existence of Inductive Key Assignment) There exists a
unique inductive key assignment on every message passing system.
Proof. An inductive key assignment on H is, by definition, a least fixed
point of the following function f assigning a key assignment f (κ) to every
key assignment κ: f (κ)(a, h) = {K | h |=hH,κi 2a a rec K}. Function f is
monotone, as / is monotone and the extension of a rec is independent of the
key assignment. 2 Therefore, f has a unique least fixed point.
2
In inductive models, the relativized epistemic possibility relation generalizes an equivalence relation on histories.
Lemma 5.2 In inductive models:
(i) h −→ιa h
0

0

(ii) h −→ra h0 , h0 −→ra h00 ⇒ h −→ra ◦r h00
−1

(iii) h −→ra h0 ⇒ h0 −→ra

h

Proof. (1): From reflexivity of /. (2): From transitivity of / and fixed point
induction. (3): From symmetry of / and fixed point induction. For more
detail, we refer to [5].
2
As Lemma 5.2.iii shows, the apparent asymmetry in the definition of the
epistemic possibility relation disappears in inductive models. From now on, if
no key assignment is given, we assume the inductive key assignment: h |=H F ,
if and only if, h |=M F for the inductive model M based on H; F is valid in
H if h |=H F , for all h ∈ H.
Many semantics proposed for BAN logics give a more straightforward,
operational definition of seen messages and used keys. Roughly, a message is
seen if it was received, or if it is the first or second pairing component of a
2

This independence is preserved if we include initialization actions in histories, and make
a rec apply also to sub-messages of “initial secrets” of a.
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seen message, or if it is the body of a seen cipher text locked with a seen key.
A key is used if it is seen. To illustrate, at a history h0 = b sends K · {K 0 ·
{K 00 }K 00 }K · a receives K · {K 0 · {K 00 }K 00 }K agent a uses the keys K and K 0 . In
fact, the inductive key assignment is at least as inclusive as this operational key
assignment, assuming that / respects pairing and encryption. For instance,
key K is in the second iteration of the fixed point definition of κ(a, h0 ), and K 0
is in the third. A forthcoming full version of [5] shows the inclusion and under
what conditions the inductive and the operational key assignments coincide.
We refer to [5] for examples of when the operational key assignment might be
inappropriately weak.

6

BAN Theories

A BAN theory is a set L of statements containing all axioms and closed under
all rules in Table 1, where axiom TautVconsists of all tautologies from classical
propositional logic, and a sees Π =
a sees K, with the empty conjunction
K∈Π

abbreviating some tautology. When F ∈ L, we write `L F and say that F is a
theorem of L. The axioms and rules in Table 1 isolate “feasible cryptographic
computation” to one point, namely renaming necessitation (RNec). According
to RNec, an agent knows all theorems that are preserved under renamings
transparent to seen keys. Since there are finitely many renamings, RNec is
finitary, i.e., involves a finite set of premisses. The introspection axiom I says
that an agent knows if she sent or received a message. Axioms K, T, 4 and
5 are standard. The remaining axioms and rule are non-epistemic. Axiom
Mono says that a rec, a sen and old are monotone with respect to ≥. The
disjunctions in axioms R2 and S2 are finite, since there are only finitely many
messages.
Let ∆ be a set of statements, possibly infinite. Write ∆ `L F , if there
is a finite subset {F1 , ..., Fn } ⊆ ∆ such that `L F1 → (F2 → (· · · → (Fn →
F ) · · · )). Write 2a ∆ for {2a F | F ∈ ∆}. We have the following weakening of
normality.
Lemma 6.1 (Renaming Normality) If r(∆) `L r(F ) for all r / Π, then
a sees Π, 2a ∆ `L 2a F .
Proof. Assume r(∆) `L r(F ), ∀r / Π. Since the message space is finite, there
are only finitely many renamings. Let r1 , ..., rn be all renamings r such that
r /Π. For each i ∈ {1, ..., n} there is a finite ∆i ⊆ ∆ such that ri (∆i ) `L ri (F ).
Thus for each i ∈ {1, ..., n}: ri (∆1 , ..., ∆n ) `L ri (F ). Since ∆1 , ..., ∆n is finite,
by rule RNec and axiom K : a sees Π, 2a ∆1 , ..., 2a ∆1 `L 2a F . Since ∆i ⊆ ∆:
a sees Π, 2a ∆ `L 2a F .
2
Since the renaming normality rule only closes knowledge under “feasibly
computable” logical implications, BAN theories can avoid the absurdities of
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K

2a (F → F 0 ) → 2a F → 2a F 0

T

2a F → F

4

2a F → 2a 2a F

5

¬2a F → 2a ¬2a F

RNec

r(F ), ∀r / Π
a sees Π → 2a F

I

πa → 2a πa , πa ∈ {a received M , a sent M }

Mono

p(M ) → p(M 0 ), M ≥ M 0 , p ∈ {a rec, a sen, old }

R

a received M → a rec M

S

a sent M → a sen M
W
a rec M →
a received M 0

R2

M 0 ≥M

S2

W

a sen M →

a sent M 0

M 0 ≥M

Taut
MP

F , F tautology from propositional logic
F F → F0
F0
Table 1
Axioms and Rules

logical omniscience. For instance, a BAN theory need not contain:
a rec M → 2a a rec M
2a fresh M → 2a fresh {M }K

(1)
(2)

This follows from Soundness Theorem 7.1. In contrast, if a BAN theory L
satisfies the rule of normality, i.e., if ∆ `L F implies that 2a ∆ `L 2a F , then
L contains (1) and (2); Normality and axioms I, R, R2 and Mono give (1),
while normality and axiom Mono yield (2). As the following fact illustrates,
BAN theories contain a significant part of original BAN [4].
Corollary 6.2 Assume / respects pairing and encryption. Then every BAN
theory contains the following, where sa ∈ {a sees, a said}
(i) 2a fresh M → 2a fresh (M · M 0 )
(ii) 2a fresh M → (a sees K → 2a fresh {M }K )
(iii) 2b sa (M · M 0 ) → 2b sa M
(iv) 2b sa (M · M 0 ) → 2b sa M 0
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(v) sa {M }K → (a sees K → sa M )
(vi) sa M → 2a sa M
(vii) ¬sa M → 2a ¬sa M
(viii) a received M → a sees M
Proof. (1), (3) and (4): Axiom Mono, renaming normality (Lemma 6.1) and
/ respects pairing. (2) and (5): Axiom Mono, renaming normality and /
respects encryption. (6): Axiom 4. (7): Axiom 5. (8): Axioms I and R and
renaming normality.
2
The well-known message meaning rule (in our setting: axiom) of BAN is
conspicuously absent in Corollary 6.2. To obtain this axiom for a group G of
agents , we need to assume an origination axiom for G:
_
K secret of G → (b rec {M }K →
(a said {M }K ∧ a sees K) (3)
a∈G

as well as an honesty axiom for G, where from is some special plain text atom:
¬a said from · b · M, whenever a 6= b, a ∈ G

(4)

Corollary 6.3 (Message Meaning Axiom) Assume / respects pairing, encryption and plain texts. Every BAN theory containing the origination axiom
(3) and honesty axiom (4) for agent group G also contains:
a sees {from · b · M }K , a sees K, 2a Ksecret of G → 2a b said M, b ∈ G
Proof. Immediate from renaming normality (Lemma 6.1) and that / respects
plain texts, pairing and encryption.
2
The message meaning axiom in Corollary 6.3 weakens the original in [4] by
adding to the antecedent that agent a uses (sees) the key K, as in, for instance,
[1,6,8]. We briefly illustrate BAN theories with protocol specific axioms.
Example 6.4 Consider the Needham-Schröder Shared Key Protocol between
principals a and b and with key server s. If the server sends the cipher text
{N · b · K · M }Ka , and Ka is a:s server key, then the server generated K for a
and b:
s sen {N · b · K · M }Ka , Ka secret of a · s, fresh N → K secret of a · b · s
If a BAN theory contains this protocol specific axiom, for all keys N , K and
Ka and all messages M , contains the origination axiom 3 for agent group
{a, s}, and assuming / respects pairing, encryption and plain texts, the BAN
theory also contains the authentication specification:
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a sees {N · b · K · {K · a}Kb }Ka , ¬a said {N · b · K · {K · a}Kb }Ka ,
a sees Ka , 2a Ka secret of a · s, 2a fresh N
→ 2a K secret of a · b · s
stating that if a sees the message from the server, did not send the same
message herself, knows the key to this message, and knows that the nonce
inside is fresh, then a knows that the key provided inside is secret between a,
b and s. The derivation is by way of renaming normality (Lemma 6.1) and
Corollary 6.2.
Corollary 6.3 and Example 6.4 suggest that we might be interested in BAN
theories generated by adding various theory bases, finite sets A of statements.
Note that the origination and honesty schemata in Corollary 6.3, as well as
the protocol specific axiom schemata in Example 6.4, are indeed finite, since
there are only finitely many messages. We define the BAN theory induced by
A, in symbols LA, as the smallest BAN theory containing the finite set A.

7

Main Results

Write k∆k for the set of all message passing systems validating all statements
in ∆. BAN theory L is sound with respect to a class C of message passing
systems, if C ⊆ kLk. BAN theory L is complete with respect to C, if L contains
all statements valid in all systems in C.
Theorem 7.1 (Soundness) LA is sound with respect to kAk.
Proof. Rule RNec: Since / is monotone. Axioms T, 4 and 5: From Lemma
5.2. Axiom I: Assume h |= a received M , i.e., a receives M ∈ Actions(h|a).
Pick any h0 ∈ H and renaming r such that h −→ra h0 . Then r(h|a) = h0 |a.
Therefore, a receives r(M ) ∈ Actions(h0 |a), i.e., h0 |= a received r(M ). Since
h0 and r were chosen at random, h |= 2a a received M . Analogously for
a sent M . Remaining axioms and rule MP are immediate.
2
Theorem 7.2 (Completeness) LA is complete with respect to kAk.
Proof. Section 8.

2

Thus, the protocol base semantically guarantees a specification only if the
specification is a theorem. Contrast this with the usual verification practice in
BAN, based on an open ended proof system: If your specification is unprovable, you conclude that either the base logic or your protocol assumptions are
too weak [4].
Theorem 7.3 (Decidability) LA is decidable.
Proof. Section 8.

2
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8

Proof of Completeness and Decidability

We show completeness and decidability by transferring canonical model and
filtration techniques from Kripke semantics. As a first step, we lift the semantics from message passing models to a more general class of structures,
counterpart models. Next, we build a canonical counterpart model CL that
validates precisely the theorems of a given BAN theory L. For any finite set
Γ of statements, CL is transformed, while preserving truth values in Γ, into a
finite message passing system HL,Γ .
8.1 Canonical Counterpart Model
A counterpart model is a triple C = hW, −→, Ii, where W is a non-empty
set of worlds (states), −→ra ⊆ W × W for each agent a ∈ A and renaming
r, and I(p, w) is a set of messages, the messages satisfying predicate p at
w. Intuitively, w −→ra w0 says that any M at w, could, for all a knows, be
r(M ) at w0 . The semantics of Section 4 is generalized in the obvious way:
w |=C p(M ) ⇔ M ∈ I(p, w) and w |=C 2a F ⇔ ∀r∀w ∈ W : w −→ra w0 ⇒
w0 |=C r(F ). Truth conditions for boolean operators are unchanged.
Counterpart models are used in counterpart semantics for first order modal
logic due to [9]. The truth condition above for knowledge is unorthodox,
treating message terms the way counterpart semantics treats free variables.
Next, we build a canonical counterpart model that validates precisely the
theorems of a given BAN theory. Assume a BAN theory L. A set ∆ of
statements is consistent if there is no statement ¬F such that ∆ ` ¬F and
∆ ` F . ∆ is maximal consistent if there is no consistent set ∆0 such that
∆0 ⊃ ∆. Using the standard Lindenbaum construction we obtain:
Lemma 8.1 (Extension Lemma) If ∆ 6` F , there is a maximal consistent
set ∆0 ⊇ ∆ such that F 6∈ ∆0 .
Write Keys(a, ∆) for the set {K | a sees K ∈ ∆}. The canonical counterpart model for BAN theory L is CL = hWL , −→, IL i , where
L

•

WL is the set of all maximal L-consistent sets

•

w −→ra w0 ⇔ r / Keys(a, w) ∧ ∀F : 2a F ∈ w ⇒ r(F ) ∈ w0

•

IL (w, p) = {M | p(M ) ∈ w}

L

Lemma 8.2 (Truth lemma) w |=CL F ⇔ F ∈ w.
Proof. By induction in (the number of statement operators in) F , using
renaming normality (Lemma 6.1). The base case, for atomic F , is immediate. The induction step, for boolean operators: uses standard properties
of maximal consistent sets. For the epistemic modality let w|a be the set
{F | 2a F ∈ w}. For the only-if direction first:
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2a F 6∈ w
⇒ r(w|a) 6` r(F ) & r / Keys(a, w), ∃r
⇒ r(w|a) ⊆ w0 & r(F ) 6∈ w0 , ∃w0 ∈ WL
⇒ w0 6|=CL r(F )
⇒ ∀F : 2a F ∈ w ⇒ r(F ) ∈ w0
⇒ w −→ra w0

(By
(By
(By
(By
(By

renaming normality)
lemma 8.1)
the ind. hyp.)
(6))
(5) and (8))

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

L

⇒ w 6|=CL 2a F

(By (7) and (9))

For the if-direction:
2a F ∈ w & w −→ra w0 & w0 ∈ WL
L

⇒ r(F ) ∈ w0
⇒ w0 |=CL r(F )
⇒ w |=CL 2a F

(By the ind. ass.)
(By the assumptions)
2

8.2 Canonical Message Passing System
Given a finite set Γ of statements, we transform the canonical model into a
finite inductive message passing model, while preserving truth values in Γ.
Each w ∈ WL is transformed, in three steps, into a collection of histories that
satisfy w∩Γ. In the first step, w is collapsed into the finite set w∩Γ. Secondly,
this finite set is sequenced in different ways, yielding a collection of statement
sequences. Thirdly, statements (in the sequences) are replaced by actions that
“ground” them.
The first transformation step is trivial. For the second step, we consider
various enumerations of statements. An enumeration of all statements in the
language is admissible if it makes all atomic statements of the form old M
appear prior to other kind of statements. In what follows, whenever we talk
about an enumeration e we mean an admissible enumeration e. Any e induces
a sequence e(∆) from a set ∆ of statements, obtained by removing all nonmembers of ∆ from the enumeration e. For the third transformation step, we
define an internal action to be of the form a int F , where F is any statement
and a ∈ A ∪ {env}. 3 We then take sequences s of statements to histories
under a mapping hist as follows:
(i) hist(²) = ²
(ii) hist(s · old M ) = hist(s) · env sends M · begin session
(iii) hist(s · a received M ) = hist(s) · a receives M
(iv) hist(s · a sent M ) = hist(s) · a sends M
3

This assumes a slightly more general definition of internal action than that of Section 2.
Alternatively, we could introduce a int F as an abbreviation for an internal action of the
form a int M .
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(v) hist(s · 2a F ) = hist(s) · a int F
(vi) hist(s · F ) = hist(s), otherwise
Condition (2) assures that every message which s claims is old, is old at
hist(s) according to the semantics of predicate old. Condition (3) sees to it
that every message that s claims a received, a received at hist(s) according to
the semantics of predicate receive. Analogously for condition (4). Condition
(5) places a token, or evidence, in hist(s)|a, for every statement s claims a
knows.
We denote the set w ∩ Γ by [w]Γ , or simply [w], when Γ is clear from
the context. Write hist e ([w]) for hist(e([w])). The canonical message passing
model for finite Γ and BAN theory L is ML,Γ = hHL,Γ , κL,Γ i, where
(i) HL,Γ = {hist e ([w]) | w ∈ WL , ∃e}.
(ii) κL,Γ (a, hist e ([w])) = Keys(a, [w])
To ensure that condition (2) is well-defined we need some conditions on Γ.
We say Γ is adequate if Γ is finite, Γ is closed under sub-statements (if F ∈ Γ
and F 0 is a sub-statement of F then F 0 ∈ Γ), Γ is closed under renamings (if
F ∈ Γ and r is any renaming then r(F ) ∈ Γ), Γ contains all atomic statements
and contains 2a a received M , 2a a sent M and 2a a rec M , for all a ∈ A and
messages M .
Lemma 8.3 Assume Γ is adequate and w ∈ WL .
(i) old M ∈ [w] ⇔ ∃M 0 ≥ M : old M 0 ∈ [w].
(ii) a rec M ∈ [w] ⇔ ∃M 0 ≥ M : a received M 0 ∈ [w].
(iii) a sen M ∈ [w] ⇔ ∃M 0 ≥ M : a sent M 0 ∈ [w].
(iv) a received M ∈ [w] ⇔ 2a a received M ∈ [w].
(v) a sent M ∈ [w] ⇔ 2a a sent M ∈ [w].
Proof. From axioms R, S, R2, S2, Mono, I and T . We show case (2), the
remaining cases are analogous. a rec M ∈ [w], if and only if (Γ is adequate),
a rec M ∈ w, if and only if (R, R2, Mono, w is maximal consistent set),
∃M 0 ≥ M : a received M 0 ∈ w, if and only if (Γ is adequate), ∃M 0 ≥ M :
a received M 0 ∈ [w].
2
Lemma 8.4 (Injectivity) Assume Γ is adequate. histe ([w]) = histe0 ([w0 ]) ⇒
[w] = [w0 ], for w, w0 ∈ WL .
Proof. From Lemma 8.3.

2

Lemma 8.4 assures us that the key assignment in ML,Γ is well-defined for
adequate Γ. We proceed to show that the transformation w y hist e ([w])
preserves truth values from CL to ML,Γ for statements in Γ.
Lemma 8.5 (Reflection) Assume Γ is adequate and w, w0 ∈ WL . The following statements are equivalent:
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(i) ∃e0 : histe ([w]) −→ra histe0 ([w0 ]) in ML,Γ
(ii) r / Keys(a, [w]) ∧ ∀F : 2a F ∈ [w] ⇔ 2a r(F ) ∈ [w0 ].
Proof. From Lemma 8.3. We show the implication from (2) to (1). So assume that r / Keys(a, [w]) ∧ ∀F : 2a F ∈ [w] ⇔ 2a r(F ) ∈ [w0 ]. We show that
a receives M ∈ Actions(hist e ([w])|a) iff a receives r(M ) ∈ Actions(hist e ([w0 ])|a),
and similarly for internal and send actions. The proofs in the latter cases are
similar and left to the reader. For receive actions:
a receives M ∈ Actions(hist e ([w])|a)
⇔ a receives M ∈ Actions(hist e ([w]))
⇔ a received M ∈ [w]
⇔ 2a a received M ∈ [w]
(By lemma 8.3)
0
⇔ 2a a received r(M ) ∈ [w ]
(By the assumption)
0
⇔ a received r(M ) ∈ [w ]
(By lemma 8.3)
⇔ a receives r(M ) ∈ Actions(hist e ([w0 ]))
⇔ a receives r(M ) ∈ Actions(hist e ([w0 ])|a)
We thus conclude that Actions(r(hist e ([w])|a)) = Actions(hist e ([w0 ])|a). But
then there is an enumeration e0 such that r(hist e ([w])|a) = hist e0 ([w0 ])|a, and
it follows that hist e ([w]) −→ra hist e0 ([w0 ]) as desired. The implication from (1)
to (2) is immediate from requirement (5) in the definition of hist.
2
Lemma 8.6 (Filtration Lemma) Assume Γ is closed and w, w0 ∈ WL .
(i) w −→ra w0 ⇒ ∃e0 : histe ([w]) −→ra histe0 ([w0 ])
L

(ii) histe ([w]) −→ra histe0 ([w0 ]) ⇒ ∀F : 2a F ∈ [w] ⇒ r(F ) ∈ [w0 ]
(iii) p(M ) ∈ [w] ⇔ histe ([w]) |=ML,Γ p(M ), any predicate p.
Proof. (3): Immediate from Lemma 8.3 and, in the case of old, the fact that
e is admissible. (1) and (2) depend on axioms T , 4 and 5 and Reflection
Lemma 8.5. For (1), assume w −→ra w0 . First observe that r / Keys(a, [w]).
L

By Lemma 8.5 it suffices to show 2a F ∈ [w] iff 2a r(F ) ∈ [w0 ]. For the only-if
direction, if 2a F ∈ [w] then 2a F ∈ Γ ∩ w. By ax. 4, 2a 2a F ∈ w, since w is
maximal consistent. Hence 2a r(F ) ∈ w0 , and so 2a r(F ) ∈ [w0 ] as well, since
Γ is closed under renamings. The if-direction uses ax. 5 in a similar way, and
condition (2) uses T. We omit the details.
2
Lemma 8.7 (Truth Lemma for ML,Γ ) Assume Γ is adequate and w ∈ WL .
For all F ∈ Γ: histe ([w]) |=ML,Γ F ⇔ F ∈ [w].
Proof. By induction in (the number of statement operators in) F , using Truth
Lemma 8.2 and Filtration Lemma 8.6. Base case, atomic statements: From
Filtration Lemma 8.6.3. Induction step, negation and conjunction: Since Γ is
closed under sub-statements. Induction step, epistemic modality: From Truth
Lemma 8.2 and Filtration Lemma 8.6, since Γ is closed under sub-statements
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and renamings.

2

We continue to show that the transformation w y hist e ([w]) preserves
truth values from CL to HL,Γ for statement in Γ.
Lemma 8.8 (Induction) Assume Γ is adequate. ML,Γ is inductive.
Proof. By Truth Lemma for ML,Γ , as Γ contains sees, K ∈ κL,Γ (a, hist e ([w]))
iff hist e ([w]) |=ML,Γ a sees K for all K, w, a. Assume that κ is strictly smaller
than κL,Γ . Then we find some K, w, a such that K 6∈ κ(a, hist e ([w])) and
K ∈ κL,Γ (a, hist e ([w])). By the definition of κL,Γ , 2a a rec K ∈ [w]. It follows that (a int a rec K ) ∈ Actions(hist e ([w])|a). We want to show that
hist e ([w]) |=hHL,Γ ,κi 2a a rec K, so that the inductive property fails for κ.
To this end assume that hist e ([w]) −→ra hist e0 ([w0 ]). Then r(hist e ([w])|a) =
hist e0 ([w0 ])|a, and so (a int a rec r(K)) ∈ Actions(hist e0 ([w0 ])|a). It follows
that 2a a rec r(K) ∈ [w0 ], so also a rec r(K) ∈ [w0 ], by T, since Γ is closed
under sub-statements and w0 is maximal. Then hist e0 ([w0 ]) |=ML,Γ a rec r(K),
by the Truth Lemma 8.7. Since truth of an atomic statement in a message passing model is independent of the key assignment, it follows that
hist e0 ([w0 ]) |=hHL,Γ ,κi a rec r(K) as well. This is sufficient to establish the
result, as w0 and r were chosen arbitrary.
2
Lemma 8.9 (Truth Lemma for HL,Γ ) Assume Γ is adequate and w ∈ WL .
For all F ∈ Γ: histe ([w]) |=HL,Γ F ⇔ F ∈ [w].
Proof. Immediate from Truth Lemma 8.7 for ML,Γ and Induction Lemma
8.8.
2
Corollary 8.10 Assume Γ is adequate. For all F ∈ Γ: |=HL,Γ F ⇔ F ∈ L.
Proof. Assume F ∈ Γ. Then F ∈ L, if and only if, ∀w ∈ WL : F ∈ w, if and
only if (since F ∈ Γ), ∀w ∈ WL : F ∈ [w], if and only if (by Truth Lemma 8.9
for HL,Γ ), |=HL,Γ F .
2
Theorem 8.11 (Finite Model Property) If 6`LA F , then there is a finite
message passing system H ∈ kAk such that 6|=H F .
Proof. Assume 6`LA F . Let Γ be the smallest set closed under renamings and
sub-statements and containing F and A, containing all atomic statements,
containing a sees M , 2a a received M and 2a a sent M , for all a ∈ A and
messages M . Then Γ is finite, i.e., Γ is adequate. From Corollary 8.10,
6|=HLA,Γ F and |=HLA,Γ A. By construction, HLA,Γ is finite, since Γ is finite. 2
From Finite Model Property 8.11, we immediately get Completeness Theorem 7.2. By soundness and the proof of completeness it is not difficult to
find a bound n such that F ∈ LA, if and only if, F is valid in all systems
in kAk with at most n histories, each of size less than n. This is sufficient to
establish Decidability Theorem 7.3.
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9

Conclusion

Several Kripke semantics for BAN have been proposed in the literature. However, no logic faithful to BAN is complete with respect to Kripke semantics,
due to the logical omniscience problem. In fact, there have been no completeness results so far for BAN and related logics.
Adopting a recently proposed generalization of Kripke semantics that avoids
logical omniscience, we have shown that a logic close to BAN, with full boolean
operators, is decidable, and that it is sound and complete with respect to
message passing systems. Completeness and decidability generalize to logics
induced by an arbitrary protocol specific base. The protocol base may express
how participants in a given protocol are expected to behave, or state general
assumptions about the network, such as honesty and origination assumptions.
The results assume a finite message space, thus excluding some systems,
such as systems in which execution proceeds without an end, with agents
constantly generating fresh messages. Also, the language in this paper covers
only the symmetric key fragment of BAN.
In the future, we intend to look for effective decision procedures and to
extend the completeness result in various directions: To an infinite message
space, to asymmetric cryptography, to a description logic extension and to a
reformulation of renaming necessitation using message variables, analogously
to crypto normality in [5], rather than the quantification over renamings.
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Abstract. In this paper we extend the labelled tableau calculus for conditional
logic CE proposed in [16]. We consider some extensions of CE defined by wellknown semantic conditions/ conditional axioms. The proposed methods give a
decision procedure for the respective logics and can be used to prove complexity
bounds.

1 Introduction
In this paper we focus on extensions of conditional logic CE which can be considered
as the basic logic of preferential structures [23, 24, 20, 10, 16]. We extend the calculus
for CE proposed in [16] in order to deal with its most significant extensions. Our aim
is to develop modular and uniform tableaux systems, where each semantic condition is
captured exactly by one tableau rule (or a small group thereof). This work aims to be a
step further into the development of proof systems for conditional logics, which are up
to now rather scarce, [22, 19, 4, 2, 12, 8, 16, 26, 25] if compared to the development of
proof systems for other families of logics, such as modal logics.
Conditional logics have been studied for a long time: they were first introduced
by R.Stalnaker and D. Lewis [28, 23, 24] to formalize counterfactual, hypothetical reasoning (if A were the case then B) that cannot be captured by material implication in
classical logic. Conditional logics have been used in knowledge representation to reason about prototypical properties [13], to model database update [18], belief revision
[3, 14], causal inference in action planning [27, 15] and diagnosis [13]. Moreover, conditional logics are strictly related to non-monotonic reasoning [20], as it turns out that
all forms of inferences studied in the framework of non-monotonic logics are particular
cases of conditional axioms [6]. The conditional logic CE closely corresponds to preferential logic P as defined in [20]: the latter coincides with the first-degree fragment of
CE whereas rational non-monotonic logic corresponds to CE+CV, and so on.
Similarly to modal logics, the semantics of conditional logics can be defined in
terms of possible world structures. The intuition is that a conditional A ⇒ B is true
in a world x just in case B is true in the A-worlds that are most similar/most preferred/closest to x. This can be expressed by associating to each possible world x a
preference relation <x (an irreflexive and transitive relation) 1 . In preferential struc1

In [16], we took as primitive a pre-order relation ≤x , whose strict version is <x , clearly there
is no significant difference.
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tures, a conditional A ⇒ B, is true in x just in case B is true in all worlds satisfying A
that are minimal with respect to the relation <x . We assume that minimal worlds always
exist, thereby accepting the so-called Limit Assumption (or Smoothness Condition as
in KLM framework). The logic corresponding to this semantics is exactly the logic CE
[16]. Stronger logics are obtained by imposing further conditions on the relations <x .
The preference semantics is related to the most popular semantics for conditional logics, namely the sphere semantics [23] and the selection function semantics [24]. The
relation is investigated for some systems by Grahne [18].
In this work we concentrate on the extensions of CE that are obtained by adding any
combination of conditions from the set of well known axioms {MP, CV, CS, CEM}.
Our tableau systems give a feasible decision procedure for the respective logics and
can be used to prove complexity bounds on them. In [16], we have given a terminating
sound and complete tableau procedure for CE and we proposed some extensions of it.
However these extensions were not entirely uniform and no termination analysis was
carried out. The present work extends thus our previous results by giving terminating
and uniform tableau calculi for the mentioned extensions of CE and we provide a non
deterministic exponential upper bound for the time complexity of the tableau based
decision procedure.

2 The system CE
Let L be a language containing a set of propositional variables AT M , and the set of all
formulas of L built from AT M by means of the connectives ¬, ∧, ⊥, ⇒, where ⇒ is
the conditional operator.
Definition 1 (Semantics of CE). A CE model M has the form (W, {<x }x∈W , I),
where W is a non-empty set (of worlds), I is a function W → P ow(AT M ), and
{<x }x∈W is a family of relations on W for each element x ∈ W . For S ⊆ W we
define the set of <x -minimal elements of S:
M inx (S) = {a ∈ S | ¬∃b ∈ S : b <x a}.
For every x ∈ W : (1) <x is an irreflexive and transitive relation on W , (2) for
every non-empty S ⊆ W , M inx (S) 6= ∅. We define the truth conditions of formulas
wrt. worlds in a model M by the relation M, x |= φ, as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

M, x |= p, for p atomic, if p ∈ I(x),
M, x 6|= ⊥,
M, x |= ¬φ if M, x 6|= φ,
M, x |= φ ∧ ψ if M, x |= φ and M, x |= ψ.
M, x |= φ ⇒ ψ if for all y ∈ M inx (φ), M, y |= ψ, where M inx (φ) stands for
M inx ({y ∈ W | M, y |= φ}).

We say that φ is valid in M if M, x |= φ for every x ∈ W .
We say that φ is CE-valid if it is valid in every CE-model.
The axiomatization corresponding to the previous semantics is the following axiom
system CE.
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Definition 2 (Axiom system CE). The system CE is defined by
(TAUT)
(ID)
(CA)
(CSO)
(A0)
(A1)
(A2)
(RCEA)
(RCK)

All classical tautologies and the Modus Ponens rule.
φ⇒φ
(φ ⇒ χ) ∧ (ψ ⇒ χ) → (φ ∨ ψ ⇒ χ)
(φ ⇒ ψ) ∧ (ψ ⇒ φ) → (φ ⇒ χ) ↔ (ψ ⇒ χ)
(¬φ ⇒ ⊥) → φ
(¬φ ⇒ ⊥) → ¬(¬φ ⇒ ⊥) ⇒ ⊥
¬(φ ⇒ ⊥) → (φ ⇒ ⊥) ⇒ ⊥
if ` φ ↔ ψ then ` (φ ⇒ χ) ↔ (ψ ⇒ χ)
if ` (φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ φn ) → χ then ` (ψ ⇒ φ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψ ⇒ φn ) → (ψ ⇒ χ)

The following theorems can be derived from the axioms of CE:
(AC) (φ ⇒ χ) ∧ (φ ⇒ ψ) → (φ ∧ χ ⇒ ψ)
(RT) (φ ⇒ χ) ∧ (φ ∧ χ ⇒ ψ) → (φ ⇒ ψ)
All CE axioms and theorems (except (A0),(A1) and (A2)) correspond to wellknown properties of nonmonotonic systems: (AC) is called cumulativity, (RT) is called
non-monotonic cut [20]. More precisely, the first-degree fragment of this logic corresponds to preferential logic P. Axioms (A0), (A1) and (A2) encode the assumption that
each relation <x ranges on the same set of worlds. This condition is called Uniformity
in [10].
We can state the following theorems.
Theorem 1 (Soundness). If a formula φ is derivable in CE, then it is CE-valid.
Theorem 2 (Completeness). If a formula φ is CE-valid, then it is derivable in CE.
The proof of this last theorem is based on a generalization of Kraus Lehmann and
Magidor’s completeness proof for the system P provided in [20]. Full details of the
proof will be provided in a long version of this paper.
2.1 Tableau calculus for CE
In [16], a tableau calculus for CE is proposed, which is based on the following ideas:
1 for all w, the fact that w ∈ M inx (φ) can be represented by extending the language
L with a kind of hybrid formulas. Given a model M = (W, {<x }x∈W , I), we
introduce pseudo-formulas of the form 2x φ, for every formula φ and world x ∈ W ;
2 the semantics of hybrid formulas is the following: M, y |= 2x φ iff ∀z ∈ W if
z <x y, then M, z |= φ (this can also be expressed by defining for each world x the
accessibility relation Rx as the inverse of <x : yRx z iff z <x y, and then adopting
the standard semantics for 2x : M, y |= 2x φ iff ∀z ∈ W if yRx z, then M, z |= φ);
3 from definition of M inx in 1 above, it follows that that for any formula φ, y ∈
M inx (φ) iff M, y |= φ ∧ 2x ¬φ.
4 We use these modal formulas in our tableau calculus for CE as illustrated in Figure
1. For instance: if M, x |= φ ⇒ ψ, then for all y ∈ M inx (φ), M, y |= ψ (see
definition 1 above). By point [3], this can be captured by saying that for all y, if
M, y |= φ ∧ 2x ¬φ then M, y |= ψ. This is equivalent to saying that for all y either
M, y 6|= φ or M, y 6|= 2x ¬φ or M, y |= ψ. This is exactly what is expressed by
rule (T ⇒) in Figure 1.
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The tableau rules for CE are illustrated in Figure 1. The tableau formulas are of the
following kinds: (a) x : φ, where φ is a formula or a pseudo-formula; (b) x <y z. A
branch is a set of tableau formulas. Given a branch B, we denote by WB the set of
labels occurring in B. A branch is closed if it contains both x : φ and x : ¬φ, or it
contains x : ⊥, otherwise it is open. A tableau is closed if every branch is closed. A
formula φ is T -provable if there exists a closed tableau for x : ¬φ.

x:φ∧ψ
(T ∧)

x:φ
x:ψ

(F ∧)

x : ¬(φ ∧ ψ)
x : ¬φ | x : ¬ψ
x : ¬(φ ∨ ψ)

(T ∨)

x:φ∨ψ

x : ¬φ
x : ¬ψ

(F ∨)

x:φ | x:ψ

x : ¬(φ → ψ)
(T →)

x:φ→ψ

x:φ
x : ¬ψ

(F →)

x : ¬φ | x : ψ

(N EG) x : ¬¬ψ
x:ψ
x : ¬(φ ⇒ ψ)
(T ⇒)

(T 2)

(T rans)

x:φ⇒ψ

old y

y : ¬φ | y : ¬2x ¬φ | y : ψ
z : 2x φ
y <x z

(F ⇒)

(F 2)

y:φ

y:φ
y : 2x ¬φ
y : ¬ψ

new y

y : ¬2x φ
new z
z <x y
z : ¬φ
z : 2x φ

y <x z
z <x u
y <x u

Fig. 1. Tableau rules for CE

In [16], the following theorems are proved.
Theorem 3 (Soundness). If φ is T -provable then it is CE-valid.
Theorem 4 (Completeness). If a formula φ is CE-valid then φ is T -provable.
The tableau calculus for CE as given in Figure 1 does not grant termination, since
repeated applications of the rules (F ⇒) and (F 2) may generate infinite labels. In [16]
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suitable restrictions on the applications of the rules (F ⇒) and (F 2) are introduced,
which are shown to preserve the completeness of the calculus. Under such restrictions,
the calculus is proved to be terminating.

3 Extensions of CE
The tableau method for CE can be extended uniformly to deal with some wellknown
extensions of CE defined by combinations of the following axioms and corresponding
semantic properties. We provide a set of extra rules for each extra axiom.
In order to obtain a calculus for conditional logics containing more than one axiom,
it will be enough to consider the calculus containing all the rules introduced for the
concerned axioms. Thus, for instance, in order to obtain a calculus for the logic obtained
by adding to CE axioms (CV) and (MP) below, we will have to consider all the rules
introduced for CE + (CV) and CE + (MP). In order to deal with Stalnaker’s logic C2,
containing CE plus axioms (CV), (MP) and (CEM) we will further have to consider the
rules introduced to deal with (CEM), and so on.
We consider here the extensions of CE by axioms (MP),(CS), (CEM), and (CV):
(MP) ((φ ⇒ ψ) ∧ φ) → ψ,
its corresponding semantic property is (S-MP):
∀x, y ¬(y <x x).
(CS) φ ∧ ψ → (φ ⇒ ψ),
its corresponding semantic property is (S-CS):
∀x, y x <x y ∨ x = y.
(CV) (φ ⇒ ψ) ∧ ¬(φ ⇒ ¬χ) → (φ ∧ χ ⇒ ψ),
its corresponding semantic property is (S-CV):
∀x, y, z, u y <x z → (y <x u ∨ u <x z).
(CEM) (φ ⇒ ψ) ∨ (φ ⇒ ¬ψ),
its corresponding semantic property is (S-CEM):
∀x, y, z y = z ∨ y <x z ∨ z <x y.
These axioms/semantic conditions have been variously considered in the literature on
conditional logics. We give some intuitive justification. According to (S-MP) no world
is preferred to x, with respect to <x .
According to (S-CS), which is stronger than (S-MP), x is preferred to all other possible worlds with respect to its associated relation <x . This condition is controversial.
It is for instance the condition that differentiates Lewis’s systems V C and V W [23],
namely (S-CS) belongs to the first system whereas it does not belong to the second one.
The condition (S-CV) makes <x a modular (or ranked) relation. This condition is
required by most of the conditional logics based on preference semantics (or the related
sphere based semantics), with the exception of CE . It is contained, for instance in
Lewis’s logics V C and V W [23].
The property (S-CEM) requires that given two different worlds y and z, either y is
strictly preferred to z or z is strictly preferred to y w.r.t. <x . In turn, this entails that for
each formula φ, M in< (φ) contains at most one single possible world. This property
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is the well-known Uniqueness Assumption that characterizes Stalnaker’s logic C2 [28,
24].
Let Σ ⊆ {(S-MP), (S-CS), (S-CV), (S-CEM)}, to ease the reading, we sometime
say that a model M is a (S-Σ)-model if it satisfies the semantic conditions in Σ.
In order to provide the calculi for the extensions of CE, we have to extend the
language of the tableau calculus by allowing equalities of the form x = y in branches,
where x, y are labels. This extension is needed for systems containing (CS) or (CEM).
Consequently, we enrich the notion of closed branch as follows.
Definition 3 (Closed Branch). We say that a branch is closed if it contains: (i) x : φ
and x : ¬φ, or x :⊥; (ii) x = y, x : φ, y : ¬φ; (iii) y <x y. A tableau is closed if every
branch is closed.
In order to deal with equality we need the following rules:

(E − R)

(E − T)

x=x

(∗)

x=y
(E − S)

x = y, y = z

(E− <)

x=z

y=x
x = x 0 , y = y 0 , z = z 0 , y <x z
y 0 <x0 z 0

Fig. 2. Rules for Equality. (*) x is a label in the branch.

The rules corresponding to the mentioned extensions of CE are the following ones:

(R − MP)

(R − CV)

y <x x

(R − CS)

x :⊥
y <x z
y <x u | u < x z

old u

(R − CEM)

x <x y | x = y

old x, y

y = z | y < x z | z <x y

old x, y, z

Fig. 3. Rules for the extensions of CE.

Definition 4. Let Σ ⊆ {(R-MP), (R-CS), (R-CV), (R-CEM)} a Σ-tableau is a tableau
built according to: (i) the rules for CE of Figure 1, (ii) the rules in Σ of Figure 3, (iii)
the rules for Equality in case (R-CS) or (R-CEM) belongs to Σ.
A formula φ is T + (Σ)-provable if there exists a closed Σ-tableau tableau for x : ¬φ.
The soundness of the rules can be proved in a standard way (see Theorem 2 in [16]).
To this purpose, we need to give a formal meaning to the notion of satisfiability of a
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branch. Let M = (W, {≤x }x∈W , I) be a model. Given a branch B, a mapping is a
function f from WB to W such that (i) if y <x z ∈ B then f (y) <f (x) f (z), (ii) if
x = y ∈ B then f (x) = f (y).
Definition 5. Let Σ ⊆ {(R-MP), (R-CS), (R-CV), (R-CEM)}, given a branch B of
a Σ-tableau, a (S-Σ)-model M , and a mapping f from WB to W , we say that B is
satisfiable under f in M if the following holds:
1. if x : φ ∈ B then M, f (x) |= φ,
2. if x : ¬φ ∈ B then M, f (x) 6|= φ.
where φ is a conditional formula or a pseudo formula.
Moreover, B is (S-Σ)-satisfiable if it is satisfiable in some (S-Σ)-model M under some mapping f . A tableaux is (S-Σ)-satisfiable if one of its branches is (S-Σ)satisfiable.
One can prove the following lemma2 .
Lemma 1. Let Σ ⊆ {(R-MP), (R-CS), (R-CV), (R-CEM)}, let T be a (S-Σ)-satisfiable
tableau and let T 0 be obtained from T by applying one of the rules of Σ-tableaux. Then
T 0 is also (S-Σ)-satisfiable.
Theorem 5 (Soundness of T − Σ). If φ is T + (Σ)-provable, then it is valid in all
(S-Σ)-models.
Proof. Suppose that φ is not valid, then ¬φ is satisfiable in a (S-Σ)-model M , thus
the tableau beginning with x : ¬φ is (S-Σ)-satisfiable. By the previous lemma any
expansion of the tableaux contains a (S-Σ)-satisfiable branch B; B cannot be closed,
for otherwise we would have z : ψ, z : ¬ψ ∈ B, whence M, f (z) |= ψ and M, f (z) |=
¬ψ, a contradiction.
2
3.1 Completeness of the calculi
First of all, notice that since none of the rules above introduce in the tableau new labels
or new formulas that create new labels when decomposed, from Lemma 3, Section 4.2
of [16], we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let B be a branch of a tableau. B does not contain any infinite descending
chain of labels s.t. y1 <x y0 , y2 <x y1 , . . . , yi+1 <x yi , . . ..
We can now show the completeness of the calculi. To this purpose, we have to
enrich the notion of saturated set used in the proof of the completeness of the calculus
in Definition 5 in Section 4, of [16].
Definition 6 (Saturated Branch). We say that a branch B of a tableau is:
– saturated w.r.t. T if:
1. If x : φ ∧ ψ ∈ B then x : φ ∈ B and x : ψ ∈ B.
2. If x : ¬(φ ∧ ψ) ∈ B then either x : ¬φ ∈ B or x : ¬ψ ∈ B.
2

The proof will be included in a full paper.
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–

–
–
–
–

3. If x : ¬¬φ ∈ B then x : φ ∈ B.
4. If x : (φ ⇒ ψ) ∈ B then for any label y ∈ WB , either y : ¬φ ∈ B or
y : ¬2x ¬φ ∈ B or y : ψ ∈ B.
5. If x : ¬(φ ⇒ ψ) ∈ B then there is a label y such that y : φ ∈ B and
y : ¬ψ ∈ B and y : 2x ¬φ ∈ B.
6. If y : 2x φ ∈ B and z <x y ∈ B then z : φ ∈ B.
7. If y : ¬2x φ ∈ B then there is a label z such that z <x y ∈ B and z : ¬φ ∈ B
and z : 2x φ ∈ B.
8. If y <x z ∈ B and z <x u ∈ B then y <x u ∈ B.
saturated w.r.t. = if:
1. for all x ∈ B, x = x ∈ B;
2. if x = y ∈ B, also y = x ∈ B;
3. if x = y ∈ B and y = z ∈ B, also x = z ∈ B;
4. if x = x0 ∈ B, y = y 0 ∈ B, z = z 0 ∈ B, and y <x z ∈ B, then also
y 0 <x0 z 0 ∈ B;
saturated with respect to CE + (MP) if it is saturated w.r.t. to T , and for no x, y
y <x x ∈ B;
saturated with respect to CE + (CS) if it is saturated w.r.t. to T , to =, and for all
x, y ∈ B, either x <x y ∈ B or x = y ∈ B;
saturated with respect to CE + (CV) if it is saturated w.r.t. to T , and for all x, y, z, u ∈
B, if y <x z ∈ B, then also y <x u ∈ B or u <x z ∈ B;
saturated with respect to CE + (CEM) if it is saturated w.r.t. to T , to =, and for all
x, y, z ∈ B, either y = z ∈ B or y <x z ∈ B or z <x y ∈ B.

Given a set of axioms Σ ⊆ {(MP) (CS)(CV)(CEM)}, we can now show the following lemma and completeness theorem.
Lemma 3. If φ is not T + (Σ)- provable, then there exists a tableau which contains
an open branch starting with x : ¬φ, and which is saturated with respect to the rules
corresponding to the axioms contained in Σ.
Proof.(Sketch) Since φ is not provable, all tableaux starting with ¬φ will contain an
open branch. Thus also the tableau built according to the following systematic procedure contains an open branch: (step a:) apply all the static rules as far as possible; in
case of branching, make the choice which preserves non-closure (there is always one
choice, by hypothesis); (step b:) apply the dynamic rules to the new formulas generated
in the previous step.
By this strategy, every formula in the branch is eventually considered. It can be
easily shown that the branch generated by this systematic procedure is saturated with
2
respect to the rules corresponding to the axioms contained in Σ.
Theorem 6 (Completeness of T − Σ). If φ is valid in all (S-Σ)-models, then it is T +
(Σ)-provable.
Proof.(Sketch) We show the contrapositive: that if φ is not T + (Σ)-provable, then ¬φ
is satisfiable by a CE model satisfying (S- Σ). If φ is not provable, then the tableau
starting with x : ¬φ contains an open branch B, saturated with respect to the rules
corresponding to the axioms contained in Σ. Starting from this open, saturated branch,
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we build a canonical model. We have two alternative constructions, one for the case in
which neither axiom (CS) nor axiom (CEM) belong to Σ, and another corresponding
to the case in which (at least) one of the two axioms belongs to Σ (and therefore the
symbol = appears in B).
Case 1: (CS) 6∈ Σ and (CEM) 6∈ Σ. We can build the canonical model MC satisfying
¬φ, as follows. MC = hW, {<x }x∈W , Ii, where: 1) W = WB ; 2) For each x ∈ W ,
y <x z iff y <x z ∈ B; 3) For each x ∈ W , I(x) = {p | p ∈ AT M and w : p ∈ B}.
We prove that:
1 <x is an irreflexive and transitive relation on W .This follows from definitions 3
and 6 above;
2 For all S ⊆ W , S 6= ∅, M inx (S) 6= ∅. This follows from Lemma 2 above.
3 By induction over the complexity of the formulas, we can show that MC satisfies all
formulas and pseudo-formulas in B. As an example, we consider x : φ ⇒ ψ ∈ B.
Let y ∈ WB . Then either (i) y : ¬φ ∈ B or (ii) y : ¬2x ¬φ ∈ B, or (iii) y : ψ ∈ B.
If (i) by the induction hypothesis, we have MC , y |= ¬φ, thus y 6∈ M inx (φ). If (ii)
there is a label z such that z <x y ∈ B and z : φ ∈ B. By construction of MC ,
we have z <x y and by the induction hypothesis MC , z |= φ, thus y 6∈ M inx (φ).
If (iii) by the induction hypothesis we get MC , y |= ψ. Thus, if y ∈ M inx (φ) then
MC , y |= ψ.
4 If (MP) ∈ Σ, then MC satisfies (S-MP). For a contradiction, suppose y <x x. By
definition of <x , y <x x ∈ B. But this contradicts definition 6 above.
5 If (CV) ∈ Σ, then MC satisfies (S-CV). Let y <x z. By definition of MC , y <x
z ∈ B, and by definition 6, for all u ∈ WB , either y <x u or u <x z. In the first
case, y <x u; in the second case u <x z.
Case 2: (CS) ∈ Σ or (CEM) ∈ Σ. We build the canonical model as follows: for all
x, y ∈ WB , we let x =M y iff x = y ∈ B. Notice that =M is an equivalence relation.
Indeed: it is symmetric (all the rules that introduce x = y also introduce y = x); it is
transitive, by definition 6; it is reflexive by symmetry + transitivity.
We let [x] = {y : x =M y} and W = {[w]/ =M }, the set of all the equivalence classes
of WB with respect S
to =M .
We define I([x]) = y∈[x] {p : p ∈ AT M and y : p ∈ B}.
Furthermore, we let [y] <[x] [z] iff y 0 <x0 z 0 ∈ B for x0 = x, y 0 = y, and z 0 = z. We
show that MC is a CE model of B satisfying (S-CS).
1 <[x] is irreflexive and transitive. Irreflexive, by 3 and by definition of <[x] , and
transitive by 6.
2 if S ⊆ W and S 6= ∅, then M inx (S) 6= ∅. This follows from Lemma 2.
3 Reasoning by induction on the complexity of the formulas, we show that for all
formula or pseudo-formula F (a) if x : F ∈ B, then MC , [x] |= F , and (b) if
x : ¬F ∈ B, then MC , [x] 6|= F :
• for F ∈ AT M : (a) follows from definition of I, and (b) follows from definition
of I together with the fact that there is no x0 s.t. x0 = x ∈ B, and x : F ∈ B
(otherwise B would be closed);
• if F is a boolean combination of formulas, both (a) and (b) can be easily shown;
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• if F is a pseudo-formula 2y φ. (a): for all [z] <[y] [x], by definition of MC
and by definition 6 above, z <y x ∈ B. Hence, z : φ ∈ B, and by inductive
hypothesis, MC , [z] |= φ. (b): for some z, z <y x ∈ B, z : ¬φ. By definition
of MC , [z] <[y] [x], and by inductive hypothesis, MC , [z] 6|= φ;
• if F is φ ⇒ ψ. (a): for all y ∈ WB , either (i)y : ¬φ ∈ B or (ii)y : ¬2x ¬φ ∈ B
or (iii)y : ψ ∈ B. In all cases, the result follows by inductive hypothesis. (b):
there is a z s.t. z : φ ∈ B, z : 2x ¬φ ∈ B, and z : ¬ψ ∈ B. By inductive
hypothesis, MC , [z] |= φ, MC , [z] |= 2x ¬φ, MC , [z] 6|= ψ, and the result
follows.
If (CS) ∈ Σ, then MC satisfies (S-CS). Indeed, by definition 6, either x = y ∈ B
(and [x] = [y]) or x <x y ∈ B, and [x] <[x] [y].
If (CEM) ∈ Σ, then MC satisfies (S-CEM). Indeed, by definition 6, for all [x], [y], [z],
either y = z ∈ B, and by construction of MC [y] = [z], or y <x z ∈ B, and by
construction of MC , [y] <[x] [z] or z <x y ∈ B, and by construction of MC ,
[z] <[x] [y].
If (MP) ∈ Σ, then MC satisfies (S-MP). We reason analogously to Case 1.
If (CV) ∈ Σ, then MC satisfies (S-CV). We reason as for Case 1.
2

3.2 Termination and Complexity of the Calculi
As in the case of logic CE, the calculi presented above for CE extensions can lead to
non-terminating computations due to the interplay among the rules (F ⇒) and (F 2),
generating new labels, and rule (T ⇒), whose applications to the new labels may generate new formulas to which (F ⇒) or (F 2) can again be applied. In this section we
show that the calculi for CE extensions can be made terminating. The solution we propose is similar to the one we have adopted to prove the termination of CE in [16]. More
precisely, in order to avoid the generation of infinite branches, we introduce a systematic procedure to build a tableau and we put suitable restrictions on the applications of
rules (F ⇒) and (F 2). We show that the systematic procedure terminates, whence it
does not lead to generate infinitely many labels. Moreover, we show that the completeness of the calculi is not lost if we adopt the systematic procedure with the mentioned
restrictions.
First of all let us assume that the tableau construction does not allow any redundant
application of the rules ([16]). In particular, we assume that the (T ⇒) applies exactly
once to each formula and label on the branch. Also, we assume that a branch does not
contain repetitions of labelled formulas: labelled formulas which are already on the
branch are not added again when applying new rules.
Following the terminology of [17], we refer to the rules generating new worlds as
dynamic rules, and to all other rules as static rules. Observe that all the rules we have
introduced are static except for (F ⇒) and (F 2) which are dynamic.
We define a systematic procedure for constructing the tableau for a given formula
x : α. This is the same procedure described in the proof of Lemma 3. The procedure
executes repeatedly two steps: (step a) applies all the static rules as far as possible; (step
b) applies the rules (F 2) and (F ⇒) to the new formulas generated in the previous step.
We observe that (step a) terminates after a finite number of rule applications. Indeed,
none of the static rules adds new labels and the number of pseudo-formulas built from a
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finite set of formulas (subformula property) and from a finite number of labels is finite.
As we require that the tableau does not contain redundant applications of rules, each
application of a rule in step (a) must at least add a new pseudo-formula to the branch,
and thus the number of rule applications must be finite. After (step a) is terminated the
branch is downward saturated except for the formulas of the form w : ¬(φ ⇒ ψ) and
w : ¬2x φ. In (step b) we apply the rule (F ⇒) to all the formulas y : ¬(γ ⇒ δ) on the
branch and rule (F 2) to all the formulas y : ¬2x γ on the branch, where y must be a
label generated in the previous (step a).
To avoid that (step a) and (step b) in the systematic procedure repeat forever, by
continuing to generate new worlds, we put the following restrictions on the application
of the rules (F ⇒) and (F 2), which are essentially loop checking conditions.
– (Restriction 1) the rule (F ⇒) can be applied to the formula y : ¬(γ ⇒ δ) on a
branch only if there is no label z on the branch such that:
(1a) the branch contains the formula z : ¬(γ ⇒ δ) and the rule (F ⇒) has already
been applied to that formula;
(1b) the positive conditional formulas labelled by y are a subset of the positive conditional formulas labelled by z.
– (Restriction 2) the rule (F 2) can be applied to the formula y : ¬2x γ on a branch
only if we cannot find two labels z and w on the branch such that:
(2a) the branch contains a formula z : ¬2w γ and the rule (F 2) has already been
applied to that formula;
(2b) the positive conditional formulas labelled by x on the branch are a subset of
the positive conditional formulas labelled by w;
(2c) for each (positive) modal pseudo-formula y1 : 2x φ occurring on the branch,
such that either y1 coincides with label y or one of the two relations y <x y1
and y1 = y occurs on the branch, there is a (positive) modal pseudo-formula
z1 : 2w φ on the branch, such that either z1 coincides with label z or one of the
two relations z <w z1 and z1 = z occurs on the branch.
The idea behind (Restriction 1) is that applying the rule (F ⇒) to y : ¬(γ ⇒ δ)
cannot add anything more on the branch than what has been obtained by applying it to
z : ¬(γ ⇒ δ), if all the positive conditional formulas that hold at y also hold at z. In
such a case we can avoid to generate a new label y’ from y. The idea behind (Restriction
2) is that applying the rule (F 2) to y : ¬2x γ cannot add anything more on the branch
than what has been obtained by applying it to z : ¬2w γ, under the assumptions that: all
the positive conditional formulas that hold at x also hold at w; and all the positive modal
pseudo-formulas on the branch that would be applicable to the world y 0 generated from
y, can also be applied to the world z 0 generated from z.
The systematic procedure with the two restrictions preserves completeness and
guarantees termination.
Lemma 4. If a branch B closes, it still closes under (Restriction 1) and (Restriction 2).
Theorem 7. The systematic procedure with (Restriction 1) and (Restriction 2) terminates.
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The proofs of Lemma 4 and of Theorem 7 are similar to those reported in [16] for logic
CE. The intuition is the following one. If a systematic attempt at proving a formula
goes forever, there must be an infinite branch S containing infinitely many different
labels because it does not contain repetitions and only a finite number of formulas can
appear in the tableau (subformula property). Therefore, the branch must either contain
infinitely many applications of rule (F ⇒) or infinitely many applications of rule (F 2)
to some formula (or both). By (Restrictions 1) and (Restriction 2) above, this is not
possible. For instance, each time the rule (F ⇒) is applied to y : ¬(φ ⇒ ψ), by
(Restriction 1) for all possible z : ¬(φ ⇒ ψ) on the branch to which (F ⇒) has
already been applied there must be some positive conditional formula occurring on the
branch labelled by y and not by z. This can only occur a finite number of times, since
(by the subformula property) there is only a finite number of positive conditionals.
Observe that the number of positive conditionals is finite, and at most linear in the
size n of the input formula. Hence, the number of distinct sets of positive conditionals
is O(2n ). Therefore, the number of applications of rule (F ⇒) to the same formula (but
different labels) on a branch is O(2n ). As there are O(n) distinct positive conditionals,
the number of applications of rule (F ⇒) on a branch is O(2n ). By similar considerations, we can conclude that the number of applications of rule (F 2) on a branch is
O(2n ). We can thus say that the number of different labels on the branch is O(2n ).
In order to establish an upper bound on the complexity of the systematic procedure
above, we need to estimate the overall number of rule applications, including those in
step (a). To this concern, we can observe that the number of pseudo-formulas (including
equalities and disequalities) which can be built from O(n) formulas and O(2n ) labels is
O(2n ). As we do not admit redundant applications of rules, on each branch the overall
number of tableau rule applications determined by the systematic procedure is O(2n ).
Thus, our systematic procedure allows us to define a non-deterministic algorithm for
testing satisfiability in CE: at each step the algorithm first saturates with respect to the
static rules (step a), then guesses a branch and saturates it w.r.t. the dynamic rules (step
b). By what said just above, the algorithm eventually terminates, and returns ”satisfiable” if it finds an open branch and ”unsatisfiable” if it does not. Since the number of
rules applied is O(2n ), we can conclude that:
Theorem 8. Theorem 9. For all extensions CE+Σ of CE, the systematic procedures
decides the satisfiability of a formula in non-deterministic exponential time with respect
to the size of the input.
The above result seems to be in partial accordance with [10], where the authors show
that a formula is satisfiable iff it is satisfiable in an exponentially sized structure. Moreover, the authors argue that deciding satisfiability can be done in EXPTIME (that we
understand as Deterministic Exponential Time), even if the algorithm they suggest is not
described in full details (Theorem 0.13). In future investigation we will study how we
can obtain a deterministic EXPTIME decision procedure based on our tableau calculus.

4 Conclusions
In this work we have presented tableaux systems for the most important extensions of
CE, the logic of preferential structures. The proof methods are uniform in the sense
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that each specific semantic condition is captured by a tableau rule. Moreover, the proof
method is based on the introduction of pseudo-formulas, that are modalities in a hybrid
language indexed on worlds. We have been able to obtain terminating procedures by
a loop-checking mechanism. These methods can also be used to establish complexity
bounds of the logics, in a constructive way.
In future work, we intend to carry on a finer grained complexity analysis of CE
extensions by means of tableaux methods. Moreover, we intend to investigate several
improvements on the tableau systems, including loop-checking mechanisms, a better
treatment of equality via label-substitution and specific proof-search strategies.
We briefly remark on some related works. De Swart [8] and Gent [12] give sequent/tableaux calculi for conditional logics VC (= CE+CV+MP+CS) and VCS. The
kind of systems they propose are based on the entrenchment connective ≤, from which
the conditional operator can be defined. Their systems are analytic and comprise an infinite set of rules ≤ F (n, m), with a uniform pattern, to decompose each sequent with
m negative and n positive entrenchment formulas.
Crocco and Farinas [4] present sequent calculi for some conditional logics including
minmal CK, CEM, CO (= CE without CA) and others. Their calculi comprise two levels
of sequents: principal sequents with `P corresponds to the basic deduction relation,
whereas auxiliary sequents with `a corresponds to the conditional operator: thus the
constituents of Γ `P ∆ are sequents of the form X `a Y , where X, Y are sets of
formulas.
Artosi, Governatori, and Rotolo [2] develop labelled tableau for the first-degree
fragment (i.e. without nested conditionals) of conditional logic CO (they call it CU and
it corresponds to cumulative non-monotonic logics). Formulas are labelled by path of
worlds containing also variable worlds. Since they adopt a selection function semantics,
they have to cope with the problem of equivalent antecedents: i.e. if [A]M = [A0 ]M then
f (A, w) = f (A0 , w). They use an efficient unification procedure to propagate positive
conditionals, and the unification procedure takes care of checking the equivalence of
antecedents. Their tableau system is not analytical, as it contains a cut-rule, called PB,
which is not eliminable. Moreover it is not clear how to extend it to CE and stronger
systems on the one hand, and to nested conditionals, on the other.
Broda, Gabbay, Lamb, and Russo develop an elegant natural deduction system for
Boutillier’s conditional logic of normality and some variants of it [3], [1]. Their proof
system uses labels following the methodology of Labelled Deductive Systems [1], where
the objects involved in the proofs are structured configurations of formulas, worlds, and
relations thereof. In this respect their approach is rather similar to ours. However, as
we already observed, Boutilier’s conditional logic has a simpler semantics defined in
terms of standard modal logic without world-indexed relations or modalities (and thus
it cannot handle nested and iterated conditionals). Moreover, it is not evident if one can
extract a decision procedure for Boutilier’s logic from their natural deduction system.
Lamarre [22] presents tableaux systems for conditional logics V(= CE+CV), VN,
VC and VW(= CE+CV+MP). Lamarre’s method is a consistency-checking procedure
which tries to build a system of sphere falsifying the input formulas. The method makes
use of a subroutine to compute the core, that is defined as the set of formulas characterizing the minimal sphere. The computation of the core needs in turn the consistency
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checking procedure. Thus there is a mutual recursive definition between the procedure
for checking consistency and the one to compute the core.
Gronebner and Delgrande [19] have developed a tableau method for conditional
logic VN which is based on the translation of this logic into modal logic S4.3.
In [26], it is presented a labelled sequent calculus minimal normal conditional logic
CK and some extensions of it. The calculi are based on the selection function semantics
for these logics. In case of CK, the calculus is used to provide a polynomial-space
complexity bound for this logic.
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KLMLean 1.0: a Theorem Prover for Logics of
Default Reasoning
Nicola Olivetti? and Gian Luca Pozzato??

Abstract. In this paper we present KLMLean 1.0, a theorem prover
for some logics of default reasoning, namely Preferential logic P and
Loop-Cumulative logic CL introduced by Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor.
KLMLean 1.0 implements some tableaux calculi for these logics recently
introduced. It is implemented in SICStus Prolog and also comprises a
graphical user interface written in Java. KLMLean 1.0 is available for
free download at http://www.di.unito.it/∼pozzato/klmlean1/

1

Introduction

In the early 90’ [6, 7] Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor (from now on KLM) proposed a formalization of non-monotonic reasoning that was early recognized as
a landmark. Their work stemmed from two sources: the theory of nonmonotonic
consequence relations initiated by Gabbay [4] and the preferential semantics proposed by Shoham [11] as a generalization of Circumscription. Their works lead to
a classification of nonmonotonic consequence relations, determining a hierarchy
of stronger and stronger systems.
According to the KLM framework, defeasible knowledge is represented by
a (finite) set of nonmonotonic conditionals or assertions of the form A |∼ B
whose reading is normally (or typically) the A’s are B’s. The operator ”|∼”
is nonmonotonic, in the sense that A |∼ B does not imply A ∧ C |∼ B. For
instance, a knowledge base K may contain the following set of conditionals:
adult |∼ work, retired |∼ adult, retired |∼ ¬work, whose meaning is that adults
typically work, retired people are typically adults but they typically do not work.
Observe that if |∼ were interpreted as classical (or intuitionistic) implication, we
simply would get retired |∼ ⊥, i.e. typically there are not retired people, thereby
obtaining a trivial knowledge base. One can derive new conditional assertions
from the knowledge base by means of a set of inference rules.
In KLM framework, the set of adopted inference rules defines some fundamental types of inference systems, namely, from the weakest to the strongest:
Cumulative (C) , Loop-Cumulative (CL), Preferential (P) and Rational logic
(R). All these systems allow one to infer new assertions from K without incurring in the trivialising conclusions of classical logic: regarding our example, in
?
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none of them, one can infer retired |∼ work. In cumulative logics (both C and
CL) one can infer adult ∧ retired |∼ ¬work (giving preference to more specific
information), in Preferential logic P one can also infer that adult |∼ ¬retired (i.e.
typical adults are not retired). In the rational case R, if one further knows that
adult |6 ∼ ¬married (i.e. it is not the case the adults are typically unmarried),
one can also infer that adult ∧ married |∼ work.
From a semantic point of view, to the each logic (C, CL, P, R) corresponds
one kind of models, namely, possible-world structures equipped with a preference
relation among worlds or states. More precisely, for P we have models with a
preference relation (an irreflexive and transitive relation) on worlds. For the
stronger R the preference relation is further assumed to be modular. For the
weaker logic CL, the preference relation is defined on states, where a state can
be identified, intuitively, with a set of worlds. In the weakest case of C, the
preference relation is on states, as for CL, but it is no longer assumed to be
transitive. In all cases, the meaning of a conditional assertion A |∼ B is that B
holds in the most preferred worlds/states where A holds.
Even if KLM was born as an inferential approach to nonmonotonic reasoning, very few proof systems have been proposed for these logics. In [5] analytic
tableaux T S T for logics P and CL have been introduced, where S stands for
{P, CL}. The calculi T S T are based on a novel interpretation of P into modal
logic G. The idea is simply to interpret the preference relation as an accessibility
relation: a conditional A |∼ B holds in a model if B is true in all A-worlds w,
i.e. worlds w where A holds, that are minimal. An A-world is minimal if all
smaller worlds are not A-worlds. The relation with modal logic G is motivated
by the fact that we assume, following KLM, the so-called smoothness condition,
which is related to the well-known limit assumption. This condition ensures indeed that A-minimal worlds exist, by preventing an infinitely descending chain
of worlds. This condition is therefore ensured by the finite-chain condition on
the accessibility relation (as in modal logic G).
In this work we describe an implementation of T S T calculi in SICStus Prolog.
The program, called KLMLean 1.0, is implemented following the methodology
of leanTAP, inspired to [1] and [2]. As far as we know, KLMLean 1.0 is the first
theorem prover for these logics. KLMLean 1.0 also comprises a graphical user
interface written in Java.
The plan of this paper is as follows: in section 2 we briefly recall KLM logics P
and CL and the tableaux calculi T S T . In section 3 we describe KLMLean 1.0. In
section 4 we discuss some related works and suggest some future developments.

2
2.1

KLM Logics and the Tableaux Calculi T S T
KLM Preferential Logic P

We consider a propositional language L over a set ATM of propositional variables. Formulas of L are built from propositional variables by means of the
boolean operators →, ∧, ∨, ¬ and the conditional operator |∼. The language L
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consists just of conditional assertions A |∼ B, where A and B are propositional
formulas, and of boolean combinations of them. More precisely, the formulas of
L are defined as follows: if A is a propositional formula, A ∈ L; if A and B are
propositional formulas, A |∼ B ∈ L; if F is a boolean combination of formulas of
L, F ∈ L.
The semantics of P is defined by considering possible world structures with
0
a preference relation (a strict partial order) w < w whose meaning is that w
0
is preferred to w . We have that A |∼ B holds in a model M if B holds in all
minimal worlds (with respect to the relation <) where A holds. This definition
makes sense provided minimal worlds for A exist whenever there are A-worlds.
This is ensured by the smoothness condition in the next definition.
Definition 1 (Semantics of P [6]). A preferential model is a triple M =
hW, <, V i where: W is a non-empty set of items called worlds; < is an irreflexive
and transitive relation on W; V is a function V : W 7−→ pow(ATM ), which
assigns to every world w the set of atoms holding in that world. We define the
truth conditions for a formula F as follows:
• If F is a boolean combination of formulas, M, w |= F is defined in the
obvious way;
• Let A be a propositional formula; we define M in< (A) = {w ∈ W | M, w |=
0
0
0
A and ∀w , w < w M, w 6|= A};
0
0
• M, w |= A |∼ B if for all w ∈ M in< (A), then M, w |= B.
The relation < satisfies the following condition, called smoothness: if M, w |= A
0
0
then w ∈ M in< (A) or ∃w ∈ M in< (A) such that w < w.
We say that a formula F is valid in a model M, denoted with M |= F , if
M, w |= F for every w ∈ W. A formula is valid if it is valid in every model M.
Notice that the truth conditions for conditional formulas are given with respect to single possible worlds for uniformity sake. Since the truth value of a conditional only depends on global properties of M, we have that: M, w |= A |∼ B
iff M |= A |∼ B.
Now we introduce the language LP of the calculus T PT . LP extends L by
formulas of the form ¤A, where A is a propositional formula, whose intuitive
0
meaning is as follows: ¤A holds in a world w if A holds in all the worlds w such
0
that w < w:
Definition 2 (Truth condition of modality ¤, [5]). We define the truth
condition of a boxed formula as follows:
0

0

0

M, w |= ¤A if for every w ∈ W if w < w then M, w |= A
It is easy to see that ¤ has the properties of the modal system G: the accessibility relation (defined as xRy iff y < x) is transitive and does not have
infinite ascending chains. By Definitions 1 and 2, it follows that for any formula
A, w ∈ M in< (A) iff M, w |= A ∧ ¤¬A.
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2.2

KLM Loop Cumulative Logic CL

The next KLM logic we consider is CL, weaker than P.
Definition 3 (Loop-cumulative models, [6]). A loop-cumulative model is a
tuple M = hS, l, <, V i. S is a set, whose elements are called states. Given a
set U of possible worlds, l : S 7→ 2U is a function that labels every state with
a nonempty set of worlds. < is an irreflexive and transitive relation on S. V
is a valuation function V : U 7−→ pow(ATM ), which assigns to every world w
the atoms holding in that world. For s ∈ S and A propositional formula, we let
s |≡ A if ∀w ∈ l(s), w |= A. Let M in< (A) be the set of minimal states s such
0
0
that s |≡ A. We define M, s |≡ A |∼ B if ∀s ∈ M in< (A), s |≡ B. We assume
that < satisfies the smoothness condition.
In [5] it is shown that one can map loop-cumulative models into preferential
models extended with an additional accessibility relation R. These models are
called CL-Preferential structures and are defined below. The idea is to represent
states as sets of possible worlds related by R: thus a world plays also a role of a
state. By this correspondence we have that a formula is satisfied in a state s just
0
in case it is satisfied in all possible worlds w accessible from its corresponding w
via R. The syntactic counterpart of the extra accessibility relation R is a modality
0
L. Given a loop-cumulative model M and the corresponding CL-structure M ,
0
M, s |≡ A iff for its corresponding w, M , w |= LA. This mapping allows us to
use a variant of the tableaux calculus for P to deal with system CL. As for P,
the tableaux calculus for CL will use boxed formulas. Thus, the formulas that
appear in the tableaux for CL belong to the language LL obtained from L as
follows: (i) if A is a propositional formula, then A ∈ LL ; LA ∈ LL ; 2¬LA ∈ LL ;
(ii) if A, B are propositional formulas, then A |∼ B ∈ LL ; (iii) if F is a boolean
combination of formulas of LL , then F ∈ LL .
Definition 4 (CL-preferential structures, [5]). A model has the form M =
hW, R, <, V i where: W, <, and V are defined as in Definition 1, and R is a
serial accessibility relation (i.e. ∀w∃w0 Rww0 ). We add to the truth conditions
for preferential models in Definition 1 the following clause:
0

0

0

M, w |= LA if for all w if wRw then M, w |= A
The truth condition for conditional formulas is changed as follows: M, w |=
0
0
A |∼ B if for all w ∈ M in< (LA) then M, w |= LB.
Proposition 1 ([5]). A set of conditional formulas {(¬)A1 |∼ B1 , . . . , (¬)An |∼
Bn } is satisfiable in a loop-cumulative model hS, l, <, V i iff it is satisfiable in a
CL-preferential model hW, R, <, V i.
2.3

The Tableaux Calculi T S T

In Figures 1 and 2 we present the tableaux calculi T PT and T CLT introduced
in [5]. In order to obtain terminating calculi, the (|∼+ ) rule must be applied
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under some restrictions that for clarity are not displayed in the figures below,
but are explained later in this section.
The rules of the calculi manipulate sets of formulas Γ . We write Γ, F to
denote Γ ∪ {F }. Moreover, we consider the following sets:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Γ ¤ = {¤A | ¤A ∈ Γ }
↓
Γ ¤ = {A | ¤A ∈ Γ }
+
Γ |∼ = {A |∼ B | A |∼ B ∈ Γ }
−
Γ |∼ = {¬(A |∼ B) | ¬(A |∼ B) ∈ Γ }
+
−
Γ |∼± = Γ |∼ ∪ Γ |∼
↓
Γ L = {A | LA ∈ Γ }

(AX) Γ, F, ¬F

(|∼+ )

(|∼− )

(∧+ )

(¬)

Γ, ¬¬F
Γ, F

Γ, A |∼ B
Γ, ¬¤¬A, A |∼ B

Γ, A → B, A |∼ B

Γ, ¬(A |∼ B)

(¤− )

A, ¤¬A, ¬B, Γ |∼±
Γ, F ∧ G

(∧− )

Γ, F, G

Γ, ¬¤¬A
↓

Γ ¤ , Γ ¤ , Γ |∼± , A, ¤¬A
Γ, ¬(F ∧ G)
Γ, ¬F

Γ, ¬G

Fig. 1. Tableaux system T PT . To save space, we omit rules for the other boolean
connectives.

Theorem 1 (Soundness and completeness of T PT and T CLT , [5]). The
systems T PT and T CLT are sound and complete with respect to the semantics,
i.e. there is a closed tableaux for a set Γ iff Γ is unsatisfiable.
In order to obtain a decision procedure we have to control the application
of the (|∼+ ) rule, since it copies its principal formula in its conclusions. To this
regard we have the following result:
Theorem 2 ([5]). T PT and T CLT are sound and complete even if (|∼+ ) is
applied at most once on the same conditional A |∼ B in the same world. More
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(|∼+ )

(L− )

Γ, A |∼ B
Γ, ¬¤¬LA, A |∼ B
Γ, ¬LA
Γ

L↓

, ¬A

Γ, LA → LB, A |∼ B

(|∼− )

Γ, ¬(A |∼ B)
LA, ¤¬LA, ¬LB, Γ |∼±
Γ, ¬¤¬LA

↓

where either {¬LA}6= ∅ or Γ L 6= ∅ (¤− )

¤

Γ ,Γ

¤↓

, Γ |∼± , LA, ¤¬LA

Fig. 2. Tableaux system T CLT . If ¬LA is not in the premise of (L− ) (i.e. {¬LA} = ∅)
↓
the rule allows to step from Γ to Γ L . The boolean rules are omitted.

precisely, when (|∼+ ) is applied to A |∼ B, A |∼ B is marked as used; the applications of (|∼+ ) are restricted to unused conditionals only; when (¤− ) or (|∼− )
is applied, all conditionals become unused1 .
The generation of infinite branches due to the interplay between (|∼+ ) and
(¤− ) cannot occur, because of the properties of ¤ in modal logic G (see [5] for
details). These results give a constructive proof of decidability of Preferential
and Loop-Cumulative logics.

3

Design of KLMLean 1.0

In this section we present an implementation of the tableaux calculi T S T called
KLMLean 1.0; it is a SICStus Prolog program inspired by leanTAP ([1], [2])
and follows the line of CondLean, a theorem prover for other conditional logics
introduced in [9] and [10]. The idea of lean deduction [1] is ”to achieve maximal
efficiency from minimal means”, that is to say to write short programs and exploit the power of Prolog’s engine as much as possible. In [1] authors remark that
another important argument for lean methodology is safety: to verify soundness
and completeness of a theorem prover consisting of a couple of lines is easier
than doing the same for thousands of lines of C code. Moreover, in [1] it is observed that programs following the lean methodology offer high performances
on simple to moderately complex problems, and that they offer a high degree of
adaptability to applications.
It is worth noticing that KLMLean 3.1 is only inspired by leanTAP, however
it does not follow strictly the style of leanTAP. For instance, KLMLean 3.1 makes
use of auxiliary Prolog’s predicates like member and select, whereas leanTAP
only relies on Prolog’s clause indexing scheme and backtracking.
1

The premise and the conclusion of (¤− ) (resp. (|∼− )) represent two different worlds.
When (¤− ) (resp. (|∼− )) is applied, then all conditional formulas used in the world
represented by the premise become unused in the world represented by the conclusion.
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The program KLMLean 1.0 comprises a set of clauses, each one of them represents a tableaux rule or axiom. The proof search is provided for free by the mere
depth-first search mechanism of Prolog, without any additional ad hoc mechanism. We represent each node of a proof tree by a list of formulas. The tableaux
calculi are implemented by the predicate prove(Gamma,Sigma,Tree). which
succeeds if and only if the set of formulas Γ , represented by the Prolog list
Gamma, is unsatisfiable. Sigma is the list representing the set Σ of used conditionals, and it is needed in order to control the application of the (|∼+ ) rule only
to unused conditional, as stated by Theorem 2 above. If the predicate succeeds,
Tree contains the closed proof tree found by the theorem prover.
For instance, to prove that A |∼ B ∧ C, ¬(A |∼ C) is unsatisfiable in P, one
queries KLMLean 1.0 with the following goal:
prove([a => (b and c), neg (a => c)],[

],Res)).

The string => is used to represent the conditional operator |∼, and is used
to denote ∧, and so on. Each clause of prove implements one axiom or rule of
T S T ; for example, we present the clause implementing the axiom:
prove(Gamma, ,tree(ax,F)):member(neg F,Gamma),
member(F, Gamma),!.
If the formula F and its negation ¬F both belong to the set of formulas Γ ,
then the predicate prove succeeds by the above clause. As mentioned above,
the third argument of the predicate prove contains the proof tree found by the
theorem prover; in this case, it corresponds to a leaf represented by the functor
tree(ax,F), to keep trace that the tree is closed by the presence of both formulas
F and neg F.
As another example, the clause implementing (|∼+ ) is as follows:
prove(Gamma,Sigma,tree(entP,A,B,ST1,ST2)):select(A => B,Gamma,NewGamma),!,
prove([neg box neg A|NewGamma],[A => B|Sigma],ST1),!,
prove([A -> B|NewGamma],[A => B|Sigma],ST2).
The predicate select(X,List,NewList) succeeds if and only if an item X
belongs to List, returning the list NewList in which X has been deleted from
List. Therefore, if a formula A |∼ B belongs to Γ , then KLMLean 1.0 applies the
(|∼+ ) rule, by invoking recursively the predicate prove on its two conclusions. In
the first one, the formula ¬¤¬A is introduced; in the other one, A → B is added
to the set of formulas to analyze. In both the recursive calls to the predicate
prove the principal formula A |∼ B is copied into the auxiliary list Sigma, in
order to avoid further applications of (|∼+ ) in the same world.
The functor tree(entP,A,B,ST1,ST2) represents the proof tree obtained by
applying the above clause. More in detail, its terms represent that the (|∼+ ) rule
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has been applied (entP) to a conditional formula A => B; ST1 and ST2 are the
closed subtrees obtained by invoking prove on the two conclusions of the rule.
To search a closed tree of a set Γ of formulas of L, KLMLean 1.0 proceeds
as follows. First of all, if Γ is an axiom, then the goal will succeed immediately
by using the clause for the axiom presented above. If it is not, then the first
applicable rule will be chosen, e.g. if Gamma contains a formula [A and B], then
the clause for the (∧+ ) rule will be used, invoking prove on the unique conclusion
of (∧+ ). KLMLean 1.0 proceeds in a similar way for the other rules. The ordering
of the clauses is such that the application of the branching rules and of the
conditional and box rules is postponed as much as possible. In the above example,
it is clear how KLMLean implement the controlled application of (|∼+ ) on a
conditional formula A |∼ B (Theorem 2): A |∼ B passes from Γ to the set Σ
of used conditionals, therefore the above clause will not further apply to it (it
works only on conditionals belonging to Γ ).
KLMLean has also a graphical user interface (GUI) implemented in Java.
The GUI interacts with the SICStus Prolog implementation by means of the
package se.sics.jasper. Thanks to the GUI, one does not need to know how
to call the predicate prove: one just introduces
– formulas of a knowledge base K (or the set of formulas to prove to be unsatisfiable);
– a formula F , in order to prove if one can infer F from K, corresponding to
verify if K ∪ {¬F } is unsatisfiable
in a text box and searches a derivation by clicking a button. Moreover, one
can choose the intended system of conditional logic, namely P or CL. When the
submitted set K ∪ {¬F } of formulas is unsatisfiable, KLMLean 1.0 offers these
options:
– display a proof tree of the set in a special window;
– build a latex file containing the same proof tree: compiling this file with
Latex, one can obtain the closed tree in a pdf file, or ps, or dvi, and then
print it.
Some pictures of KLMLean 1.0 are presented in Figures 3, 4, and 5.

4

Conclusions, Comparison with Other Works, and
Future Work

In this work we have presented KLMLean 1.0, a theorem prover for KLM Preferential and Loop-Cumulative logics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
theorem prover for logics of the KLM framework. KLMLean 1.0 is a SICStus
Prolog implementation of the analytic tableaux calculi introduced in [5], and
follows the leanTAP methodology of [1] and [2].
We briefly remark on some related works. We just mention the program
CondLean, a theorem prover for some standard conditional logics ([9], [10]).
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Fig. 3. The main window of KLMLean 1.0.

Fig. 4. A proof tree in a special window.
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Fig. 5. The proof tree printed in a .dvi file.

CondLean is a SICStus Prolog implementation of some labelled sequent calculi
for conditional logics CK, ID, MP, CS, CEM, and some combinations of them. It
follows the leanTAP methodology, too. The main difference between CondLean
and KLMLean is that they offer a deductive mechanism for different conditional
logics: CondLean is a theorem prover for conditional logics whose semantics is
based on the so called selection function [8], whereas KLMLean is a theorem
prover for KLM logics.
In future research, we intend to extend KLMLean to the other KLM conditional logics, namely the weaker Cumulative logic C and the stronger Rational
logic R. Moreover, we intend to make a detailed study on the performances of
our theorem prover, and experiment some standard refinements and heuristics
to increase its efficiency. Furthermore, we are improving KLMLean 1.0 in such
a way that, given a satisfiable set of formulas in input, it shows a model of that
satisfiable set.
A further extension is to develop a theorem prover for the first order version
of these logics, which have recently received a renewed attention thanks to the
results given in [3].
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Abstract
As applications of description logics (DLs) proliferate, efficient reasoning with large
ABoxes (sets of individuals with descriptions) becomes ever more important. Motivated by the prospects of reusing optimization techniques of deductive databases,
we developed a novel algorithm for reasoning in description logic, which reduces
a DL knowledge base to a disjunctive datalog program without changing the set
of relevant consequences. This allows to answer queries by applying optimization
techniques, such as join-order optimizations or magic sets. The algorithm supports
the very expressive logic SHIQ(D), so the reduction is quite technically involved.
In this paper we present a simplified algorithm for the basic logic ALC. Whereas
this algorithm is much easier to understand, it is based on the same principles as
the general one.

1

Introduction

In recent years description logics (DLs) have found their application in various
fields of computer science, so several DL reasoners were built and applied to
practical problems. The state-of-the-art systems are based on tableau algorithms [11], and they perform quite well when computing the subsumption
hierarchy, mainly due to sophisticated heuristics [10].
However, new applications, such as metadata management in the Semantic
Web, require efficient query answering over large ABoxes (i.e., sets of ground
facts). Query answering is currently implemented by a reduction to ABox consistency checking, which can then be solved by tableau algorithms. Whereas
this is quite elegant from a theoretical point of view, it does not provide
good performance in practice, mainly due to the following two reasons. First,
tableau-based algorithms treat all individuals separately; that is, they do not
group individuals on common properties. Second, to answer a query, one
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usually does not need to consider all ABox information; rather, only a small
subset of the ABox usually suffices to compute the query answer. These deficiencies were already acknowledged, and certain optimization techniques were
developed [9]; however, the performance of query answering is still often not
satisfactory in practice.
Since techniques for reasoning in deductive databases are nowadays mature, it makes sense to examine if they can be used to improve ABox reasoning
in description logics. To facilitate that, we developed a novel technique for reducing a SHIQ(D) knowledge base to a disjunctive datalog program without
changing the set of entailed ground facts [13,14,12]. This algorithm addresses
the mentioned points in the following way. First, query answering in disjunctive datalog can be implemented by manipulating individuals in sets, and
applying each inference rule to all individuals in a set at once, rather than to
each individual separately. This allows to apply the join order optimization,
which uses database statistics to compute the data access path promising the
least cost [1]. Second, the magic sets transformation [4] can be used to identify the subset of the database relevant to the query; this transformation was
recently generalized to disjunctive programs [6].
SHIQ(D) is a complex logic, with modeling primitives such as number
restrictions and concrete datatypes. This makes the reduction algorithm fairly
complex, mainly because it is based on basic superposition [3,18]—a sophisticated calculus for theorem proving with equality. In this paper, we present
the algorithm scaled down to the basic description logic ALC. This makes
the algorithm much simpler; in particular, it is based on the well-known ordered resolution calculus [2]. However, ALC exhibits features characteristic
of most DLs, such as boolean concept constructors, existential and universal
quantification, as well as general concept inclusion axioms, so this simplified
algorithm succinctly demonstrates the important points of the general one.
Our results seem to integrate two fundamentally different logics. Therefore,
in this paper we also answer common questions about the apparent mismatch
in complexity between the two formalisms, or why a logic based on general
first-order semantics and without unique name assumption can be embedded
into a logic based on minimal-model semantics and unique name assumption.

2

Preliminaries

In this section we introduce the formalisms used in the paper.
2.1

Description Logics

Let NR be a set of roles, and NC a set of concept names. The set of ALC
concepts is the minimal set satisfying the following conditions: (i ) ⊤ and ⊥
are ALC concepts; (ii ) each A ∈ NC is an ALC concept; and (iii ) ¬C, C ⊓ D,
C ⊔ D, ∀R.C, and ∃R.C are ALC concepts, for C and D ALC concepts and R
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Table 1
Semantics of ALC by Mapping to FOL
Translating Concepts to FOL
πy (⊤, X) = ⊤

πy (⊥, X) = ⊥

πy (A, X) = A(X)

πy (¬C, X) = ¬πy (C, X)

πy (C ⊓ D, X) = πy (C, X) ∧ πy (D, X)

πy (C ⊔ D, X) = πy (C, X) ∨ πy (D, X)

πy (∀R.C, X) = ∀y : R(X, y) → πx (C, y)

πy (∃R.C, X) = ∃y : R(X, y) ∧ πx (C, y)

Translating Axioms to FOL
π(C(a)) = πy (C, a)

π(R(a, b)) = R(a, b)

π(C ⊑ D) = ∀x : πy (C, x) → πy (D, x)

π(KB ) =

V

α∈KB T ∪KB A

π(α)

X is a meta variable and is substituted by the actual variable.
πx is obtained from πy by simultaneously substituting in the
definition x(i) for all y(i) , respectively, and πy for πx .

a role. Concept names are also called atomic concepts, and other concepts are
also called complex concept. A literal concept is a possibly negated concept
name. A TBox KB T is a finite set of concept inclusion axioms of the form
C ⊑ D. An ABox KB A is a finite set of axioms C(a) and R(a, b), for C an ALC
concept and R a role. An ALC knowledge base KB is a tuple (KB T , KB A ).
The semantics of KB is given by translating it into first-order logic by
the operator π from Table 1. The main inference problem is checking KB
satisfiability—that is, determining if a first-order model of π(KB ) exists. An
individual a is an instance of a concept C w.r.t. KB if π(KB ) |= πy (C, a),
which is the case if and only if KB ∪ {¬C(a)} is unsatisfiable.
We measure the size of concepts by their length. An ALC concept is
in negation-normal form (NNF) if negations occur only in front of concepts
names. An ABox is extensionally reduced if all ABox axioms contain only
literal concepts. If KB is not extensionally reduced, it can be easily transformed into an extensionally reduced knowledge base: for each axiom C(a)
where C is not a literal concept, one should introduce a new atomic concept
AC , add the axiom AC ⊑ C to the TBox, and replace C(a) with AC (a). Such
a transformation is obviously polynomial, so without losing generality it is
safe to assume that a knowledge base is extensionally reduced.
We adapt the notions of positions to DL formulae. A position p is a finite
sequence of integers; the empty position is denoted with ǫ. If a position p1 is
a proper prefix of a position p2 , then p1 is above p2 , and p2 is below p1 . For
a concept α, the subterm at a position p, written α|p , is defined as follows:
α|ǫ = α; (¬D)|1p = D|p ; (D1 ◦ D2 )|ip = Di |p for ◦ ∈ {⊓, ⊔} and i ∈ {1, 2}; and
α|1 = R and α|2p = D|p for α = 3R.D and 3 ∈ {∃, ∀}. A replacement of a
subterm of α at position p with a term β is defined in the standard way and
is denoted as α[β]p .
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2.2

Disjunctive Datalog

A datalog term is a constant or a variable, and a datalog atom has the form
A(t1 , . . . , tn ), where ti are datalog terms. A disjunctive datalog program P is
a finite set of rules of the form A1 ∨ ... ∨ An ← B1 , ..., Bm where Ai and Bj
are datalog atoms. Each rule is required to be safe; that is, each variable
occurring in the rule must occur in at least one body atom. A fact is a rule
with m = 0. For the semantics, we take a rule to be equivalent to a clause
A1 ∨ ... ∨ An ∨ ¬B1 ∨ ... ∨ ¬Bm . We consider only Herbrand models, and
say that a model M of P is minimal if there is no model M ′ of P such that
M ′ ( M . A ground literal A is a cautious answer of P (written P |=c A) if
A is true in all minimal models of P . First-order entailment coincides with
cautious entailment for positive ground atoms.
2.3

Ordered Resolution

We assume the reader to be familiar with standard definitions of first-order
logic and clausal theorem proving. Ordered resolution [2] is one of the most
widely used calculi for theorem proving in first-order logic. It is parameterized
with an admissible ordering ≻ on literals (for details about the condition of
admissibility please refer to [2]), and by a selection function S which assigns
to each clause C a possibly empty subset of negative literals of C. With R
we denote the calculus consisting of the following inference rules:
C ∨A∨B

Positive factoring:

Cσ ∨ Aσ
where (i ) σ = MGU(A, B), (ii ) Aσ is strictly maximal with respect to Cσ∨Bσ,
and no literal is selected in Cσ ∨ Aσ ∨ Bσ.
C ∨ A D ∨ ¬B
Ordered resolution:
Cσ ∨ Dσ
where (i ) σ = MGU(A, B), (ii ) Aσ is strictly maximal with respect to Cσ,
and no literal is selected in Cσ ∨ Aσ, (iii ) ¬Bσ is either selected in Dσ ∨ ¬Bσ,
or it is maximal with respect to Dσ and no literal is selected in Dσ ∨ ¬Bσ.
The clauses C ∨ A ∨ B and D ∨ ¬B are the main premises, C ∨ A is the side
premise, and Cσ ∨ Aσ and Cσ ∨ Dσ are the conclusions. Ordered resolution
is sound and complete: if a set of clauses N is saturated up to redundancy by
R, then N is satisfiable if and only if it does not contain the empty clause.

3

The Main Difficulty in Reducing DLs to Datalog

For an ALC knowledge base KB , our goal is to derive a disjunctive datalog
program DD(KB ) such that KB |= α if and only if DD(KB ) |= α, for α of
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the form A(a) or R(a, b). In other words, KB and DD(KB ) should entail the
same set of positive ground facts. We may thus use DD(KB ) instead of KB
for query answering, and in doing so we may apply all optimization techniques
known from the field of deductive databases.
As shown by the definition of ALC and by Borgida [5], there is a close
correspondence between description logics and first-order logic. Consider a
knowledge base KB = {A ⊑ ∃R.A, ∃R.∃R.A ⊑ B, A(a)}. A naı̈ve attempt
to reduce KB into disjunctive datalog is to compute a first-order formula
π(KB ), skolemize it, translate it into conjunctive normal form, and rewrite the
obtained set of clauses as rules, yielding the following logic program LP(KB ):
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

R(x, f (x)) ← A(x)
A(f (x)) ← A(x)
B(x) ← R(x, y), R(y, z), A(z)
A(a)

Clearly, KB and LP(KB ) entail the same set of ground facts. However,
LP(KB ) contains a function symbol in a recursive rule (2). This raises the issue
of how to answer queries in LP(KB ). Namely, well-known query evaluation
techniques, such as bottom-up saturation, will not terminate on LP(KB ): we
shall derive A(f (a)), R(a, f (a)), A(f (f (a))), R(f (a), f (f (a))), B(a), and so
on. Note that we need all previously derived facts to derive B(a) from LP(KB ),
and that we do not know when all relevant ground facts have been derived.
To eliminate potential problems with termination, our goal is to derive a
true disjunctive datalog program DD(KB )—that is, a program without function symbols. For such a program, queries can be evaluated using any standard technique; furthermore, all known optimization strategies can be applied.
Hence, the main problem that we address is how to eliminate function symbols
from LP(KB ).
To obtain the desired reduction, we start off with a slightly simpler task of
deriving a program DD(KB ) that is satisfiable if and only if KB is satisfiable.
This we base on the following simple idea. Let us assume that unsatisfiability
of KB can be demonstrated by a refutation in some sound and complete
calculus C. If it is possible to simulate inferences of C on KB using a datalog
program DD(KB ), a refutation in KB by C can be reduced to a refutation
in DD(KB ). Conversely, if DD(KB ) is unsatisfiable, there is a refutation in
DD(KB ). If it is possible to simulate inferences in DD(KB ) by the calculus C
on KB , then a refutation in DD(KB ) can be reduced to a refutation in KB .
To obtain a sound, complete, and terminating algorithm, we must select
an appropriate calculus C, capable of effectively deciding satisfiability of KB .
Disjunctive datalog is strongly related to clausal first-order logic, so simulating
inferences is easier if C is a clausal refutation calculus. Hence, to obtain a
reduction algorithm, we first derive a decision procedure for ALC based on
the ordered resolution calculus R. In particular, in Section 4.1 we show how
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to translate KB into an equisatisfiable set of clauses Ξ(KB ), and in Section
4.2 we show that exhaustive application of the inference rules of R on Ξ(KB )
eventually terminates. Since R is sound and complete, R decides satisfiability
of Ξ(KB ), and therefore of KB as well.
Based on such a procedure, in Section 5 we derive the desired reduction of
KB to a disjunctive datalog program. It turns out that, for ALC, simulating
inferences of R in disjunctive datalog is quite straightforward. After presenting
several simple examples in Section 6, in Section 7 we discuss some interesting
aspects of our algorithms.

4

Deciding Satisfiability of KB by Resolution

We now present an algorithm for deciding satisfiability of KB by ordered resolution. In the following sections, with Cls we denote the standard clausification
operator: for a first-order formula ϕ, Cls(ϕ) is the set of clauses obtained by
solemizing ϕ and translating it into conjunctive normal form.
4.1

Translating KB into Clauses

The first step in deciding satisfiability of an ALC knowledge base KB by the
ordered resolution calculus R is to transform KB into an equisatisfiable set
of clauses Ξ(KB ). A straightforward way to do so is to apply the operator
Cls; however, such an algorithm has two important drawbacks. First, the size
of Cls(π(KB )) could be exponential in the size of π(KB ), due to nesting of ⊓
and ⊔ connectives. Second, since KB is an ALC knowledge base, the formula
π(KB ) is of a particular syntactic structure, which we exploit in the decision
procedure. Therefore, we apply the structural transformation, introduced in
[19]. Next, we present an alternative, but equivalent definition.
Definition 4.1 Let C be an ALC concept in negation-normal form.
F Adposition p 6= ǫ in C is eligible for replacement if C|p is of the form Li , Li ,
∀R.L, or ∃R.L, where L(i) are all literal concepts. The definitorial form of C,
written Def(C), is defined recursively as follows:

 {C}
if C is a literal concept
Def(C) =
 {¬Q ⊔ C| } ∪ Def(C[Q] ) if p is eligible for replacement in C
p

p

For example, Def(∃R.(∀S.¬A)) = {∃R.Q, ¬Q ⊔ ∀S.¬A}. Note that the
concept ¬Q ⊔ ∀S.¬A can be interpreted as Q ⊑ ∀S.¬A, which defines Q as
a new name for ∀S.¬A. Furthermore, as shown by the following lemma, this
transformation does not affect satisfiability.
Lemma 4.2 For a concept C in negation-normal form, the axiom ⊤ ⊑ C is
satisfiable if and only if the set of axioms {⊤ ⊑ Di | Di ∈ Def(C)} is satisfiable.
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Table 2
Types of ALC-clauses

1 P(x) ∨ R(x, f (x))
2 P1 (x) ∨ P2 (f (x))
3 P1 (x) ∨ ¬R(x, y) ∨ P2 (y)
4 P(a)
5 (¬)R(a, b)
Proof. We apply induction on the number of recursive invocations of Def.
The induction base is trivial, so we consider the induction step.
(⇒) Let I be a model satisfying ⊤ ⊑ C, and let I ′ be an extension of I
′
such that QI = (C|p )I . Obviously, I ′ satisfies ⊤ ⊑ C[Q]p and ⊤ ⊑ ¬Q ⊔ C|p .
(⇐) Observe that in each model I of ⊤ ⊑ ¬Q ⊔ C|p , we have QI ⊆ (C|p )I .
By induction on the structure of D = C[Q]p , it is easy to show that, for each
position q in D, (D|q )I ⊆ (C|q )I . Since △I ⊆ (D|q )I for each q, I is a model
of ⊤ ⊑ C.
2
The set of clauses Ξ(KB ), encoding an ALC knowledge base KB in firstorder logic, is defined as follows:
Definition 4.3 The operator Cls is extended to ALC concepts as follows:
[
Cls(∀x : πy (D, x))
Cls(C) =
D∈Def(NNF(C))

For an extensionally reduced ALC knowledge base KB , Ξ(KB ) is the smallest
set of clauses such that (i ) Cls(π(α)) ⊆ Ξ(KB ) for each ABox axiom α in
KB ; and (ii ) Cls(¬C ⊔ D) ⊆ Ξ(KB ) for each TBox axiom C ⊑ D in KB .
If KB is not extensionally reduced, then Ξ(KB ) = Ξ(KB ′ ), where KB ′ is an
extensionally reduced knowledge base obtained from KB as shown in Section
2.1.
We define ALC-clauses to be clauses of the form from Table 2. For a term
t, P(t) denotes a possibly empty disjunction (¬)P1 (t) ∨ . . . ∨ (¬)Pn (t), and
P(f (x)) denotes a possibly empty disjunction P1 (f1 (x)) ∨ . . . ∨ Pm (fm (x)).
Note that this allows each Pi (fi (x)) to contain positive and negative literals.
We now show that clausification does not affect the semantics of a knowledge base, and that it produces only ALC clauses:
Lemma 4.4 Let KB be an ALC knowledge base. Then, ( i) KB is satisfiable if and only if Ξ(KB ) is satisfiable; ( ii) Ξ(KB ) can be computed in time
polynomial in |KB |; and ( iii) each clause in Ξ(KB ) is an ALC clause.
Proof. Equisatisfiability of KB and Ξ(KB ) is an easy consequence of Lemma
4.2. Furthermore, the number of recursive invocations of Def, and the number
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of new concepts Q are linear in the number of subconcepts of C. Hence,
|Def(C)| is linear in |C|, so |Ξ(KB )| is polynomial in |KB |. Finally, observe
that Def(C)
F candcontain only concepts of the form D or ¬Q ⊔ D, where D is of
the form Li , Li , ∀R.L, or ∃R.L, and all L(i) are literal concepts. Hence,
for D = ∃R.L, Cls(D) contains
clausesdof type 1 and 2; for D = ∀R.L a clause
F
of type 3; and for D = Li or D = Li clauses of type 2. Clauses of types
4 and 5 are obtained by clausifying ABox axioms.
2
4.2

Deciding Satisfiability of Ξ(KB ) by R

Since R is a sound and complete calculus, we can use it to check satisfiability
of Ξ(KB ). To obtain a decision procedure, we just need to ensure that each
saturation of Ξ(KB ) by R terminates. The basic principle to achieve this has
been outlined by Joyner [16]: we simply ensure that the number of clauses
that can be derived in a saturation is bounded.
There are two main reasons why a calculus might derive an infinite number
of clauses in a saturation. First, we might keep deriving clauses with deeper
and deeper terms. Consider N1 = {C(a), ¬C(x) ∨ C(f (x))}. If we select
¬C(x) in the second clause and apply resolution, we shall derive C(f (a)),
C(f (f (a))), and so forth. Second, we might keep deriving clauses with more
and more variables. Consider N2 = {¬R(x, y) ∨ ¬R(y, z) ∨ R(x, z), C(x) ∨
R(x, y) ∨ D(y), E(x) ∨ R(x, y) ∨ F (y)}. If we select ¬R(x, y) and ¬R(y, z) in
the first clause, by resolution we obtain C(x) ∨ D(y) ∨ E(y) ∨ F (z) ∨ R(x, z),
which contains more variables than the side premises involved in the inference;
further inferences will additionally increase the number of variables.
By choosing these parameters appropriately, it is possible to restrict the
resolution inferences, allowing us to establish a bound on the term depth and
on the number of variables. Consider again the set of clauses N1 : instead of
selecting ¬C(x), if we ensure that C(f (x)) ≻ ¬C(x), then the second clause
can participate in an inference only on literal C(f (x)). Furthermore, C(f (x))
and C(a) do not unify, so no inference of R is applicable to N1 . Hence, N1 is
saturated, and, since it does not contain the empty clause, it is satisfiable. In
the following definition we choose the parameters for R that achieve such an
effect on ALC-clauses.
Definition 4.5 Let RDL denote the calculus R parameterized as follows:
•

In the literal ordering, R(x, f (x)) ≻ ¬C(x) and D(f (x)) ≻ ¬C(x), for all
function symbols f , and predicates R, C, and D.

•

The selection function selects in each clause every negative binary literal.
We now prove the following central lemma:

Lemma 4.6 Each RDL inference, when applied to ALC-clauses, produces an
ALC-clause.
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Table 3
Possible Inferences by RDL on ALC-clauses
P1 (x) ∨ P2 (f (x)) ∨ ¬A(g(x)) A(x) ∨ P3 (x)

(2+2=2)

P1 (x) ∨ P2 (f (x)) ∨ P3 (g(x))
P1 (x) ∨ ¬A(x) A(x) ∨ P2 (x)

(2+2=2)

P1 (x) ∨ P2 (x)
P1 (x) ∨ P2 (f (x)) ∨ ¬A(g(x)) A(g(x)) ∨ P3 (h(x)) ∨ P4 (x)

(2+2=2)

P1 (x) ∨ P2 (f (x)) ∨ P3 (h(x)) ∨ P4 (x)
P1 (x) ∨ R(x, f (x)) P2 (x) ∨ ¬R(x, y) ∨ P3 (y)

(1+3=2)

P1 (x) ∨ P2 (x) ∨ P3 (f (x))
P1 (a) ∨ ¬A(b) A(x) ∨ P2 (x)

(4+2=4)

P1 (a) ∨ P2 (b)
R(a, b) P1 (x) ∨ ¬R(x, y) ∨ P2 (y)

P1 (a) ∨ ¬A(b) A(b) ∨ P2 (c)

(4+4=4)

P1 (a) ∨ P2 (c)
(5+3=4)

P1 (a) ∨ P2 (b)

R(a, b) ¬R(a, b)

(5+5=2)

2

Proof. The lemma can easily be proved by considering all possible RDL inferences on all types of ALC-clauses, which are summarized in Table 3. For the
sake of brevity, we omit inferences in which literals participating in inferences
are complemented. The notation (n + m = k) next to each inference specifies
that the inference premises are of types n and m, and the conclusion is of type
k. Observe that, due to the requirement on the literal ordering ≻, a literal of
the form (¬)A(x) occurring in a clause C can participate in an inference only
if C does not contain a literal of the form (¬)B(f (x)) or R(x, f (x)). Furthermore, a ground literal A(a) does not unify with a literal A(f (x)), and R(a, b)
does not unify with R(x, f (x)). Hence, ground clauses can participate only in
inferences with clauses not containing terms of the form f (x).
2
We now show that, for a finite knowledge base KB , the number of ALCclauses is finite. In fact, this bound can be used to estimate the complexity
of the algorithm.
Lemma 4.7 For an ALC knowledge base KB , the longest ALC-clause over
the signature of Ξ(KB ) is polynomial in |KB |, and the number of such clauses
different up to variable renaming is exponential in |KB |.
Proof. Let c be the number of unary predicates, r the number of binary
predicates, f the number of unary function symbols, and i the number of
constants in the signature of Ξ(KB ). Then, c is linear in |KB |, since each
concept introduced in Def(C) corresponds to one nonliteral subconcept of C.
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Similarly, f is linear in |KB |, since each function symbol is introduced by
skolemizing one concept ∃R.C. Finally, i is trivially linear in |KB |.
Consider now the the maximal ALC-clause Cm . It may contain at most
t = 2 + i + f terms: a term can be the variable x, the variable y, an individual,
or of the form f (x). Hence, Cm contains at most ℓ = 2ct + 2rt2 literals (the
factor 2 takes into account that each literal can be either positive or negative),
which is polynomial in |KB |. Each ALC-clause is a subset of Cm , so there are
2ℓ such clauses; that is, the number of clauses is exponential in |KB |.
2
We now state the main result of this subsection:
Theorem 4.8 For an ALC knowledge base KB , saturating Ξ(KB ) by RDL
decides satisfiability of KB and runs in time exponential in |KB |.
Proof. By Lemma 4.7, the number of clauses derivable by RDL from Ξ(KB ) is
exponential in |KB |. Each inference step can be performed in time polynomial
in the size of clauses. Hence, the saturation terminates after performing at
most an exponential number of steps. Since RDL is sound and complete, it
decides satisfiability of Ξ(KB ), and by Lemma 4.4 of KB as well, in time
exponential in |KB |.
2

5

Translating ALC to Disjunctive Datalog

Given a decision procedure for checking satisfiability of an ALC knowledge
base KB , it is now easy to obtain the desired reduction to disjunctive datalog.
From Table 3 we see that (i ) a ground clause cannot participate in an inference
with a nonground clause containing function symbols, and (ii ) as soon as one
premise in an inference by RDL is ground, the conclusion is ground as well.
Hence, we may perform all inferences among nonground clauses first, after
which we may delete all nonground clauses containing function symbols and
rewrite clauses as rules. A minor problem arises if thus obtained rules contain
unsafe variables; we deal with them by adding a special literal with a predicate
HU , which explicitly enumerates the Herbrand universe.
Definition 5.1 Let KB be an ALC knowledge base. Then, Γ(KB T ) is the
set of clauses obtained by saturating Ξ(KB T ) by RDL , and then deleting
all clauses containing function symbols. Furthermore, the operator λ maps
clauses to clauses as follows:
λ(C) = C ∪ {¬HU (x) | for each unsafe variable x in C }
For a set of clauses N , λ(N ) is the set of clauses obtained by applying λ
to each element of N . The function-free version of KB is defined as follows:
FF(KB ) = λ(Γ(KB T )) ∪ Ξ(KB A ) ∪ {HU (a) | for each individual a }
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Finally, a disjunctive datalog program DD(KB ) is the set of rules obtained
by moving in each clause from FF(KB ) all positive literals into the rule head,
and all negative literals into the rule body.
We now state the properties of DD(KB ):
Theorem 5.2 For an ALC knowledge base KB , the following claims hold:
(i) KB is unsatisfiable if and only if DD(KB ) is unsatisfiable.
(ii) KB |= α if and only if DD(KB ) |=c α, where α is of the form A(a) or
R(a, b), and A is an atomic concept.
(iii) KB |= C(a) for a nonliteral concept C if and only if, for Q a new atomic
concept, DD(KB ∪ {C ⊑ Q}) |=c Q(a).
(iv) The number of literals in each rule in DD(KB ) is at most polynomial, the
number of rules in DD(KB ) is at most exponential, and DD(KB ) can be
computed in time exponential in |KB |.
Proof. (Claim i) Table 3 shows that each inference with at least one ground
premise always produces a ground conclusion. Hence, in saturating Ξ(KB )
by RDL , all inferences among nonground clauses can be performed first. Furthermore, Table 3 also shows that ground clauses can participate in inferences
only with clauses not containing function symbols. Hence, after performing
all inferences among nonground clauses of Ξ(KB ), one may delete all clauses
containing terms of the form f (x).
By Definition 4.3, Ξ(KB T ) is exactly the set of nonground clauses of
Ξ(KB ), so Γ(KB T ) is exactly the set of clauses obtained by saturating the nonground part of Ξ(KB ), and deleting the clauses containing function symbols.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that Γ = Γ(KB T ) ∪ Ξ(KB A ) is satisfiable if and
only if FF(KB ) is satisfiable. Namely, both Γ and FF(KB ) are function-free
sets of clauses, whose sets of ground instances differ only on clauses containing
unsafe variables. However, for a clause C ∈ Γ containing an unsafe variable x
and a ground substitution τ = {x 7→ a}, FF(KB ) contains clauses C ∨¬HU (x)
and HU (a), which together imply Cτ . Hence, the ground instances of FF(KB )
imply all ground instances of Γ, so, if FF(KB ) is satisfiable, Γ is satisfiable
as well. Furthermore, since HU is a new predicate not occurring in Γ, each
model of Γ can easily be extended to a model of FF(KB ). Hence, we conclude
that Γ and FF(KB ) are equisatisfiable.
Finally, DD(KB ) is a positive datalog program whose rules are syntactic
variants of the clauses from FF(KB ). Hence, DD(KB ) is satisfiable if and only
if FF(KB ) is satisfiable.
(Claim ii) Observe that KB |= α if and only if KB ∪ {¬α} is unsatisfiable.
The latter is the case if and only if DD(KB ∪ {← α}) = DD(KB ) ∪ {← α} is
unsatisfiable, which is the case if and only if DD(KB ) |=c α.
(Claim iii) Follows in the same manner as Claim ii.
(Claim iv) Follows immediately from Lemma 4.7.
2
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6

Examples

We now present several rather simple examples, which point out important
properties of the reduction algorithm.
Readers familiar with more common DL reasoning algorithms might wonder how are role successors represented in a datalog program. Consider the
knowledge base KB 1 = {C ⊑ ∃R.D}; the corresponding set of clauses is
Ξ(KB 1 ) = {¬C(x) ∨ R(x, f (x)), ¬C(x) ∨ D(f (x))}. Now Ξ(KB 1 ) is already
saturated by RDL , so after removing all clauses containing function symbols,
we get DD(KB 1 ) = ∅. This may seem quite confusing: KB 1 implies the existence of at least one R-successor for each member of C, whereas DD(KB 1 )
does not reflect that. However, Theorem 5.2 is not invalidated. Namely, the
individuals introduced by the existential quantifier in KB 1 are unnamed, so
they cannot be used in queries. Hence, for an arbitrary extensionally reduced
ABox KB A , KB 1 ∪ KB A does not imply any new facts of the form A(a) or
R(a, b). Also, note that the models of DD(KB 1 ) are completely unrelated to
the models of KB 1 . Intuitively, this is so because the reduction algorithm is
based on a proof-theoretic correspondence between refutations in Ξ(KB ) and
DD(KB ). The models of KB and DD(KB ) coincide only on positive ground
facts, whereas for unnamed individuals they are completely unrelated.
In order to be able to draw additional consequences from KB 1 , we must
extend it with additional axioms. For example, KB 2 = KB 1 ∪ {D ⊑ ⊥} yields
Ξ(KB 2 ) = Ξ(KB 1 ) ∪ {¬D(x)}. Saturation of Ξ(KB 2 ) produces one additional
clause ¬C(x), so we get DD(KB 2 ) = {← C(x), ← D(x)}. This shows that
the reduction is not modular: for arbitrary knowledge bases KB 1 and KB 2 ,
DD(KB 1 ) ∪ DD(KB 2 ) is not necessarily equal to DD(KB 1 ∪ KB 2 ).
The key step in the reduction is the saturation of Ξ(KB T ) by RDL . It
computes all relevant nonground consequences of Ξ(KB T ), ensuring that subsequent removal of clauses containing function symbols does not change the set
of ground consequences. One may think of RDL as producing shortcut clauses,
which derive facts about objects without explicitly expanding the successors
of each object. Consider KB 3 = {A ⊑ ∃R.B, B ⊑ C, ∃R.C ⊑ D}, producing
the following clauses in Ξ(KB 3 ):
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

¬A(x) ∨ R(x, f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ B(f (x))
¬B(x) ∨ C(x)
D(x) ∨ ¬R(x, y) ∨ ¬C(y)

Assuming a literal ordering such that D(x) ≻ C(x) ≻ B(x) ≻ A(x), by
saturating Ξ(KB 3 ) we obtain the following new clauses (the notation R(xx; yy)
means that a clause is derived by resolving clauses xx and yy):
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(9)
(10)
(11)

¬A(x) ∨ D(x) ∨ ¬C(f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ D(x) ∨ ¬B(f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ D(x)

R(5;8)
R(9;7)
R(10;6)

Eliminating clauses with function symbols yields DD(KB 3 ) as follows:
(12)
(13)
(14)

C(x) ← B(x)
D(x) ← R(x, y), C(y)
D(x) ← A(x)

It is instructive to consider the role of each rule in DD(KB 3 ). Whereas the
axiom B ⊑ C in KB 3 is applicable to all individuals in a model, the rule (12)
is applicable only to named individuals. The relationship between ∃R.C ⊑ D
and (13) is analogous. However, (12) and (13) derive consequences only about
named individuals, so DD(KB 3 ) contains the rule (14), which is produced in
the saturation of Ξ(KB T ) by RDL . This rule can be thought of as a shortcut:
instead of introducing for each x in A an R-successor y in B, propagating y
to C, and then concluding that x is in D, (14) derives that all members of A
are members of D in one step, thus ensuring that DD(KB 3 ) and KB 3 entail
the same set of ground facts.
Finally, we take KB 4 to be the knowledge base introduced in Section 3.
The concept ∃R.∃R.A contains a nonatomic subconcept ∃R.A, so we apply
structural transformation, and replace ∃R.A with a new atomic concept Q.
This yields the following set of clauses Ξ(KB 4 ):
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

¬A(x) ∨ R(x, f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ A(f (x))
Q(x) ∨ ¬R(x, y) ∨ ¬A(y)
B(x) ∨ ¬R(x, y) ∨ ¬Q(y)

Assuming a literal ordering where Q(x) ≻ B(x) ≻ A(x), a saturation of
Ξ(KB 4 ) by RDL produces the following new clauses:
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)

¬A(x) ∨ Q(x) ∨ ¬A(f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ Q(x)
¬A(x) ∨ B(x) ∨ ¬Q(f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ B(x) ∨ ¬A(f (x))
¬A(x) ∨ B(x)
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R(15;17)
R(19;16)
R(15;18)
R(21;20)
R(22;16)

Eliminating clauses with function symbols yields DD(KB ) as follows:
Q(x) ← R(x, y), A(y)
B(x) ← R(x, y), Q(y)
Q(x) ← A(x)
B(x) ← A(x)

(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)

The intuitive meaning behind these rules is somewhat obscured because
of the predicate Q. However, we are not interested in ground consequences
related to Q, and, since Q is a new predicate, it cannot occur in any ABox
one might consider in conjunction with KB 4 . Hence, it is possible to apply
rule unfolding to Q, yielding the following datalog program:
B(x) ← A(x)
B(x) ← R(x, y), A(y)
B(x) ← R(x, y), R(y, z), A(z)

(28)
(29)
(30)

Now the intuition behind these rules can be explained as follows. The rule
(28) takes into account that each named individual, which is in A, has a chain
of at least two unnamed R-successors. The rule (29) takes into account that
a named individual may be explicitly linked through R to another individual
in A, which then has at least one unnamed R-successor. Finally, the rule (30)
takes into account that a named individual may be explicitly linked through
an R-chain of length two to an individual which is in A. Only R-chains of
length two are considered, because KB 4 contains the concept ∃R.∃R.A, which
effectively checks for an R-chain of length two.

7

Discussion

In this subsection we discuss some aspects of our algorithms that may seem
surprising at the first glance.
7.1

Independence of the Reduction from the Query

Theorem 5.2 shows that the program DD(KB ) is independent of the query, as
long as the query is a positive atomic concept or a role. Hence, DD(KB ) can
be computed once, and can be used to answer any number of atomic queries.
On the contrary, if the query involves a nonatomic concept C (even if
C is a negated atomic concept), then query answering must be reduced to
entailment of positive ground facts, by introducing a new name Q, and by
adding the axiom C ⊑ Q to the TBox. Obviously, DD(KB ∪ {C ⊑ Q})
depends on the query concept C. Intuitively, a complex concept C used in
the query introduces a kind of terminological knowledge, so the reduction is
not independent from complex queries.
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7.2

Complexity

The complexity of cautious query answering in a nonground disjunctive datalog program P is in co-NExpTimeNP [7]. Since the number of rules in |P |
can be exponential in |KB |, one might think that reducing DLs to disjunctive datalog significantly increases the complexity of reasoning. However, we
g
show that this is not the case. Let PDL
be a program obtained by replacing
in DD(KB ) all variables with individuals in all possible ways. The number
g
of variables in a rule from DD(KB ) is at most two, so |PDL
| is exponential
in |KB |. Furthermore, the arity of predicates in DD(KB ) is at most two, so
g
the number of ground atoms in PDL
is polynomial in |KB |. Hence, an interg
pretation IDL for PDL can be guessed in time which is polynomial in |KB |
by choosing a subset of the ground atoms; furthermore, all such interpretations can be examined in time which is exponential in |KB |. Checking if IDL
g
is a model of PDL
can be performed in time which is exponential in |KB |.
These two steps combined give us the ExpTime complexity for satisfiability
checking, and also for unsatisfiability checking and query answering. To summarize, even though |DD(KB )| is exponential in |KB |, query answering can
be performed in exponential time because (i ) the length of rules in DD(KB ) is
polynomial in |KB |, (ii ) the arity of predicates is bounded, and (iii ) checking
minimality of an interpretation is not necessary for positive queries.
7.3

Minimal vs. Arbitrary Models

Disjunctive datalog programs are usually interpreted under minimal model
semantics: P |=c α means that α is true in all minimal models of a program
P , where minimality is defined w.r.t. set inclusion. However, description logics
assume the standard first-order semantics: KB |= α means that α is true in
all models of KB . By minimal models, disjunctive datalog implements a kind
of closed-world semantics; on the contrary, description logics implement openworld semantics. Because these two semantics are quite different, our result
may seem surprising.
For P a positive datalog program and α a positive ground atom, P |= α
if and only if P |=c α. Namely, if α is true in each model of P , it is true in
each minimal model of P as well, and vice versa. Therefore, for entailment
of positive ground atoms, it is not important whether the semantics of P is
defined w.r.t. minimal or w.r.t. general first-order models.
For α a negative ground atom, the difference between minimal model semantics and first-order semantics is relevant. For example, for α = ¬A(b) and
P = {A(a)}, it is clear that P 6|= α. Namely, ¬A(b) is not explicitly derivable
from the facts in P : M1 = {A(a), A(b)} is a first-order model of P , and α is
false in M1 . However, P has exactly one minimal model M2 = {A(a)}, and
¬A(b) is obviously true in M2 , so P |=c α.
Subsumption also depends on the type of chosen semantics. For example,
let α = ∀x : [C(x) → D(x)] and P = {C(a), D(a)}. Then, P 6|= α: just
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consider a first-order model M1 = {C(a), D(a), C(b)} of P , in which α is false.
However, the only minimal model of P is M2 = {C(a), D(a)}, and α is true
in M2 , so P |=c α. The distinction between minimal models and general firstorder models fundamentally changes the computational properties of concept
subsumption: equivalence of general programs under minimal model semantics
is undecidable [20], whereas, under first-order semantics, it is decidable and
can be reduced to satisfiability checking using standard transformations.
To summarize, the difference between first-order and minimal model semantics is not relevant for answering positive queries in positive datalog programs; however, it is relevant for queries which involve negation or for concept
subsumption. Theorem 5.2 reflects this: it says that all positive ground facts
entailed by KB are contained in each minimal model of DD(KB ) and vice
versa, but does not make any other stronger statements.
It would therefore be incorrect to check whether KB |= ¬A(a) by checking
if DD(KB ) |=c ¬A(a). To apply our algorithm, we must reduce the problem
to entailment of positive ground facts: for a new concept NotA, KB |= ¬A(a)
if and only if DD(KB ∪ {¬A ⊑ NotA}) |=c NotA(a).
Similarly, it would be incorrect to check whether KB |= C ⊑ D by checking
whether DD(KB ) |=c ∀x : [C(x) → D(x)]. We must again reduce the problem
to entailment of positive ground facts. If C and D are atomic concepts, by
well-known transformations we may show that KB |= C ⊑ D if and only if
DD(KB ) ∪ {C(ι)} |=c D(ι), where ι is a new individual not occurring in KB .
7.4

Descriptive vs. Minimal-Model Semantics

Our reduction preserves the so-called descriptive semantics. Namely, Nebel
showed that knowledge bases containing terminological cycles are not definitorial [17]: for a fixed partial interpretation of atomic concepts, several interpretations of nonatomic concepts may exist. In such a case, it might be reasonable
to designate a particular interpretation as the intended one, with least and
greatest fixpoint models being the obvious candidates. However, Nebel argues
that it is not clear which interpretation best matches the intuition, because
choosing either of the fixpoint models has its drawbacks. Consequently, most
description logic systems implement the descriptive semantics, which coincides
with the one we presented in Section 2.
By Theorem 5.2, our decision procedure implements exactly the descriptive
semantics. Namely, DD(KB ) entails exactly those ground facts which are
derivable using the resolution decision procedure, and the latter implements
the descriptive semantics.
7.5

Unique Name Assumption

The semantics of ALC and SHIQ does not require unique name assumption
(UNA)—that is, that different symbols are interpreted as different objects;
however, the semantics of disjunctive datalog does require it. Therefore, it
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may seem surprising that a logic without UNA can be embedded into a logic
which strictly requires it.
To understand why our algorithms are correct, note that UNA can be used
to derive new consequences only if the theory employs equality. ALC provides
neither number restrictions, nor explicit individual equality statements, so it
actually does not require equality reasoning. Given a knowledge base KB , to
enforce UNA we may append an axiom ai 6≈ aj for each pair of different individuals ai and aj . However, since KB does not contain the equality predicate,
these inequality axioms do not participate in any inference with ALC-clauses,
so they are not needed in the first place. A model-theoretic explanation is
given by the following claim, which holds for any logic without equality: for
each model I, in which distinct constants are interpreted by the same objects,
there is a model I ′ in which all constants are interpreted by distinct objects.
To summarize, in the case of ALC, we simply do not care whether either KB
or DD(KB ) employs UNA, as this does not change the entailed set of facts.
The situation changes slightly for logics such as SHIQ, which do require
equality reasoning. Consider KB = {⊤ ⊑ ≤ 1 R, R(a, b), R(a, c)}. Without
UNA, KB is satisfiable, and KB |= b ≈ c. Namely, the first axiom requires R
to be functional, so b and c must be interpreted as the same object. On the
contrary, KB is unsatisfiable with UNA.
A disjunctive datalog program DD(KB ), which corresponds to KB , contains the rules (31)–(33). Note that DD(KB ) is now a disjunctive datalog
program with equality, which is quite different from the type of equality usually considered in disjunctive datalog.
(31)
(32)
(33)

y1 ≈ y2 ← R(x, y1 ), R(x, y2 )
R(a, b)
R(a, c)

In [7] the authors consider disjunctive datalog in which negated equality
atoms can occur in rule bodies. Such programs are interpreted under UNA,
so an inequality atom ¬(x ≈ y) actually checks whether x and y are bound to
syntactically different individuals.
In our case, however, we allow equality in the rule heads as well. Thus, we
can actually derive two individuals to be equal. Such inferences are not directly supported in disjunctive datalog; however, they can be simulated using
the well-known encoding from [8], in which the ≈ is treated as an ordinary
predicate, with required properties axiomatized explicitly. A disjunctive datalog program P with equality is thus transformed into a disjunctive datalog
program P≈ without equality, by stating that ≈ is reflexive, symmetric, and
transitive, and by appending the following replacement rule, instantiated for
each distinct predicate R and position i in it:
R(x1 , . . . , yi , . . . , xn ) ← R(x1 , . . . , xi , . . . , xn ), xi ≈ yi
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Since P≈ is now a disjunctive datalog program without equality, we may
interpret it either with or without UNA, just as we discussed previously. In
each Herbrand model I≈ of P≈ , the rules in P≈ \P ensure that ≈ is interpreted
as a congruence relation, so we can always transform I≈ to an interpretation
I by replacing each individual a with the equivalence class of ≈ to which a
belongs. It is well known that thus obtained I is a model of P .
7.6

The Size of DD(KB )

By Theorem 5.2, the size of the rules of |DD(KB )| can be exponential in |KB |,
which may seem discouraging in practice. We address this issue in two ways.
On the theoretical side, in [15] we showed that this blowup is only in
the size of the TBox of KB . Hence, a sufficiently large ABox can actually
dominate the size of the rules, which leads to novel data complexity results: in
general, checking satisfiability of KB is NP-complete in |KB A |; furthermore,
we identified a new fragment of SHIQ for which satisfiability checking is even
polynomial in |KB A |.
On the practical side, in [13] we presented an important optimization which
allows removing many rules from |DD(KB )| without jeopardizing completeness. Intuitively, the saturation of Ξ(KB ) introduces clauses which are entailed
by other clauses. Such clauses are needed to derive all relevant clauses without function symbols; however, once the saturation has finished, they may be
deleted. We have seen that this drastically reduces the number of rules in
DD(KB ) in practice.

8

Conclusion

In this paper, we present a version of our algorithm for reducing a SHIQ(D)
knowledge base to a disjunctive datalog program [13,12,14], scaled down to the
basic description logic ALC. This simplified algorithm concisely conveys our
basic idea, and may help to understand the general algorithms more easily.
The reduction technique allows to perform DL reasoning using techniques
developed for deductive databses, such as join order optimization or the magic
sets transformation. The latter has been shown to dramatically improve the
evaluation of disjunctive datalog programs, as it reduces the number of models
of the disjunctive program.
We have implemented our algorithm in a new DL reasoner KAON2 1 , and
the results of a performance evaluation are available on the project Web site.
For knowledge bases with a relatively small TBox, but a large ABox, we have
observed performance improvements over state-of-the-art tableau reasoners of
one or more orders of magnitude. For TBox reasoning, our system is not
able to solve all problems that tableau provers can; however, it is still able to
classify certain nontrivial ontologies.
1

http://kaon2.semanticweb.org/
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For our future work, we see two main challenges. On the practical side,
the performance of the system might be further improved by applying heuristics based on data statistics. On the theoretical side, we shall investigate
possibilities of extending DLs with some kind of nonmonotonic reasoning.
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Temporal logics have long been recognised as introducing appropriate languages for specifying a wide range of important computational properties in
computer science and artificial intelligence [5]. However, until recently, the practical use of temporal logics has largely been restricted to propositional temporal
logics. First-order temporal logic has generally been avoided as no complete
proof system can exist for this logic. A breakthrough by Hodkinson, Wolter,
and Zakharyaschev [8] showed that a specific fragment of first-order temporal
logic, called the monodic fragment, or monodic first-order temporal logic, has
the completeness property. Following the definition of the monodic fragment,
the work on analysing and extending this fragment has continued rapidly, and
holds great promise for increasing the power of logic-based formal methods.
In this talk we give an overview of a particular proof method for monodic
FOTL, called monodic temporal resolution, which is based on our work on clausal
temporal resolution over a number of years [6, 7, 1, 3, 4, 2, 11]. The clausal resolution technique has been shown to be one of the most effective proof techniques
for propositional temporal logics [9], and we have every reason to believe that
it will be as least as successful in the case of FOTL. This calculus forms the
basis of the temporal monodic theorem prover TeMP presented in [10]. We also
consider case studies and applications.
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Abstract
The typechecking problem for XML to XML transformations has recently attracted
quite some attention in the literature. Given an input schema, an output schema,
and an XML to XML transformation, the typechecking problem asks whether the
output of the transformation is always conform to the output schema for input
documents satisfying the input schema. The present paper takes a detailed look on
the two main ingredients of the typechecking problem: formal models of the XML
schemas and the XML to XML transformations. Finally, we give an overview of
several formal models and techniques that can be used to tackle the typechecking
problem.

1

Introduction

XML is a data format in which documents are essentially structured as labeled,
ordered trees. It is intended to be a common data format for a very wide range
of applications, and aims at being able to model the most diverse forms of
data in an intuitive way. Due to this flexibility, XML has become increasingly
popular in the last few years, and at the moment, it is quite safe to say that
it has become the standard format for data exchange format on the Web.
However, for many applications, it is important to have restrictions on the
structure of XML documents. Consider, for instance, automatic processing of
XML documents, where prior knowledge of the document structure can greatly
facilitate the implementation of the algorithms; or query optimization, which
is in many cases not even possible when the structure of the document is not
known in advance. These restrictions are imposed by XML schemas, which
basically describe sets of XML documents.
On the Web, large user communities usually agree on representing their
data using the same XML schema in order to facilitate the exchange of doc268

uments within the community. It does happen quite regularly, however, that
documents need to be exchanged between two communities with different
schemas. Suppose, for instance, that a certain community A with schema
SA , wants to query an XML database D from a certain community B with
schema SB , and publish the results on the world wide web. In order to answer
the incoming query, B applies a certain transformation T to the database
D, and sends the resulting document T (D) back to A. Before A can automatically process the document T (D) to publish it, the document has to be
dynamically validated against the local schema SA . If this validation fails, the
automated processing of the incoming document is hardly possible. Indeed,
validity against the local schema can, for example, be a necessary precondition
of the algorithms that process the documents.
When many documents are exchanged between the same two communities
using similar transformations, this dynamic validation of incoming documents
can be a very time-consuming task. This motivates the need for static typechecking: given the schema SB of the sending community, the schema SA of
the receiving community, and a transformation T , we are asked whether for
every document D in SB , T (D) is valid with respect to SA .
Suppose that a static type checker would decide that for every document
D in SA , we have that T (D) is valid with respect to SB . Then, B would not
anymore have to validate the incoming documents coming from A which are
transformed by transformation T . Even better, A can update its document D,
and as long as D is valid with respect to SA , B still does not have to validate
the document T (D) coming from A. It is clear that, in such as setting, a static
type checker can save an important amount of time.
The static typechecking problem has been investigated in several varieties:
Complete Versus Incomplete Typechecking: Of course, the typechecking problem is undecidable when the transformation language is Turing
complete. In this case, our best hope is to approximate the answers to the
typechecking problem as well as possible. The usual approach that many
typecheckers take, is that they are sound, but not complete. This means
that the typechecker only passes transformations that actually typecheck,
but it sometimes also unjustly rejects a transformation. The aim is of course
to minimize these unjust rejections. We refer to [17] for an excellent tutorial
on this area of XML typechecking.
Data Values Versus No Data Values: Sound and complete typechecking
for XML transformations which have the ability to compare data values
seems to be a very difficult problem. Indeed, even for very restricted cases,
the typechecking problem becomes undecidable [1]. However, many XML
schemas do not constrain the data values in the documents, and the behavior
of many filtering or restructuring transformations does not depend on the
actual data values.
In this paper, we focus on sound and complete typechecking algorithms
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for abstractions of XML documents in which data values are not considered.
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, we visit the two components of
the typechecking problem: the XML schema languages and the XML to XML
transformations. We give a detailed overview on formal models for several
XML schema languages, such as DTD [2] and XML Schema [23], and discuss
some of their properties and alternative characterizations, which are meant
to give the reader insight into their exact expressive power. We also take a
detailed look at sevaral formalisms that have been used to model XML to
XML transformations. Second, we want to to present several useful tools
for obtaining complexity/decidability results on the typechecking problem for
XML transformations.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some
necessary notation and we formally define the typechecking problem. Section 3 discusses the first main ingredient of the typechecking problem: the
schema languages. Among others, we provide formal models for the expressive power of DTDs [2] and XML Schema [23]. We also discuss several alternative characterizations of these formal models which give more insight in
their exact expressive power. Finally, we discuss closure properties of these
XML schema languages under Boolean operations. The second main ingredient of the typechecking problem is discussed in Section 4: the XML to XML
transformations. We treat two formalisms in detail, and give an overview of
other important formalisms that have been used in the past. In Section 5,
we provide a high-level overview of some techniques that have been used to
obtain complexity/decidability results on the typechecking problem. We treat
complexity upper bounds as well as complexity lower bounds.

2

Preliminaries

2.1 Trees
In this section we provide the necessary background on trees, automata, and
tree transducers. In the remainder of the paper, Σ always denotes a finite
alphabet.
It is common to view XML documents as finite trees with labels from a
finite alphabet Σ. There is no limit on the number of children of a node.
Figure 1 gives an example of an XML document together with its tree representation. Of course, elements in XML documents can also contain references
to nodes. But as XML schema languages usually do not constrain these nor
the data values at leaves, it is safe to view schemas as simply defining tree
languages over a finite alphabet.
We assume familiarity with DFAs (Deterministic Finite Automata), NFAs
(Non-deterministic Finite Automata), and REs (Regular Expressions). Given
a DFA, NFA, or RE A, we denote the language accepted by A by L(A).
Throughout this paper, Σ always denotes a finite alphabet. The set of
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<store>
<dvd>
<title> "Lola Rennt" </title>
<price> 11 </price>
<discount> 6 </discount>
<summary> ... </summary>
</dvd>
<dvd>
<title> "Goodbye, Lenin!" </title>
<price> 20 </price>
<summary> ... </summary>
</dvd>
</store>
(a) An example XML document.

store
dvd
dvd
title
price discount summary
title
price summary
“Lola Rennt” 11
6
“...” “Goodbye, Lenin!” 20
“...”
(b) Its tree representation with data values.

store (ε)
dvd (1)
title
(1 1)

price
(1 2)

discount
(1 3)

dvd (2)
summary
(1 4)

title
(2 1)

price
(2 2)

summary
(2 3)

(c) The tree of Figure 1(b) without data values. The nodes are annotated next to the labels, between brackets.

Fig. 1. An example of an XML document and its tree representation.

unranked Σ-trees, denoted by TΣ , is the smallest set of strings over Σ and the
parenthesis symbols “(” and “)” such that, for a ∈ Σ and w ∈ TΣ∗ , σ(w) is in
TΣ . So, a tree is either ε (empty) or is of the form a(t1 · · · tn ) where each ti is
a tree. In the tree a(t1 · · · tn ), the subtrees t1 , . . . , tn are attached to the root
labeled a. We write a rather than a(). Note that there is no a priori bound on
the number of children of a node in a Σ-tree; such trees are therefore unranked.
For every t ∈ TΣ , the set of nodes of t, denoted by Dom(t), is the set defined
as follows:
(i) if t = ε, then Dom(t) = ∅; and
(ii) if t = a(t1 · · · tn ), where each ti ∈ TΣ , then Dom(t) = {ε} ∪
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Sn

i=1 {iu

|

u ∈ Dom(ti )}.
Figure 1(c) contains a tree in which we annotated the nodes between brackets.
Observe that the n child nodes of a node u are always u1, . . . , un, from left to
right. The label of a node u in the tree t = a(t1 · · · tn ), denoted by labt (u), is
defined as follows:
(i) if u = ε, then labt (u) = a; and
(ii) if u = iu0 , then labt (u) = labti (u0 ).
In the sequel, whenever we say tree, we always mean Σ-tree. A tree language
is a set of trees. In the sequel, we will use the letters t, t1 , t2 , . . . to denote
trees.
2.2 The Typechecking Problem
We define a tree transformation to be a mapping T : TΣ → TΣ .
Definition 2.1 Let T be a tree transformation and Sin and Sout be two
tree languages. We say that T typechecks with respect to Sin and Sout , if
for every t ∈ Sin , T (t) ∈ Sout .
Definition 2.2 Given Sin , Sout , and T , the typechecking problem consists in
deciding whether T typechecks with respect to Sin and Sout .
Of course, the typechecking problem is undecidable when arbitrary (that is,
Turing complete) classes of tree transformations and arbitrary tree languages
are used. We therefore restrict these notions in the following sections.

3

Formal Models for XML Schema Languages

We define several common restrictions on tree languages: DTDs, extended
DTDs, single-type extended DTDs and restrained competition extended DTDs.
Later in this section, we discuss alternate characterizations of these schema
languages and their closure properties under Boolean operations.
3.1 The Schema Languages
DTD is the most widely used XML schema language in practice and only
imposes local restrictions on trees [2]. That is, they only impose restrictions
between the label of a node and the labels of its children. We abstract DTDs
as extended context-free grammars:
Definition 3.1 A DTD is a pair (d, sd ) where d is a function that maps Σsymbols to regular languages over Σ and sd ∈ Σ is the start symbol. A tree t
satisfies d if its root is labeled by sd and, for every node u with label a, the
sequence a1 · · · an of labels of its children is in L(d(a)). By L(d) we denote
the set of trees that satisfy d.
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We usually denote (d, sd ) by d when the start symbol sd is understood
from the context. We parameterize the definition of DTDs by a class of representations M of the internal regular string languages such as, for instance,
the class of DFAs (Deterministic Finite Automata), NFAs (Non-deterministic
Finite Automata), or REs (Regular Expressions). For instance, DTD(DFA)
is the class of DTDs, in which the regular languages in the definition of d are
represented by DFAs. In examples, we denote the regular languages in the
definition of a DTD by regular expressions. For clarity, we write a → r rather
than d(a) = L(r). We also do not list rules of the form a → ε.
Example 3.2 In this notation, a simple example of a DTD(RE) defining the
inventory of a store which sells DVDs is the following:
store → dvd dvd∗
dvd → title price discount? summary
where the start symbol is “store”. The DTD defines trees of depth 3, where the
root is labeled with “store” and has one or more children labeled with “dvd”.
Every “dvd”-labeled node has three or four children. From left to right, these
children are labeled “title”, “price”, “discount” (which is the optional child),
and “summary”, respectively. The tree in Figure 1(c) is in the language
defined by this DTD.
In this paper, we assume that DTDs do not contain useless symbols, unless
mentioned otherwise (such as in Propositions 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3). That is, we
assume that, for every DTD d and for every a ∈ Σ, there exists a tree t ∈ L(d)
and a node u ∈ Dom(t) such that labt (u) = a.
We now turn to a more expressive formalism for XML schema languages:
extended DTDs [20]. 1 The class of tree languages defined by extended DTDs
corresponds precisely to the regular (unranked) tree languages [3]. We recall
the definition of extended DTDs:
Definition 3.3 ([20]) An extended DTD (EDTD) is a 4-tuple d = (Σ, Σ0 , d, µ),
where Σ0 is an alphabet of types, d is a DTD over Σ0 , and µ is a mapping from
Σ0 to Σ. Note that µ can be extended to define a homomorphism on trees. A
tree t then satisfies an extended DTD if t = µ(t0 ) for some t0 ∈ L(d). Again,
we denote by L(d) the set of trees satisfying d.
As with DTDs, we parametrize the definition of EDTDs by a class of
representations M of the internal regular string languages. For example,
EDTD(DFA) is the class of EDTDs (Σ, Σ0 , d, µ) in which d is a DTD(DFA).
For ease of exposition, we always take Σ0 = {ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ ka , a ∈ Σ, i ∈ N}
for some natural numbers ka , and we set µ(ai ) = a. If a node is labeled by
1

Papakonstantinou and Vianu used the term specialized DTD as types specialize Σsymbols. We prefer the term extended DTD as it expresses more clearly that the power
of the schemas is amplified.
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some ai ∈ Σ0 , we call ai the type of the node. For simplicity, we also denote
EDTDs in examples in a similar way as DTDs, that is, we write ai → r rather
than d(ai ) = L(r).
Example 3.4 A simple example of an EDTD(RE) is the following:
store1 → (dvd1 + dvd2 )∗ dvd2 (dvd1 + dvd2 )∗
dvd1 → title1 price1 summary1
dvd2 → title1 price1 discount1 summary1
Here, dvd1 defines ordinary DVDs, while dvd2 defines DVDs on sale. The rule
for store1 specifies that there should be at least one DVD on sale.
We consider two restrictions on EDTDs in the remainder of this section,
the first of which is the single-type EDTD [19]. Single-type EDTDs are an
interesting subclass of EDTDs since they correspond to the expressive power
of XML Schema [23], which is a widely used XML schema language in practice.
Definition 3.5 ([19]) A single-type EDTD (EDTDst ) is an EDTD (Σ, Σ0 , d, µ)
with the property that for every a ∈ Σ0 , in the regular expression d(a) no two
types bi and bj with i 6= j occur.
The EDTD in Example 3.4 is not single-type as both dvd1 and dvd2 occur
in the rule for store1 .
Example 3.6 A simple example of a single-type EDTD(RE) is the following:
store1
regulars1
discounts1
dvd1
dvd2

→
→
→
→
→

regulars1 discounts1
(dvd1 )∗
dvd2 (dvd2 )∗
title1 price1 summary1
title1 price1 discount1 summary1

Although there are still two element definitions dvd1 and dvd2 , they can only
occur in different right hand sides.
The second restricted EDTD that we consider is called the restrained competition EDTD. It was originally defined because it is more expressive than
a single-type EDTD, while still admitting a fast and simple top-down validation algorithm [19]. Interestingly, it has been shown recently that this
restriction corresponds precisely to the semantic notion of one-pass preorder
typeable EDTDs: it defines the largest class of EDTDs for which every node
can be assigned the correct type at the first time it is met in a depth-first
left-to-right traversal of the tree [14]. We elaborate on this in Section 3.2.
Definition 3.7 ([19]) Let d = (Σ, Σ0 , d, µ) be an EDTD. A regular expression
r over Σ0 restrains competition if there are no strings wai v and waj v 0 in L(r)
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with i 6= j. We call d a restrained competition EDTD (EDTDrc ) if all regular
expressions occurring in the definition of d restrain competition.
Example 3.8 An example of a restrained competition EDTD(RE) that is
not single-type is given next:
store1 → (dvd1 )∗ discounts1 (dvd2 )∗
dvd1 → title1 price1 summary1
dvd2 → title1 price1 discount1 summary1
Note that every single-type EDTD is also restrained competition. The
classes of tree languages defined by the grammars introduced above are included as follows: DTD ( EDTDst ( EDTDrc ( EDTD [19]. These strict
inclusions can be understood by investigating Examples 3.4–3.8. Using the
characterizations in Section 3.2, it is easy to see that every one of these examples defines a tree language that is not expressible in the weaker formalisms.
3.2 Alternative Characterizations of the Schema Languages
The expressive power of the above defined schema languages can be characterized in several manners: types of EDTDs that functionally depend on a part
of the tree, DTDs that make use of contextual patterns, and closure properties of tree languages under under subtree exchange [14]. These alternative
characterizations make use of the ancestor-string and the ancestor-left-sibling
string of a node, which we define next.
Let t be a tree and v be a node. By ch-strt (v) we denote the string
formed by the children of v, i.e., labt (v1) · · · labt (vn) if v has n children. By
anc-strt (v) we denote the string formed by the labels on the path from the
root to v, i.e., labt (ε)labt (i1 )labt (i1 i2 ) · · · labt (i1 i2 · · · ik ) where v = i1 i2 · · · ik .
By l-sib-str(v) we denote the string formed by the labels of the left siblings
of v, i.e., labt (u1) · · · labt (uk) where v = uk. By anc-sib-str(v) we denote the
string
l-sib-strt (ε)#l-sib-strt (i1 )# · · · #l-sib-strt (i1 i2 · · · ik )
formed by concatenating the left-sibling strings of all ancestors starting from
the root. Here, we assume that “#” is a special symbol not occurring in Σ.
For a tree t and a node v we denote by precedingt (v) the tree resulting
from t by removing everything below v, all right siblings of v’s ancestors and
of v, and their respective subtrees. We illustrate the just defined notions in
Figure 2.
Definition 3.9 We say that an EDTD d = (Σ, Σ0 , d, µ) has ancestor-based
types if there is a (partial) function f : (Σ ∪ {#})∗ → Σ0 such that, for each
tree t ∈ L(d) the following holds:
(1) there is a unique tree t0 ∈ L(d) with µ(t0 ) = t; and
(2) for each node v ∈ Dom(t), the label of v in t0 is f (anc-strt (v)).
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Fig. 2. From left to right: a tree t, the ancestor-string of v in t, the ancestor-sibling-string of v in t and the preceding of v in t.
t1

t1

t2
v1
t01

∈L

v2

∈L

t02

⇒

v1

∈L

t02

Fig. 3. Label-guarded subtree exchange.

We say that d has ancestor-sibling based types (respectively, label-based types)
if the same holds with anc-strt (v) replaced by anc-sib-strt (v) (respectively, by
labt (v)). We say that d has preceding-based types if there is a (partial) function
f : TΣ → Σ0 such that the above statement holds with precedingt (v) in place
of anc-strt (v).
Definition 3.10 An ancestor-guarded DTD d is a pair (d, sd ) where sd ∈ Σ
is the start symbol as in a DTD. But in contrast to a DTD, d is a finite set
of triples (r, a, s), where a ∈ Σ and r and s are regular expressions. A tree
t satisfies d if for every node v ∈ Dom(t) the following holds. If labt (v) = a
then there must be a triple (r, a, s) in d such that anc-strt (v) matches r and
ch-strt (v) matches s.
An ancestor-sibling-guarded DTD is defined in the same way with the difference that r has to be matched by anc-sib-str(v).
Note that it does not make much sense to define a label-guarded DTD, as
this would simply be a DTD.
In the following definition, we denote by t1 [u ← t2 ] the tree obtained from
a tree t1 by replacing the subtree rooted at u ∈ Dom(t1 ) by t2 . By subtreet (u)
we denote the subtree of t rooted at u.
Definition 3.11 We say that a tree language L is closed under ancestorguarded subtree exchange if the following holds. Whenever for two trees t 1 , t2 ∈
T with nodes u1 ∈ Dom(t1 ) and u2 ∈ Dom(t2 ) it holds that anc-strt1 (u1 ) =
anc-strt2 (u2 ), this implies that t1 [u1 ← subtreet2 (u2 )] ∈ T . We call it closed
under ancestor-sibling-guarded subtree exchange (respectively, label-guarded
subtree exchange) if the same holds with anc-sib-strt1 (u1 ) = anc-sib-strt2 (u2 )
(respectively, labt1 (u1 ) = labt2 (u2 )) as precondition of the implication.
These subtree exchange properties are illustrated in Figures 3, 4, and 5.
The following theorems characterize the expressive power of DTDs, singletype EDTDs, and restrained competition EDTDs. We assume in both theorems that L is a tree language in which every tree has the same root label.
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t1

t1

t2
v1

∈L

t01

v2

∈L

⇒

v1

t02

∈L

t02

Fig. 4. Ancestor-guarded subtree exchange.

t1
v1
t01

∈L

t2
v2

∈L

⇒

t1

t02

v1

∈L

t02

Fig. 5. Ancestor-sibling-guarded subtree exchange.

Theorem 3.12 ([14]) For a regular tree language L the following are equivalent:
(a) L is definable by a single-type EDTD;
(b) L is definable by an EDTD with ancestor-based types;
(c) L is closed under ancestor-guarded subtree exchange; and,
(d) L is definable by an ancestor-guarded DTD.
A corresponding theorem also holds for DTDs, by replacing ancestor by
label. The equivalence between (c) and (a) is then already obtained in [20]
(and the other equivalences are straightforward).
For restrained competition EDTDs, a similar theorem holds, but it has
one extra characterization:
Theorem 3.13 ([14]) For a regular tree language L the following are equivalent:
(a) L is definable by a restrained competition EDTD;
(b) L is definable by an EDTD with ancestor-sibling-based types;
(c) L is definable by an EDTD with preceding-based types;
(d) L is closed under ancestor-sibling-guarded subtree exchange; and
(e) L is definable by an ancestor-sibling-guarded DTD.
The extra characterization (c) is quite interesting indeed. It states that
an EDTD with ancestor-sibling-based types does not become more expressive
when we allow its types to depend on the entire preceding of a node. The
importance of this characterization becomes apparent in the context of validating XML documents as SAX-streams. Intuitively, the SAX-stream of a
tree is obtained from a tree by traversing it in a depth-first left-to-right manner and writing the opening tag <a> for every a-labeled node that is met for
the first time (when coming from the node’s parent) and the closing tag </a>
for every a-labeled node that is met for the second time in the traversal (when
coming from the node’s children). Indeed, Theorem 3.13 shows that the class
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of restrained competition EDTDs is precisely the class of EDTDs that allow
to unambiguously assign a type to a node when its opening tag is met in the
SAX-stream (or, in other words, when the node is visited for the first time in
the depth-first left-to-right traversal of the tree).
3.3 Closure Properties
It is well-known that unranked regular tree languages (and, hence, EDTDs) are
closed under union, difference, complement, and intersection. But does this
also hold for DTDs, single-type EDTDs, and restrained competition EDTDs?
Most of these questions are investigated by Murata et al. [19,18]. We summarize their results, along with closure properties under complement, in Table 1. Here, we define the complement of a DTD (d, s) to be the language
{t ∈ TΣ | labt (ε) = s} − L(d) to avoid problems with the start symbol. We
define the complement of languages defined by EDTDst s and EDTDrc s analogously.
DTD
EDTDst
EDTDrc
EDTD

union
not closed
not closed
not closed
closed

difference
not closed
not closed
not closed
closed

complement
not closed
not closed
not closed
closed

intersection
closed
closed
closed
closed

Table 1
Closure properties of DTDs, single-type EDTDs, restrained competition EDTDs,
and EDTDs.

We give some insights about why these results hold. We start by showing
that DTDs, EDTDst s, and EDTDrc s are not closed under complement, which
is quite easy using the characterizations of Section 3.2:
Example 3.14 Consider the DTD (d, a) over the alphabet Σ = {a, b} defined
as
a → b∗
b → b∗ .
This DTD defines the set of trees where the symbol a is only allowed to occur
at the root. We show that the complement of this DTD is not definable by
a EDTDrc , which shows that DTDs, EDTDst s, and EDTDrc s are not closed
under complement. Indeed, consider the two trees in Figure 6(a), which are in
the complement of the DTD d. By applying ancestor-sibling-guarded subtree
exchange on the circled nodes, we obtain the tree a(b(b)b(b)), which is not in
the complement of d.
As the tree language {t ∈ TΣ | labt (ε) = a} is definable by a DTD, this
example shows that DTDs, EDTDst s, and EDTDrc s are also not closed under
difference.
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Fig. 6. Counterexample trees for Example 3.14 and Example 3.15.

We can use a similar argument to show that DTDs, EDTDst s, and EDTDrc s
are not closed under union:
Example 3.15 Consider the DTD (d1 , a) over alphabet {a, b, c} defined as
a → b ∗ c∗
and the DTD (d2 , a) over alphabet {a, b, c} defined as
a → b∗
b → c.
In the union of these DTDs, either every b-child of the root has a c-child, or,
none of the b-children of the root has a c-child. We show that this union is
not definable by a EDTDrc . Indeed, consider the two trees in Figure 6(b).
Note that the left tree is in L(d1 ) and the right tree is in L(d2 ). However, by
applying ancestor-sibling-guarded subtree exchange on the circled nodes, we
obtain the tree a(bb(c)), which is not in the union of d1 and d2 .
Finally, the closure of DTDs, EDTDst s, and EDTDrc s under intersection
can easily be shown by direct construction, using a straightforward product
operation on the characterizations of Theorems 3.12(d) and 3.13(e). An alternative proof can be found in the appendix of [19].

4

Formal Models for XML to XML Transformations

The second main ingredient of the typechecking problem are the tree transformations. In this section, we revisit several formalisms that have been used
to model XML to XML transformations.
4.1 Simple Tree Transducers
We first consider a class of tree transducers which was defined in order to investigate settings in which the typechecking problem becomes tractable [10,11].
These tree transducers are not very expressive (in fact, they are the least
expressive transducers in this paper), but they are also not meant to model
a full-fledged query language. Instead, they are intended to model simple
document restructurings that occur often in practice.
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For a set Q, denote by TΣ (Q) the set of Σ-trees where leaf nodes are labeled
with elements from Σ ∪ Q instead of only Σ.
Definition 4.1 A simple tree transducer is a 4-tuple T = (Q, Σ, q 0 , R), where
Q is a finite set of states, Σ is the input and output alphabet, q 0 ∈ Q is the
initial state, and R is a finite set of rules of the form (q, a) → t, where a ∈ Σ,
q ∈ Q, and t ∈ TΣ (Q). When q = q 0 , t is restricted to be either empty, or to
have a Σ-symbol as its root label. Simple tree transducers are required to be
deterministic: for every pair (q, a), there is at most one rule in R.
The translation defined by T = (Q, Σ, q 0 , R) on a tree t in state q, denoted
by T q [t], is inductively defined as follows: if t = ε then T q [t] := ε; if t =
a(t1 · · · tn ) and there is a rule (q, a) → t0 ∈ R then T q [t] is obtained from t0
by replacing every node u in t0 labeled with state p by the sequence of trees
T p [t1 ] · · · T p [tn ]. Note that such nodes u can only occur at leaves. So, t0 is
only extended downwards. If there is no rule (q, a) → t0 ∈ R then T q [t] := ε.
0
Finally, the transformation of t by T , denoted by T (t), is defined as T q [t].
For simplicity, we have only used trees on the right hand sides of rewrite
rules in simple tree transducers. Usually, their right hand sides contain hedges,
which are essentially sequences of trees. For more details, we refer to [10,11].
Example 4.2 We describe a simple tree transducer T that returns, for a
“store”-document conforming to the DTD in Example 3.2, the “store”- document in which first the DVD titles occur together with their prices, and
further in the document, every DVD title occurs with its summary. Here, we
abbreviate “title” by “t”, “price” by “p”, “discount” by “d”, and “summary”
by “s”.
Let T = (Q, Σ, q0 , R) where Q = {q0 , qtpd , qts }, Σ = {store, dvd, t, p, d, s},
and R contains the rules
(q0 , store) →

store
qtpd

(qtpd , dvd)
(qtpd , t)
(qtpd , p)
(qtpd , d)

→
→
→
→

qtp
t
p
d

qts

(qts , dvd) → qts
(qts , t) → t
(qts , s) → s

Intuitively, qtpd and qtp select the “t”, “p” and “d” descendants of the “dvd”
node, or the “t” and “s” descendants of the “dvd”-node, respectively.
Example 4.3 In Figure 7 we give the translation of the tree t from Figure 1(c) by the transducer of Example 4.2. For brevity, we again abbreviate
“title”, “price”, “discount”, and “summary” by their initial letters, respectively. In order to keep the example simple, we abbreviated sequences of the
form T q [a1 ] · · · T q [an ] by T q [a1 · · · an ].
Simple tree transducers can easily be extended with XPath expressions [11].
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T q0 [t]
↓
store
T qtpd [dvd(tps)]

T qtpd [dvd(tpds)]

T qts [dvd(tpds)]

T qts [dvd(tps)]

↓
store
T qtpd [tpds]

T qtpd [tps]

T qts [tpds]

T qts [tps]

↓
store
t

p

d

t

p

t

s

t

s

Fig. 7. The translation of the tree in Figure 1(c) by the transducer T of Example 4.2.

In that case, right hand sides of rules in the tree transducer can contain pairs
of the form hq, Xi, where X is an XPath expression. The semantics of such a
pair is that the transducer continues computation in state q in all the nodes
selected by X (where the current node is the context node), rather than in all
children of the current node. For more details, we refer to [11].
4.2 Macro Tree Transducers
We now turn to a much more powerful model of tree transducer for which the
typechecking problem has been investigated: the macro tree transducer [5].
The reason why we treat macro tree transducers in this paper, is that they
are not only a powerful transformation formalism, but they have also proven
to be a useful tool to obtain upper bounds on the complexity of typechecking
(cfr. Section 5.1.4).
As opposed to the XML schema languages from Section 3 and the simple
tree transducers from Section 4.1, macro tree transducer are defined on ranked
trees instead of unranked trees. However, it is well-known that unranked trees
can be encoded to ranked trees in various ways, which provides a way to
define the semantics of macro tree transducers over unranked trees. We will
illustrate one such encoding later, when we explain the operation of a macro
tree transducer.
Before we define macro tree transducers, we need to introduce some notions
on ranked trees. A ranked alphabet (or ranked set) is a pair (Σ, rankΣ ), where
rankΣ : Σ → N is a function that maps each symbol a to the number of
children that an a-labeled node is allowed to have in a ranked Σ-tree. For
k ≥ 0, we denote the set the set {a ∈ Σ | rankΣ (a) = k} by Σ(k) . We also
write a(k) to indicate that that rankΣ (a) = k. For a set S, hΣ, Si is the ranked
set Σ × S with rankhΣ,Si (ha, si) = rankΣ (a) for every ha, si ∈ hΣ, Si.
Formally, the set TΣR of ranked Σ-trees is the set of Σ-trees a(t1 · · · tk ),
where a ∈ Σ(k) and each ti is a ranked Σ-tree.
We fix a set of input variables to be X = {x1 , x2 , . . .} and a set of output
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variables to be Y = {y1 , y2 , . . .}. For k ≥ 0, Xk = {x1 , . . . , xk } and Yk =
{y1 , . . . , yk }. We require that Σ ∩ X = Σ ∩ Y = ∅.
Definition 4.4 [[5]] A (non-deterministic) macro tree transducer (MTT) is
a 5-tuple M = (Q, Σ, ∆, q0 , R), where Q is a ranked alphabet of states, Σ
and ∆ are the ranked alphabets of input and output symbols, respectively,
q0 ∈ Q(0) is the initial state, and R is a finite set of rules of the form
hq, a(x1 , . . . , xk )i(y1 , . . . , ym ) → ζ
(∗)
R
for q ∈ Q(m) and a ∈ Σ(k) with m ≥ 0, k ≥ 0. Here, ζ ∈ ThQ,X
(Ym ). 2
k i∪Σ
A macro tree transducer is called deterministic if, for every q ∈ Q(m) and
a ∈ Σ(k) , at most one rule of the form (∗) exists.
The rules of M can be viewed as term rewriting rules in the obvious way,
with the input variables xi ranging over TΣR and the parameters yj ranging
R
over T∆R . Then M induces a derivation relation ⇒M on ThQ,T
R i∪∆ and an input
Σ

tree s ∈ TΣR is translated by M into a set of possible output trees t ∈ T∆R with
hq0 , si ⇒∗M t.
In the Example 4.5, we illustrate the derivation relation induced by a macro
tree transducer in detail.
In order to operate a macro tree transducer over unranked trees, we consider unranked trees as binary trees over the first-child and next-sibling relation. That is, the left child of a node in the binary tree is the first child of the
node in the unranked tree, and the second child of a node is the next sibling of
the node in the unranked tree. We insert the special symbol ⊥ when no first
child or next sibling exists. For instance, the tree of Figure 8(a) then becomes
the tree in Figure 8(b).
store
dvd
t

p

d

store
dvd

s
(a)

t

p

⊥

dvd
s

t
⊥

dvd
p

⊥

⊥

t
⊥

d
⊥

⊥

s
⊥

p

⊥

s
⊥

⊥

(b)

Fig. 8. An unranked tree (Figure 8(a)) as a binary tree over the first-child and
next-sibling relation (Figure 8(b)).
2

Recall that for a set S, we denote by TΣ (S) the set of Σ-trees where leaf nodes are labeled
R
R
with elements from Σ ∪ S. Hence, ThQ,X
(Ym ) is the set ThQ,X
where for every
k i∪Σ
k i∪Σ∪Ym
y ∈ Ym , rankY (y) = 0.
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Example 4.5 We give an example of a MTT that removes all “dvd” nodes
(and their subtrees) that are not on discount from documents satisfying the
DTD from Example 3.2. Again, we abbreviate “title”, “price”, “discount”,
and “summary” by their initial letters, respectively.
The rules of this MTT are depicted in Figure 9. Intuitively, qid is a state
that performs the identity transformation, and qsearch-d is a state that searches
the subtree for a “d”-labeled node and prunes its left subtree in the output
unless the “d”-labeled node is found.
When executed on the tree t in Figure 8(b), we get the derivation in
Figure 10. In this derivation, we denoted by t/u the subtree of t rooted at u.
hq0 , store(x1 , x2 )i

→

store
hqsel-d , x1 i

hqsel-d , dvd(x1 , x2 )i

→

hqsearch-d , x1 i
hqid , x1 i

hqsearch-d , a(x1 , x2 )i(y1 , y2 ) →

hqsel-d , x2 i

hqsearch-d , x2 i
y1

hqsearch-d , d(x1 , x2 )i(y1 , y2 ) →

for a = t,p

y2

dvd
y1

hqsearch-d , s(x1 , x2 )i(y1 , y2 ) →
hqid , a(x1 , x2 )i

⊥

y2
y2

→

for a = t,p,d,s

a
hqid , x1 i

hqid , x2 i

hqsel-d , ⊥i

→

⊥

hqid , ⊥i

→

⊥

Fig. 9. Macro tree transducer from Example 4.5.

4.3 Further Tree Transducer Formalisms
4.3.1 k-Pebble Tree Transducers
The research on typechecking for XML transformations was initiated by Milo,
Suciu, and Vianu [16]. As a formal model for tree transformations, they defined k-pebble tree transducers, which they designed to model many existing
XML query languages (without data-value joins), and for which the typechecking problem w.r.t. extended DTDs is decidable.
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hq0 , ti ⇒M

⇒M

store
hqsel-d , t/1i

store

⊥

hqsel-d , t/11i
hqid , t/11i

⇒∗M

⇒∗M

store
hqsel-d , t/11i
t/11

hqid , t/121i

hqsel-d , t/11i
t/11

hqsel-d , t/122i

⇒2M

⇒M

hqsel-d , t/11i

⊥

t/121
⇒2M

t/11

⊥

⊥

⊥
⇒M

store
hqsel-d , t/1122i
t/11

⊥

store
hqsel-d , t/11i

hqsearch-d , t/12122i

⊥

hqsearch-d , t/121i
t/121

store
t/11

hqsel-d , t/12i
store

⊥

hqsearch-d , t/121i

⊥

⊥

⊥

store
dvd ⊥
t ⊥
⊥ p
⊥ d
⊥ s
⊥ ⊥

Fig. 10. Derivation of the execution of the MTT in Figure 9 on the tree t in
Figure 8(b).

Intuitively, a k-pebble tree transducer is a finite state transducer which
uses up to k heads (i.e., pebbles) that can be placed on the input. However,
the transducer must place and remove the pebbles from the input in a stackbased fashion, and it can only move the highest ranked pebble that is placed on
the input. In order to produce output, k-pebble tree transducers are equipped
with output transitions. Such an output transition writes a symbol to the
output, and creates a fresh copy of the k-pebble tree transducer for every
child of the current node. These copies then run further in parallel, do not
communicate to each other, and inherit the positions of all pebbles on the
input.
Suciu presented the functional language RecQL, which is meant to characterize precisely the transformations that are expressible by k-pebble tree
transducers [25].
Engelfriet and Maneth investigated the connection between macro tree
transducers and k-pebble tree transducers [4]. They obtained that the transformation of a k-pebble tree transducer can be carried out by a composition of
k + 1 macro tree transducers. Conversely, they also showed that a macro tree
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transducer can be simulated by a composition of four 1-pebble tree transducers
(that is, a pebble tree transducer with only one head).
4.3.2 tl-Transformers
Recently, Maneth et al. defined tl-transformers, which are a much more powerful version of the simple tree transducers presented in Section 4.1. For
instance, tl-transformers are not deterministic, and they can use unary or
binary MSO formulas as match and select patterns, respectively. That is,
their programs consist of rules of the form f (m) ⇒ A, where f is a function
name, m is a unary formula that is determine to which nodes the function f
is applicable (the match pattern), and A is the action associated to f . Here,
the action A can contain binary MSO formulas to select the nodes in which
the program can continue (select patterns).
A typechecking algorithm for tl transformations is obtained by decomposing tl transformations as a composition of macro tree transducers (See
also Section 5.1.4).
4.3.3 Typechecking with Data Values
Sound and complete typechecking for transformations that have the power
to test equality between data values has been investigated by Alon et al. [1].
They defined the query language QL, which defines queries that map trees with
data values onto trees without data values. Queries in QL are tree templates
in which each node is labeled with a formula, and a Σ-symbol or a variable.
The formulas are existentially quantified conjunctions over path expressions
and comparison formulas. Path expressions are formulas of the form XRY ,
where X and Y are variables (ranging over nodes in the input tree), and R
is a regular expression. Nodes X and Y satisfy such a formula when there
exists a path in the input tree from node X to node Y that matches the
regular expression R. Comparison formulas are formulas of the form X = V
or X 6= V . Here, V can either be a variable ranging over nodes in the input
tree, or a data value. The output of such a query on an input tree is defined
in terms of possible matches of the free variables in the tree template on the
input tree. The tree-structure of the output is inferred from the tree-structure
of the query itself. For the precise details, we refer to [1].
Alon et al. characterize several fragments for which the typechecking problem for QL transformations is decidable, but they also show that the problem
turns undecidable even in very restricted cases [1].

5

Methods for the Typechecking Problem

5.1 Methods for Proving Upper Bounds
In the past, a variety of methods for proving upper and lower bound for the
typechecking problem have been devised. In the present section, we survey
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some of these methods. With the word “schema”, we refer to any of the
schema languages presented in Section 3.
5.1.1 Emptiness
The emptiness test of tree automata or EDTDs seems to be a basic building
stone of complete typechecking algorithms. Both the type inference and inverse type inference methods discussed in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, respectively,
usually make use of the emptiness test of the schema languages at hand.
Formally, the emptiness test of a schema S is the following:
Emptiness: Given a schema S, is L(S) = ∅?
A direct reduction to the emptiness test of the schema language in the
typechecking problem has been used in [10,11], to show tractability of several
fragments of the typechecking problem. Here, it was used that testing emptiness of an EDTD in which the regular languages are represented by NFAs, is
ptime-complete [10].
5.1.2 Type Inference
Type inference might intuitively be the most straightforward technique to
obtain a typechecking algorithm. Intuitively, we want to characterize the
set of documents that can result from the transformation, when the input
is conform to the input schema. Finally, we should test whether this set is
contained in the output schema. This idea is used in several incomplete type
checkers such as, for instance, in the programming language XDuce [6].
The type inference approach can be summarized more formally as follows:
Type Inference: Given input and output schemas Sin and Sout and tree
transducer T , compute the tree language Lout = T (L(Sin )). Then verify
whether Lout ⊆ L(Sout ).
The last inclusion test usually involves computing an automaton A for
the language Lout ∩ L(Sout ), and testing whether L(A) = ∅, which is why
this approach is usually more involved than the emptiness test. Here, L(Sout )
denotes the complement of L(Sout ).
The main difficulty in this approach lies in precisely characterizing Lout .
Indeed, even when Sin is a DTD and T is a simple tree transducer, Lout can
be non-regular. For example, consider the DTD s → a∗ defining Sin and the
simple tree transducer T with the rules
(q0 , s) → s(q1 q2 q3 )
(q1 , a) → a
(q2 , a) → b
(q3 , a) → c.
Then, the language Lout = {s(w) | w = an bn cn for n ∈ N}, which is clearly
not regular. Note that it is even not possible to approximate Lout : there is no
smallest regular tree language containing Lout . Indeed, for every regular tree
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language L that contains Lout and for every tree t ∈ Lout − L, L − {t} is a
better regular approximation for Lout than L.
A sound and complete typechecking algorithm based on type inference
is presented in [11], to show that arbitrary simple tree transducers can be
typechecked w.r.t. DTD(RE+ )s in ptime. 3 However, the main difficulty in
this approach was showing the correctness of the algorithm, as it only infers
an approximation of the language Lout .
5.1.3 Inverse Type Inference
Inverse type inference is inspired on type inference, but here we want to infer
the set of input trees t for which T (t) is in the ouput schema (or, not in the
output schema, depending on the preferred variant).
More formally, inverse type inference can be described as follows:
Inverse Type Inference I: Given input and output schemas Sin and Sout
and tree transducer T , first compute the pre-image Lin = {t ∈ TΣ | T (t) ∈
L(Sout )}. Then, test whether L(Sin ) ⊆ Lin .
Of course, one could also try another variant of inverse type inverence:
Inverse Type Inference II: Given input and output schemas Sin and Sout
and tree transducer T , compute the complement L(Sout ) of L(Sout ). Then,
compute the pre-image of L(Sout ) through T , that is, Lin = {t ∈ TΣ | T (t) ∈
L(Sout )}. Then verify whether L(Sin ) ∩ Lin = ∅.
The preferred variant of the inverse typechecking method depends on the complexities of computing the complement of the output schema, and computing
the pre-image of a tree language.
The inverse type inference technique was used for typechecking k-pebble
tree transducers [16], macro tree transducers [4], and tl-programs [9]. Even
though the transformation languages were quite powerful in all the three cases,
it turned out that the inferred set Lin is regular when the output schema defines
a regular language.
5.1.4 Compositions of Macro Tree Transducers or k-Pebble Tree Transducers
Of course, one can always reduce to instances of the typechecking problem
which are known to be decidable, such as for macro tree transducers or for kpebble tree transducers. Maneth et al., for example, reduced the typechecking
problem for tl-transformations to the typechecking problem for a composition
of macro tree transducers [9]. More specifically, they showed that a tl program
can be rewritten as a composition of (i) three deterministic MTTs when the
tl program is deterministic, or (ii) two MTTs and one stay MTT otherwise.
Here, a stay MTT is a MTT which does not have to go to the children of the
current node in a computation step, but is also allowed to stay at the current
node.
3

Here, RE+ is a restricted fragment of regular expressions.
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The time complexity for the inferred typechecking algorithm will be rather
high with these approaches. In the case of macro tree transducers, it is hyperexponential in the number of compositions, and in the case of k-pebble tree
transducers it is hyperexponential in the number of pebbles [4,16].
5.2 Methods for Proving Lower Bounds
5.2.1 Inclusion, Emptiness, Universality
The most obvious way to obtain lower bounds on the complexity of the typechecking problem is to use a (trivial) reduction from the inclusion problem
of the schema language at hand. Indeed, the inclusion problem is simply an
instance of the typechecking problem in which the tree transducer performs
the identity transformation.
Inclusion: Given schemas Sin and Sout , is L(Sin ) ⊆ L(Sout )?
Note that, when considering settings of the typechecking problem where
the input and/or output schema is fixed, this straightforward approach does
not work anymore. When only the output schema is fixed, the emptiness test
of the input schema is a lower bound: test whether L(Sin ) ⊆ ∅. When only
the input schema is fixed, the universality test for the output schema can be
a lower bound: test whether TΣ ⊆ L(Sout ). When considering a setting for
typechecking in which both schemas are fixed, however, one of the simulation
methods in Section 5.2.2 might be more interesting.
The following propositions give an overview on the complexity of the inclusion, emptiness and universality problems for the the schema languages from
Section 3:
Proposition 5.1 The inclusion problem is
•

ptime-complete for D(DFA)s [12,13];

•

pspace-complete for D(NFA)s and D(RE)s [7,13,24]; and,

•

exptime-complete for EDTD(DFA)s, EDTD(NFA)s, and EDTD(RE)s [21],

where D stands for DTD, EDTDst , or EDTDrc .
Proposition 5.2 The universality problem is
•

nlogspace-complete for D(DFA)s;

•

pspace-complete for D(NFA)s and D(RE)s [7,13,15]; and,

•

exptime-complete for EDTD(DFA)s, EDTD(NFA)s, and EDTD(RE)s [21].

where D stands for DTD, EDTDst , or EDTDrc .
Proposition 5.3 The emptiness problem is
•

ptime-hard for DTD(DFA) [12]; and,

•

in ptime for EDTD(NFA)s and EDTD(RE)s [10].
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As opposed to the rest of the paper, we do not assume here that DTDs
do not contain useless symbols (otherwise, the emptiness problem would be
trivial).
Maybe a note on the mentioned references is appropriate: pspace completeness of the universality and equivalence problems for regular expressions and
NFAs is shown in [7,15,24]. For DFAs, these problems are in ptime. In the
full version of [13], it is shown that these upper bounds carry over to DTDs,
EDTDst s, and EDTDrc s (lower bounds carry over trivially).
Proposition 5.2 states that the universality problem is nlogspace-hard for
DTD(DFA)s and in nlogspace for EDTDrc (DFA)s. The former is immediate,
since graph reachability is nlogspace-hard. The latter follows from the fact
that universality for EDTDrc (DFA)s can be decided using a reachability algorithm. Indeed, for a given EDTDrc d = (Σ, Σ0 , d, µ), we have to test whether
the extended context free grammar d contains a symbol s that is (i) reachable
from d’s start symbol, and (ii) for which µ(d(s)) 6= Σ∗ . If this test succeeds,
the EDTDrc is non-universal. The result follows, as nlogspace is closed under
complement.
Seidl showed that the inclusion and equivalence problem are exptimecomplete for standard non-deterministic tree automata [21]. The exptime upper bounds for EDTD(NFA)s and EDTD(RE)s can then be obtained through
unranked-to-ranked encodings (which we also used in Section 4.2). Finally, the
ptime-hardness for emptiness of DTD(DFA)s is shown in [12], and ptime membership for emptiness of EDTD(NFA)s and EDTD(RE)s follows from results
in [10].
5.2.2 Simulations with the Tree Transducer
Perhaps the technically most interesting way to obtain lower bounds on the
complexity of typechecking, is through simulation of a certain automata model
(or, simulation of acceptance for classes of regular expressions) by the tree
transducer.
Here, we focus on simulation of finite automata. 4 To this end, let A be a
class of finite automata. The overall idea is to generate all possible inputs of
A with the input schema. Then, we use the tree transducer to simulate one
or more automata in A on the input tree and write to the output whether
the input is accepted or not. The ouput schema can then verify whether some
property holds for the simulated automata.
In this manner, we can test various decision problems of automata such as
emptiness, inclusion, equivalence, and universality. For the inclusion problem
of tree automata A1 and A2 , for instance, we can do the following reduction.
Our goal is to construct an instance of the typechecking problem that typechecks if and only if L(A1 ) ⊆ L(A2 ). The input schema defines all possible
4

Of course, the techniques we present can also be used to test e.g. satisfiability or validity
of logical formulas.
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input trees for A1 or A2 . Given an input tree t, the tree transducer copies the
t twice and simulates A1 and A2 in parallel on the left and right copy of t,
respectively. At the end of this simulation, it can write to the output whether
A1 , respectively A2 , accept t or not. Finally, the output schema can verify
whether the tree transducer’s output always encodes a situation in which A1
had an accepting computation only if A2 had an accepting computation. Note
that, for this reduction, the tree transducer only has to be able to simulate the
automata in A, and copy a subtree of the input twice. Also, when the alphabets of the automata A1 and A2 are fixed, the constructed input and output
schemas in the reduction do not depend on the given automata. Therefore, it
is possible to obtain complexity hardness results using this reduction even in
settings where both the input and output schemas are fixed.
When the tree transducer has the power to copy a part of its input tree
an arbitrary number of times, the following problem can be interesting:
Intersection Emptiness: Given finite automata A1 , . . . , An , is
L(A1 ) ∩ · · · ∩ L(An ) = ∅?
The reduction in this case is analogous to the reduction that we just sketched.
Typically, the tree transducer copies its input tree n times and simulates all
the automata A1 , . . . , An in parallel. Finally, the output schema should verify
whether the tree transducer’s output always encodes a situation in which at
least one simulated automaton rejects.
The following proposition gives the complexities of the intersection emptiness problem for various kinds of automata (or schema languages):
Proposition 5.4 The intersection emptiness problem is
•

pspace-complete for DFAs, NFAs, and REs [8];

•

exptime-complete for top-down deterministic (standard) tree automata [22];

•

pspace-complete for DTD(DFA)s, DTD(NFA)s, and DTD(RE)s [13];

•

exptime-hard for EDTD (DFA)s [13]; and

•

in exptime for EDTD(NFA)s and EDTD(RE)s.

st

In the last item, membership in exptime is immediate, as a product automaton for the intersection can be constructed in exptime, and we can test
emptiness of this product automaton in polynomial time in the size of the
automaton [10].
This technique has been used many times in the literature. Milo, Suciu, and Vianu used a simulation of acceptance by star-free generalized regular expressions to obtain a non-elementary lower bound on the complexity
of typechecking k-pebble tree transducers, even for fixed input and output
schemas [16]. Martens, Neven, and Gyssens used a simulation of top-down
deterministic standard tree automata by the simple tree transducers of Section 4.1 to obtain exptime lowerbounds in several settings of the typechecking
problem, also for fixed input and output schemas [12].
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Abstract. The timed modal logic Lν has been proposed in order to
express timed properties over real-time systems modeled as (compositions of) timed automata. In this paper, we present a short survey of
results about Lν : complexity of model checking, expressivity, compositional methods, relationship with strong timed bisimulation etc. We also
show how Lν can be extended in order to express new properties.

1

Introduction

Model checking is widely used for the design and debugging of critical reactive
systems [Eme90,CGP99]. During the last fifteen years, it has been extended to
real-time systems, where quantitative information about time is required.
Timed models. Real-time model checking has been mostly studied and developed
in the framework of Alur and Dill’s Timed Automata (TA) [ACD93,AD94], i.e.
automata extended with clocks that progress synchronously with time. The behavior of a real-time system can often be modeled as a parallel composition
of TA. There now exists a large body of theoretical knowledge and practical
experience for this class of systems.
Timed specifications. Temporal and modal logics provide a fundamental framework for formally specifying systems and reasoning about them [Eme90,MP92].
For example, a property like “any problem is followed by an alarm” can be easily
expressed with most of the temporal logics (CTL, LTL, µ-calculus, etc.).
When specifying real-time systems, it is necessary to express timed property
like:
”Any problem is followed by an alarm in at most 10 time units.”

(1)

In order to express timing aspects of computations, we can extend the classical temporal or modal logics. A first possibility is to use timing constraints
tagging temporal modalities [AH92]. For example, with the timed version of
CTL, namely TCTL, one can specify the property (1) as follows:
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AG problem ⇒ AF≤10 alarm
A more expressive method consists in adding clocks – a.k.a. freeze variables –
in the specification language [AH94,BCM05]. In this framework, a formula clock
(with the in operator) can be reset and compared with some constant later
on. For example, the previous property can be written as follows:


AG problem ⇒ x in AF(x ≤ 10 ∧ alarm)
The same extensions can be done for modal logics with fixpoint operators.
Outline. In this paper, we consider the timed modal logic Lν that has been introduced in [LLW95]. It is a natural extension of classical modal logics for finite
labeled transition systems with (1) two modalities hδi and [δ] in order to deal
with delay transitions of the system to be specified (in addition to the standard modalities for action transitions), (2) with formula clocks and (3) maximal
fixpoint operators.
We address complexity questions for model checking and present several
properties about the expressive power of Lν . This paper contains results from
the following papers [AL02,LL95,LLW95,LL98,BCL05a].

2

Definitions

We first define the timed automata proposed by Alur and Dill [AD94] and then
we introduce the timed modal logic Lν .
2.1

Timed Automata

Notations. Let Act be a finite set of actions, and let N and R+ denote the sets of
natural and non-negative real numbers, respectively. Let X be a set of clocks. A
clock valuation for X is a function from X to R+ , the set of valuations is denoted
X
RX
+ . Given a valuation v ∈ R+ and t ∈ R+ , v + t is a valuation assigning v(x) + t
for any x ∈ X. Let r ⊆ X, v[r ← 0] be the valuation assigning 0 (resp. v(x)) for
any x ∈ r (resp. x ∈ X \ r).
We use C(X) to denote the set of clock constraints defined as the boolean
combinations of atomic constraints of the form x ∼ p or x−y ∼ p, with x, y ∈ X,
p ∈ N, and ∼ ∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =}. Given g ∈ C(X) and v ∈ RX
+ , we write v |= g
when v satisfies g. We write Cl (X) for the restriction of C(X) to the positive
combinations of constraints x ≤ p or x < p, with p ∈ N.
Definition 2.1. A timed automaton (TA) is a tuple A = (L, `0 , Act, X, Inv, T )
where L is a finite set of locations, `0 ∈ L is the initial location, X is a finite
set of clocks, Inv : L → Cl (X) is a function that assigns an invariant to each
location, and T ⊆ L × C(X) × Act × 2X × L is a finite set of edges. A quintuple
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g,a,r

(`, g, a, r, `0 ) ∈ T — denoted by ` −−−−→ `0 — represents an edge from location
` to location `0 with action a, g is the guard and r is a set of clocks to be reset
to 0.
A guard is used to specify when a transition can be performed. An invariant
is used to avoid excessive time delays in a location and thus it may enforce action
transitions to be performed.
The semantics of TA is defined as a Timed Transition System (TTS), that is
a tuple S = (Q, q0 , Act, →S ) where Q is a set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
e
and →S ⊆ Q × (Act ∪ R+ ) × Q is a set of transitions (we write q −−→S q 0 when
(q, e, q 0 ) ∈→S ). The transitions labeled by a ∈ Act (resp. t ∈ R+ ) are called
action (resp. delay) transitions. We make the following common assumptions
about delay transitions in TTSs:
0

– 0-delay: q −
→S q 0 if and only if q = q 0 ,
t0

t

t+t0

– Time-Additivity: if q −
→S q 0 and q 0 −→S q 00 with t, t0 ∈ R+ , then q −−−→S q 00 ,
t
– Time-Continuity: if q −
→S q 0 , then ∀t0 , t00 ∈ R+ with t = t0 + t00 , there exists
t0

t00

q 00 such that q −→S q 00 −→S q 0 ,
t
t
– Time-determinism: if q −
→S q 0 and q −−→S q 00 with t ∈ R+ , then q 0 = q 00 .
Standard notions of finite or infinite runs apply to TTS.
Given a TA A = (L, `0 , Act, X, Inv, T ), we define its semantics as the TTS
SA = (L × RX
+ , (`0 , v0 ), Act, →SA ) where v0 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ X and →SA
consists of:
g,a,r

a

1. action transition: (`, v) −−→SA (`0 , v 0 ) if there exists an edge ` −−−−→ `0 in T
s.t. v |= g, v 0 = v[r ← 0] and v 0 |= Inv(`0 );
t
2. delay transitions: (`, v) −−→SA (`, v 0 ) if t ∈ R+ , v 0 = v + t and1 v 0 |= Inv(`).
Then a state (or configuration) of a timed automaton A is a pair (`, v), where
` is a location – a control state – and v is a clock valuation for X. A key point (for
decidability) is the synchronous time
P elapsing: all clocks
P have the same speed.
The size of a TA is |L| + |X| + (`,g,a,r,`0 )∈T |g| + ` |Inv(`)| where the size
of a constraint is its length (constants are encoded in binary).
Networks of timed automata We model real time systems as parallel compositions of timed automata with n-ary synchronization functions. Let A1 ,. . . ,
An be n timed automata. A synchronization function f is a partial function
(Act ∪ {•}) × . . . × (Act ∪ {•}) → Act, where • denotes a distinguished no–action
symbol. Note that f is a synchronization function with renaming. We write
(A1 | . . . |An )f for the parallel composition of A1 ,. . . ,An w.r.t. function f . A net¯ vi where `¯ = (`1 , . . . , `n ) is a vector of locations
work configuration is a pair h`,
and v is a valuation for X = ∪i Xi , i.e. the clocks of the network (we denote by
vi the restriction v|Xi ).
1

due to the definition of the invariants, this entails: v + t0 |= Inv(`) for any 0 ≤ t0 ≤ t.
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The semantics of (A1 | . . . |An )f can be defined as a TTS whose states are the
configurations of the network and the transitions are given by the two following
rules:
t

t

¯ vi −
¯ v + ti iff ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, h`i , vi i −
h`,
→ h`,
→ h`i , vi + ti
ai
b
0
¯ vi −
h`,
→ h`¯0 , v i
iff ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ai ∈ Act implies h`i , vi i −
→
h`0i , vi0 i and
0
0
ai = • implies (`i = `i ∧ vi = vi ) and
v 0 = v10 . . . vn0 and f (a1 , . . . , an ) = b
Note that the parallel composition does not add expressive power: from any
parallel composition, one can build an equivalent (i.e. strongly bisimilar, see
Section 4.1) timed automaton.
2.2

The Timed Modal Logic Lν

We now define Lν , a timed modal µ-calculus [LLW95]:
Definition 2.2. Let K be a finite set of clocks (disjoint from X), and Id be a
countably infinite set of identifiers (ranged over by X, Y ). The set Lν of formulae
over Act, K and Id is generated by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= tt | ff | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | r in ϕ | g | [a] ϕ | hai ϕ |
[δ] ϕ | hδi ϕ | Z
where a ∈ Act, g ∈ C(K), r ⊆ K and Z ∈ Id.
The meaning of the identifiers is specified by a declaration D assigning an Lν
formula to each identifier in order to define properties with maximal fixpoints.
Let A be a TA or a parallel composition of TA. We interpret Lν formulae over
extended states (`, v, u) where (`, v) is a configuration of A and u is a clock
valuation for K. This satisfaction relation |=A,D is defined as the largest relation satisfying the implications in Table 1 (for |=A,D the implications are biimplications). The modalities hei with e ∈ Act ∪ {δ} correspond to existential
quantification over action or delay transitions, and [e] is the counterpart for universal quantification. An extended state satisfies an identifier Z if it belongs to
the maximal fixpoint of the equation Z =ν D(Z). Finally the formula clocks are
used to measure time elapsing in properties. We write A |= ϕ for (`0 , v0 , u0 ) |= ϕ
where u0 (x) = 0 for all x ∈ K.
We can use Lν formula to express classical temporal (and timed) properties:
– z in hδi (z < 10 ∧ (hai tt ∨ hbi tt)) specifies that an a-action or a b-action is
enabled before 10 time units (without performing any action transition).
– We can express that some formula ϕ holds for any reachable state
(“ALWAYS( ϕ)”, corresponding to the AG operator from CTL). This can be
^
def
defined by the following equation: Z = ϕ ∧
[a] Z ∧ [δ] Z.
a∈Act
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(`, v, u) |= tt =⇒ tt
(`, v, u) |= ff =⇒ ff
(`, v, u) |= g =⇒ v |= g
(`, v, u) |= ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 , =⇒ (`, v, u) |= ϕ1 or (`, v, u) |= ϕ2
(`, v, u) |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 , =⇒ (`, v, u) |= ϕ1 and (`, v, u) |= ϕ2
(`, v, u) |= r in ϕ =⇒ (`, v, u[r ← 0]) |= ϕ
a
(`, v, u) |= [a] ϕ =⇒ for all (`, v) −−→SA (`0 , v 0 ), (`0 , v 0 , u) |= ϕ
a
(`, v, u) |= hai ϕ =⇒ there is some (`, v) −−→SA (`0 , v 0 ), (`0 , v 0 , u) |= ϕ
t
(`, v, u) |= [δ] ϕ =⇒ for all t ∈ R+ s.t. (`, v) −−→SA (`, v + t), (`, v + t, u + t) |= ϕ
t
(`, v, u) |= hδi ϕ =⇒ there is some t ∈ R+ s.t. (`, v) −−→SA (`, v + t), (`, v + t, u + t) |= ϕ
(`, v, u) |= Z =⇒ (`, v, u) |= D(Z)
Table 1. Satisfaction implications for Lν

– Given two subsets of events Act1 and Act2 , we can state that any event
in Act1 is followed by an event in Act2 in less than ∆ time units (assume
∆ ∈ N):
def V

V
(y in Z2 ) ∧ a∈Act\Act1 [a] Z1 ∧ [δ] Z1
V
V
def
Z1 = (y < ∆) ∧ a∈Act2 [a] Z1 ∧ a∈Act\Act2 [a] Z2 ∧ [δ] Z2
Z1 =

a∈Act1 [a]

– To express that some property ϕ will hold during at least ∆ time units,
whatever the transitions performed (ϕUpTo ∆), we can use the Lν formula
z in Z1 with:


^
def
Z1 = (z > ∆) ∨ ϕ ∧
[a] Z1 ∧ [δ] Z1
a∈Act

3

Model checking

Region graph technique. Automatic verification of timed systems modelled as
(networks of) timed automata is possible despite the uncountably infinite number of states associated with the semantics of a timed automaton. The decision
procedure for the problem A |= ϕ is based on the well known region technique
(see [ACD93] for a description for TCTL). Given A and ϕ, it is possible to
partition the uncountably infinite set of time assignments over X ∪ K into a
finite number of regions, s.t. two extended configurations (`, v, u) and (`, v 0 , u0 ),
where uv and u0 v 0 are in the same region, satisfy the same subformulae of ϕ.
Let cmax be the maximal constant occurring in the guards and invariants of
A and in the formula ϕ. The regions can be defined as the equivalence classes
induced by the equivalence relation over valuations defined as follows: two valuations w, w0 ∈ RX∪K
are in the same region iff they satisfy the same clock
+
constraints from the set Ccmax (X ∪ K) containing C(X ∪ K) expressions whose
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integer constants belong to {0, . . . , cmax }. Due to this bound over the constants,
the number of equivalence classes is clearly finite.
Then we can define a symbolic semantics [LLW95] for A over a finite transition system, called the region graph, whose states are pairs (`, γ): a location and
a region. And formulae in Lν can be interpreted over the states of the region
graph.
Thus the region graph technique provides decidability results for many verification problems over timed systems because it allows us to reduce a question
over an infinite transition system to a problem over a finite one. But note that
|X∪K|
the number of regions is in O(|X ∪K|!·cmax ) and the size of the region graph is
|X∪K|
in O((|L| + |T |) · |X ∪ K|! · cmax ). Then in practice, the region graph is not built
in timed model checkers. and in the tools like Uppaal[LPY97] or Kronos[Yov97],
the algorithms are based on an efficient data-structure, the DBMs – Differences
Bounded Matrices – that allow to handle convex sets of valuations. Moreover
several heuristics have been developed to improve the efficiency of the algorithms
(on-the-fly algorithms, reduction of the number of clocks, . . . ).
Verification of Lν properties. Model checking Lν over networks of timed automata is then decidable:
Theorem 3.1 ([AL02]). Model checking problem for Lν is EXPTIMEcomplete. The specification and program complexities are also EXPTIMEcomplete.
The EXPTIME membership comes from the fact that applying standard
verification algorithms for modal logics over the region graph can be done in
time linear in the size of ϕ and the size of the region graph, this provides an
algorithm which is exponential in |A| and |ϕ|.
The EXPTIME-hardness is proved by reducing the acceptance of a word w
by a linear (space) bounded alternating Turing machine M to a model checking problem for Lν . We assume (w.l.o.g.) that there is a strict alternation of
existential and universal states in M and that the initial state is existential.
First one can build a timed automaton AM,w that represents the behavior of
the non-alternating version of M over the word w (clocks are used to encode
the contents of the |w| cells of the tape): any action transition corresponds to
a step of M and between two actions one require a strictly positive delay. We
distinguish three labels for actions of M : Init corresponds to the writing of w
on the tape at the beginning of the computation, a labels any step of M and
Accepting labels accepting states of M. Secondly one can use the Lν formula
def

Φna = [δ] [Init] Y with :
Y

def

=

[Accepting] ff ∧ [δ] [a] (hδi hai Y )

Then the formula Φna holds for the initial state of AM,w iff M does not
accept w. See [AL02] for the full proof.
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The main difference with reachability or TCTL model checking (which are
PSPACE-complete problems for TA) is the ability for Lν to simulate the alternating behavior of M.
From the previous construction, one can easily deduce that the program
complexity is also EXPTIME-hard since the formula used in the reduction does
not depend on M and w.
Finally the specification complexity comes from the ability of Lν to encode
the behavior of timed automata. The previous reduction could have been done
for a simple automaton with no clock and no edge and with a more complex
formula. This can be obtained as a direct consequence of the properties of Lν
presented in the next section.
Satisfiability. The decidability of the satisfiability problem — given an Lν
formula Φ, does there exists a timed automaton A s.t. A |= Φ — is still
an opened problem [LLW95]. Note that for most of the timed branchingtime temporal logics (TCTL, Tµ ) the satisfiability problem is undecidable [ACD93,AFH96,HNSY94]. For the timed linear-time temporal logics like
M T L, satisfiability is undecidable for the (standard) interval-based semantics [HNSY94], but is decidable for pointwise semantics [OW05].
Finally note that if we bound the resources of A — its number of clocks and
the maximal constant occurring in its guards — the problem is decidable for
Lν [LLW95].

4
4.1

Expressivity
Strong timed bisimulation

The standard notion of bisimulation [Mil89,Par81] can be naturally extended
to timed systems : let SA and SB two TTSs and and QA and QB be their
set of states, the strong timed bisimulation ∼ is defined as the largest symmetric
a
0
relation over QA ×QB such that whenever qA ∼ qB , we have (1) for any qA −
→ qA
a
t
0
0
0
0
with a ∈ Act, there exists qB −
→ qB and qA ∼ qB , and (2) for any qA −
→ qA with
t
0
0
0
t ∈ R+ , there exists qB −
→ qB and qA ∼ qB .
We say that two TA A1 and A2 are strong timed bisimilar if their corresponding TTSs are strong bisimilar. In the following we show that some Lν can
express strong timed bisimilarity of timed automata.
Let A1 = (L1 , `10 , Act, X1 , Inv1 , T1 ) and A2 = (L2 , `20 , Act, X2 , Inv2 , T2 ) be two
timed automata. Let σ be the binary synchronization function defined as follows :
∀a ∈ Act, we have σ(a, •) = a1 and σ(•, a) = a2 . With σ, the action transitions
of the TA are not synchronized and they are tagged by the number of the active
TA. But the delay transitions are synchronized : every clock of the composition
progresses synchronously with time.
Now assume A1 and A2 have no invariant (for any location `, we have
Invi (`) = tt). Then we have: A1 ∼ A2 iff (A1 |A2 )σ |= Z with:
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def

Z =


^ 
[a1 ] ha2 i Z ∧ [a2 ] ha1 i Z ∧ [δ] Z
a∈Act

Indeed the definition of Z is precisely the definition of the strong timed
bisimilarity.
When the automata contain invariants, the parallel composition (A1 |A2 )σ
does not contain all the behaviors of A1 and A2 : from a configuration
t
(`1 , `2 , v1 v2 ) of (A1 |A2 )σ , a delay transition −
→ is enabled iff it is enabled for
both automata. If `1 has an invariant, the parallel composition does not contain
delays that violate this invariant even if such delays exist in A2 . The solution
consists in defining new TA A0i ’s with the same locations Li , the same clocks Xi ,
the set of actions Act ∪ {InvFail}, but without invariant and with another set of
edges Ti0 defined as follows:
– For any location ` ∈ Li , we add a transition (`, ¬Inv(`), InvFail, ∅, `) to Ti0 .
– For any transition (`, g, a, r, `0 ) in Ti , we add a transition (`, g ∧ Inv(`) ∧
(Inv(`0 )[r ← 0]), r, `0 ) to Ti0 . Where g[r ← 0] denotes the constraint g where
every occurrence of the clocks in r are replaced by the constant 0.
The first kind of transitions is used to mark states which are not reachable
in Ai because the current invariant is violated. The second kind of transitions
corresponds to original action steps but we require in the guard that the current
invariant has to be satisfied and also that the invariant of the target location
has to be satisfied by the valuation after the reset: indeed we want to deal only
with transitions that are actually enabled.
Finally we have: A1 ∼ A2 iff (A01 |A02 )σ |= Z where Z is defined as above.
4.2

Compositionality

Compositional model checking [And95] is possible for Lν : given a parallel composition (A1 | . . . |An )f and some Lν formula Φ, one can build a quotient formula
Φ/A1 s.t. (A1 | . . . |An )f |= Φ iff (A2 | . . . |An )f |= Φ/A1 . The formula Φ/A1 integrates the initial property and the pertinent part (w.r.t. Φ) of the behavior of
A1 . By repeatedly quotienting components from the network into the formula,
we will finally be faced with the verification problem: nil |= Φ/A1 / . . . /An where
nil is an untimed automaton unable to perform action transitions.
Table 2 presents the definition of quotienting for Lν [LL95,LL98]. Note that
the quotient is defined for a formula, a location and a synchronization function f .
Moreover the clocks of the quotiented automaton become formula clocks in the
quotient formula. Finally any fixpoint variable of Φ may give rise to |L| variables
in Φ/A.
We have the following theorem:
Theorem 4.1 ([LL98]). Given two timed automata A1 et A2 , a synchronization function f and an Lν formula ϕ, we have the following property for any
configuration (`1 , `2 , v1 v2 ) of (A1 |A2 )f and u ∈ RK
+:
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Z/` = Z `

(ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 )/` = (ϕ1 /`) ∧ (ϕ2 /`)

“

(ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 )/` = (ϕ1 /`) ∨ (ϕ2 /`)
”
“
”
_
hai ϕ /` =
g ∧ hci r in (Inv(`0 ) ∧ ϕ/`0 )
g,b,r

`−
−→`0 s.t.f (b,c)=a

“

”
[a] ϕ /` =

^

“
”
g ⇒ [c] r in (Inv(`0 ) ⇒ ϕ/`0 )

g,b,r

`−
−→`0 s.t.f (b,c)=a

“

”
hδi ϕ/` = hδi Inv(`) ∧ ϕ/`

“
”
[δ] ϕ/` = [δ] Inv(`) ⇒ ϕ/`
“
”
(x in ϕ)/` = x in ϕ/`

(x + c ./ y + d)/` = (x + c ./ y + d)

Table 2. Quotient construction.



((`1 , `2 ), v1 v2 , u) |= ϕ



iff

(`2 , v2 , uv1 ) |= ϕ/`1

This technique allows us to avoid the construction of the (exponential) construction of the product corresponding to the parallel composition (A1 | . . . |An )f ,
but of course this complexity is reported in the formula: the size of the quotient
formula Φ/A1 is in O(|Φ|·|A1 |). In order to be applied, the compositional method
needs to be completed with reductions: after every quotienting operation, we apply reduction laws in order to keep the size of the formula as small as possible
(see [LL98] for a description of these reductions).
The tool CMC (Compositional Model Checker)2 implements this method for
the verification of Lν properties for TA.
This technique has also been extended to linear hybrid systems [CL00].
4.3

Characteristic properties of timed automata

Given a timed automaton A = (L, `0 , Act, X, Inv, T ), it is possible to build an Lν
formula ΦA that precisely characterizes the behavior of A: a timed automaton
is strongly timed-bisimilar to A iff it satisfies ΦA . This construction can be done
directly from the definition of A [LLW95] or it can be seen as a consequence of the
ability to express timed bisimilarity and the compositionality. Indeed consider
the variable Z defined as above to express strong bisimilarity, then the formula
Z `0 defined as the quotient3 Z/`0 verifies the following property for any TA B:
A ∼ B iff B0 |= Z `0
where B0 denotes the TA without invariant described in Section 4.1.
Then the timed modal logic Lν is expressive enough to describe the behavior
of timed automata.
2
3

http://www.lsv.ens-cachan.fr/˜fl/cmcweb.html
with a declaration assigning a definition to every new identifier Z ` .
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5

An extension of Lν

Recently a new operator has been added to Lν in order to express controllability
properties [BCL05a]. More generally the expressivity of Lν is limited in the way
of dealing with delay transitions: the modalities hδi and [δ] are respectively too
weak or too strong for specifying some natural properties.
For example, consider the classical EaWb formula: “there exists a path satisfying aWb” where W stands for the weak until operator: either the path satisfies
aUb (there is eventually a b and the previous states satisfy a), or it satisfies Ga
(“always a”). In classical Kripke structures, this property can be expressed as
def

the greatest fixpoint of Y = b ∨ (a ∧ EX Y ) where EX denotes the Next operator.
In our framework, the property EϕWψ cannot be expressed in Lν due to the
lacks of expressivity of hδi and [δ] . Indeed, from a current state, we need to
state that there is a way of letting time elapse s.t. all visited states satisfy ϕ,
until a state where an action can be performed and so on. But the formula hδi ξ
allows us to specify that after some delay, the property ξ holds, but there is no
requirement on the intermediary states. And the formula [δ] ξ requires that any
state reachable via a delay transition has to satisfy ξ. This does not allow us to
express EϕWψ and which has motivated the introduction of the operator [δi
defined as follows [BCL05a]:
t

(`, v, u) |= ϕ [δi ψ ⇔ either ∀t ∈ R+ , (`, v) −−→ (`, v + t) ⇒ (`, v + t, u + t) |= ϕ
t
or ∃t ∈ R+ s.t. (`, v) −−→ (`, v + t) and (`, v + t, u + t) |= ψ and
0
∀0 ≤ t < t, we have (`, , v + t0 , u + t0 ) |= ϕ
Note that in [HNSY94] a timed µ-calculus (Tµ ) has been defined with a
modality B whose semantics is close to the one of [δi 4 .
The new operator [δi is a kind of weak Until operator over delay transitions.
We could have defined the operator [δii corresponding to a (strong) Until requiring that a position satisfying ψ exists. But we can easily define this modality
with [δi and vice versa:
ϕ [δii ψ ≡ ϕ [δi ψ ∧ hδi ψ
ϕ [δi ψ ≡ ϕ [δii ψ ∨ [δ] ϕ
Let L+
ν be the extension of Lν with the modality [δi . This new logic is more
expressive than Lν :
Lemma 5.1 ([BCL05a]). The L+
ν formula ([a] ff) [δi (hbi tt) has no equivalent
in Lν .
The full proof can be found in [BCL05b]. Let Φ be the formula
([a] ff) [δi (hbi tt). The difficult point is that it is not possible to find two TA A
4

The main difference between B and [δi is that B may include an action transition
after the delay
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and B such that A |= Φ, B 6|= Φ and A |= ψ ⇔ B |= ψ for any ψ ∈ Lν . Indeed as
we have seen in Section 4.3, Lν formulas allow us to distinguish between two TA
that are not bisimilar and if A |= Φ and B 6|= Φ, then A 6≈ B. This is a classical
problem in temporal logic [EMSS91] where one shows that two temporal logics
may have different expressive powers even if they have the same distinguishing
power and this makes the proof about expressivity more difficult.
Adding the modality [δi does not modify the interesting properties of Lν :
– The logic L+
ν allows compositional model checking. It is sufficient to add the
following rule to the quotient definition:






def
ϕ1 [δi ϕ2 /` = Inv(`) ⇒ (ϕ1 /`) [δi Inv(`) ∧ (ϕ2 /`)
– Moreover there is no additional complexity for the verification: Model checking L+
ν is EXPTIME-complete.
Control and controllability. The main motivation for adding [δi to Lν was related
to control problems. In this framework, we address a more general problem than
classical model checking: given a plant P and a control objective Φ, one aims at
synthesizing a controller C such that C(P ) |= Φ where C(P ) denotes the plant
supervised by C. Usually P is a (timed) automaton describing a system and its
environment and we often distinguish between controllable and uncontrollable
events in P : the controller can only act over controllable event in order to satisfy
the property Φ. Moreover the notion of supervision C(P ) can be seen as a simple
synchronization function between the two automata. Finally note that we can
consider different kinds of controller: the sampled controllers (performing an
action every ∆ time units — ∆ being fixed), or the more general case of the
dense-time controllers (we just require that at least ∆ time units elapse between
two controllable actions).
Note that synthesizing C — when it exists — is closely related to the satisfiability problem and it is an open problem when P , E and C are TA and
Φ ∈ Lν .
Nevertheless it has been shown in [BCL05a] that when a control objective
belongs to a deterministic fragment of Lν , it is possible to reduce the controllability problem — the existence of a controller — to a model checking problem.
More precisely, given P and Φ, the existence of a controller for P and Φ can be
reduced to a model checking instance (P |A∆ ) |= Φ0 where:
– Φ0 is an L+
ν formula that can be constructed automatically from Φ,
– A∆ is a simple timed automaton describing the type of the controller (sampled, or dense-time).
If Φ0 holds for (P |A∆ ) , then we know that there exists a strategy for choosing
controllable actions in P in order to satisfy Φ. This strategy — i.e. the controller
— is a timed transition system but it may be non definable as a timed automaton:
a TTS is much more general.
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